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Introduction

Thepowerofchains
DRS. P. BUKMAN, MINISTER OFAGRICULTURE, NATURE MANAGEMENT AND FISHERIES

Ministry ofAgriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries
Bezuidenhoutseweg 73,P.O.Box 20401
2500 EK 's Gravenhage, The Netherlands

Ladiesand gentlemen,
Itis apleasure toaddress you atthe start of this first international congress on Agri-Chain
Management. The items on the agenda for today and tomorrow are both fascinating and
topical.
Chain management andquality assurance areconcepts which havebeen inthe limelight
of Dutch policy for some time now. And quite successfully. Still, there are a number of
questions tobe answered andproblems tobe solved.
First I shall outline somedevelopments thathave been ofmajor importance tothe agroindustry.
New challenges
Theagro-industry is facing severalnew challenges.
1. There is the abolition of internal frontiers within the European Union, the GATT
agreement, andthedevelopments inEastern Europe.
Developments which have major consequences for the production, processing and
marketing of agricultural products, both within Europe and outside.Markets are becoming more open, challenges present themselves.This means morecompetition. It
also meansmore opportunities.
2.

3.

A second trend is that the market is developing from a sellers' market to a buyers'
market. For too long the market has been hidden behind a veil of guaranteed prices.
It seemed to be a sellers' market, but now that the veil is being raised the buyers'
market gradually shows its face.
It is time for a complete change of tack in the agricultural sector. So far production
has ruled the market. From now on production is to take its cue from the market.
Thisis,infact, a U-turn.
Athird trend has to do with public concern about the agricultural sector. Producers
are more and more up against public demands concerning the environment, nature,
and animal housing and transport. They are directly tackled about their methods of
production. As aresult, thecosts arebeingpushed up,initiallywithoutrate ofreturn.
Onlyin thelongerrun therateofreturnwill increase.
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Diversification
Specialization and standardization enable agriculture in various countries, the Netherlands among them, to produce large quantities of products of a constantly high quality.
Due to steady increases in productivity and an adequate marketing organization we have
managed to secure a strong position on the market. Aposition we were able to maintain
for verymany years.Awell-earned golden medal for the sector.
But times are changing. Consumer demand is more and more for a varied supply of
foodstuffs, and increasingly for convenience products. This appears, for instance, from
the appetite for the wide range of regional products from countries such as France and
Germany. A development which without doubt will be strengthened by the anticipated
protection ofdesignations oforigin withintheEuropean Union.
Market-oriented producers will have to find ways to add more value to a product unit.
Fortheywill havetodistinguish themselves from othersviatheirproducts.Product diversification is thekeyphrase.
Chains
Expectations are that consumer interest in the quality and origin of foodstuffs will continue to increase.The agro-industry will more and more beconfronted with consumer demands. Demands for product quality. Demands for the methods used to produce food.
Hence the focus on chains. Chains governing food production and marketing; controlled
chains.
This approach requires and, logically, gets the producers' attention. Also since cost
management necessitates a critical review of the links in the production and marketing
chain.Particularly the harmonization of activities undertaken in thedifferent links canresultin major costreductions andquality improvements.
Questions concerning chain management
If diversification and an integrated approach to quality at all stages are encouraged,
thereare still severalquestions.Theideais clear.Butitsimplementation is difficult.
In thisrespect I would draw your attention tothree issues. Issues in chain management
and quality assurance the policy is up against. Issues I sincerely hope this congress will
address.
Monitoring
First of all,thereis thequestion of how tomonitor the chain. In an integrated approach to
quality assurance the question to be answered is that of who can or should monitor a
chain. Many entrepreneurs are involved inproducing food. They have often very dissimilar, sometimes evenconflicting interests.
Traditionally, the agricultural sector of the Netherlands has been using an approach
aimed at producing large quantities ofproducts of auniform quality.For decades this has
been our strength.
It went with processing and marketing structures that also aimed at uniform and sizeable product flows. They formed the strong points of Dutch auctions and slaughterhouses, which have of old been very influential in the agri-chains. Time and again
producers were able to respond quickly and adequately to the demands of generally big
buyers onthetraditional markets.Areal success story.
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Whether things will remain as they are isquestionable. Iam afraid that the present-day
auctions and slaughterhouses will have difficulty in treating a much wider diversity of
products offered. And perhaps also in adding more value to these products. Nevertheless,
these organizations will havetoreact adequately tothetendency todiversification inagricultural products.If they do not, there isareal chance that alternative trade flows willdevelop,eroding theirposition inthe chain.Thisisworthy offurther attention.
Responsibilities
A second aspect requiring attention is concerned with the responsibilities within the
chain.Whatlinkinthechainisresponsibleorassumesresponsibility for arriving atdiversification, more value added, quality improvement? Looking at the primary producers in
agriculture, we cannot but conclude that market-oriented entrepreneurship is as yet not
widely accepted.
Before I referred to the veiled face of the Common Agricultural Policy. Specialization
and standardization, Ihavesaid so,did contributetokeeptheveil up.Themajority of agricultural products were and are supplied in ever increasing quantities. Others were responsiblefor valorizing and marketing theproducts.
Certificates
An example to illustrate that primary producers are indeed willing to shoulder their responsibilities is to be found in certification. At the moment the certification of products
and systems of production is in the centre of attention. Certification is a valuable tool to
guarantee the products and services that were supplied. Correct me if I am wrong, but I
have the impression that many applicants are only concerned with obtaining the certificate.Acertificate will, however, onlykeep its value if all parties remain watchful. If they
remain watchful and focus, individually orjointly, on theobjectives underlying the certificate. Idoubt whether thispointis sufficiently stressed.
An integrated approach to quality assurance should centre on quality improvement.
This aimshould be shared by all those concerned ineverylinkof thechain. Entrepreneurship in primary agricultural production will, I think, demand special attention as it is full
ofchallenges andproblems.
Communication
Finally, there is a third aspect Iwould draw your attention toin view of the theme of this
congress, namely: comnunication. Communication throughout the chain isfar from good.
As aconsequence much valuable information isnot used orgetslost, togetherwith opportunities tobetter adjust food production tomarket demand.
What Ihave saidgoes for thechain of production as awholebut also for many separate
links.Itis doubtful whether new ideas willberecognized and taken up.Theflaws in communication should be addressed. I am convinced that if someone feels responsible for a
product and meets with appreciation, his creativity will boost. And creativity is what we
need toanswer thequestions we arefacing inanintegrated approach to quality.
Finally
The word 'chain' evokes various reactions. In the past a chain was often used to depict
confinement, restriction of freedom. This connotation is very negative. In this negative
MANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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sense of the word, to burst thechains symbolizes the struggle against restraint and for independence. Tobecome independent means that one assumes responsibilities. One of the
roads to success is to voluntarily co-operate with others, from the conviction that different links may benefit each other. In other words: to forget new chains. From this moment
on the word will evoke another image. Instead of the negative associations of the past, a
chain will be seen as auseful instrument with a surplus value.Avalue which exceeds the
sumof theparts.Asymbol of thepower of co-operation.
I trust your congress will contribute to the visualization of the power of chains. Thank
you.
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PROF.DR.J.C.VAN DALEN

Department ofManagement Studies
WageningenAgricultural University, Hollandseweg 1 "De Leeuwenhoren'
6706KN Wageningen, The Netherlands

Introduction
Thetitleof thiscontribution tothe first international conference on chain managementrefers to three interrelated concepts: "sustainable", "chain" and "systems". The first concept, "sustainable", refers to the fact that we are interested in a phenomenon of a long
lasting life. Several debates can be devoted to the question of the actual duration of the
phenomenon ("how long is long") and to the question whether we arereally interested in
a phenomenon that is extending its life for a long period ("do chains have to exist forever?"). An essential aspect of the use of sustainability as an attribute of chains is the
choice of a proper criterion for measurement. Such a criterion is helpful in assisting researchers as well as practitioners with respect to the operationalisation of the concept of
sustainability. Eventually, the measurement of sustainability as an attribute of chains is
far from simple.
Connected to the idea of the long life of a phenomenon like a production chain is the
condition thatpeople have torestrict themselves withrespect to the useofresources,esp.
of nature as a resource. In several stages of the process of food production (in a broad
sense) natural resources areused, or spoiled, asin the case ofproducing wasteasabyproduct. Not onlythevery visible primary stage of farming is critical inthis sense,the whole
production process has tobe studied ina critical way.Severalexamples ofusing overdose
of chemicals oreven water canillustrate this situation.
The second concept is the "chain", which is meant tobe theproduction chain of food and
other agri-products (like wines and industrial products based on agricultural raw material).Dealing with chains means that oneneeds asharednotion ofthechain. Discussing the
concept with people in "the business"shows that there are nearly as may notions as there
are people involved. However, it seems as if everyone is understanding the meaning of
the concept "chain". So the concept chain can be characterized as a sensitizing concept,
because it is triggering the minds of people in such a way that they possess a common
frame ofreference to guide theirdiscourses.
Somepeople usetheconcept of the chaininavery concrete way,suchasthe production
of a specified product (like the tomato) by identifiable producers, processors and traders.
Such a chain can fade away when that special product (the tomato) is not delivered any
more,or when one of the entrepreneurs involved moves outofbusiness, and cannotbere-
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placed properly. E.g. the producer will switch to producing another product (like cut
flowers), orwill retire and closedown hisbusiness.Inthis sense chains candie.
Other people will use the concept of the chain in another way.E.g. as an abstract construct of stages in an unspecified production process,just to clarify the idea of producing
certain products in a series of relatively autonomous "stations" or organizations. Within
the scope of this view an intriguing research question is about the discovery of general
control lemma's,helpful in guiding themanagement of c.q. insuchchains.
Besides these two options of understanding the phenomenon of the chain and chain
management, several other views are in use, e.g. the notion of the physical production
process,existing of flows of material along acomposition of machinery, checking points,
storage facilities, etc. Again another option is e.g. the view that a chain is a combination
of production facilities, connected by markets. Several interesting issues can be raised,
like coordination of the chain by prices, contracts, mutual agreements, etc. Economic as
well asjuridical problems canbe formulated, that areessential inunderstanding thebehavior of the chain. Naturally the focus on added value is awell known (strategic) perspectiveonthetreatment of chainstoo.
Inconclusion we may stress thatthe concept of the (production)chain is acomplex one.
The complexity is even stronger if one combines the concepts "sustainability" and
"chain". It depends largely onthe stance one choses whether chains can be interpreted as
essentially sustainable or durable or essentially finite in existence. A critical point, as
mentionedearlier isthemeasurement of durability or continuity.
Introducing the third concept ("systems") in the title causes an even increasing complexity.Aslong as chains can be interpreted asrelatively straightforward patterns of stages or
organizations producing certain endproducts to satisfy the demand of consumers of agriproducts, the concept is relatively simple seen from a "systems" viewpoint. But, "systems" is introducing the complexity of interacting chains that together deliver "total"
products tothemarket.With totalproducts isreferred to thespecified composition ofprocessed raw material (from agricultural origin), connected with a form of packaging, pricing, labelling, etc., asperceived by the comsumer in the retail shop orby industries when
busisness-to-business deliveries are under discussion. Asimple example may be a bar of
chocolate, ina special form,just for a special occasion (e.g.a sportsevent),with aspecial
price,packed with special material, delivered with abooklet containing recipes for using
thechocolate inunorthodox ways,and connected toan action of collecting package waste
in a special way. One can imagine that several (production)chains have to be coordinated
to attain atapropertime theresult that is sketched.
So, systems of chains, sustainable ornot, arecomposed of several chains that areessentially independent, but have to be combined in such a -unique- way that they are adding
valueto a special product tobedelivered tothe market. Such a view onchains is very essential with respect to issues of strategy, logistics, quality, pollution, etc. Also with respect to policy making in government the chain approach is important as an analysis as
well asadesign philosophy.
Chainsin history
Chains are nearly as old as is mankind. Since there is production of food, man had to organize this production in several consecutive stages performed by different businesses.
8
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Sometimes one man's businesses, sometimes organizations of a larger scale. Nowadays
even of a very large scale. On of the simplest examples may be the production of bread,
starting with growing wheat by the farmers, milling the wheat by the miller and baking
andselling thebreadby several bakers.Atthatearly times nobody hadtocareaboutpackaging, freezing, etc. The production process was very dependent on the regular delivery
of flour by the miller, who on his turn was dependent upon the delivery of wheat by the
farmer. Interms of contemporary developments we would discuss the specialpowerposition of one the links in the chain, being the chain leader. With respect to food safety we
would also be interested in thetype of storageof the flour, and with respect to the quality
ofthebread, the stableapplication oftherecipewould beone of our concerns.
Avery remarkable historical example of a food and trade chain of a large scale is the
United Dutch East India Company well known in the Netherlands as the VOC. In 1602 it
was founded as a merger of several smaller businesses. Amulti national "avant la lettre"
in the 17th and 18th century. The company was a large enterprise both in revenues and
capital asinmanpower. Essentially itwas composed of several chains,varying from shipbuilding, shipping, naval transport, dutch-asiatic ("world") trade, asiatic ("regional")
trade, refinery of fine spices, and silk trade. It had a sound, and sometimes unconventional, experience in contracting primary sector farmers in former Dutch East India. The
company is a splendid example of all the economic and managerial ups and downs a big
company can face during its lifetime. There were periods of marvellous successes, exellent management, perfect logistic control, but at other times there was also failing management, loss of tradeware, corruption, disasters produced by several wars,and problems
in administration too. All the problems and all the successes we experience nowadays,
with bigger and smaller, national and international, firms, were already experienced in
those days. In an era of doing no-nonsense business there weredebates about the practice
of bookkeeping asan instrument of managerial decision making,therewas adebate about
failing management and there was also the problem of failing information systems, with
all the risks of e.g. loosing the books in a storm. The company was facing several awkward situations during the twoeras of its existence. The directors of thecompany, known
as the "Heren XVII", ordered more than once during this very long period of existence a
measure of redress, meaning the reorganization of the management of the company esp.
in the field of administration and bookkkeeping. Perhaps it's the activity we nowadays
givethe label "re-engineering". But also strategic decision making onissues likebuy outs
and the political game on representation of several chambers (of commerce) was practiced in the board of the "Heren XVII", which assembled two or three times a year for a
few weeks. One of the severe problems was the aspect of "distance", with its consequences like very latedelivery of thebooks andthe financial statements of theAsian business.
Another crucial problem wasthemismatch between thebookkkeeping systeminAsiaand
the one in the Netherlands. E.g. on the basis of the Dutch bookkeeping system directors
werenotcapableofmakinginferences aboutadded valueoftheproducts imported.
One central conclusion can be derived from the developments of the VOC:any competitiveadvantage,whether originated from theenvironment or from theorganization itself,
is only valid temporarily. So, for the sake of continuity, managers have to be very attentive to environmental developments and to the matching between (top level) strategy and
workfloor processes.
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From history several observations can be drawn that are illustrative for modern developments as well One of the interesting findings is the combination of transportation and
production. Nowadays we call this value added logistics (VAL). Historical examples are
the gutting of herrings when fishing at sea, as invented at the end of the 13th century by
an elderman of Biervliet and the processing of whales while hunting for them in the
northern seas. When the whale hunting fleet returned home, all the processing had been
finished aboard.
Nowadays weareeagerly looking for opportunities tocombineproduction and logistics
in food industries. E.g. by executing production activities in destribution centers. It
makes transportation more economical.
Basicchain configurations
Studying food production chains asks for structuring and modelling production chains,
that emerge in practice. The aim of these activities is mainly to find out how and when it
is possible and profitable to steere and control thebehavior of achain. Ideally the clue to
problems inthe management ofproduction chains shouldbe somekind of management or
control paradigm. However, before dealing with management andcontrol of chains, there
should be clarity about the structure of chains as such. Some remarks in the introduction
aboutdifferent definitions-in-use apply tothis issue.
In practice there is a large variety of structural configurations of concrete production
chains.Avariety inreality aswell asavarietyinmapping (see fig 1).
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Figure J. Configurations ofproduction chains
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Even these examples, relatively simple and presented as an abstraction, show a variety
of configurations as mentioned before. Esp. thebuilding of anetwork of chains by matching (or crossing) several chains makes a difference in each situation (e.g. health care,
packaging, feeding chains, etc., crossing the meat production chain). In the examples of
thevariouschainsthese crossing chains arenotworked outextensively.Only ashort hand
label of such a chain is included. Like "plantprotection", which is referring to a complicated production and application process. Furthermore, the examples had to be simplified, thereby omitting a number of aspects. One of these aspects is the single or multiple
character of every stage (or link) in the chain. This means e.g. that instead of one retail
shop (as suggested in the examples) there may be somehundreds of these shops. "Single
or multiple" makes abig difference with respect tothemarket mechanisms (pricing, contracting, agreements, etc.). The chain maps are also simplified with respect to e.g. the
nomination of concrete firms. Also the character of the interaction between links is
omitted.
To grasp the essential characteristics of chain configurations it is necessary to build
models of chains of a relative high level of abstraction. Within these "generic" models
certain basic configurations (if existing), as modules, willbe helpful toconstruct a model
of a chain. The generic models of chains are in a way "translations" or "maps" of real
chains. Such maps are omitting alot of practical aspectsof areal chain,generating inthis
way simplified, sometimes caricatured, abstract chains. Sometimes it may be thought of
thatatranslation from apractical chain to ageneric chainismade stepwise (see fig 2).
Atleast twothings maybe clear from thisrepresentation of thetranslation process. One
is the bilateral direction of the translation. From reality to abstraction and from abstraction toreality. Second thetranslation levels,varying inlevel of abstraction.The first level
may result in an abstraction ofreality, that is recognized as arelatively simple conversion
of the real situation, while the second level is far more abstract and more difficult to be
recognized as a map of reality. One may e.g. think of it as a systems control model. The
first level translation (comparable with the examples in the former section) may be helpful in finding moredirect andpractical solutions tochainmanagement problems.Thesecond level translation, leading to a generic model, produces more general management
approaches torealworld problems.
Todistinguish between real world production chains and the abstract maps, we call the
former typeof chain "chain realizations".

genericchainmodels

abstractchainmodels

chainrealization

Figure 2. Steps in translation
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The modules tobe used, as chain components, inbuilding generic type chains, can be depicted as follows:
a. the linear type module, in which every link is unambiguously connected to the following and the former link in the production process (like in certain flower production "lines") (seefig 3).
b.

c.

d.

the convergent type module, whereby some link is connected to several parallel
preceding links (like in assembling processes, e.g. ready to process meals) (see fig
4).
thedivergent type module, whereby alink is connected toseveral parallel following
links (like in disassembling processes, e.g. production of several types of pig meat
outof onepig) (see fig 5).
the network type module, referring to a composition of several chains, all together
supporting the production of certain produces (likeprocessed, canned and packaged
food) (see fig 6).

Figure 3. Lineair type of chain

Figure 4. Convergent typeof chain

Figure 5. Divergent type of chain
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Figure 6. Network typeof chain
Thesebasictypes of chain configurations willbehelpful inconstructing adequate chain
maps.Furthermore, they will be helpfull in attempts to understand thebehavior of chains
and to understand the ways in which chain behavior can be changed, by managerial action.
Managementen processes
Management is the act, art or manner of managing, as the Webster's dictionary is telling
the interested reader. More operational we can describe management as the coordination
of activities and processes in organizational settings. Management fulfills a function
complementary to the central movements in every organizational setting: differentiation
and integration.One step further, themanagement cycle canbeidentified, existing of four
phases:
planning, being the phase of making projections of future activities, thereby coordinating in advance the activities and processes to be performed. Categories of planning activities arestrategy,budgetting, scheduling, goal setting,etc.
execution, being the phase of real activities and processes, executed in accordance
with theplanning or not. Instruments supporting this management activity areprocedures, hierarchy, mutual agreement, cultural traits,etc.
control, being the phase of evaluating the things that have been done. This managementphase contains activities likequality control, financial auditing,review of planning outcomes,etc.
learning, or adaptation, being the phase of improving theorganization, the processes,
the activities inordertoimprove effectiveness of the organization. Activities belongingto thisphaseareproblem solving,issuemanagement, agendasetting, etc.
A theoretical as well as an empirical analysis of the construction of the four consecutive
phases will lead to the conclusion that two dimensions can be thought of as the constituting bases of the management cycle:time and frame of reference. Time canbe distinguished in two ways: aperspective from theinput side ofprocesses, or aperspective from the
output side. In the situation mentioned first we are engaged in feed forward, in the other
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frameofreference
model

reality

feed
forward

planning

execution

feed
back

learning
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Figure 7. Management cycle

situation feed back is the issue. With regard to the frame of reference the following distinction can be made. On the one hand the day-to-day reality can be the frame of reference, on the other hand it is themodel made as a description of that reality. Planning e.g.
isbased onmodels,whilecontrol isbased upon reality.
Combining the oneandtheotherwe candepict thephasesofthemanagement cycle and
theirmutual relationships (seefig7).
The general idea is that in practice, to secure a proper way of management, one has to
payattention tothe successive phases one after another, inaclockwise direction.
So far the activities conected to management in organizational settings, chains included.
However, anextension of thismodeling of management isnecessary. The objects of management are processes and activities within the organizational setting. Activities can be
identified as contributions to processes. So, the extension of the model of management
can be defined by elaborating the processes involved. Seven of these organizational processes canbe identified:
production and logistics, describing the ways of producing the products and services
of the organisational setting.Theproducts canbequitephysical,liketomatoes, potatoes and pig meat, the products can be more abstract too, like advices, plans and
training options.Essentially the material to be transformed into the desired products
canbephysical aswellasabstract (likeknowledge).
client acquisition, concerning theidentification of clients,as well asthe treatment of
clients, the combination of clients aggregated to (partial) markets and products, the
satisfaction of clients,etc.Client acquisition encompasses morethanjust marketing,
research and development, dealing with new products andprocesses, and the ways to
cope with improvement of products and processes. Strategic and applied research is
included, aswell asscanning theenvironment (for newoptions),product testing,etc.
human resource process, including the acquisition of human resources, the distribution of human resources throughout the organizational setting, the maintenance and
theleave. Quality andquantity of human resources isessential to theexistence of the
organization.
material resourceprocess,dealing with theacquisition,distribution, maintenance and
repulsion of production means. Business to business marketing is one of the modern
issues connected tothisprocess.
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financial resources process, which is devoted to the attraction of money means, the
distribution throughout theorganizational setting, andthe spending,
information resources process, refers to the acquisition of information/knowledge,
the refining/reconditioning of information, storing information and distributing useful information.
Processes and management cycle together constitute a model of management that can
beusedas ananalytical device aswell asaconstructional device,inthe sensethattheingredients of managerial strategies and operations aregivenbythe model.All the processes
havethe sameform (seefig 8).
Interesting within thecontext oftheproduction chain asanorganizational setting,isthe
possibility to manipulate input, throuhgput, and output throughout the whole chain. It
may e.g. be a succesful option to shift a certain process (like the production and logistic
process) in such a way that manipulations with input or output is transferred to another
link in the chain, or even (parts of) the throughput. One of the modern issues in logistics
dealing with creative solutions to such profitable shifts is Value Added Logistics (VAL).
Theeffects arealwaysexternally tothechain ortolinks inthe chain.
Chains,Qualityand Competence
The management and control (of the behavior) of chains is characterized by several aspects. One of thevery important aspects isdecision making.Every actof managementessentially means decision making. In its turn decision making isdependent on knowledge.
Situational knowledge,knowledge of conditions for the functioning ofchains, knowledge
of external rules by government bodies or other types of rules, knowledge of technology,
knowledge of management in theory and practice, etc.With respect to decision making it
is important to discover that decisions are made on different levels, with different perspectives.Itishelpful todistinguish between:
individual level of decision making, focused on just individual decisions, as they
emergeeveryminute soto say,
individual task level, being the aggregation of individual decisions to clusters connected totaskstobe done,
group level,connected tothe conglomerate of activities,processes and decision makingbehavior ofgroups within an organizational setting,
organizational level,dealing e.g. with organizational issues asgoal setting and strategy formation,
chain level, encompassing the mutually linked decisions of the relatively independent organisationsbelonging tothe chain,
inter chain level,e.g. of importance when several chains are needed intheprocess of
producing acertainproduct (e.g.physicalproduction,packaging, informing).

input

throughput

output

• effects

Figure 8. Process model of management
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Being aware of the different levels that are emerging in decision making situations is
important, just because decision making at different levels has different meanings and
different effects. The -sometimes very close- relationships between decisions at different
levelsisimportanttoo.
One of the striking issues nowadays in production chains, esp. in agri-business is quality
of product and process. High quality is brought forward by management that is recognizing the importance of chains as a "vehicle" of production, as well as an adequate "vehicle" of thinking about production. However, high quality is a concept that is
operationalized by the users of products. Quality is a perception. Strikingly, the perception bymanagement (c.q. other organizational/chain members) can differ greatly from the
perception inthe market.Thatis why it isstipulated inagri-business thatagri chains have
to be market oriented,just because agri-business is demand pulled. Developments inhistory however show an other focus: production orientation. Market conditions, partly
dominated by subsidies and government interventions,causing anartificial market equilibrium,obviously wereinfavour ofthis orientation.
Moreover, it is stressed thatintegral chain control is the answer tomost problems of ineffectiveness, meaning that management and managers of the production processes of
agri-products should be guided by the concept of the production chain, and (partial) integration, or at least coordination of the successive links in the chain. The coordination can
be studied and executed within the scope of the management model just presented.
Ideally coordination should be extended to all the seven processes. Nevertheless apartial
coordination, e.g. restricted tologistics, can causean improvement of theeffectiveness of
thechain.
Topractice integral chain control, chain strategies arenecessary means tobe able to coordinate. Chain strategies are dealing esp. with cooperation modes within the chain.
These cooperation modes are of a wide variety. Market mechanisms are one type of cooperation modes, agreements, contracts, information exchange and cooperative membership are other types.Chain strategies areesp.applicable totheinterfaces between links in
the chain. Together with activities connected to the phases of the management cycle,
chain strategies can be used in the optimization process of interface management in the
chain. Esp. when market mechanisms are frustrated, and fail to coordinate the successive
linksinthechain,thetask todesign otherproper cooperation modes is emergent.
Thinking about chain management, the triad "chain", "chain infrastructure" and "chain
knowledge infrastructure" urges itself. Chain infrastructure can be interpreted as the
structure of the chain as presented before, as well as the collection of conditions and resources,making thechain function. With thisdescription inmind we canmake inferences
about thebehavior of achain inthecontext of its infrastructure. Weeven can conclude to
some qualification of the infrastructure, insofar it advances the effectiveness of the chain
as such.The importance of knowledge infrastructure is emerging atthe very moment one
recognizes that the improvement of the effectiveness of chains is enhanced by knowing
more and better about the chain infrastructure and its usein practice. It is saidthat, on the
level of individual organizations aswell as onthe level of chains of organizations,knowledge is akey factor for success. Keeping the idea in mind that the contribution of human
resources tothefunctioning of achain isdominantly dependent onthecompetences of the
16
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members of the human resource, individually as well as collectively, the inference about
the importance of knowledge is obvious. However, knowledge is not only the invisible
trait of humans in the organization. Knowledge can be retrieved from data bases, from
consultants, from outside research institutes, universities, or from factual behavior too,
while knowledge is also contained in structure, procedures, culture, etc. The nature of
knowledge isdetermining largely itsrepresentation mode.
At macro level one can identify a knowledge infrastructure in society with respect to
agri-production chains. Schematically one can identify markets of demand and supply of
knowledge. Demand mainly represented by industry, supply by industry and knowledge
institutions, like research institutes, universities, educational institutes, extension services.
Government isplaying an intriguing role,being interested inknowledge e.g.inthe context of its policies, offering knowledge to industry as well as to knowledge institutions,
andmediatingbetween parties (seefig 9).
InThe Netherlands aremarkable policy-experiment is going on:theconstitution of aso
called Foundation for Agri-Chain Competence. Theaim of this experiment is toachieve a
substantial improvement of the chain knowledge infrastructure. Not for the sake of theinfrastructure in itself, but for the sake of the effectiveness/competitiveness of agro-industry. Schematically the small institute of the foundation is located in the middle of the
scheme just presented (filling the gap between the three participants; viz. the question
mark). One of the underlying propositions of constructing such an organizational device
is the idea that infrastructure, at a macro level embedded in several types of organizations, has to be improved by learning. Practical evidence shows that learning organizations are very difficult to realize. Some kind of institutionalization seems tobe necessary
as well asclose monitoring. In this sense the institute of theFoundation is facilitating the
learning competence ofthe agri-business knowledge infrastructure.

Figure 9. Knowledge relations
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Introduction
A firm's product/market strategy involves choice based on prior assessment of market
trends and opportunities, strengths of competitors and the firm's own resources and capabilities. Agri-chains are typically complex, hence a food manufacturing firm's competitivepressures arisenotjust from other rival manufacturers, butalsofrom powerful buyers
(retail, wholesale, catering), substitute product possibilities, organised raw material suppliers and potential new entrants as conceptually outlined in Porter's seminal work on
competitivestrategy (Porter, 1979).
In assessing international dairy industry opportunities, manufacturing firms observe
manyrelevant trends inthe marketplace, of which atypical listis shown inFig 1.
It is then necessary to assess one's own strengths and capabilities relative to competitors in devising product strategy, involving human skills, technological strengths, cost
structures and scale. Given the complexity of agri-chains, this assessment must range
over the whole chain, not just manufacturing, and therefore for dairying ranges from
1. Market
(a) Consumer
- MoreConvenienceFoods
-

PreferenceforFresh/Chilled
AgingPopulationsinWest
SmallerFamilySize
Snackingv'sFull Meals

(b) Distribution
-

PowerfulTransnationalRetailGroups
GrowthinHard Discounters
GreaterRetailerMarketKnowledgeduetoIJ .

Figure 1. Relevant Market Factors inOpportunity Assessment
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dairy farming to milk transport, product manufacture, distribution, combined with market
factors, as in Fig 1. Sometimes a manufacturer's product choice may be constrained by
powerful cost or other factors elsewhere in the chain, of which the Irish dairy industry
may be agood example.
IrishDairy Industry- Introduction
Dairying is a very important component of the Irish economy, accounting for about onethird of the value of all farm input, with dairy product sales equivalent to about 8% of
gross national product and exports equalling about 11% of total national exports. In employment terms there are about 50,000 dairy farmers, which account for about one-third
of all farmers, and employment in dairy product manufacture is about 4% of that in total
manufacturing industry. These values, in terms of employment and output, are generally
far higher than otherEU countries (Table 1).
With a large dairy industry relative to domestic population, Ireland exports a much
greater proportion of itsdairy output than any other EU country. As seen inFig 2, Ireland
is over 300% self-sufficient in milkfat and over 200% self-sufficient in solids-non-fat,
with both ratios far higher than that of the next ranked country in the EU and the EU asa
whole.
Ireland has a product portfolio which is considerably more concentrated on storable
products (including intervention products) than most other EU countries. Ireland is the
highest ranked EU country in terms of percentage of milk allocated tobutter and amongst
the lowest ranked in terms of milk allocation to cheese (Fig 3). Taking the utilisation of
skim milk, Ireland is also the highest ranked in terms of allocation to milk powder, but is
also highestranked interms of allocation tocasein andderivatives (Fig 4).
Aunique feature of Irish dairying inEUterms is thehighly seasonal pattern of milk deliveries by farmers. This is reflected in the peak:trough (lowest) month milk deliveries
pattern among EU countries.This shows thatIreland, with aratio of 5.5,is far higher than
any other country,all ofwhich haveratios below 2:1, withmostbelow 1.5:1 (Fig 5).
Despite 20 years of EU membership with common market access, the distinguishing
features ofIrish dairying havenot greatly changed i.e.highly seasonal milkdeliveries and
a product portfolio weighted heavily towards a comparatively limited range of storable
products. Given changing trends in consumer preferences, one may ask why this pattern
persists. I hope to demonstrate that an answer can be found by analysing the complexity
of the whole agri-chain as applied toIrish andEuropean dairying, and inparticular by focusing onthree factors,EUpolicy,peripherality, and cost structures inthe agri-chain.
Table1. Dairying inthe Economy
(a) Employment
Dairy Farmersas %of
(i)TotalAgricultural Employment
(ii)TotalWorking Population
(b) Output
Milk as %of
(i)Agricultural Production
(ii) G.D.P.
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Ireland

Netherlands

EU

37
5.5

15
0.7

15
0.9

32
2.8

21
0.8

16
0.5
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Figure 2. Self-Sufficiency Ratios 1992
EUDairy Policy
EU dairy policy involves a price support system (target and intervention prices) maintainedmainlybytradepolicy (importlevies,exportrestitutions).Whenthisledto structural surpluses, a producer quota regime was introduced. Despite the quota regime,
including quota reductions, the EU itself is still in substantial surplus to around the level
of 10%of overall output as shownearlier. Given thatIreland accounts for about 5%ofEU
milk output, with close to 70% of this being exported, EU net exports to third countries
areequal toovertwicetotal Irishnet exports.
Peripherality
Islands on the periphery, such as Ireland in anEU context, areparticularly likely to view
trade in a spatial context, as transport costs are comparatively more important. In dairying, which involves a range of products from highly perishable liquids to dry storable
goods, one might expect that peripheral islands which are large net exporters would be
relatively more competitive in the dry, storable product range. In the EU, the Azores in
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Figure 3. Utilisation of WholeMilk byDairies, 1992,%
this respect may be another example as well as Ireland. Furthermore, with the EU as a
whole obliged to export about 10% of output to third countries, and most internal EU
countries more than 100% self-sufficient in most dairy products, transportation economies dictate that in this situation the net exporters on the periphery are the most likely
sources of EUthird country trade.The world market has arather different product profile
to that of the internal EU market, with a much greater concentration on dried products
(milk powder, butter, hard cheeses) and inevitably much lower sales of perishable short
shelf-life products.Thus,countries which supply proportionally more totheworld market
rather than the internal EUmarket, such asIreland, haveaproductportfolio more concentratedondried storableproducts.
To formally demonstrate this, spatial transportation models have been developed
(Keane andLucey, 1991, Anderson and Davis, 1993).Taking oneexample,thechanges in
dairy product portfolio and market location which would arise in EU countries due to
transportation costs under alternative policy scenarios, other things being equal, were estimated (Keane and Lucey, 1991). The methodology involved a standard application of
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transportation modelling, taking account of joint product relationships such as that between butter and skimpowder. It was demonstrated that when policy allows considerable
surpluses over internal consumption to occur in EU dairying, it may be expected on the
basis of the transportation cost model that Ireland's dairy exports would have a relatively
high concentration of dried products for export mainly outside the EU. However, when
quotas are altered toreduce surpluses over internal consumption, the model indicates that
Ireland's product mix for export would become more diverse and that markets would be
found to a greater extent within the EU. This suggests thatproduct mix and market location are notjust a matter of individual firm's technological base and marketing strategy
but are also related to external factors such as policy and location. For Irish dairy firms
the model suggests that if the ultimate outcome of CAP reform and the GATT Uruguay
Round is to move the EU closer to self-sufficiency in milk products, then it would be desirable toreorientate product mix and market location more towardsinternal EU demand.
However if EU milk production continues to exceed internal consumption by a considerable amount, the Irish dairy industry may be expected to continue as a major supplier of
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Paak : Lowest Month Ratios
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NETHERLANDS

Figure 5. Seasonal milksupply pattern
dried products to third country markets. The model also indicated that one might expect
dairyproduct prices inIreland tobeupto 2%lower than in someotherEU member states,
duetospatial transportation costreasons.
Seasonality
While the overall Irish dairy industry has a unique seasonal supply pattern as demonstrated earlier, the industry can be further sub-divided into the liquid (fluid) milk sector
and the manufacturing sector. The liquid milk sector, which comprises about 10% of the
total,has acomparatively even supply pattern quite similar tothat of theEU average (Fig
6). The manufacturing sector, comprising 90% of the total, has about an 8:1 peak to
trough month ratio.These aremanaged as separate sectors, with theliquid suppliers operatingunderindividual contractinvolvingwintermilk quotasandsubstantialpricepremia.
The unique supply pattern ofthemanufacturing sector inEU terms islinked to Ireland's
comparatively milk climate, even in Winter, which allows for a very lengthy grass growing season of 9 months approximately. Thus cows which calve in early Spring can graze
outdoors from March to November. This means that most of the typical 10 month lactation is produced cheaply from grazed grass with only limited purchase of supplementary
feed. This is rather different to most EU countries where winters are more severe and
cows are fed indoors for perhaps 6 months. In cost terms Irish dairying thus has a potentialbenefit, asreflected inarecent cost comparison which showed thatIrish milk produc-
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tion costs per 100kgs milk were substantially lower than most other major dairying countries (Fig 7).
While the seasonal supply pattern of milk confers cost advantages at farm level, it creates major disadvantages at assembly, processing, storage and distribution and marketing
levels. At processing level, for example, plant capacity utilisation is much lower, with
very limited utilisation inthewinter months,giving an annual capacity utilisation level of
only about 55%.Inevitably major additional costs also arise in terms of product storage
and financing, as dairy companies must match the comparatively even consumption pattern of products with the highly seasonal production pattern. At the marketing level, a
highly seasonal supply pattern of milk largely restricts theproduct portfolio to long-term
storable products asshown earlier.
Decisionmaking with regard to seasonality involves aneconomic cost-benefit type analysis. One must ask will the extra costs in milk production, if production is changed to a
comparatively even supply pattern,be outweighed by thebenefits at processing and marketing levels?This issue hasbeenexamined onanoccasional basis inIreland (Pitts,1983,
Keane, 1986),and canbe analysed insummary form using some simplified cost and price
relationships.
Taking an initial model based oncurrent seasonal supplypatterns of milk andthe manufacturing margin for storable products (butter, milk powder, cheddar cheese), it is seen
that theraw material milk costis about 80%ofbulk product sales (Fig8). (Manufacturing
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Figure 7. Farm cash costsper 100kgs milk
margin equals bulk product sales minus ex-farm milk prices,and includes milk transport,
product manufacture, product storage and finance.) To obtain an even supply pattern of
milk in Ireland, it has been estimated that it would be necessary to provide an extra price
incentive to suppliers of 7 to 10% on an average annual basis. This arises due tothe very
high additional cost in producing an even supply pattern in Ireland. This additional price
incentive is consistent with the price differential that currently exists between manufacturingmilkandliquidmilkinIreland (Teagasc, 1993).
The benefit of an even supply pattern would arise at all levels beyond the farm. For
example, manufacturing plant utilisation would increase and operating costs would substantially reduce and product storage/financing costs and milk transport costs would also
fall. True variable costs such as packaging would however remain unchanged. Taking
storable products the combined benefits havebeen estimated atabout 4%of bulk product
sales. While this represents a reduction of about one-third in the non-variable costs segment of themanufacturing margin, itis substantially lessthan thebenefit required to fund
the incentive necessary to alter farm supply patterns. Hence supply patterns remain unchanged.
It is interesting tonote that studies on this issuehave also been completed in New Zealand which has pasture based milk production and a seasonal supply pattern very similar
to Ireland. These studies have also concluded that 'if the European pattern of milk production (excluding Ireland) were adopted, the improvement in efficiency has a potential
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Figure 8. Cost-price realtionships —storable products
of providing savings equal to only 1.6% of the value of manufactured output, but would
require the discarding of the principal advantage of theNew Zealand dairy industry - the
ability to graze stock on pasture throughout the year' (McCombs, 1985).When the Irish
situation iscompared with otherEU countries, the fundamental difference isthat the milk
production costs differential between aseasonal andan even supplypattern ismuch more
limited. Hence the benefits beyond the farm gate, even for storable products, outweigh
the additional costs of an even supply pattern and the incentive to provide a more even
supplypattern istherefore present.
Value-Added Products
The above analysis may be criticised for not taking account of the scope for value-added
dairyproducts which are often of short shelf-life. Themerits of adopting suchproducts in
the portfolio can be analysed by taking the Irish estimates earlier. The position is that if
market opportunities areidentified whichrequire aneven milk supplypattern, then where
these opportunities have the potential to provide a return sufficient to pay milk suppliers
the required incentive, the projects should be proceeded with. Based on the earlier estimates, it would be necessary to pay the suppliers at least to the level of 87 on the scale
shown inFig 8.
Some dairy companies in Ireland have identified particular products requiring an allyear-round milk supply which they claim will provide sufficient premium over current
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products such that theextrapayments required by farmers toproduce milk on aneven allyear-round basis can be made.This requires the identification of apoolof committed farmers to whom substantial winter milk price premia are offered. The author has analysed
these 'winter milk' schemes and has used linear programming toevaluate theirbenefits to
both farmers andprocessors (Keane, 1987).
Conclusions
In complex agri-chains, a manufacturer's product choice may sometimes be constrained
by powerful factors elsewhere in the chain. The Irish dairy industry is a good example of
this.Ithasbeen demonstrated that acombination of EUdairypolicy,aperipheral location
and unique farm cost structures has resulted in a dairy product portfolio which differs
substantially from otherEU countries.
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Introduction
According to the mainstream of strategic management literature allocating resources is
one of the major strategic activities to provide conditions for successful business performance.The final output ofthebusiness strategy istranslated intoabudget.Thebudget includes all the strategic and operational funds demanded for implementing the business
strategy.
These strategic funds contain investments, increases in net working capital and developmental expenses.Whether these strategic funds follow strategy, asstressedby theprescriptive scholars on strategy, or whether strategy follows the process of formation of
strategic funds, asenhanced bywriters onfinancial theory, isstillamatter of debate.
Asomewhatbroaderperspective on financial strategy takes intoconsideration the main
activities, being providing the firm with the appropriate financial structure and funds to
achieve the overall objectives, the measuring of outcomes of strategic options and the selection of thebest financial course of action. Aparticular interesting function of financial
strategy is,according to Clarke (1988) to give competitive advantage trough alower cost
offunds andaflexible ability toraisecapital.
Taking into account this broader set of functions of financial strategy, it is still open
how financial theory can contribute to the coredecision in theprocess of strategy formation:theselection of strategic options.
From the traditional point of view, financial theorists claim the useof pay-back period,
internal rate of return, sensitivity analysis or capital project controls as key features for
capital budgeting (Mills; 1988). In modern financial theory, however, the concept of net
present value is the central theme. While writers on strategy formation and selection advocate completely different aspects to be included, as craft, creativity, experience and
dedication (Mintzberg andQuinn; 1992).
So,thequestion is,how to select strategic options? In thisarticleweadvocate the useof
a stronger financial dimension into strategy-making. More specifically, we consider the
issues involved in the selection of strategic options using option theory, asone of the contributions to systematizedecision-making processes onselection of strategic options.
First we describe the characteristics of strategic options and the problems enhanced to
the selection of options. Second we look into the modern financial theory on market
value. Third, the contribution to decision-making on selecting strategic options is clari-
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fied. Fourth, some evaluative conclusions are drawn on contributions of financial theory
to strategic management theory.
Strategic Options
Strategic options cover the alternatives the firm canexploit tomaximize the market value
of the firm. It is assumed that firms can exercise real options open to the organization.
What options are meant? Strategic options can be classified according to the directions
andmethods offirm development. Porter introduced three generic strategic options based
ontwodimensions: scopeand competitive advantage (Porter, 1985).
Thethree generic strategies areas follows:
a cost leadership strategy assumes getting competitive advantage trough cost based
advantage from all sources
a differentiation strategy assumes getting competitive advantage trough unique
dimensions widely valuedby buyers
a focus strategy assumes the choice of anarrow competitive scope within a industry
by selecting a segment or group of segments in the industry; in cost focus a firm
seeks acost advantage inits segments, while indifferentiation focus a firm seeksdifferentiation inits segments.
Although these generic strategies are debatable as far as their nature concern (Johnson
and Scholes; 1992), they illustrate the importance of core competence of the firm in the
industry and the value chain. The directions inwhich the organization may choose to develop within its generic strategy are developed by Ansoff (1965) and others. Using the
two dimensions market development and product development, four strategic options are
defined:
Assuming anexpected lower return on investment, firms may decide to withdraw from
a market. Remaining the product-market combination, consolidation provides opportunities to reduce costs and keep up market share or step up product quality, offering
means for competitive advantage. Market penetration chances mostly depend on the natureofthemarket andtheposition of competitors.

Table1. Generic Strategies
Competitivescope
broadtarget
narrowtarget

competitiveadvantage
lowercost
differentiation
costleadership
differentiation
costfocus
differentiation focus

Table2. Strategic Options
Product
Market
present
new
32

present
withdrawalmarketpenetration
marketdevelopment

new
product development
diversification
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In growing markets market penetration for new entrants is relatively easy, while in declining markets market penetration is possible depending on the firms that exit from the
market.
The product development strategy may give competitive advantage in markets with
short product life cycles. Market development assumes the firm maintains the range of
products,whileventuring intonew market segments.
Diversification may berelated, assuming new product-market combinations that follow
the competence of the firm, or non-related when these competence do not relate to the
new product-market combinations.
As far as the way the firm can achieve the overall objectives and generic strategies, different methods of sustaining competitive advantage areopen tothefirm. Within the value
chain or across value chains the firm can drivedown costs,createbases of differentiation
and add value. Apart from vertical integration of the firm with another firm backwards or
forwards in the value chain, numerous alternatives are open to the firm, enabling the
strengthening of therelation between thefirm and another firm asshown inFigure 1.
Horizontal strategies exploit interrelationships acrossdistinct but related business units
or firms. If the firm can not cope with environmental demands from internal resources
alone, arrangements for joint activities and alliances might occur. Awide variety of options exist, like joint-ventures, consortia, licensing, sub-contracting and functional cooperations (seeFigure2).
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Figure 1. Verticallinkages betweenfirms orbusiness units
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Figure 2. Horizontal linkages between firms orbusiness units
Considering the financial and organizational dimensions of relatedness between firms
orbusiness units, someofthehorizontal strategies are shown.
In short, the firm seeking for a future course of action, may choose out of a wide range
ofpotential strategicoptions.Identifying options isaprerequisitefor theassessmentof its
potentiality and suitability.
So, how toevaluatethe value of options ?Therefore, welookintotheselection criteria.
Screening andselecting strategic options
From strategic management theory many criteria have been introduced to screen and select strategic options.Johnson and Scholes (1992) distinguish suitability, based on the fit
between the results of the strategic analysis and the option favored, feasibility, based on
the notion of chances for successful implementation and acceptability, related to stakeholders expectations. Within the limited space of this article we elaborate on the acceptability criterium. Acceptability is the likely return from a particular strategic option and
refers to thegoal of the firm.
Modern financial theory assumes valuemaximization asthe overall goal of thefirm. An
empirical study byLanzillotti (1958)concludes that thetwoprimary concerns of managementarelong-run profitability and stability.These goalsappeartobeinconsistent, but the
dilemma can be solved by assuming maximization of the market value of the sharehol-
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ders' wealth as corporate goal. This goal is equivalent to maximization of the market
valueof theexisting stock asshown by for instanceLevy and Sarnat (1986).
The maximization of market value as corporate goal is supported by the participation
theory (see Simon et al; 1950,and Rhenman and Stymne; 1965).In this both sociological
as economic approach the organization is viewed as a coalition of participants who all
contribute to the organization with rewards as incentives, although this view is criticized
by Agency theorists. They claim that internal stakeholders incline to optimize their own
agents rewards instead of the firms value. Survival of the organization is guaranteed as
long as allparticipants areprepared to contribute.This is,of course,depending ontherewards. It is the task of the management to distribute the rewards in a way that is acceptable to the participants and it is also its task to maximize the total rewards in order to
achieve themaximal probability of survival,thegoal with thehighest priority ofallgoals,
with an absolute priority (see Ijiri; 1965) above all other goals.An illustration of the participant theory is given below. So, screening and selecting strategic options maybeevaluated by the acceptability criterium, measured by the maximization of the market value:
thehigher theoption contribution tomarket value,themore acceptable theoption is.
Marketvalue:theFirm inReal andFinancial Markets
Maximization of market value is not the only standard against which strategic options
may be assessed. Another factor isrisk the organization faces. The firm invests inreal as-

Figure 3. Contributions and rewards
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Figure 4. Cashflows inrealand financial markets
sets with money from the capital market and is dependent on both real and capital markets.
The firm is an intermediary between the capital markets and the real markets on which
the firm is operating. On real markets the firm has to make investment decisions and on
capital markets ithasto make financing decisions.Thebasic similarity between thosedecisionsisevidentinthelightofthevaluemaximalization goal.
"The decision to purchase a machine tool or to sell a bond each involve valuation of a
risky asset. The fact that one asset is real and the other financial doesn't matter. In both
cases weend up computing netpresent value." (Brealey and Myers, 1988).
The financial markets are highly competitive, in fact they are efficient. The first study
on this subject was made by Kendall (1953) and the classic study was made by Jensen
(1964).There arethreelevels ofmarket efficiency defined:
1.Weak:
Pricesreflect all information contained intherecord ofpastprices.
2. Semistrong: Prices reflect not only all information contained in the record of past
prices butalso allpublished information.
3.Hard:
Prices reflect not only all information contained in the record of past
prices and allpublished information but all the information thatcanbeacquired byfundamental analysis of thecompany and the economy.
It is evident that the capital markets are efficient in at least the semistrong way and that
thehard form ofefficiency canbe applied toat least therelative prices of stocks (Brealey
and Myers, 1988).This implies that theexpected value ofcapital market decisions iszero
because all securities are fairly priced as they contain all relevant information. In other
words, it isdifficult tofind financing schemes withnet presentvalues significantly different from zero.In fact, this is the fundamental concept ofefficient capital markets;if capital markets are efficient, then purchase or sale of any security at the prevailing price is
never atransaction withapositive netpresent value.
When a firm looks at capital investment decisions on real markets it does not assume
that it is facing efficient markets. It may havejust a few competitors or own some unique
tangible orintangible asset.That iswherepositive netpresent values come from.
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There has been a tremendous lot of research done about capital markets. Some thirty
years ago the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) was developed to explain market
values of stocks.Itwas adevelopment of thepioneering workby Markowitz (1958), who
presented a model of portfolio selection based on covariances between all existing securities. Assuming equal borrowing and lending rates it can be shown that all investors
should choose the market portfolio in combination with borrowing or lending. This is
known as the separation theorem and the original development of this theorem is due to
Tobin (1958).
In the following figure ABistheefficient frontier of all combinations of securities,P*is
the market portfolio, rBtheborrowing rate, andrLthelending rate.Thelinefrom the rates
to P*isknown asthecapital market line, and shows therequired rate ofreturn at different
levels of risk.
The first article in which the CAPM was presented was written by Sharp (1964). Other
founders of this approach are Lintner (1965), Mossin (1966) and Fama (1968). This theory states that therequired rate of return is equal to therisk free rateplus arisk premium
based on non-diversible or systematic risk. Diversible or unsystematic risk can totally be
reduced bydiversification as shown inFigure 6.
Thenon-diversible riskismeasured bybetadefined as

A=

covariance(m,i)
variance(m)

wheremis themarketportfolio and itheindividual stock i.
Therequiredreturn ofany risky asset fo) follows the security market line:
n = r{+ß(rm -rf)
whererf therisk-free rateisandrm therequired rate ofmarket asawholemeasured by a
market index.InFigure 7thesecurity market lineis pictured.
Requiredrateofreturn

Standarddeviation

Figure 5. Thecapital market line
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Figure 6. Systematic and unsystematic risk
beta

Required rate of return

Figure 7. Thesecurity market line
However, the risk of a stock is a combination of business risk and risk due to financial
leverage. For our purpose the risk of debt financing should be excluded. Assuming risk
free debtthe equation:
P Business

P Equity

Debt
Equity
J uemDebr
Equity+Debt •+ß,
Debt +Equity

reducesto:
ßßusiness
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In this way abenchmark canbe found for valuation of astrategic option. All cash flows
associated with an alternative canbe reduced to a present valueby using a beta of a firm
with arisk equivalent tothe alternative. Aspointed outbefore, there hardly is an efficient
market inrealinvestment projects we needthislink with thecapital market.
Assume that afirm has theopportunity tocooperate with another firm inajoint venture
for production inthe agribusiness sector. Other firms operating solely inthis sectorhavea
beta of about 1.5 and are financed with debt and equity in equal proportions. The capital
marketrisk-free rateis7percent.Using theequation for calculating business beta:
"Business

^L

l

*^

*- - *-

.5+.5

' '•>

Theappropriate risk-adjusted discountratewill be:
r=.07+ .75*(.11-.07) =.10
The project involves an investment of $ 1million and will return an annual stream of
equivalent cash flows the coming two years.The expected value is $570,000 a year. The
present valueof thisproject is:
2

NPV= - $ 1,000,000+y ~ ^ ^ =- $ 10.744
*-*(1+ .10)'
t+1

Asthenetpresent valueisnegative,theproject shouldbe rejected.
This approach involves evaluating the total cash flows of the business units individually and the total cash flow of the firm in order to valuate the strategic option to its current owners.
ValuingStrategic Options
Theconcept ofreal options was introduced by Myers (1977).Theassets ofa firm aretwofold:
1. Real assets withamarketvalueindependent ofthe firms' investment strategy
2. Real optionsorpossibilities real assets toacquire onfavorable terms
Thisis consistent with theModigliani andMiller theory (1958)inwhich the market value
of the firm consists of the present value of the current assets and the present value of
growth opportunities.
BothMyers (1984)andKester (1984)emphasizetheexistenceofa gapbetween finance
theory and strategic planning and suggestthatbesides correct use of finance theory anextension is needed by the use of the concept of real options. In Kemna (1988) the theoreticaldevelopment ofrealoptionsis treated.
In the context of strategic cooperation, aframework for an option pricing approach can
be found in StemneandZuurbier (1992).
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The valuation of European options (tobeexercised on aparticular day) is mostly based
on the valuation formula of Black and Scholes (1973). The value of aEuropean call option is:
C(0) =SN(a) -EerTN(a - <rlT)
where:

S=marketvalueofthe stock
E =exercise price
T=number ofperiodstoexercise date
r=interest rate
a = volatility

aisdefined as:

l n ( | ) + (r+0.5a 2 )r
a=

;Vr

N(a)isthe cumulative normal distribution:
N(a)= j-r==e-°-5x2dx
-inf

Usingtheput-call parity thevalueofaEuropean put optionis:
P(0)=Ee-rTN(-a +(TV?7) - SN(-a)
American options canbe exercised during the wholeperiod untilexpiration date.As an
American call option never will be exercised before maturity the Black and Scholes formula will hold, but an American put option could be exercised sometimes with profit before maturity. For this kind of options abinomial model (see Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein,
1979) canbe used.
To illustrate the application of an option theory approach we use the following
example. The management of a firm has to decide if they should maintain capacity for
hardly profitable products. The capacity can be sold on the second-hand market and, of
course,thecurrent capacity canbeexpended if themarket goesup.
Using S(t) for the present value of future cash flows at time and ßfor the cash flow that
per yearbecomes realized, wegetthefollowing relationship:

S(t)=

S(t-l)*(l-ß)

It ispossible to sell the capacity involved atafixed price (E).This isanAmerican putoption withEastheexerciseprice.
Thepossibility of expansion (with thefraction f) is anAmerican call-option withtheinvestment outlay (I) asexerciseprice.
In this casethe current capacity has avalue of $ 10million and this value will decrease
by 10percent per year. The value on the second-hands market is $6million and the capa-
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city can be expanded by 40 percent at a cost of $ 3million. The value of the capacity can
per year rise or go down by 50 percent. The risk-free interest rate (r) is 8 percent. The
variables can be summarized as follows where the upward and downward swing are
denoted byuandd, respectively:
S(0)=$10
f = .4
ß - .12
u =1.5
E =$6
d = .5
I
=$3
r = .08
Thedata seems hard to find inreal life, butletus examine themmore in detail.The value
of the current capacity ($ 10million) is thecurrent market value which iseasy to find for
a firm on the stock exchange, inother cases thisvalue has tobe estimated.The annualdecrease in market value (10 percent) should be estimated by management as the value on
the second-hand market ($6million) andthecostof expansion ($3million).
The variability of the value of the capacity (up- or downswing by 50 percent) is based
on subjective probability assessment of management. Therisk-free interest rate can hardlybedifficult to find.
Assume that the options can be exercised at once or at the end of each of the next two
years. Using thebinomial method, thevalue of theproduction capacity inmillions ofdollars oneyear ahead [S(l)] hastwopossibilities:
S(l) = S ( 0 ) * u * ( l
S(l) = S ( 0 ) * d * ( l

ß) = $ 1 0 * 1.5*.88
ß) = $ 1 0 * 0.5*.88

=$13.2
= $ 4.4

The value of the production capacity after two years from now can take the following
values:
S(2)=S(0)*u 2 *(l-ß) 2
= $ 1 0 * 2.25*.77
S(2)=S(0)*u*d*(l-ß) 2 = $ 1 0 * 1.5*.5*.77
S(2)=S(0)*d 2 *(l-ß) 2 = $ 1 0 * . 2 5 * . 7 7

=$17.4
=$5.8
= $ 1.9

Thebinomial treefor thecoming twoyears becomes:
•S(2) =17.4
•S(1) = 13.2
S(0) = 10

S(2)= 5.8
S(1)= 4.4

"S(2)= 1.9

Figure 8. Value ofProduction Capacity
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The option to stop (P) is valuable only if S(t) is below the exercise price of $ 50 million
and the option for expansion has a value of:
C(2) = S(2) *f-l = S(2)

*.5-$3

If this value is positive. The tree can be completed by the option values where T(t) is the
value of the combination of the call- and the put-option at time t:
"S(2)=17.4
T(2)= 4.0
S(1) =13.2
T(1)=?
S(0)=10
T(0)=?

S(2)= 5.8
T(2)= .2
S(1)= 4.4
T(1)=?

"S(2)= 1.9
T{2)=4.1

Figure 9. Option Values after Two Years

From the following relationship the probability of an upward change be determined:

r

(u-l)-(l-d)

„ -08-(-.5)
" - .5-(-.5) -

6

The possible values of the options one year from now [T(l)] are:
T ( l ) = {(.6 * $ 17.4 + (1 - .6) * $ 5.8}/1.08
= $ 2.2
T ( l ) = { ( . 6 * $ 5.8 + ( l - . 6 ) * $ 4 . 1 } / 1 . 0 8
=$1.7
But at time 1, when the option value is $ 2.2 exercising the call option is worth more: 13.2
* . 4 - 3 = 2.3
and at time 0 the value [T(0)] is:
T(0) = {(.6 * $ 2.3 + (1 - .6) * $ 1.7}/1.08 = $ 1.9
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Thecompletebinomial tree becomes:
S(2) = 17.4
T(2)= 4.0
|-S(1) =13.2
T(1)= 2.3
S(2) = 5.8
T(2)= .2

S(0)= 10 —
T(0)= 1.9
L

S ( 1 ) = 4.4
T(1)= 1-7

S(2)= 1.9
T(2)=4.1

Figure 10. The Complete Binomial Tree

Thetotal valueoftheproject becomes:
17.4+4.0= 21.4
r

10.0+1.9=11.9
(wait)

13.2+2.3=15.5
(expand)

(expand)

5.8+.2= 6.0
(stop)

—
L

4.4+1.7= 6.1
(wait)

1.9+4.1

6.0

(stop)

Figure 11. TotalValueof the Project
By the two options (to stop and toexpand) the project is worth $1.9 million more than
without these options. The best strategy is to wait, and thus keeping both options. This
example showstheusefulness of option theory for screening and selecting options.
Optiontheory:somecritical notions
Based on our arguments, selecting the preferred option is,among other criteria, based on
acceptability byinternal andexternal stakeholders.
Real options are measured by market value, considering risk and the worth of real options. More specifically, one can hypothesize that option Ais more preferred than option
B,if and when
1. Acontributes more to the overall objectives of the firm, expressed by maximization
ofmarket value,thanB;
2. Bcontributes less toriskthanBand
3. Ashows ahigher valuethanB.
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If these conditions prevail, internal and external stakeholders will perceive option Amore
acceptable than B.
So far, these elaborations have shown their potential contribution to improving the
quality of strategic decision making in general and selection of strategic option morespecifically. However, some critical notionshavetobe considered.
First, the option pricing theory developed for financial markets should be treated very
carefully when used for valuing real options.Compared tofinancial markets,real markets
areobviously lessefficient. The option valuation isbased onput-call parity.Investors can
create two alternative strategies which yield the same income, regardless of the future
stock price at expiration. The alternative tobuy a call option is then equivalent to the alternative tobuy astock andput option in combination withborrowing. As pointed outby
Levy and Sarnat (1986) this is true only in perfect markets. However in real, non-perfect
andeven far from efficient marketstheput-callparity shouldbe usedwith great caution.
Second, option theory is focussed on the maximization of market value asperceived by
internal and external stakeholders. However, internal and external stakeholders do not
necessarily share the same ideas on the how and what of the maximization of market
value. In fact, under opportunism conditions shirking behavior is likely to occur among
agents,such as theboard of directors allocating an increase in income to themselves, visa-vis the interests of external stakeholders such as investors and stockholders. More in
general, organizations, as defined by Fama and Jensen (1983), as nexus of contracts between principals and agents, are assumed to show differences of interests between them.
Consequently, maximization of market value is a perceptual phenomenon, a social construct, expressed by internal and external stakeholders, poses a theoretical problem. The
nexus of contracts view of the firm reduces to conceiving the firm as an efficient bundle
of skills,competencies and shared ideas onmaximization ofmarket value.
Third, option theory poses a methodological problem. Considering market value,
potential cash flows and risks as the major concepts in the paradigm, the question of
measuring these concepts has to be clarified. If firms are registered on the stock market,
themarket value of the firm over timecanbe approximated. However, what,if the firm is
not operating on the stock market. How can the market value be measured, then? Moreover, how to estimate the potential cash flow and risks, if information in that respect is
scarceoreven unreliable?
Fourth, option theory offers a set of criteria toevaluate the potentiality of a real option.
However, aswediscussed earlier, what aboutthe other criteria that aredeployed, such as
suitability of the option, consonance with thefirms' policy orconsistency overtime ?The
process of selection of options may well beregarded as amulti-criteria evaluation. If that
is the case, how shall the relative weight of the option theory contribution be compared
with other criteria?
In short, option theory promises to improving the quality of strategic decision making,
butbetween promises andreal contributing somebarriers havetobe taken first.
Conclusion
In this article we discussed option theory within the context of the process of selecting
strategic options. We referred to Brealey and Myers (1990) who challenged strategy
theorists and scholars in modern financial theory tobridge the gap between them.Weela-
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borated on the potential use of option theory, considering the major concepts: market
value, potential cash flow and risk.
Based on our argument, we conclude that option theory may contribute to the understanding of strategy making processes in general and the process of selecting strategic option specifically.
However, some problems have to be solved. Problems that deal with the basic assumptions of option theory, as the maximization of market value in view of internal and external stakeholders, the intransparency of real markets, the measurement of the basic
concepts and their relative weight compared with other selection criteria.
The importance of the option theory with respect to strategy making is that is gives a
source of information that may raise the quality of decision- making. In that respect, the
contribution is comparable with other technical-financial instruments, such as funds-flow
analysis, break-even analysis, sensitivity analysis and cost-benefit analysis. These instruments may clarify the attractiveness of strategic options and, by that, create a consensus
between internal and external stakeholders.
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Introduction
Consumers show increasing interest in the quality of theproduct and theproduction process, including animal welfare, environmental pollution and food safety issues (Burbee
and Kramer, 1985). This creates opportunities for selecting market segments to which
more value can be offered through product differentiation. Demands of this type almost
entirely concern the upstream farm stages of the so-called Production-Marketing Chain,
requiring the transmission of those - changed - consumer preferences to primary stages.
Vertical cooperation is considered a promising strategy in this respect. Whereas forward
cooperation gives better access to market information, allowing a specific adjustment of
product or process characteristics to consumer needs, backward cooperation increases the
possibility of obtaining specialized inputs through which final products maybe improved
or at least distinguished (Porter, 1980). In the Dutch swine industry, the pork chain producing 'Outdoors' pork meat, is an example of a chain that includes consumers demands
on animal welfare.
In the Netherlands, the surplus of animal manure causes environmental problems in
terms of soil acidification and soil saturation. Major causal factors are considered to be
Phosphate, Ammonia and Nitrate. In May 1993, representatives of agribusiness and government reached an agreement on environmental pollution. Targets were set to reduce
pollution by agriculture. At the same time, national legislation was prepared that prescribes conditions under which pigs must be kept with respect to their welfare. Both types
of agreements will require high future investments of farmers.
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Various on-farm measures are available in order toreduce environmental pollution and
improve animal welfare. Environmental measures include adaptations of feed types and
regimes, housing facilities, and storage and processing of manure. Housing facilities are
also considered to affect animal welfare, e.g. the amount of floor space per animal and
whether ornotanimals haveaccess tooutdoors facilities outside thebarn.
Market demands and government regulations are not static but change over time. A
relevantdifferential advantage of achain systemtoday, therefore, maybe irrelevant in the
future. Anticipating future developments, it is interesting to explore how these changes
will influence the structure and profitability of chain concepts, especially in case of
potentially conflicting issues (e.g. demands involving lower costs,higher animal welfare
standards and moreenvironmental friendly systems).Therefore it is important to gain insight into ways to optimize chain concepts at minimal costs under (current and future)
constraints of animalwelfare andenvironmental issues.
The objective of this paper is to present and describe the economic effects of factors
considered to improve animal welfare throughout the stages of the pork production marketing chain. Potential impact of these factors on environmental pollution, is also taken
into consideration. At first, outline and definitions of the production-marketing chain,
willbe described. Subsequently, an economic chain simulation model ispresented, which
is used to calculate the costs and benefits of the factors related to animal welfare within
the pork production-marketing chain. In the chain model a farrowing stage producing
feeder pigs, a fattening stage producing hogs, and a slaughtering stage, are included.
Transportation of feeder pigs and hogs between the stages, is also considered. Following
thedescription ofthe chain simulation model, it is described how animal welfare is taken
into account. Factors assumed toaffect animal welfare throughout thepork chain, as well
as the questionnaire, used to estimate their impact on animal welfare, are described. The
questionnaire was created and analyzed using conjoint analysis ofmulti-attribute parameters (Steenkamp, 1985),enabling an estimation of animal welfare coefficients in terms of
both maineffects and interactions of thefactors considered. Thequestionnaire was sentto
pig welfare experts and representatives of consumer organisations, retailers, and animal
welfare advocacy groups. Potential environmental effects of the factors considered, are
measured in terms of ammonia emission. Finally, a linear programming model is
presented which is used tominimize costs ofproducing porkproducts, under various constraints onbothanimal welfare andenvironmental pollution criteria.
Chain definitions
Theoretically the successive steps or activities involved in converting raw materials into
final products anddistributing them tothe final user canbe subdivided indefinitely (Ikerd
and Higgins, 1973; Porter, 1985). However, in defining the boundaries between stages,
most authors emphasize technological, functional, geographical and/or economic separability. For instance in Porter's (1985) 'value chain' concept, the relevant 'value-activities' in which a firm is disaggregated, are separated on technological, economic and
strategic relevantdistinctions. Inits turn, the valuechain of afirm isembedded ina larger
stream of valueactivities,called the 'value system' (Porter, 1985).The value system also
includes the value chains of supplying and buying firms. According to Porter (1985), the
appropriate degree of (dis)aggregation of activities depends on their economics and the
purpose of analysis.Sincethispaper isespecially concerned withthe activities performed
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within separate farms and agribusiness firms of the pork chain, a stage is described in
economic terms. An 'economic' stage can bedefined as the combination of activities performed between two adjacent marketing levels, i.e. a saleable product or service exists at
the separation between stages (Ikerd and Higgins, 1973). This means that a 'stage' is
defined within the boundaries of a firm in a way comparable toPorter's value-chain. The
term 'production-marketing chain' is used here to describe the combination of vertically
related firms or stagesthrough which aproduct flows from raw material to final consumption. This is comparable to Porter's value system. As the above definition indicates, an
important characteristic of production-marketing chains is thattheir stages are interlinked
vertically. Vertical linkages arerelationships between the way supplier orbuyer activities
are performed and the cost or performance of a firm's activities; and vice versa (Porter,
1985).
Vertical integration can be defined as the combination of two or more stages of a production-marketing chain, under single ownership (Porter, 1980). Compared to regular
market exchange, in which stages are coordinated through the functioning of the price
system only,vertical integration alludes tointernal coordination by one firm having complete control over the integrated neighbouring stages. Incomplete vertical integration or
vertical cooperation refers to vertical relationships between two or more adjacent stages
without full ownership or control (Porter, 1980) in which the partners fundamentally
maintain their independence but for example share information or coordinate pricing.
Control is transferred of some, but not all, aspects of production, distribution or marketing. This incomplete shift of control accompanied by maintenance of autonomy distinguishes vertical cooperation from vertical integration. Vertical cooperation is a way of
'broadening scopewithout broadening thefirm' (Porter, 1985).
Material and methods
Economic chain simulation model
Basically the purpose of the chain simulation model is to simulate technical and economic performance of an average -representative - sow farm, fattening farm or slaughterhouse.The farrowing stageinthemodel produces feeder pigs which aretransported to the
fattening stage at a live weight of approximately 23 kilogram. At the fattening stage the
feeder pigs are grown and finished (hogs). At a live weight of approximately 108 kilogram the finished hogs are transported to the slaughterhouse where they are slaughtered
andeither soldasacarcass orprocessed further.
Costs are calculated as opportunity costs,representing thepotential benefit thatis given
up because one application of an asset is chosen over another. The cost calculations are
presented at an animal basis, i.e. per feeder pig sold (farrowing stage), per hog sold (fattening stage) and per hog slaughtered and sold (slaughtering stage). With respect to the
farrowing and the fattening stage, the efficient scale of operation is based on the number
of animals (sows and hogs respectively) that one skilled worker or full time equivalent,
can handle within a regular number of working hours per year. Regarding the slaughtering stage it is assumed that the efficient scale of operation equals a slaughter capacity of
300to400pigs slaughtered perhour (Product Board for Livestock and Meat, 1991).
In general four types of variables are distinguished in the model: input variables, variables representing interstage relations, technical output variables, and economic output
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variables. A variable controlling interstage relations, can be an input variable, requiring
an input value of theuser, or atechnical output variable, calculated bythe chain model.A
schematic description of the relations between major groups of variables, is presented in
Figure 1.The model runs with -Dutch -default input values but allows the user to enter
data for all input variables considered, and therefore, can be adjusted to individual price
and production conditions worldwide. Default values of important input variables are
presented inappendix I.
Input variables concern input both on farm lay-out and on technical performance, such
as culling and reproduction information in the farrowing stage. The farm lay-out, i.e
housing and feeding facility, is related to the labour required for handling the animals in
the farm stages. Based on the input values, technical output is calculated. An important
technicaloutput variable inthefarm stages isthefarm scale. Combined with other technical output, the farm scale determines how many pigs can be sold per year. In this way, it
effects both the interstage relation between the farrowing stage and the fattening stage,
represented by the number of feeder pig suppliers (Figure 1), and economic results of the
farm. Although no specific interstage relation is defined concerning pig transportation,
transportation costs per animal strongly depend on the output of the farm stages, such as
the number of pigs that has to be transported per time and the average weight of the animals. Asthe slaughtering stage performs an important step in matching the supplied hogs
to the demand of carcasses and primary parts, demand is an important input variable in
thisstage,asistherevenue of thevarious carcasses andparts.
INTERSTAGE
RELATIONS
FARROWING
STAGE

INPUT
Reproduction,culling.
Farm lay-out, etc.

TRANSPORTATION-

Repl.gilts,piglets born,litters,
labour, etc. pspy& Farmscali
Feeder pigssold/ timeunit

Loading density, etc.
No.of
feederpig
suppliers
FATTENING
STAGE

TECHNICAL OUTPUT

_ _ _ Farmsvisitedfor (un),
-loading, rides, etc

ECONOMIC OUTPUT

.__ Totalcosts pspy

Total costs per
feeder pigsold
Transporatjon
cost/feeder pig

Feeder pigs demand/time
Av.daily rowth rate,
deliveringstrategy,
Farm lay-out, etc.

FCrate, productioncycles/ L
year, labour, etc. &Farmseal»

__ Total costs per
I hog sold

TOTAL
CHAIN
production&
distribution
COSTS/pig

Dist.over
liveweight
Hogssold/ timeunit

TRANSPOR- Loading density,etc.
TATION

SLAUGHTERING
STAGE

Slaughter efficiency,
Internalqualitysystem,
slaughter deviations,
etc.

Demand & prices

Farms visitedfor
loading, rides,etc.

Distribution over quality
classes

Transportation
costs/hog

Total costs per
hog slaughtered
&sold

Allocationtodestination:
carcass orinparts,
labour &materialsetc.

REVENUE
per hog

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the economic pork chain simulation model (pspy =
per sowper year,FC =Feed Conversion)
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Transportation of feeder pigs to the fattening farm and transportation of hogs to the
slaughterhouse, are assumed to take place on cost of the fattening stage and the slaughtering stage respectively. Feeder pigs can be delivered to the fattening farm, approximately
once per week, as is common in practice. The exact length of this period, however, depends on the delivery schedule of hogs to the slaughterhouse. Based on the loading density during transportation of pigs, the average live weight, and the net transportation
surface, the loading capacity of the truck is calculated. Truck loading capacity, occupation rate of the truck and the number of feeder pigs available for transportation, yield the
number of farrowing farms that have tobe visited toload thetruck. The number of feeder
pigs needed per time unit at the fattening stage, determines how many farms a transportation truck hastovisit for complete unloading. The number of farms visited arerelated to
the time needed for loading and unloading. Moreover, comparison of the number of
feeder pigs available for sale per time unit, with the number of feeder pigs needed per
time unit in the fattening stage, reveals how many feeder pig suppliers are required. Eibers (1991) found that thenumber of feeder pigs suppliers of afattening farm, influenced
itsproductive performance. Both effects on daily growthrate, mortality rate and drug use
in the fattening stage, and effects on the prevalence of pathological lesions observed in
the slaughtering stage,were quantified.
Withrespect tothe fattening stage,average daily growth ratecan beconsidered a major
input variable of the model. The average growth rate is related to the feed conversion
ratio, implying a smaller use of feed per kg live weight gain as the growth rate increases.
The daily growth rate is assumed to be normally distributed. The delivering strategy is
defined by the number of deliveries per production cycle from one compartment, and the
relative distribution of hogs over those deliveries. Growth rate,the standard deviation in
growth rate andthedelivering strategy, aretheprimary variables used tocalculatethedistribution of hogs sold over live weight classes, the number of production cycles per year
and the occupation rate of hog places. The distribution of saleable hogs over live weight
classes isrelated tothe distribution of carcasses overquality classes within the slaughterhouse,as suchrepresenting animportant interstagerelation. Combined withthechoice of
housing facility and feeding system, the number of production cycles per year is used to
calculate thehogfarm scale (Figure 1).
Transportation of hogs resembles transportation of feeder pigs. The only difference refers tounloading atoneplace (slaughterhouse) instead of atseveral fattening farms.
In the slaughtering stage the following processes can be distinguished: supply of hogs,
slaughtering, cutting of carcasses into primary parts, and sale and expedition of end-products. The distribution over live weight classes of hogs and the slaughter efficiency, are
the primary variables used todetermine therelative distribution over quality classes.Carcasses aredistributed overthevarious quality classes bymeans of theinternal quality system, which is based on various combinations of slaughter weight, lean meat percentage
and overall body composition. Thequality classesdetermine theprocessing options of the
carcass andtherefore, theprocessing costs andthepotential value of acarcass (Figure 1).
To evaluate the consequences of changes in the production or distribution system on
costs and benefits along the chain, both costs that vary proportionally with the scale of
operation, and costs that remain constant over a specified range of activity, are considered. Since total cost in the last case remain constant, cost per animal varies inversely
with changes in scale of operation. Examples of cost components of this type include laMANAGEMENTOFAGRI-CHAINS
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bour costs (excluding hired labour), costs of buildings and transportation facilities, and
overhead costs. Activities that require labour time in direct proportion to the scale of farrowing or fattening, involve common activities such as feeding, cleaning and health care.
In the default situation the animals within the farrowing stage are fed automatically. Investments in buildings and equipment per sow place and per hog place are related to the
number ofplaces per farm. By increasing the number of places,theinvestments per place
decreaselessthan proportionally.
Animal Welfare
Public concern about animal welfare and animal rights appears to be increasing in the
north-western European countries as well as in the United States of America. While the
mood of the general public is difficult to gauge, one indication is aproliferation of advocacy groups dedicated toimproving animal welfare. As someof these advocacy groups in
the Netherlands are known to carry on successful campaigns, they are assumed to both
represent andinfluence theopinion ofvarious consumer groups.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impacts that potentially could occur in the
various stages of the pork production-marketing chain, if production systems and tools
which address selected animal welfare concerns, are adopted. In order to explore how
these concerns may influence production and transportation systems and their costs, one
would anticipate on which concerns areimportant regarding pig welfare, andtheir degree
of importance. Based on literature (e.g. Putten and Elshof, 1978; Ruiterkamp, 1985;
Gloor, 1988;Wolbert et al, 1993) and consultation of experts, various factors, described
in Table 1,are assumed to be related to pig welfare along the pork production-marketing
chain.The factors arepresented per stageof thechaintowhichtheyrefer. Foreach factor
thepossiblevaluesconsidered, arepresented aswell.
Mixing a socially stable group of animals may increase fighting behaviour to re-establish a new social order (Scheepens, 1992). However, mixing animals, e.g. during transportation, that have no experience of being placed in socially new groups, is regarded to
have abigger negative impact on their welfare compared to when they have experienced
this at an earlier age. Moreover, by grouping pigs according to their live weight and age,
variation in market weight can be reduced, increasing profitability of the fattening stage
by increasing the number of production cycles per year and reducing theprice discounts
received due to slaughter weights outside the highest paid range of 75 to 95 kg in the
Netherlands (HosteandBaltussen, 1992).
Moving piglets at weaning from the known environment of the nursery room to an unknown rearing pen, may cause substantial stress (Scheepens, 1992).In general, providing
more (concrete) space to pigs, straw for distraction, day-night rhythm of light available
and outdoors space,is considered beneficial with respect to the welfare of thepig. Housingnon-lactating sows in groups instead of individually, enables them tohave social contacts and more freedom of movement. With respect to welfare of the sow, housing in
cubicles inoften preferred above tethered housing.
Regarding the fattening stage, feeding roughage to hogs is considered to improve their
welfare as it supplies stomage contents and distraction. Climatic conditions should provide the hog with a thermo-neutral zone and prevent draft. Using a computer to control
climate,mayimproveclimatical conditions.
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Table1. Factors, considered inthis study, which areassumed tobe related topig welfare
inthe various stages of thepork production-marketing chain
Farrowing
socially mixing at weaning
weaning age (weeks)
moveat weaning
concrete:total floor
nursery pen (m2)
group housingnon lactating
total floor space (m2)non lactating
straw available
light available (lux)
outdoors space (m2)
Transportation
socially mixed at loading
handling
loading atmore farms
loading density (kg/m2)
ventilation automated

Y/N
4-6
Y/N
0:3.8/4:6.5
Y/N1
1/2.2-1.4/32
Y/N
0/20
0-5
Y/N
rough/quiet
Y/N
300/235
Y/N

Fattening
socially mixing start
fattening period
ventilation automated
roughage fed
concrete:total floor (m2)
straw available
light available (lux)
outdoors space (m2)

Slaughtering
socially mixing
slopeloading bridge
resting period (hours)
showering
stocking density (kg/m2)
handling
lay overnight

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
0:0.6/0.4:0.9
Y/N
0/20
0-1.1

Y/N
>207<20°
2/4
Y/N
300/235
rough/quiet
Y/N

Incaseofindividual2housing,2 non-lactatingsowscanbetetheredorbehousedincubicles.
Thefirst
figure (1 m to 1.4m )relatestoindividualhousing,whilethesecond figure
(2.2m2-3 m2)relatestogroup-housing ofnon-lactatingsows.

Removing pigs from aknownenvironment, causes stressand scares thepigswhich may
not be moved easily then. Rough handling, using electric prodders to force the pigs, may
save labour time but cannot be regarded beneficial to the welfare of the animal. Each
time, the truck stops to load pigs at another farm, the pigs may start to explore their new
environment and start fighting for social order. Moreover, the screaming noises of the
new loaded andunknown pigs,maycause additional stress.
High stocking densities as a result of high loading factors, are less preferred with respect topig welfare. However, toolow stocking densities mustbe avoided also inorder to
prevent thepigs from falling during transportation. Pigs dislike climbing and descending
steep loading bridges. Reducing the angle makes loading much easier for the inexperienced animals, as does a lifting-platform as a loading device attached to the lorry, even
more (Putten and Elshof, 1978). Showering the animals during the resting period in the
slaughterhouse, has abeneficial effect on hogs by cooling them andreducing fighting behaviour.
Much literature is available on how to measure animal welfare in general, and on the
differences in pig welfare in different production systems. Parameters described to
measure animal welfare involve physiological, veterinarian and ethological variables.
Body temperature, heart beat rate and blood composition, are examples of physiological
parameters, while mortality, morbidity and external injuries of the animal, are examples
of veterinarian parameters. Ethological parameters relate to the behaviour of the animal,
concerning both changed behaviour, inability to express certain behaviours and so on
(e.g. see Ruiterkamp (1985) and Gloor (1988)).Theproblem withthis kind of parameters
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is that different ones are used to measure the various animal welfare related factors.
Therefore, the impact of several animal welfare related factors along the stages of the
pork chain, may not be measured in aunique parameter, making it impossible to compare
and use these factors simultaneously. Moreover, it may be expected that members of animal welfare advocacy groups, consumer groups, and retailers, being the closest to
(buying)public opinion, are not acquainted with -the interpretation of -theseparameters.
Therefore, a questionnaire based on conjoint analysis, is used here toestimate the impact
of the various factors, or attributes, on animal welfare, on an interval scale of numbers,
ranging from 0 to 100. Acomprehensive description of the usage of conjoint analysis to
measure consumer preferences to product attributes, can be found in Steenkamp (1985).
Production system characteristics are considered external attributes of thepork meatproduct. Each possible combination of the values of these attributes, a so-called product
'profile', yields a potential new product. Understanding how each of the attributes contributes to the preference of the respondent of the product as a whole, it often is not
possible to let the respondents judge all possible profiles (full factorial design), because
of the great number of possible profiles. For example, combination of three attributes at
threepossible values with two attributes attwopossible values,would yield 3 3*2 2= 108
profiles tobejudged. Using fractional factorial designs in conjoint analysis (Steenkamp,
1985), enables the researcher to strongly reduce the number of profiles that have to be
judged. Moreover, by employing compromise designs it is also possible to take potential
interactions into account. Per stage, one questionnaire (case) was developed. To link
stage results to results that can be used for the chain as a whole, each respondent was
asked to quantify therelative importance of each stage to overall pig welfare throughout
the stage. Besides the 8 to 16 profiles needed per stage to estimate the contribution of
each welfare related attribute, 3hold-out profiles were added to each case to test the predictive validity of the estimated coefficients per respondent. The predictive validity can
bedescribed as theway inwhich the scores of new profiles canbe predicted correctly, by
means oftheestimated model coefficients.
The questionnaires were sent to 11respondents, of which half couldbe regarded asexperts onpigwelfare, whiletheother halfrepresented animalwelfare advocacy groups and
retailers (denoted as the consumer-related group). As the interests of the animal welfare
groups appear to 'evolve' over time, it is expected that their opinions show a greater varianceand maydiffer from the opinions oftheexperts.
The questionnaires were analyzed using the ANOVAprocedure for linear regression of
SPSS (Norusis, 1992).The hypothesis that the group of experts would yield significantly
different welfare coefficients compared totheconsumer-related group,is tested by means
of the F-test of ANOVA.The R2 or correlation coefficients were used as a measure of internal validity of the models estimated. The predictive validity of the models was tested
using Chi2-test.
Linear Programming
In order to explore how increasing levels of animal welfare will interact with costs incurred toachieve those levels intheporkproduction marketing chain,a linear programming model was developed. The objective of the linear programming model is to minimize
costs under various constraints on animal welfare (and environmental issues). The relationsbetween thevariousmodels used inthestudy,ispresented inFigure 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the overall model structure, linking the chain
simulation model tothe optimisation model

As is shown in Figure 2,the economic input of the optimisation model is generated as
economic output by the pork chain simulation model. In this way, additional costs, incurred by adding an animal welfare related attribute to the chain concept, are calculated
taking into account the interstage relations between the various stages. The animal welfare coefficients, representing the relative importance of an attribute to the overall welfare of the pig in the chain, are calculated from the questionnaires, using the conjoint
analysis.Environmental input,in terms of ammonia emission, is required from literature.
By means of the optimisation model,additional chain production costsperpig, canbeminimized taking intoaccount both animal welfare and environmental constraints.
Results
Chainsimulation model
With the - Dutch - default values of input variables used in the chain model, sows produce 2.26 litters per year resulting in 20.8 feeder pigs sold per sow per year. Within the
fattening stage 2.94 production cycles are realized per year. The integral cost price analysis resulted in production costs per feeder pig sold of Dfl. 118, while the cost price per
hog sold equals Dfl. 189. The total production costs per hog sold to the slaughterhouse,
therefore, equal Dfl. 307 from farrow-to-finish. Total costs of slaughtering hogs and selling them aseither carcasses orinparts ('first cut'),equal Dfl. 49 and Dfl. 63respectively.
The higher costs of processing and selling first cuts instead of carcasses, mainly result
from the additional labour time required.
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Figure 3. Cost composition offeeder pigs (farrowing stage), hogs (fattening stage), carcasses and first cuts (slaughtering stage)

In Figure 3, the distribution of the overall cost price over the various cost components
ispresented per feeder pig sold,per hog sold andper carcass or first cutsold. Raw material costs included, arebasedontheaverage 1992market prices.As shown inFigure 3,feed
costs are the major cost components in both the farrowing and the fattening stage, representing 35% and 39% of the total cost per feeder pig and hog sold, respectively. Excludingthe costs of feeder pigsbought inthefattening stage,the feed costs perhog sold, even
represent 61% of total production costs. However, the farrowing stage is relatively labour-intensive compared to the more capital-intensive fattening stage. The overall costs
of slaughtering and selling hogs, mainly consist of raw material costs. Comparable
figures of the composition of slaughtering costs were described by Lorenz (1991), who
also mentioned the raw material costs as the major cost component in the slaughtering
stage.
In Table 2, the costs coefficients calculated by the chain simulation model, are
presented. Cost coefficients are presented on animal basis and represent the extra or marginal costs of changing a variable from the lowest to the highest value considered in the
questionnaire (Table 1). For example, when, in the farrowing stage, the weaning age is
changed from 4 to 6 weeks, the production costs per pig produced in the chain, increase
by Dfl. 12.2. The effect of not socially mixing of piglets at weaning, is assumed to increase thestandard deviation indaily growth rateinthefattening stagewith 10%.As aresult, total production costs per pig, are increased by Dfl. 0.50. Of these costs, 18% was
incurred atthe fattening stage,6% athog transportation, and 76%atslaughtering the hogs
and selling them at alower value.This clearly demonstrates theeffect of an interstage relation. Moreover, with respect to cost effects, some attributes are related to each other.
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Table2. Chain costs coefficients (Dfl. per pig) calculated by the chain simulation model
for useinthe linearprogramming model
Farrowing
no socially mixing at weaning
weaning age
move at weaning
concretertotalfloor nursery
housing non-lactating1
total floor space non-actating1
straw available
light available
outdoors space
Transportation
no socially mixing at loading
handling
loading atmore farms
loading density
ventilation automated
interaction2
1
2

0.5
12.2
1.4
3.3
2.2/3.7
0.3/0.7
6.0
0.4
1.9
3.49
0.09
2.2
0.7
0.05

Fattening
no socially mixing start fattening period
ventilation automated
roughage fed
concretertotal floor
straw available
light available
outdoors space

0.5
1.6
8.5
5.5
9.5
0.2
7.3

Slaughtering
no socially mixing
slopeloading bridge
resting period
showering
stocking density
handling
lay overnight

0.02
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.01
1.4
0.14

Thefirstfigurerelatestoindividualhousing,whilethesecondfigure relatestogroup-housing
ofnon-lactatingsows.
Interactionbetweenloadingdensityandventilation.

For example, due tothefact that theavailable light depends onthe areaof thepen, adding
extra space will also require additional light to meet the desired light (lux) standards. If
outdoors space is provided to hogs, the departments have to be build along the central
passage of the barn instead of transversely to the passage, implying an increase of total
housing costs and higher costs of additional concrete space. As a result, the additional
chain production costs per pig, incurred in case all animal welfare related attributes are
added, willbehigher than thesumof the costs presented inTable 2.
Animal welfare
All respondents were asked by phone for their cooperation, before the questionnaire was
sent to them. Questionnaires were sent back by 7of the 11respondents, resulting in aresponse rate of 64%.The non-respondents involved one 'expert' and three representatives
of animal welfare advocacy groups.
On average, good fits of theestimated modelsperrespondent were obtained. Per attribute, the estimated coefficients varied greatly between respondents. Although the estimated coefficients revealed little consensus between the respondents in general,
respondents showed greater concordance with respect totheattributes they regarded most
important in each case.When the estimated coefficients perrespondent wereranked hierarchically according to their absolute value, it was found that the respondents, on average, rated the factors 'socially mixing', 'housing of non-lactating sows', and 'availability
of straw', as the three most important welfare related factors of the farrowing stage. Regarding the fattening stage, in general, the attributes 'straw available', 'light available'
and theratio of 'concrete tototal floor space',werejudged mostrelevant tothewelfare of
hogs, as were 'handling' and 'socially mixing' during transportation and slaughtering.
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Table3. The estimated pig welfare coefficients of a consumer representative and an expert, which were used inthe linearprogramming model.
consumer expert
repr.
Farrowing
nosocially mixing at weaning
weaning age
move at weaning
concrete:total floor nursery
housing non-lactating
totalfloor space non-lactating
straw available
(0.2 kg/pig/day)
light available (20lux)
outdoors space (5m2/sow)
Max.welfare points
Transportation
nosocially mixed at loading
handling
loading atmore farms
loading density
ventilation automated
interaction2

1.3
1
2.2
3.3
3.8
2.3
3.0

8.6
4.7
0
0
9.2
-2.2
2.7

2.5
5.6
24.9

1.8
2.1
29.1

0.8
6.0
0.8
1.0
0.3
LÛ

5.1
6.2
2.4
2.2
0.5
12.

Max.welfare points
9.9
3-wayinteraction socially mixing 0.4

19.1
3.6

1
2

consumer expert
repr.
Fattening
no socially mixing start
fattening period
straw available
(0.1 kg/pig/day)
concrete:total floor
light available (20lux)
ventilation automated
roughage fed1
outdoors space (1.1 m2)

Slaughtering
no socially mixing
slope loading bridge
resting period
showering
stocking density
handling
lay overnight

3.2

1.6

10.1

11.4

12.9
6.5
1
5.1
16.1

1.5
8.2
0.6
3.8
L0

54.9

34.1

1.6
0.9
-1.2
0.9
1.2
5.2
fLL
9.9

3.1
2.5
1.5
1.5
2.3
3.1
QA.
14.1

Theamountofroughagethathadtobefed tohogswasquantified atonetenthofthedaily
amountofconcentratedfeed andat 1 kgperhogperdayrespectively.
Interactionbetweenloadingdensityandventilation.

Analysis per group of respondents, that is the experts versus the consumer-related group,
didnot yield asignificant difference, implying that theexpected contrastbetween the two
groupscouldnotbeprovedwith thedataofthis study.
When the predictive validity of theestimated models per respondent was tested (Chi2) by
means of the hold-out profiles, it was found that the predicted values and real values of
thehold-outprofiles of each case,didnotdiffer significantly for onerespondent (= 0.10).
With respect to the data of the other respondents, predictive validity in total, was lower.
For purpose of illustration, the estimated welfare coefficients based on the data of arespondent out of the consumer-related group and of an expert, are used in the linear programming (LP)model (Table3).
As is shown in Table 3,the welfare coefficients based on the data of the expert and the
consumer representative, add up to different maximum welfare points per stage. For
example, using the welfare coefficients of the expert would result in a maximum of 34.1
points, in case all the welfare related attributes of the fattening stage were added to the
chain concept. In contrary, the coefficients of the consumer representatives, add up to a
maximum of 54.9points.Combined with the -interstage -interaction coefficient, amaxi-
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mum of 100 points can be realised in case all attributes are included. This holds for the
welfare coefficients based onboththeexpert andtheconsumer representative.
Optimization: costs andanimal welfare
In Figure 4, the additional chain production costs per pig sold, arepresented, at increasing levels of animal welfare. Both the results based on the welfare coefficients of the expert andtheconsumer representative (Table 3),are shown.
Incase ofrelatively low levels of animal welfare, theusageofthecoefficients of theexpert in the LP-model, yields the same desired animal welfare level at lower costs per pig
ascompared tousing the welfare coefficients of the consumer representative. Apparently,
the expert has valued theattributes, which require relatively low costs toimplement, with
more animal welfare points. Examples involve diminishing the slope of the loading
bridge at unloading the truck at the slaughterhouse and adding additional light to hogs at
the fattening stage. Recall thefact that inthequestionnaire, thecosts of implementing the
attributes were not described. However, as the desired level of animal welfare increases,
the difference between expert and consumer representative, in marginal costs per pig
necessary to achieve this level, becomes smaller. In fact, at a level of 90 animal welfare
points,the costs of the chain concept, incurred by using the coefficients of theexpert, are
even higher than those incurred in case the coefficients of the consumer representative,
areused. Moreover, it is shown in Figure 4, that the additional per pig increase progressively athigher desired levels of animalwelfare. Thehighest additional costsperpig in the
90
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Figure 4. Additional chain production costs per pig sold at increasing levels of animal
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chain, incurred in case a maximum level of 100 animal welfare point is desired, account
for approximately 22%of the total chainproduction costs from farrow to slaughtering, in
thedefault situation.
The same trend of progressively increasing costs at increasing constraints, becomes apparent in case higher levels of reduction of ammonia emission were desired. Some attributes, such as the percentage of concrete floor space and the outdoors space, are both
relatedtopig welfare andenvironmental pollution (ammonia emission).While the first is
believed to influence both criteria positively, that is to benefit the welfare of the pig and
to reduce the ammonia emission, the second one is believed to have a reverse effect.
Allowing pigs tooutdoors space isconsidered beneficial withrespectto thewelfare of the
animal, but harmful to the environment as it increases ammonia emission (Verdoes,
1990).In case an increase in animal welfare is desired simultaneously with adecrease in
ammonia emission, this attribute will cause conflicts. As an example, goal programming
(Romero and Rehman, 1989) is used to evaluate the effects of increasing the importance
of animal welfare in relation to environmental pollution, on both criteria and costs incurredperhogatthefattening stage.
At first the ammonia emission is reduced simultaneously with an increase in animal
welfare (Figure 5). However, when a conflicting attribute is added to the concept to improve animal welfare, the ammonia emission increases again, as shown by a lower percentage ofreduction of ammonia emission inFigure5.
Concluding remarks
By means of the chain simulation model, it was shown that cost and benefits of differentiatedpork chain products,canbequantified per stageaswell as for thechainas awhole.
Using a chain model instead of separate stage simulation models, offers the advantage of
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taking into account interstage relations, which were quantified for both economic effects
and animal welfare aspects. Various criteria, such as economic, animal welfare and environmental criteria, concerning the pork production-marketing chain, were taken into account. Animal welfare coefficients, were quantified using the conjoint analysis in a
questionnaire sent both topigwelfare experts andconsumer related groups, suchas advocacy groups and retailers. In using this method both main effects of thewelfare attributes
considered, and interaction effects, could be quantified. Moreover, the number of
profiles, i.e. combinations of attributes, a respondent had to evaluate, could be reduced
considerably, by using this method. At analyzing the questionnaires, major differences
were found with respect to the valuation of animal welfare attributes by the various respondents. Moreover, is was found that, although the coefficients of one respondent
proved tobe significantly predictively valid for all cases,most other respondents yielded
less consistent result. In the data, no statistical significant difference could be found between the group of experts versus the group of consumer-related respondents. By means
of anoptimisation model,based onlinear programming, theeffects of increasing levels of
desiredpig welfare on theproduction costs of apig in thechain, could bequantified. The
pig welfare coefficients of both anexpert and aconsumer representative, used inthe optimisation model, resulted inrelatively small differences. However, as ahigh variation was
found in opinions regarding how to improve pig welfare along the chain, this does not
have to hold for the coefficients of other respondents. The optimisation model was also
used to take environmental effects into account, besides animal welfare and costs. Both
increasing demands on animal welfare and environmental pollution, proved to result in
progressively increasing costs along the pork production-marketing chain to meet these
demands. Besides additional costs incurred by fulfilling demands on animal welfare and
environmental issues, it may be possible that -a certain segment of -consumers are willing to pay a surplus value for these products. Using the pork chain simulation and optimisation models, it can be calculated how big the extra price should be to make a
differentiated chain system profitable, or at least tobreak-even. However, additionally to
marketing research to estimate how many consumers are willing to pay which amount of
money, research is needed on ways toredistribute this surplus valueback along the stages
of the chain. Moreover, several production and market risks are involved in producing
thiskind ofdifferentiated products.Forexample,itmay happenthatduetohealth circumstances,hogs may no longer meet the specific standards of adifferentiated chain concept,
and devalued to a lower concept. Although additional costs already have been incurred,
the surplus value is missed then. Within the total research project, of which the study describedinthispaper is apart,these subjects aretaken into consideration aswell.
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Appendix I. Major technical and economic default values of the pork simulation model
Variable
Farrowing
Duration of production cycle of asow (days)
Max.no.of breedings perproduction cycle
Ageatwhich feeder pigs aresold (days)
Litter size (piglets born alive)
Piglet mortality rate (%)
Culling rateof young and mature giltsresp. (%)
Pricereplacement gilts
young (age 10weeks) (Dfl./head)
mature (age 6.5 months) (Dfl./head)
Pricefeed (Dfl./100 kg)
piglets
non-lactatingsows
gilts,lactating sowsand boars
Feederpigprice (Dfl./head)
Fattening
Average growth rateofhogs (grams/day)
Standard deviation growth rate (grams/day)
Mortality rate(%)
Number of hog deliveries perproduction cycle
Distribution ofhogs over 1stand 2nd delivery (%)
Numberof pens per compartment ofthebarn
Priceof feed first partfattening period (Dfl./100 kg)
Priceof finishing feed (Dfl./100 kg)
Priceoffinishing feed (Dfl./100kg)
Meatprice(Dfl./kg slaughterweight)
Hog transportation
Loading density transportation (kg liveweight/m2)
Occupation rate transportation truck (%)
Distance covered perdrive (km)
Slaughtering
Hogscondemned atlife visualinspection (%)
Boarssupplied (%)
Slaughterefficiency (%)
Hogswithout slaughter deviations (%)
Relative distrubution slaughter deviations(%)
Pleurisy
Abcesses in Lungs &Pneumonia
Lungsimpossibletomark
partially Affected Liver
Condemned Liver
Inflammation of theLeg
SkinLesions
Ratio Sold ascarcass :Sold inparts
Slaughtering labour (Dfl./hour)
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Default
153
3
70
10.8
14.5
25/10
220
520
66.40
42.10
46.35
107.58
719
72
2.1
2
20/80
8
52.3
43.6
45.5
3.41
300
90
175
1.6
4.8
77
79
48
32
9
1
6
3
1
30:70
35
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Introduction
Any type of industrial processing creates waste (by-products and pollution). Meat production and processing is no exception to this general rule. The main objective of meat
production is to produce food for the consumer and anything else leaving the abattoir or
meat-packaging plant may be qualified as by-products or waste. If these are not handled
anddisposed ofproperly they may createpollution problems.
In this paper a prototype-mathematical-model is reported to trace the optimal processing configuration of these slaughter by-products for animal nutrition. The model is focused on optimization of economical and technological factors within environmental
restrictions and veterinary assumptions and legislation. The current processing strategies
are compared with alternative innovative ways of processing. The model includes both
process integrated as end of pipe measures to meet environmental objectives. Investments, operational costs, quality development, product values and environmental loads
are integrated into a so-called mixed integer linear programming model, a common way
ofmodelling, inoperations research.
Key words: (recycling of) slaughter by-products, environmental load in meat processing
industry, integral logistical chain management, costs/profit analysis in meat processing
industry, animal feed, mixed integer linearprogramming, decision supportin agrichains
Current chainofrecycling slaughter by-products
In areas which have an intensive animal production also large amounts of slaughter byproducts are produced. About 20-30percent oflive weight of slaughtered animals aredisposed to animal feed (Logtenstijn, 1993:14). From pigs at least 7 kg is processed as
animal feed (Van Dijk, 1993:28). In the Netherlands atleast 800.000 ton ofthese by-pro64
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ducts are produced annually. Mainly as a result of the concentration of the animal
slaughter during the past decade, the production volume per slaughterhouse has increased. This development implied in a concentration of the release of by-products to
only a few places. In 1992 about 40% of the slaughterhouses produced more than 70% of
theslaughter by-products (Urlings, 1993:20).
In the Netherlands also the process of rendering is centralised in two large plants. It is
obvious that these larger volumes of slaughter by-products create considerable logistical
andenvironmental problems during collection and disposal. Quality, safety and economical profitability of the slaughter by-products can be influenced negatively by applying
wrong logistics andprocessing strategies:
(i) insufficiently differentiated collection oftheproducts at slaughter;
(ii) storageattoohigh temperatures;
(iii) toolong timelagbetween slaughtering and processing.
Intensive safety treatment of theby-products such as sterilization, can haveanegative influence on the quality of the endproduct and environmental drawbacks. Sterilization and
additional drying changes the most valuable amino acids to indigestible components, is
energy intensive, produces high sludge quantities and can cause odour hinder. One ton
raw material now consumes 65 kWh electricity and 3 m3 water when sterilization is applied (NTF,1993).
Besides the central processing at rendering plants slaughter by-products can be delivered to petfood- and fur animal feed industries. Nevertheless what type of disposal is
chosen, quality and safety is degradedby spoilageduring transportation andstorage. Asa
consequence sustainability andeconomical feasibility arenot guaranteed fully in future.
Veterinary aspects
There is aneed for strict rules for the disposal and processing of slaughter by-products to
prevent the dispersion of pathogens so thatanimal and public health and the environment
are protected.
Until now hardly any attention, in practice or in research, has been paid to the collection and disposal of these by-products. However there are several reasons why this situation shouldbe improved:
(i) Storage of by-products at slaughterhouses -ingeneral notchilled for relatively long
periods (6-30 h) canresult inhigh levels ofmetabolites,because of degradation processes in the product which make it less suitable as a raw material for animal feed.
Furthermore, the production of volatile degradation products at the slaughterhouse
and/or the rendering plant can result in pollution of the environment. Some kind of
preservation attheslaughterhouse istherefore necessary;
(ii) Transportation of these often malodorous and highly contaminated by-products is
mainly carried out by road. This represents a certain risk in terms of environmental
pollution and spread of microorganisms. Also the timebetween release and processing of these by-products is often prolonged by too long storage and transportation
distances.
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Because of their high protein and fat content and favourable amino acid composition
slaughter by-products can serve as highly valuable raw materials for animal feed production. The main threat to human health from the use of slaughter by-products is the spread
of pathogenic bacteria, such as salmonella and Campylobacter jejuni. Risks for livestock
implied by slaughter by-products are pathogenic viruses, bacteria, toxins and undefined
pathogenic agents,such asthat of BSE(bovine spongiform encephalopathy). For this reason the upgrading of slaughter by-products must also include processing for safety in
ordertoprevent any dispersion of pathogens.
Logistical,economical andenvironmental aspects
Logistical aspects, disposal and process technology of slaughter by-products need to be
evaluated ontheir environmental, safety, quality andeconomical merits,based on anintegrated approach. Slaughter by-products are nowadays mainly upgraded at rendering
plants anddisposed for petfood and fur animal feed production.
The future economical feasibility of the current logistical structure will be weakened,
because of thefollowing reasons:
(i) Sinkingprices for feed constituents,because of theircompetition with other agricultural products, such assoy.
(ii) Increasing energy costs
(iii) Increasing environmental costs.
Also the requirements for animal feed production will be more stringent in future. A
highernutritional valueof feed constituents resulting inless manureproduction isnecessarytoobtain asustainable animal husbandry.
In future thedutch meatprocessing industry willbeconfronted withmore stringent environmental restrictions and higher costs. The purification of processwater will be more
expensive; costs increase 37% in 1996 with the same regime (Willemse, 1993:2). The
government prepares more stringent legislation for airpollution. The deposit of processwater sludge will occur at higher rates and most sludge may not be deposited on agricultural land any more from 1995 (B.O.O.M., 1991). Hinder due to the frequent and long
distance transportation of slaughter by-products and spread of odour and/or micro-organisms canbeconsidered asnotdesirable (ca. 10millionkmperyearintheNetherlands, i.e.
more than 10km per ton fresh product) (Cebeson, 1993).An other result of environmental policy will be an increase of energy costs and a reduction of the energy consumption
for the meatprocessing industry (20% less energy consumption in 2005 due to international agreement) (WRR, 1992).In Table1isestimated how costs candevelop depending
onprocessing strategies.
An other important issue in relation to environmental protection is the public opinion
towards the meat industry. The meat industry has to prevent itself to obtain an image of
environmental polluters, because of the attention that is paid to environmental issues in
other (agricultural) chains. In future the production methods will also be evaluated towards their implications on the product image. Also in this point of view environmental
efficacy will obtain ahigh priority.
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Table 1. Cost/benefit impression concerning the use of slaughter by-product as animal
feed constituents for the whole chain.

yields (for whole chain)
logistical costs
environmental costs
processing costs

expected cost/benefit development in
current cost/benefit situation future with no change
low
decreasing
high
increasing
high
increasing
high
increasing

Environmental problems can be solved by introducing:
(i) End of pipe measures. The environmental pollution can be reduced by additional investments, such as energy regain, air rarefying (with high chimneys), biofiltration,
burning of sludge, burning of polluted air, chemical cleaning, etc. When these
measures are applied to slaughterhouses for solving their own environmental problems they are creating other environmental loads elsewhere. This implies suboptimization. In current logistical processes has to be invested in these so-called
end-of-pipe measures, because of the long time lag between slaughtering and processing.
(ii) Process integrated measures. This means an integrated approach towards all links of
the production chain. These links are controlled integrally as much as possible.
Goals are drawn up in order to minimize the environmental losses throughout the
whole production chain.
In the Netherlands two centralised (modern equiped) rendering plants are left. These are
the largest in the world. Because of their legal protection over the past decades they have
an almost full monopolistic position, with regards to supply of their raw materials, they
are pacesetters on the local slaughter by-product market. These rendering plants are protected in a way that slaughterhouses have a kind of delivery duty. They upgrade the
slaughter by-products from approximately US$ 0.015 to about US$ 0.07 per kg raw materials (Cebeson, 1993). The price the rendering plants will pay for their raw materials
will be lower in future because of higher processing costs. In their monopolistic position
they can shift their costs increase (e.g. environmental costs) towards their suppliers.
Mathematical modelling
Introduction
With vertical integration it is possible to improve the efficiency and effectivity in the
chain. The total efficiency and effectivity can be improved by determined efforts that will
give a higher product quality and reduced environmental costs.
A mathematical model (a so-called mixed integer linear programming model) has been
built (Hendriks, 1991). In this model the disposal and upgrading of slaughter by-products
can be optimised. Costs of energy, environmental costs and restrictions, durable investments, and labour are incorporated in the model. Also the product quality and value have
been taken into account.
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Objective of the model is to be a tool that represents the slaughter by-product business,
and that finds and evaluates optimal processing strategies for these products. Main purpose isto compare thecurrent central large scalerendering with decentral sourceprocessing (of a relatively small scale) at the slaughterhouse, at different ways of sorting the
by-products, anddifferent storage methods.
If the by-products are treated immediately after slaughter then the highest nutritional
value can be preserved, with a lower disintegration of the best amino- and fatty-acids.
This means somelogistical flexibility, less environmental costs,a more valuable product,
a different energy consumption, changes in processing costs, and shifts of the processing
costs within the chain. The modelling of these cost- and benefit identifiers can result in
valuablemanagement support for future strategicdecisions concerning chain structure.
It is expected that in future a full chain analysis to optimize all aspects of disposal and
upgrading of slaughter by-products is necessary to undertake strategic decisions regarding this subject.
Modeloptions
The mixed integer linear programming model tobe discussed later (see figure 1)is based
onadecision treecontaining threedecision moments (indicatedbyd=l,2,3):
d=l:
wayof sorting theby-products (raw materials) after slaughtering
d=2:
wayof storage
d=3:
wayofprocessing (both central anddecentral processing)

no sorting

part:aisort:ng

totaI sorting

Figure 1. Thefour sorting groups (I,..,IV) inthe modelfor poultry slaughter by-products.
Different combinations of A, B, and Care collected incontainers. Also the mass percentage inrelation tolive weight hasbeen displayed.
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d=l:
Sorting raw materials
At decision moment 1 can be chosen in which way three kinds of poultry and pork
slaughter by-products A,Band Cwillbe sorted.Possibilities are given in figure 1.Soitis
suggested to sort the slaughter by-products in four ways so-called sorting groups. These
sorting groups result in six different raw-material combinations. Because of economical
feasibility thecombination A+Bisnot considered.
d=2:
Storage
After therelease of slaughter by-product some way ofbuffering isnecessary. The followingoptions are considered:
(i) Unconditioned storage: this storage is interesting for the sorting groups with a relatively low spoilagerateandashort time lagbetween release and processing.
(ii) Cooled storage: this storage is interesting for the sorting groups with arelative high
spoilagerateand/or along time lag betweenrelease and processing.
(iii) Frozen storage: this storage is interesting for the sorting groups with arelative high
spoilage rateand/or avery long time lag between release andprocessing. Becauseof
common demand fluctuations inthe season and aconstant supply, storageof theproducts during a few months canbeprofitable. Tocopewith these demand/supply discrepancies itcouldbe interesting tofreeze theproducts. Of course this option isonly
feasible for highmarketprices.
d=3:
Processing
In the third stage has tobe decided which way of processing has to be applied. There are
four (sub)decisions considered:
(i) Centralprocessing versusprocessing at source,i.e.atthe slaughterhouse.
(ii) When centralprocessing attherendering plant is applied, it can be chosen between:
conditioned and unconditioned transportation. Incaseofprocessing atthesource the
wayofproduction canbe: on-line,full-batch, and semi-batch.
(iii) Processing for safety:
(a) sterilization (high temperature, long time,high pressure)
(b) pasteurization (relative lowtemperature, short time)
(c) notreatment (immediately fresh tofur animal andpetfood processor)
(iv) preservation treatment:
(a) drying
(b) fermentation
On-line processing: This means that the product almost immediately after the slaughter
process is treated for safety and additionally preserved. There is a storage of raw materials needed for situations of irregularity to decouple the slaughter process from safetytreatment. If the by-products are separated after the slaughtering and it is intended to
produce several types ofproducts thenmoreprocessing units are required.
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Full batch processing: This way of production implies that the slaughter by-products
will be collected (several tons or for several houres). In case of partial or no sorting only
one processing unit is used for the different slaughter by-product. If one storage batch is
full, thebatchwillbeprocessed, followed bythenext full batch.
Semi-batch processing: This alternative is a combination of on-line processing and
batch processing with oneprocessing unit. In this way of processing theproducts that are
the most vulnerable to spoilage areprocessed on-line during slaughtering. The other products areprocessed inbatch after the slaughtering.
Processing for safety: Central sterilization followed by drying is intheNetherlands the
conventional rendering process. Although processing efficiency has been improved duringthe lastdecade considerably, theprocess is not yet optimal. Sterilization is considered
as necessary because of the microbiological contamination. Due to the increasing quantities the environmental impact is high. Odour emission, sludge production, energy consumption and relative low product quality are not considered as optimal.For sterilization
investment costs are high because of the installation has to resist high temperatures and
pressures.Itis aneffective way toreduce microbiological contamination, but atvery high
costlevels.
Pasteurization is a relative low cost process. If this process is used immediately after
slaughtering energy consumption is low. The heating traject, from ca. 30°C to 90°C and
the heating time are considerable shorter than in case of severe heating during sterilization. Qualityreduction of theproduct islesstoo.
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Preservation: The use of heating and drying, such as in conventional rendering processes had been criticized for itsdetrimental effects onprotein quality. An effective preservation of slaughter by-products after pasteurization is fermentation (Urlings,
1992:123). Fermentation holds some promises towards a reduction of the environmental
pollution.
Mixed integer linearprogramming problem
Inthe sequel the following notation is used:
i:
index of a logistical treatment, a branch number in the decision tree; i=
1,2,..,I(inthis study1=244)
d:
decision moment ford=0,1,2,..,D (in thisstudy D=3)
j:
counter 1
k:
index for environmental measure for k=0,1,..,K.Ifk=0,no environmentalmeasure isrealized; k=l environmental measure 1 isrealized; k=2 then
measure 2,andsoon
1:
counter 2
imin(d):
lowestbranchnumber indecision momentd
imax(d):
highestbranch number indecision momentd
itela(i):
first
branchnumberfrom ifor i= l,..,imax(D-l)
itelb(i):
lastbranchnumber from ifor i= l,..,imax(D-l)
Optimization variables
X(i):
fraction of total flow slaughter by-products that is subjected to branch i;
X(i)isavariablewithrange [0,1].
Y(i):
binary variable to charge for fixed costs; 0, if branch i is not used in optimization or 1,ifbranch iisused in optimization (chargefor fixed costs)
Z(i,k):
binary variable to charge for environmental costs;0, if the environmental
measure k inbranch i is not used in optimization or 1,if that environmental measurekinbranch iisused inoptimization (chargefor environmental
costs)
Coefficients and parameters
S:
average supply of slaughterby-products peryear (metricton per year)
FC(i):
fixed
costs for branch i at a certain capacity on a yearly basis (US$ per
year)
VC(i):
variable costs for branch i per metric ton raw material (US$ per metric
ton)
VAL(i):
valuepermetric tonraw material inbranch i(US$per metric ton)
N(i):
number of possible branches (logistical treatments) after branch i; for i=
0,..,imax(D-l)
CAPMIN(i): minimal capacity for flow S*X(i)inbranchi(metricton per year)
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CAPMAX(i):
QUAL(i) :
TQUAL(i):
PRICE :
OE(i,k):
OS(i):
M:
EC(i,k):
E(i):
TEMAX:
PWS(i):
PWSMAX :
QMAX:
PRC(i):
PERC:

maximal capacity for flow S*X(i)inbranch i(metric tonper year)
quality changethat occurs after passing throughbranch i(%)
quality stateatend ofbranch i (%)
(market)price index (US$permetric ton) for i=imin(D),..,imax(D)
odour emission per ton slaughter by-product inbranch iper hour applying
environmental measurek (odour unitspermetric tonper hour)
maximum odouremission atbranch iisrealized (odour unitsper hour)
very large number
environmental costs for measure k in branch i at a certain capacity on a
yearlybasis (US$per year)
energy consumption in branch i (kJoule per metric ton slaughter by-products)
maximalenergyconsumption onayearlybasis (GJouleper year)
processwater sludge production inbranch i (cm3 per metric ton slaughter
by-products)
maximal processwater sludgeproduction onayearlybasis (cm3per year)
initialquality (fresh product atharvest assumed as 100%)
percentage slaughter by-products of live weight through branche i; for
i=2,..,7(%)
total percentage of live weight slaughter by-products assigned to animal
feed (%)

Thedecision treehas threedecision moments (d=l,2,3)-Thereare: 1 +6*1 +6*3 + 18*17
= 331 theoretical branches. Only 244 of these branches turned out to be feasible. These
feasible branches are numbered top-down-left-right. The number of possible branches
N(i) after logistical branchs i is variable. This makes the decision tree flexible and compact (seefigure 3).
Totalcosts
Total costs are based on variable costs VC(I), fixed costs FC(I) and environmental costs
EC(i) on ayearly basis:
1

!

'

X [VC(i)* X(i)* S]+X [FC(i)* Y(i)]+X B

K

(i> k ) * Z(i>k)]

(1)

i=l k=l

i=l

variable costs

EC

fixed costs

environmental costs

Total yields
Thetotal yields aregenerated in staged=3inthedecision tree:
244

[VAL(i) *X(i) *S]

(2)

i-26
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where
and

VAL(i)=PRICE *TQUAL(i) /100
QMAX =TQUAL(l) = 100%

(2a)
(2b)

Product value is dependent of the market price and the quality condition of the slaughter
by-products attheendoftheprocessing network.
Restrictions
(i) Modelling thesorting operation
The first restriction forces the sorting groups in the right live weight proportions through
the network. The 4 combinations I, II, III, and IV of separated collecting of the slaughter
by-products are displayed in figure 2, and result in 6different combinations of A, B, and
C.These combinations ofA,B,and Cget thebranch numbers i=2,..,7 (seefigure 3).The
binary variables Y(2), Y(3),..,Y(7) and parameters PRC(l),PRC(2),..,PRC(7) are used to
force that exactly one of the groups I, II, III, or IV is chosen. The following equation (3)
accomplishes this objective:
^
2_,PRC(i)* Y(i)=PERC

(3)

i=2

Inour casethis means:
20.0*Y(2)+3.0*Y(3)+17.0*Y(4)+10.1*Y(5)+9.9*Y(6)+7.1*Y(7)=20.0
Sothepossible combinations are feasible:
group I:
Y(2)=l other Y(i)values are zero.
group II:
Y(3)=l and Y(4)=l otherY(i)values arezero.
group III:
Y(5)=l andY(6)=l otherY(i)values arezero.
group IV:
Y(3)=l, Y(6)=l,andY(7)-l otherY(i)valuesarezero.
Now for i=2,..,7thefractions X(i) can calculated usingtheequations (4):
PERC *X(i)-PRC(i) *Y(i)=0

(4)

fori =2,..,7
(ii) Balance equations
First theflow of slaughterby-products inthedecision treehastobe initialised:
X(l) = l

(5a)

The sum of incoming flows equals to the outgoing flows at every node in the decision
tree. So the incoming fraction X(i) equals to the sum of outgoing fractions X(j) for i =
1,..,25andj =itela(i),..,itelb(i).
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Thus:
itelb(i)

(5b)

X(i)=XX(j)
j=itela(i)

fori=l,..,25
where:
i-l

itela(i)=2+£

N(l)

(6)

1=1

and
itelb(i) = itela(i) +N(i)-1

(7)

(iii) Capacity X(i)
The possible treatments in the model have to meet minimal and maximal constraints,
since every investment is feasible only at a certain capacity range. The flow X(i)*S
through branch i has to be greater than CAPMIN(i) and lower than CAPMAX(i). The
minimum and maximumrestrictions arepresented intheformulas (8)and (9).
X(i)*S Y(i) *CAPMIN(i) fori =2,..,244
X(i)*S Y(i) *CAPMAX(i) fori =2,..,244

(8)
(9)

(iv) Energy consumption restrictions
For years saving of energy is a major priority in society and industry, and will even gain
more importance. In 1992 during the UNCED conference a goal for the reduction of energy consumption has been formulated, as a measure to reduce the greenhouse-effect
(Lee, 1992:823).In theNetherlands an agreement between the government and theindustry has been established to save 1.1% energy yearly. The actual reduction of energy consumption in processing industry is 0.4% yearly (WRR, 1992). So energy management
needstobeimproved.The following restriction forenergyreduction hasbeen introduced:
i

X E(i)*X(i)*S <TEMAX

(10)

i=2

whereTEMAX =0.989*energy consumption preceding year
Costs ofenergy arepartofthevariable costsVC(i) inthe objectfunction.
(v) Processwater sludgeproduction restriction
Reduction of processwater sludge production will be an important issue in future. The
costs of sludge deposition is considered to increase from about 7.5 US$ now to 25-100
US$ per metric ton in near future. The costs will be dependent from heavy metal consti-
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tuents.Toreduce the water- and soil-pollution with sludge areasonable measure in future
canbe following restriction:
X PWS(i)*X(i)*S < TPWSMAX

(11)

i=2

Costs of sludge disposal arepartof thevariable costs VC(i)inthe objectfunction.
(vi) Odour emission restriction.
Odour emission is considered as a local problem. Per metric ton slaughter by-products a
quantity odour (quantified by OE(i,k)) is produced during treatment iwith application of
environmental measure k (if k=0 then no environmental measure is considered). Odour
emission is assumed tobelinear dependent on X(i).Goal is toproduce within a maximum
quantity of odour (OS(i)) to prevent odour hinder problems. If the produced odour
emission OE(i,k)*S*X(i) exceeds OS(i), the model can select an other environmental
measure k with a smaller value OE(i,k). If measure k is not considered then the large
number M makes equation (12) not restricting. This measure k at treatment i implies
some environmental costs (EC(i,k)) in the object function. The odour emission constraints canbeformulated asfollows (Hendriks,1994):
OE(i,k) *S*X(i) OS(i) * Z(i,k) +(1-Z(i,k)) *M

(12)

K

atcondition^ Z(i,k)=l (selectoneenvironmental measure)

(13)

k=0

for i=2,..,244,k=0,..,K,and M» OE(i,k) * S
Conclusions
Apracticable optimization model has been built to find the optimal processing strategies
of slaughter by-products for animal feed for the meat processing industry in the Netherlands. Current processing methods are compared with new methods. Different ways of
sorting, storage, and processing are built into the model for integral evaluation of benefits, costs and environmental loads. The Mixed Integer Linear Programming model optimizes investments in technology, operational costs, market yields, quality, odour
emission, energy consumption and sludge production at dutch circumstances. Regarding
costs and product prices, values for variable X, Yand Z can be found in such a way that
total yields minus costs aremaximized taking into account allrestrictions (i)through (vi).
This optimization model canbe usedtofind optimal processing strategies.
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Introduction
Due toexternal (eg.urbanisation )as well as internal (eg.possibilities for expansion) circumstances, relocation of horticultural holdings is a topical subject of concern for many
growers in the Netherlands. Spatial distribution of horticultural holdings is changing
underinfluence of theindividual location decisions of growers.
In Neo-Classical location theories, of which the theory of VonThiinen (1826-1876) isa
well known example, distance is a determining factor. Distance to the suppliers of goods
andpeople (cities) andthedistance tothemarket for horticultural products are, according
to this theory, determinant for the location of horticultural production. According to the
theory of von Thiinen, horticultural production takes place nearby the cities. In the 19th
century cities acted as amarket of horticultural products and supplier of labour and dung.
According to Bruurs (1981) the spatial pattern of the location of dutch horticultural production more orless corresponds with this theory, buthe also states that vonThiinenstheory has no explanatory power any more. Nowadays transport costs have become
relatively cheap due to technological developments regarding transport facilities. Those
developments have also enlarged the action radius of a grower. In the past, horticultural
products were sold within a radius of a few dozens km.. Since, dutch horticultural products are sold all over the world,distances seemtohave become less important. However
the vicinity of the auction, supplying industries and firms, information and knowledge
still has important advantages. From a research of Voskuilen (1990) it appears that growers valued the vicinity of the auction as an important location factor, because of the
lower transport costs and the possibilities for personal contacts with traders and exporters. The vicinity of supplying industries will reducethe costs of the means of production
and in case of a technical failure the distance to the supplier plays an important role because of the rapidity in which the failure can be corrected. (Cardol, 1983; Groenewegen,
1975).Tokeep hisknowledge level upto date,a grower has to gather information. Informal face to face contacts with colleagues and participation in 'study clubs' contribute for
an important part to the knowledge level of a grower (Maas, 1984). A location nearby
thoseinformation sources will save agrower alot of time.
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In conclusion it appears that the importance of the factor distance is liable to changes
during time. Distance to the market became less important, but onthe other hand distance
toinformation andknowledgebecame more important.
Inthis paper, therelevance for growers of the different distance related location factors
will be examined. Attention will be paid to the distance to the different links of the network a horticultural holding is part of. Because in the Netherlands horticultural holdings
are still family businesses,wewill also examine theimportance ofthe distance toexisting
social contacts (family, friends etc.).Further we will examine the relation between some
firm, personal, and family characteristics on one hand and the role the different distance
related factors play intheirlocationdecision ontheother hand.
Materialsand methods
The results presented in thispaper are based on a survey among growers in the Westland,
dutch most important horticultural production centre with more than 3000 horticultural
holdings. The Westland was chosen as the research area because most growers with spatial problems could be expected in this production centre. In a preliminary examination
we sent a short questionnaire to 1000 growers in this production centre to trace growers
whoareconsidering oroncehaveconsidered arelocation of theirhorticultural holding.
About 440 growers sent back this questionnaire and from those 440 growers 110 are
considering or have considered arelocation of their horticultural holding in the past. For
themain survey we visited 73growers who answered in thepreliminary examination that
they consider oroncehaveconsideredrelocation of their firm.
In themain survey the respondents were asked to indicate which roleanumber of location factors have in the choice of a new location. They were asked to indicate on a five
points scale the importance those factors have in their choice of a new location. The survey contained 37 location factors of which 11 distance related location factors are discussed inthis paper.
Figure 1 shows the different groups of variables studied in this paper. Three groups of
distance related location factors can be distinguished, namely the distance to social factors,market factors andknowledge factors. Asdistance to social factors weexamined the
distance tothepresent place ofresidence and thepresence of acquaintances in thenew location. In the second group, the distance to market factors, we examined the importance
of thepresence of supplying industries and firms, presence of agood supply of labour and
the distance to the auction as well as the vicinity of a city (supplier of labour, goods?).
Andthe third group,the distance toknowledge factors, contains thepresence of horticulturaleducation,thepresence ofgrowerswiththesamecropping plan,thepresence of study
clubs,thepresence of anextension service andthepresence ofknowledge exchange.
To examine the influence of firm, personal and family characteristics on the role the different distance factors have in the location decision many of those characteristics were
measured in the survey. In this paper only the influence of a few of those characteristics
willbe discussed.
Asfirm characteristics wewilldiscuss theinfluence ofthekindof cropsthe respondent
grows,onhow manym2hegrowshis crops andhow his financial positionis.
Aspersonal characteristics we restricted us to the age and the value orientation of the
respondents. According to Gasson (1973) values can be instrumental, social, expressive
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Family characteristics
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otherlocation factors

- distance to social factors
- distanceto market factors
- distanceto knowledge factors

personalcharacteristics

Firm characteristics

DISTANCE RELATED FACTORS

LOCATIONCHOICE

Figure 1. Examined relations inthis study

and intrinsic orientated. An instrumental orientation implies that farming is viewed as a
means of obtaining income and security with pleasant working conditions. Examples of
instrumental goals are making maximum income,expanding thebusiness.Farmers with a
predominantly social orientation arefarming for the sake of interpersonal relationships in
work, e.g. gaining recognition, prestige as a farmer or belonging to the farmers community. Expressive values suggest that farming is a mean of self-expression or personal
fulfilment. Examples of expressive goals are feeling pride of ownership and exercising
special abilities. An intrinsic orientation means that farming is valued as an activity in its
own right. Examples of intrinsic goals are independence and enjoyment of work tasks
(Gasson, 1973). To measure the goals and value orientation of the growers we made use
of a measurement technique developed and described by Ziggers (1993).With a few adjustments,Ziggers' situation sketches couldbe used for ourresearch population.
The instrumental value orientation is not examined in thispaper because of (multi) collinearity with the other value orientations.
Asfamily characteristics weonlydiscussinthispaper whether the growerhasa successor for his firm ornot.
The percentages of respondents indicating a particular location factor important or very
important are computed, in order to get insight in the importance of the 11distance related location factors. Aprincipal component analysis was executed to analyze the relations between the firm, personal and family characteristics on one hand and how the
different location factors are weighed by the growers on the other hand. Eight aspects are
extracted using the criterion of minimum eigenvalue of 1.This principal component analysis was computed by SAS. The firm characteristic "cropping plan"isnotincluded in the
principal component analysis because of its nominal scale level. How growers with dif-
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ferent croppingplans (vegetables, cut flowers and potplants) indicate thedistance related
location factors is given in percentages of growers indicating certain location factors as
important orvery important.
Results
Relative importance ofdistance related location factors
Table 1 shows the rank numbers of the 11distance related location factors on a ranking
list of all 37 in the survey examined location factors. This ranking list is based on the
mean scores ofthedifferent location factors ona five-point scale.
Looking at all 37 examined location factors the distance related location factors are
relatively less important. For example, the infrastructure and climate of a new location
are more often indicated as important location factors. The most important distance related factor is the presence of a good supply of labour, which only ranks number eight.
Mostdistancerelated factors areeven found inthe secondhalf oftheranking list.
Importance ofdistance related factors
Figure 2 shows for the eleven distance related location factors the percentage of respondents whoindicated theparticular factor ofbeing important orvery important (4orrespectively 5onthe5-points scale).
Distance tothe social factors havebeen indicated least often asimportant factors. However, when therespondents were asked to which location they don not want torelocate in
advance and for which reason, the location factor distance to the present place of
residence, the Westland, was the most often mentioned reason. For example, 68%of the
respondents who do not want to relocate to Emmen, mentioned the distance (240km )to
the Westland as the most important reason. With the distance to the Westland those respondents meant on onehand thedistance to theWestland asmain production centre with
auctions, a lot of supplying industries and knowledge. On the other hand the respondents
meant thedistance to family and friends. Therefore, therole the distance to social factors

Table1. Ranking numbers of the to distance related location factors in the top 37 and
the mean scores
ranknumber meanscore
supply of labour
knowledge exchange
supplying industry
study clubs
auction
Horticultural education
extension service
grow,with samecrops
present residence
city
acquaintances
5 =very important
1 =not important

8o

8
17
18
19
21
23
27
31
32
34
35

3.96
3.64
3.60
3.56
3.45
3.37
3.27
2.86
2.81
2.63
2.62
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Figure 2. %of respondents indicatingfactor important or very important
plays in the location decision certainly should not be underestimated. Especially when
relocation refers torelocation inan otherpart ofthe country.
Notable is the high score of the presence of a supply of labour. 80%of the respondents
indicated this factor important or very important. The fact the supply of labour is indicated by that number of growers as an important factor reflects one oftheproblems dutch
horticulture isconfronted with.
The vicinity of abigger city, which factor in von Thiinens theory was determinant for
the location of horticultural production, was only indicated important by 19% of the respondents. During the interviews it was noticed that for some growers who prefer a location nearby a bigger city, the city acts as a place for leisure activities and for others the
city acts as a supplier of labour. The city has lost his function as direct market where growers sell their products. Nowadays the auction is the place where growers meet the
buyers of their products. And as Figure 2 shows, the distance to this market (the auction)
isindicated (very) important by 53% oftherespondents.
The distance to knowledge is for many growers an important location factor. The
presence of intensive knowledge exchange is indicated important by 64%of the respondents and the presence of study clubs by 61% . The presence of growers with the same
crops isnot for all growers anecessary condition for intensive knowledge exchange (Figure 2).The presence of study clubs and extension services seem to be amore important
factor related toknowledge exchange
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Relation offirm, personal andfamily characteristics onthe importance of
distance factors.
The factor pattern resulting from the principal component analysis after VARIMAX rotation is presented in Table 2. 72% of total variance is explained by the 8extracted aspects
with aeigen value > 1.Ashort interpretation of theeightextracted aspects is given.
Table2. Factor pattern
Variable
knowledge factors
grow,with same crops
study clubs
extension service
knowledge exchange
horticult. education
market/actors
auction
supplying industry
supply of labour
city
social factors
present residence
acquaintances
characteristics
growing area
%net worth
probl.getting labour
ageof grower
intrinsic values
social values

H2

aspl

asp2

asp3

asp4

asp5

asp6

asp7

asp8

0.74
0.76
0.77
0.80
0.64

0.50
0.77
0.83
0.84
0.28

0.11
-0.12
-0.05
-0.07
-0.12

0.28
-0.07
0.02
-0.02
0.08

-0.14
0.02
0.16
-0.22
6.24

0.52
-0.03
-0.18
0.08
-0.02

0.06
0.28
0.04
0.01
0.68

0.19
0.15
-0.15
0.12
0.12

-0.26
-0.21
-0.02
-0.14
-0.07

0.78
0.70
0.71
0.57

-0.17
0.23
0.13
-0.10

-0.16
-0.14
0.01
0.07

-0.28
0.32
0.06
-0.10

0.75
0.68
0.36
-0.18

-0.14
0.02
-0.09
0.02

-0.11
0.12
-0.21
0.69

0.19
-0,23
-0.29
-0.19

-0.16
-0.01
-0.65
-0.02

0.72
0.59

0.11
0.66

0.21
-0.01

0.05
-0.02

0.36
0.16

0.56
0.24

0.37
-0.16

0.18
-0.13

0.22
0.17

0.76
0.50
0.74
0.84
0.81
0.69

-0.01
-0.13
-0.11
0.22
-0.14
-0.10

-0.08
-0.37
-0.12
-0.84
0.07
0.15

0.13
0.38
-0.06
0.08
0.81
-0.75

0.01
0.00
0.05
0.09
0.13
0.12

-0.06
-0.06
-0.10
0.02
-0.23
-0.19

-0.04
0.20
-0.21
0.01
-0.24
-0.11

0.85
-0.37
-0.2S
0.16
0.01
-0.17

-0.08
-0.11
0.77
0.23
-0.04
0.04

Aspect 1
The distance toknowledge factors shows only a little correlation with the firm, personal
and family characteristics. Those factors seem to be indicated a little more often as important by older growers. This aspect also shows that growers who indicate the presence
of knowledge factors important, also often indicate the presence of acquaintances in a
new location asan important location factor. The acquaintances of growers are often colleague growers with whom information exchange takes place. So, the presence of acquaintances isnot only seen asa social factor butpresence of acquaintances mightbe also
important for knowledge exchange.
Aspect 2
This aspect shows a correlation between age and the preference of a location in the vicinity of the present place of residence. Growers without a successor for their firm,
mainly younger growers, seemto indicate thedistance topresent place of residence more
often asan important location factor. Those growershaveoften alower %net worth. During the interviews it was noticed that younger growers, who were often unmarried yet,
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prefer a location within the Westland because they don't want to lose the contacts with
their friends.
Aspect 3
Intrinsic orientated growers who have a good financial position and do not prefer social
value orientations indicate the presence of supplying industries and the presence of growers with the same production plan more often as an important location factor. The distancetotheauction seems tobeoften lessimportant for those growers.
Aspect 4
This aspect has positive loadings onthe distance to market factors, namely distance to the
auction, presence of supplying industries andpresence of a good supply of labour as well
as distance to the present place of residence. An intensive knowledge exchange seems to
be less important for those growers. Their is no clear correlation in this aspect with firm,
personal or family characteristics, apperently the distance to market factors is indicated
importantbyvery different types of growers.
Aspect 5
Growers who appreciate the expressive value orientations seem toprefer a location in the
vicinity of their present habitat and seem to appreciate the presence of growers with the
samecropping plan and acquaintances.
The presence of growers with the same cropping plan is correlated partly with knowledgefactors inaspect 1 andpartly with more social factors inaspect5. So,thepresenceof
growers with the same cropping plan is not only appreciate for knowledge exchange but
also for social contacts. Many growershave friends with thesamecropping plan.
Aspect 6
The vicinity of a bigger city and the presence of horticultural education seem to be indicated more important by growers with arelative good financial position and growers who
have problems with finding enough workers. Those growers may consider the city as an
important supplier of labour and the presence of horticultural education as a source for
skilled workers.Those growers haveless often anintrinsic value orientation.
Aspect 7
Growers with alarger growing area and aless good financial position seemtoprefer more
often a location nearby the auction and indicate more often the presence of growers with
the same cropping plan as an important location factor. Presence of supplying industries
seem to be indicated as less important by those growers. This aspect also shows that growers with alarger growing areahave more often problems with finding enough good workers, but they seem to indicate the presence of a good supply of labour less important,
whenchoosing anew location.
Aspect 8
Growers who indicate that they have problems with finding enough workers of good
quality, often prefer alocation with agood supply of labour (inverse of aspect 8).Thedistancetothepresentplaceofresidence is for thosegrowers,often younger growers,of less
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Figure 3. Theimportance ofthe distancefactors inrelation with thecropping plan
importance. Ontheother hand thepresence of growers with thesame cropping planand
thepresenceofstudy clubs aremoreoften indicated as important.
Inthediscussion ofthispaper we willdiscuss somerelevantrelations found intheeight
aspects interpreted inthis paragraph.
Effect ofthe cropping plan
We distuinguised three types of cropping plans, namely vegetables (28resp. in survey)
cut flowers (38in survey) andpotplants(7 in survey). Figure 3 shows thepercentageof
vegetable, cutflower andpotplant growers who indicated thedifferent distance factors as
important or very important. Thepresence ofknowledge factors like presence of intensive information exchange, study clubs and growers with the same crop is more often
indicated important byvegetable growers (respectively 85%,75%and46%) than bycut
flower( respectively 53%,52%and24%) andpotplant growers (respectively 42%,57%
and29%).
Vegetable growers seem to appreciate knowledge exchange with colleague growers
more than cutflower andpotplant growers, because thefactors presence ofgrowers with
the same crop, study clubs andintensive knowledge exchange areindicated importantby
a much higher percentage of vegetable growers than cut flower and potplant growers.
Potplant growers atthecontrary seem toappreciate thepresence ofextension servicesto
gather information from. This difference between vegetable growers onone hand andcut
flower andpotplant growers onthe other hand could be explained by theway growers
look at their colleague growers. Especially, cut flower and potplant growers consider
other growers with the same crop more as a competitor than as a colleague with whom
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one should exchange information. This difference is partly due to the way in which the
different crops aresold on the auction.
The presence of horticultural education is often indicated as an important location factorbypotplant growers.This preference for alocation in thevicinity of aschool for horticultural education may have two reasons. First, the seven potplant growers in the survey
may have children who want to goto a school for horticultural education. Another reason
could be that potplant growers contract more skilled workers and a school for horticulturaleducation isan important supplier of skilled workers.
Another difference we can derive from Figure 3 is the relative low percentage of potplant growers whoindicate thesupply ofemployees asimportant: 57%against 87%ofthe
cut flower growers and79%of thevegetable growers.Potplant growers seemtohave less
problemswith finding enough good workers.
Social factors seemto be less important for potplant growers.None of thepotplant growers indicated the presence of acquaintances as an important factor and only 14% indicatethedistancetothepresentlocation asanimportantlocation factor.
Discussion and conclusions
In the nineteenth century distance to the market was the most determining factor for the
location of horticultural production. Cities acted as direct markets for horticultural products and as suppliers of dung and labour. Because horticultural products are perishable
andvoluminous,alocation nearbythemarket wasessential.Forthosereasons, horticulturalproduction was located nearby cities.However, technological developments regarding
transporting facilities made the transport of horticultural products over longer distances
relatively cheap. Rodewijk (1988) stated that the vicinity of a city has lost its importance
as a location factor for horticultural production. From our research it appears that the vicinity of a city is not for many growers an important location factor, but still some growers prefer a location nearby acity.However, thereason for thispreference has changed.
During the interviews respondents often mentioned the supply of labour and the function
of the city as a place for leisure activities as reasons for their preference. Nevertheless,
mostgrowers seethe expanding cities,nowadays,more often asathreat for theirhorticultural holdings, because of the competition for land. Urbanisation is one of the most importantreasons growers have torelocate their firm.
Nowadays the auction has taken over the function of market place where supply and demand of horticultural products is brought together. In the survey the distance to the auction is indicated as arelative important distance related location factor. It seems tobe an
important location factor for very different types of growers (Aspect 4). However, growers with social value orientations (are not intrinsic orientated) seem to have more often
apreference for a location in the vicinity of the auction (inverse of aspect 3).Those growersmightbemore involved inthesocial systemsurrounding the auction.
The auction has not only the function of selling horticultural products, but it is also a
source of information for growers and a meeting point of producers and buyers of horticultural products. However, the auction as institution of trade is liable to changes (teleauction), which may have its influence on the importance of the vicinity of an auction as
location factor in future.
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The last decades much attention was paid to the advantages of a location in or nearby a
spatial concentration of horticulture together with related activities, such as supplying industries, research stations and auctions. Those advantages are called the centre function
of a production centre. From research of Verhaegh (1979) it appears that the average net
returns of horticultural holdings which are located outside the large production centres
are low in comparison with the average net returns of horticultural holdings located in a
production centre. Verhaegh (1979) stated that the regional differences in yield are not
caused byregional differences in soil,climate, water, technical oreconomical factors, but
they are mainly caused by human factors. The intensive information exchange between
growers in a production centre has been often mentioned in literature as an important
cause of the higher production level and better quality of theproducts inthose production
centres (Soomer, 1987; Maas, 1984; Groenewegen, 1975; Zandsteeg, 1978; Verhaegh,
1979). For large horticultural holdings those regional differences between net returns do
not exist (De Haan &Stein, 1975).This difference between small and large firms may be
explained by the way small and large firms are managed. Owners of small firms often
have to do airmanagement tasks and all operational tasks. For larger firms, at the contrary,management tasks and operational task are often split up overdifferent persons. So
it will give no problems when one of those persons leaves the firm for a whole day to
gather information. For smaller firms with only one manager this will give some more
difficulties. For those firms location in the vicinity of knowledge factors is essential
(Vijverberg,1992). However in our research no relation is found between the size of the
firm and the importanceofthedistancetoknowledge factors (Aspect 1).
Gathering information tokeephisknowledge level uptodateisandwill beinthe future
an important task for a grower. Our results show that the distance to knowledge factors
are still important for growers,especially for vegetable growers. Anoticeable difference
seems toexist in the way vegetable growers on one hand andcutflower andpotplant growers ontheother hand gather theirinformation. Growers with the same cropping plan are
for vegetable growers colleagues with whom information is exchanged. A grower with
the samecrops is for apotplant grower more a competitor than a colleague.Potplant growers get their information more often from extension or advisory services. Our results
also show that the presence of growers with the same crop is not always seen as a condition for intensive knowledge exchange. The presence of study clubs for vegetable growers and the presence of extension services for cut flower and potplant growers seem to
be important conditions for intensiveknowledge exchange.
Noticeable is the fact that the distance toknowledge factors plays for younger growers
a less important role in comparison with the older growers. This indicates that this factor
may become less important in the future. Different developments have enabled the growers to get their information over longer distances. And the developments regarding information technology are still going on at a quick rate. Younger growers are better
capable to use modern information technology for information gathering and they are
more willing totravel for information gathering. This findings agree moreorless with the
prognoses given by Alleblas (1992) that the geographical scale of thecentre function will
become larger in future.
Labour is an important production factor for horticulture. In our survey thepresence of
a good supply of labour scores as most important distance related location factor. Alot of
respondents told they hadproblems with finding enough workers of good quality. So,it is
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not only the presence of a good quantity of workers, but possibly more important, the
quality of the available workers. During the survey respondents mentioned two aspects
concerning the quality of workers.For unskilled work a good motivation of theworker is
important and his skills are less important and for skilledwork the skills of the worker are
important. For this last group of qualitative good workers horticultural education seems
to be indispensable. This may explain therelative high score for thepresence of horticulturaleducation,especially for potplant growers.
In conclusion it appears that the distance related location factors are still important.
Most distance related factors have an average score on the five point scale higher then
three. But besides distance related location factors, growers indicate other location factors like infrastructure, water quality, climate factors etc. as important or even more important. This certainly is not surprising, because before a certain location could be
attractive for horticultural holdings some basic conditions for horticultural production
havetobe fulfilled.
The vicinity of the different links of the network seems to have important advantages,
which inthepasthaveresulted inaconcentration ofhorticultural production. Distancerelatedfactors still seem tobeimportant keep factors for growers intheWestland. But other
factors which represent the disadvantages of a location in the Westland will play the role
of push factors, like the bad infrastructure, bad water quality or the problems of getting
enough workers. Push factors will stimulate the relocation of growers from the Westland
to relocate in other regions in the Netherlands or even in other countries. Some growers
will weigh the keep factors moreimportant in their decision and they may decide torelocate within the Westland. Others will weigh the push factors more important and maydecidetoleavetheWestlandandrelocatein aotherregion.
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Summary
The aim of this paper is to contribute to the discussion about the possibilities and constrains for agricultural commodities to take part in a value added chain in reference to theoretical concepts and actual situation. Different chains; grains, sugar and industrial crops,
will be described and analyzed in terms of market structure and the possibilities of improving the competitive advantage by collaborative relationship between the agricultural
commodity producer and the chain as a whole.
Most literature on cooperation in agricultural chains as well as most of the actual initiatives taken to strengthen agricultural chains have been focussed on fresh and/or processed/fresh agricultural products. The mutual advantages of some sort of cooperation
between different links in these chains are more or less obvious. The main issue is what
kind of cooperation is optimal and how can a more optimal organization of the chains be
achieved.
For agricultural commodities the government policy in all parts of the world has played
an important role. In some cases this has led to strong links between agricultural production and processing combined with high entry-barriers (quota's) as in the sugar and milk
chains in the EU. In other cases it has led to imperfect market conditions where the government has played a dominant role in the link between agricultural production and markets as in the cereal chain. Because of the changing role of governments and changing
market condition the need for more interaction of agricultural production with next links
in the chain emerged.
Introduction
The division of agricultural chains on the basis of the nature of the product seems to be a
rather crucial one with regards to forming of value added chains. The type of production
chains that can be distinquist are:
A. The chain for fresh and/or semi-processed agricultural products: In these production
chains the intrinsic product attributes on consumer level are the same as those on
production level (like vegetables and meat). The role of the chain is the balancing of
production and consumers need (in both quality and quantity) and a smooth and
quick distribution of the products to the consumer in order to reduce quality losses.
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B. The chain for processed agricultural products in the food markets: Although the
quality on primary level is the basis, theprocessing industries have a substantial influence on the quality on consumer level. The role of the chain is enhanced with an
extra value added link in which the most substantial balancing of consumers wishes
andproduct attributes takes place.
C. The chain for industrial commodities. In this chain the end user of the agricultural
product is an other production chain. On these markets the chemo-physical properties of the agricultural product plays a dominant role. The demand for these commodities isdetermentby theperformance of thenon-agricultural chain.
In most literature the illustrations of advantages of a value added chain refer to the first
type ofproduction chains. Also almost all theinitiatives taken up tonow informing some
kind of value added chains have been in the first type. Even in the pork chain the compound feed industry as such is included in the initiatives to form a value added chain but
doesnotincludetheagricultural crops asanimportant supplier of inputs.
This raises thequestion whether ornot agricultural commodities can and/or will be able
totakepart invalueadded chains.
Somecharacteristics ofagricultural commodity markets andmarket structures
For the objective of this paper a specific definition of agricultural commodities will be
used in order to be able to make more general remarks without continuously referring to
exceptions. In this definition an agricultural product is labeled as commodity when it
needs some form of processing before it reaches the consumer and the product can be
stored for a longer period without loosing (much) quality in various stages of processing.
This implies that all product that can be sold fresh as well, such as preserved vegetable
and fruit, meat preparations and milk products arenot marked ascommodities.Allgrains,
oil crops, sugar and industrial crops are included in the definition although for instance
rice does not needs processing but because it is easily storable it does not fit in the fresh
chain.
A general similarity of agricultural commodities is that they know an international,
worldmarket. Mostindividual productorclosesubstitutes aregrownallovertheworld.A
second important characteristic is the importance of these products for the food supply in
terms of energetic needs all over theworld. 65%of the human energy needs is covered by
the direct consumption of these tree product categories. Additionally 40% of the world
grain production and 20% of theoilcrops goestothe animal consumption and contributes
indirectly to both energy, protein and fat intake of people. The strategic importance in
terms of food security has led toa strong interference of governments in themarkets.The
sheltering of theprimary production against market influences has led to a disconnection
of production and trade/processing or in other cases a forced integration of production
and processing, separated from end markets or further processing. Herewith a third common factor isidentified: At someplace intheproduction chain thegovernment formes the
connection between twolinks.
The food industry intheworld has shown a strong process of horizontal integration in the
past decades. In the US,the UK and in France the fifty biggest industries have a market
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share of 50%or morein the total turnover in the food market onretail level. These industries generally produce a wide range of product and can be characterized as global, multi
branched industrial conglomerates. In spite of the horizontal concentration there are only
a few market(segments) with monopolistic characteristics because of the broad assortment of product per holding and the fact that most multi-nationals are present on all important markets. Although competition is strong, these multi nationals have a substantial
influence onfood markets.Asawholeitisa financially strongandahighlyinnovative industry.
Onretail level the samehorizontal concentration development hastakenplace.The unification of the European market will further stimulate this international concentration,
where as mostbigger US andEUretail chains alsoby mergers and take-overs seek access
to each other markets.Also onthis level competition is strong. The saturation on the food
market has forced theretail chains tobecome morethanjust a serving-hatch. By building
up a profile through marketing, service level, quality and most certainly also by the assortment on the shelves, the retail link has become a determining factor in the decision
whatproducts willeven getachance toprove themselves onthe market.
Thefeed and non-food market
In the US and in Europe about tree-quarters of the grain production and 60to 70% of the
oilcrops are used as animal feedstuff. This means these product are raw materials for an
other production chain.The same goes for the non-food applications. Because of the inter
exchangability of food, feed and non-food applications, the markets off farm are inter-related and dominated by a few trading companies. Although some of these trading companies also haveprocessing facilities therelation between arableproduction andthe other
production chains isalmost absent.
The position ofarableproduction inthechain.
Theposition of arableproduction ismainly determent bythenature oftheproduct and the
governmental interference.
Thesugar case
For sugar in theEU there is aquotum regulation inwhich thequota havebeen assigned to
the processing industries. Imports are restricted by a.o. import levies. In the US imports
arerestricted by quotas,adjusted todomestic processing capacities and consumption. Because of this the sugar beet/cane production and the processing unit are condemned to
each other where as on the end markets the processing industries face competition of
other production units working under the same limiting conditions. Although in the EU
thereis acloserelationship between the farmer and theprocessing industry with regard to
production quantity, quality, logistics etc., it is doubtful whether or not this can be qualified as avalue added chain. One of the characteristicsof a value added chain is thatitisa
collaborative action between independent organizations. Although according to civil law
both organizations are independent (whether or not there is a cooperative processing is
notrelevant), therelation isheavily biased bygovernmental regulations.The possibilities
for the farmer to influence the relationship in terms of quantity, quality or choosing an
otherprocessor arevery limited.
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A quota system as in the milk production leaves the farmer every possible liberty to
choose a relationship with the processor. In fact there is a competition between the processing industries withrespect tothe supply.
Cereals
The production chain for cereal (consumer) products is very complex. It quickly divergates into an almost endless number of consumer products. Although cereals used for
human consumption are in general referred toas quality grains,quality has alimited content. For bakery products some minimum quality standard have to be met. Further in the
production chains all kinds of different quality measures are relevant dependent on specific end products which are sometimes also related to storage conditions and first processing. The minimum price system in the EU has led to a minor interest in quality on
farm level. Ahigh yield of "low" quality gave more income security than the dependency
of aquality premium. In spite off the national/regional protection there is aworld market
for cereals and flour. Regional shortcuts inproduction, due to for instance whether conditions, have there impacts on the free market prices all over the world. On the world market for cereals only 5 big trading houses are active. Their influence on the market has
diminished by the role of government as the largest stock holders, who manipulates the
stocks with morepolitical than market point ofview.
On the market for bakery products there is a continues flow of product innovations. On
consumer level these products, with the exception of plain bread, are sold under brand
names. Quality plays an important role but is more related to the absence or presence of
additives, health impacts and taste than to quality aspect of the cereals as the basic production material.
On the feed market, the largest outlet for cereals in the Western World, quality plays a
minorrole.Thepresence of astrong compound feed industry inWesternEurope,that uses
highly sophisticated models to optimize the composition of animal feed in relation to the
prices of thecomponents, has strongly focused attention totheprice asamain market factor.
Oilcrops
Oilcrops are used both for human consumption as for animal feed. The most important
crop onworld scaleis soya. Sometimes theby-product inthecrushing process for producing vegetable oil for human consumption (oilcackes for animal feed) is moreimportant in
economic term than the oil itself. Because of the inter-exchangability of the oilcops both
for human as for animal consumption the price is a dominant market factor. Because of
the substitution possibilities between oilcrops and cereals in animal feed aswell ason the
production side, the market for both products are strongly interrelated. The main trading
housesinthegrain sector are alsoactive inthe oilseed markets.
The valueadded chain
Intheliterature anumber of advantages of avalue added chain aregiven.Although different authors use different arguments most of them can be fitted in the seven motives mentionedbyZuurbier (1991).These arguments willbediscussed with emphasis tothe arable
production inrelation tothenextlinks inthechain.Thestartingpoint isthedefinition of a
valueadded chain asacollaborative action of independent organizations.
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Transaction and coordination costs
Because of the world markets for cereals and oilcrops,fluctuations inregional production
quantity and qualities due to whether conditions and regional prices differences, the processing industries in general donot wanttobedependent ofregional supplies.The saturation on their end-markets and the international competition puts a high pressure on costs
of inputs. The disadvantages of having to pay a higher price than competitor due to regional shortages are much bigger than the reductions in transaction costs possible by
closer cooperation with regional agricultural suppliers. Amulti regional (world) cooperation with agricultural producers will increase coordination costs extremely. The
presence of multi-national operating trading houses, with a thorough knowledge of market developments and price differences all over the world, makes a direct contact with
arable producers redundant. A"free" market is the most cost efficient way to obtain the
raw material.
In the sugar chain in the EU transaction costs are minimized. Due to the quota system
an almost full integration has taken place between agricultural producers and processors.
All efforts are directed towarth areduction in coordination costs.Asbeen saidbefore it is
questionable whether this can be qualified as a value added chain and therefore also
whether transaction costs as such can be distinguished. The minimum price system and
thequotas donotleave space for transaction freedom.
Acquisition of required technology
Agricultural technology is in general widely and freely available. The processing industries have little interests in the arable production it self. The competitive advantages of
possessing knowledge of agricultural technologies arerestricted to use them to get better
raw material. The technology itself will not contribute to their performance on end-markets.
Creating, enlarging entry barriers
The almost absence of entry barriers for agricultural production (except for the quoted
products is one of the biggest problems for the agricultural sector. The moment there is a
high price for a product because of inclining demand, an immediate shift in production
takes place and prices fall to alower level they haveeverbeen. Avalue added chain with
entry barriers would be very beneficial to the primary agricultural sector. As long as the
processing industries however will be ableto obtain their required quality andquantity of
agricultural products onafree raw material market theyhavenothing to gainby including
the agricultural link in their value added chain but only to lose.The increase in cost will
notbecompensated onend-market if standard quality ofraw material is sufficient.
Consolidation, strengthening of competitive position
As been said before the competitive position of the processing industry will not be influenced by cooperation with the primary agricultural sector when a standard quality of
raw material is sufficient. The ability of the industry to develop new products within the
processing (mix of raw materials, additives, processes etc.) is far greater than the possibilities of the agricultural production to contribute to the product development. With respect to product quality recent problems with consumer products in The Netherlands
(salmonella in breakfast cereals) show standard quality is not always sufficient. It is
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nevertheless doubtful whether the cost of collaboration with the agricultural production
in order to prevent quality disorders counterbalance the cost of such incidents. More and
more these quality aspects will be imposed on the markets as a whole, as all processors
face the samepossibleproblems ontheirend markets.
Optimizing logistic processes
Itis this argument together with product quality that hasbeen theleading force for the attempts toform avalue added chain inthe chains for fresh agricultural products.Theproblemof los of quality during transport is almost absent inthechain for processed products.
The large stocks of cereals and oilcrop (products) on world level show logistics have a
different dimension for the agricultural commodities. More profits can be made by
buying when thepricesarelow thanbyreducing inventory costs etc..
Inthe sugar industry thelogistic process between agricultural production and processor
has reached a high degree of perfection. The dominant position of the processor as the
"owner" of the quotum, has given them the power to streamline logistics according to
their wishes.
Thegovernment as stakeholder
As been stated before the government influence on agricultural production is strong. In
the sugar chain thishasledto anintensive relation between production and processing. In
the cereal chain the US and EU governments arebesides stakeholders also the world largest stock holders. This means they are also operate as a market participant and not only
as regulator. Especially in the EU the government has sheltered the agricultural production from almost all market influences. The reform of the agricultural policy has led to a
more direct relation between farmer prices and world markets but not to acloser relation
between agricultural production and processing. For cereals and oilcrops governmental
policies hasbeen abarrier for theforming of valueadded chains
The needfor linking
The partial withdrawal of the EU government from agricultural markets has led to substantial reductions in earnings on farm level, partly compensated by direct income support. The competitive power of the EU agricultural commodities on world markets is not
very strong.The high prices of inputs (labor, ground) can only be compensated by ahigh
productivity. Therestriction on the use of chemical inputs due toahigher interest of environmental problems will limit the possibility for further increases in yield per hectare.
The high level of expertise on farm level and in the seed industry, the highly developed
knowledge transfer system does not match theposition of raw material producer. It could
be better used for the production of high value products. On commodity market a small
change in supply has a strong effect on prices and bass periods last longer than price
peaks. The only waytoescape somewhat from these waves inprices is toaddvalue to the
products in terms of quality or processing. For this the agricultural producers need the
processing industries. High quality products or specific product require a close contact
with thenext links inthe chain. Thebasic definition of quality lies intheend market. The
agricultural commodity producers have grown away from market andlack aclear view on
what ishappening there.Thehistorical structural and cultural development of the primary
producers, separated from the other links in the production chain makes it difficult to
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catch up with themarket. As been statedbefore the advantages of the processing industry
for a closer collaboration with agricultural commodity production in the current situation
are minimal. It is the primary production that has to do something to ensure a sufficient
income and continuity.
Possible optionfortheagricultural commodity producers
The attention of the public for al kinds of aspect related to the production of food and
foodstuff is growing. Environmental friendly production systems and especially health
aspect arebecoming moreand more important intheselection process on consumer level.
Although with processed products the attention is mainly focussed on the processing itself andthe additivesused intheprocess,theinterest ofbothprocessing industries as consumers in production systems on primary level is growing. This interest will not lead
automaticly tocollaboration butdoes offer opportunities for theagricultural producers.
Up till now the agricultural producers in times of troubles have always demanded support from the government. Even now the politics are blamed for the situation and are
pushed to create solutions for the income decrease on farmers level. Al kinds of arguments are used: thestrategic importance withrespect tofood supply, public responsibility
towarth the agricultural sector, employment, the value of agricultural production in landscapes etc..Although aresponsibility of government for the agricultural sector cannot be
denied, a sustainable and competitive agricultural production is only possible when it is
more market-driven. This will need a cultural change and arestructuring of the organizations onprimary level.The sector has to show and toprove theprocessing industries they
are an interesting partner to collaborate with. In some small application field initiatives
have been taken such as barley for beer, regional specialties (bread) and they seem to be
successful. The main question remains whether or notthe linking with the chain is anoption restricted to some niche-market or whether it can be a solution for the sector as a
whole.
Discussion items
For agricultural commodities the free market with the price as balancing principle is the
most optimal link between producers and processors. Even exchanging information as a
basic form of collaboration offers tolittle advantages to compensate the efforts as proven
for example infailure the coffee and coco agreements.
If the agricultural sector does not succeed in linking with the chains, the production of
agricultural commodities will move away from Western Europe to Eastern Europe and
Latin America unless theprotection willbe enlarged.
The changing consumers wishes and demands with respect to environmental impact of
production, food safety, health aspect anddiversified productwill force theprocessing industries to get more involved with agricultural production. The creation of value added
chains for commodities isthereforejust amatter of time
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Abstract
Numerous (simulation) models have already been made for all kinds of companies and
products. Many of these models deal with the isolated problems of a separate company
c.q. a link of a chain. This paper presents a simulation model for theentire apple distribution chain. The model aims to minimize the total distribution costs, taking into account
therestrictions setby the final consumers. The model, although it isnot ready for implementing in practise yet, can help the strategic decision making in the chain, while it is
possible to evaluate strategic alternatives for there impacts. It is the author's hope that
thispaper can contribute tofurther exploration of (agri)chain modelling.
Keywords: chain logistics, operations research, simulation model, apple, distribution
chain,quality, strategicdecision making.

Introduction
Traditionally the logistical production chain is seen as a line of coupled, but separately
functioning enterprises. The communication, co-operation and adaptability between organisations in these chains is not always optimal. The organisations are primarily concerned with their own position, profits and interests, which leads to the well-known
sub-optimizations. Although allparticipantsin thechain havedifferent interests,they still
have the mutual goal toprovide the final consumer with an excellent product. Last years,
it has become clear that enterprises do not stand alone in merchandising there products,
but that they are apart of a greater whole of economical activities in the successive links
oftheproduction chain.Therefore, anintegral approach of theproduction chain isnecessary(DeVlieger, 1992).
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Chain logistics canplay anmajor role in improving theperformance of all the organisations in the chain separately and as a whole. Chain-logistics aims at the streamlining of
the entire logistical chain and chain management, the improvement of the position of the
organisation in the chain and of the position of the chain with respect to competitive
chains (Van Ballegooie, 1992).The production chains are not always restricted to the national borderlines of the country, but may also reach over these borderlines. This is especially sofor anexporting country as the Netherlands are.
This paper deals with the apple chain. The Netherlands areexporting a great deal of its
produced apples. Our main export market is Germany, where we have to compete with
apples from all over theworld. Atthe moment, the fruit-market inWest-Europe is coping
with satiation symptoms, where the Dutch supply is ever more increasing. The supply of
high quality apples isprobably theonly way tomarket theseproducts (Dekleijn, 1992).
This paper presents amethod which can help to solve the above mentioned chain problems: a simulation model of the apple distribution chain. The aim wastodevelop amodel
which is able to evaluate different distribution chain arrangements with respect to costs
and quality-decay. First of all, such a model can give more insight in the functioning of
international agricultural chains in order to reach an optimal market supply for the consumer.Furthermore, the model may be helpful tolocalise logistical handling of which the
costs can be reduced, taking into account the quality and environmental demands asked
for by the market. Finally, use of this model can improve the insight in the coherence of
the elements of the apple chain, the logistical processes that take place during the distribution, the costs of these processes and the quality-decay that occurs during these processes.
In section 2,adescription of the apple chain is given. Section 3presents the simulation
model, whereas section 4 discusses the quality(decay) and decision making in the apple
chain. The status of thepresent simulation model isdiscussed in section 5,and finally the
conclusions arepresented in section 6.
Descriptionoftheappel chain
The research has been restricted to the export of Dutch apples to Germany. In 1992, almost 490.000 tons of apples were picked in the Netherlands. The main apple species are
Elstar (143.000 ton) and Jonagold (135.000 ton). From the total amount of apples, about
50% is used for the inland consumption, about 10% is further processed by the industry
and about 40% is exported. Half of the amount of exported apples goes to Germany.
(ZMP-bilanz, 1990enPGF, 1992)
But how are the Dutch apples distributed from the Dutchproducers to the German consumers?Figure 1shows thedifferent possibilities.
The apple chain consists of some successive links starting with the producers and ending with the German consumers. The producers have twopossibilities todistribute their
products. They can either be a member of an auction and deliver all their products to this
auction, or they can sell their products directly to the merchants. When the products are
merchandised through an auction (which happens with 75% of the apples), the products
arebought byexporters (64%),wholesale dealers and multiple shoporganisations (24%),
industry (4%) and retailers (7%) (CBT, 1991). In general, the actual purchase is done by
so-called commission-agents, who buy the products for the merchants for a certain commission. Most of the apples are distributed to Germany via exporters, who sell thesepro96
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Figure 1. Thestructure of theapple chain.

ducts to German multiple shop organisations or wholesale dealers. Finally, the apples
reach theconsumersviasupermarkets or specialty shops.
Logistical processes
In order to obtain more insight in the logistical processes that take place in the distribution chain,theactivities of thedifferent participants arebriefly discussed.
The producers
Thepicking of the apples starts in August, with the summer species, and ends in October.
The apples are usually gathered in boxes of 325kilograms, sometimes in wooden crates
of 20 kilograms. After the harvest, the producer has to decide whether he will store the
apples (only for thepreservable species) or market them. Apples canbe stored attheauction or at the farmer's house,depending on the storage facilities of the producer. Inprac-
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tise, about 60% of the apples is stored at the producer's farms and 40% at the auction.
There arethreedifferent storagepossibilities (IKC-fruitteelt, 1989):
1. cold storage
The temperature is dropped by mechanical cooling until 1à 2 °C.In addition the air
humidity is sometimes raised.
2. cold storagewith controlled atmosphere (CA-storage)
Besides thelow temperature, the oxygen-percentage isdroppeduntilabout 16%and
thecarbon dioxidepercentage until5%.
3. coldstoragewithultra-low-oxygen (ULO-storage)
This is a form of scrubbed CA-storage were the oxygen-percentage is dropped until
about2%.
Themonths after theharvest, the storedapplesmustbe merchandisedand taken outof the
storage cells.Inwhich month thishappens depends ontheremaining quality and theprice
setting ofthe apples.When theapplescomeout of thestorage cells,they havetobe sorted
and packed. The evacuation of a complete storage-cell takes about two to three weeks.
The sorting of the apples (which can takeplace atthe farmer's home or at the auction) is
based on the measurements colour, weight, size and quality of the apples. After the sorting the apples can be packed in different packages: the most important packages are the
wooden crate (60x40 cm, 12kg) or the cardboard box (60x40 cm, 12kg or40 x30 cm,
10 kg). Finally, the apples are transported either to the auction or directly to the buyer
(usually the exporter). This transportation can take place in conditioned and in unconditionedvehicles.
Auction
There are several ways tomarket the apples through the auction. The traditional wayis to
sell by auction and actually deliver the products at the auction. The apples are then
'blocked' and sold for the clock. Other ways of distributing the apples are all through
mediation bytheauction.Bymostofthesemethods,thebuyer oftheproducts isknown in
advance. The producer prepares the apples (sorting, packaging) by the wishes of the
buyer, anddeliversthemsometimes directly tothebuyer.
The apples arriveattheauction inthe afternoon oreveningthedaybefore auction takes
place. After the inspection (which is a control of the sorting) the apples are blocked and
positioned inthe auction hall.During auction, uniform blocks of apples arebeing offered.
Thebuyers can take anumber of crates of apples out of the blocks for the price setby the
clock. After auction, the apples are taken out of theblocks and are grouped at a dockside
for each buyer. If thepackaging does not satisfy thebuyer, he can repack theproducts (at
the auction or at home) and put them in another packaging. Then the wooden crate is
mostlyreplacedbythecardboard box.
Exporters
There aretwo kinds of exporters, the fruit-exporter and thepacket-exporter. The fruit-exporter only deals in fruits, the packet-exporter mainly deals in vegetables with fruit as an
addition to the packet. The exporter buys his products at several auctions and/or directly
from producers to get the right assortment. In general, all these products are transported
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to a central place, where they are regrouped depending on the next buyer. It's also
possible that the exporter does not have a buyer yet, but that he wants to speculate with
the products, i.e. he stores the products and waits with selling them until the price increases.This cold or unconditioned storage can take place at theexporters company or at
the auction.
German buyers
Buyers of theDutch apples in Germany arethewholesale dealers or the multiple shop organisations. The transportation from the exporter to Germany, which can take place conditioned or unconditioned, is most often done by professional transporters. Over 80% of
the amount of apples are distributed by themultiple shoporganisations. Theremainder of
the apples reach the retailers by way of the wholesale trade market (De Kleijn, 1992 and
Heisters, 1988).Withboth ways,theproducts can (andprobably will)be stored, repacked
andtransported again,before theyreach thefinal buyer, the consumer.
Conclusion
When you closely look at the successive logistical processes that take place during the
distribution of the apples, you will notice that theseprocesses consist of arepeating cycle
of three handling: storage, (re)packing and transportation. For each of these processes,
there are several ways to carry out theprocess. Storage can takeplace for several months
or weeks and under several conditions, (re)packing can be in several packages and transportation canbe overdifferent distances andunder several conditions.
Quality intheapple chain
As stated in section 1, delivering products with a high quality standard is a necessity to
survive the tough competition in international agricultural markets. Competition is not
only based on the price, but also on the quality of the products, especially in a satiated
market. 'Quality of the delivered goods' is defined as the degree in which the performance of the supplier satisfies the expectations of the buyer. The performance is primarily evaluated on grounds of specifications of product-quality, quantity and costs (price)
and secondly on the delivered service. Based on interviews with participants in the apple
distribution chain, several critical moments or aspects are localised with regard to the
productquality.Theyrefer tothenextpoints:
1. Thepicking moment.
To get a homogeneous group of apples, the producer should have several pickingtimes for each specie. Each time only those apples should be picked that are sufficiently ripened at that moment (IKC-fruitteelt, 1989). In practise, this is not
sufficiently done.
2. Storage.
Often, the take-in and take-out time of the apples out of the storage cells takes too
much time.These periods have to be as short aspossible to preserve as much of the
quality as possible. Especially, on these moments are the environmental conditions
far from optimal.Apples havetobestored under optimal conditions.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

The auction hall.
The period in which the fruit is waiting for the auction and for the transportation is
often toolong andunder non optimal conditions.
Thelead time.
The lead time of the apples through the chain (and through the separate links of the
chain) is often much too high. It can take up to two months after long-time storage
before theapplesreach theGerman consumer.
Conditions inthechainduring distribution.
Todeliver the apples inGermany with anoptimal quality,theproducts shouldbe ina
conditioned environment at all times during distribution. There are too many moments intheapple chain inwhich this condition isnotmet.
Theretail store.
There is hardly any quality control by the wholesale dealers and retailers. While the
apples are only asmallpart of their business, there is often little product knowledge
andtherefore alsomore quality-decay.

Thesimulation model.
It is hardly possible to express all distribution chain dependencies in mathematical relations, as a lot of factors interfere. However, it is not always necessary to formulate all
these dependencies; often the modelling of only the most important factors can give a
good insight in the problem. Prior to the formulation of the model, some assumptions
have to be made. These assumptions are summarised in the next section. Section 3.2 and
3.3concentratethemselves onthebasisresp.thefunctioning ofthemodel.
Producers

Auction

r>

Exporter Wholesale dealer

>=j1

I

Retailers

1

Multiple shop organisation
Figure 2. The modelled distribution chain of apples (the German participants are underlined)
Assumptions.
As explained in section 2 there are several distribution paths that lead from producer to
consumer. In this explorative research, we have chosen to model the distribution chain,
that provides the greatest throughput. Based on interviews with participants in the apple
chain (producers, auctions,research institutes) the following chain hasbeen selected:
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The modelled chain consists of five participants c.q. actors, namely the producer, auction, exporter, wholesale dealer ormultiple shop organisation and retailer. The producers
pick the apples and sell them, after acertain storage-period, attheauction ordirectly toan
exporter. The buyers from the exporters are thewholesale dealers or the multiple shop organisations, who distribute the apples further to retailers resp. chain stores.This last link
in the distribution chain aims to represent the wishes of the consumers with regard to
quality,quantity and packaging.
Assumptions
1. Numberof actors per link.
The model has been formulated for only one possible behaviour per link. Decisions
that have to be made in a link (for example, when are we going topick the apples?)
are taken the same way for all the apples. You could say that each link has only one
actor:thereisonly oneproducer, whosells hisproducts tooneexporter, etc.
2. Logistical processes.
Weconcluded section 2.1 with the statement that the logistical processes which take
place in the apple distribution chain consist of a repeating cycle of three handling,
namely storage, (re)packing andtransportation. Insection 2.2,weconcluded thatespecially the moments between two successive handling influence the quality-decay.
Forexample, the time in which the apples are standing inthe unconditioned auction
hall. We assume that these moments always take equal time, and therefore result in
the same quality-decay. This quality-decay is added by the handling the moment belongs to.
3. Distribution.
First of all,we assume that all apples are picked at the same time.Furthermore, we
assume that the long-term storage cells (cooling cells, CA- or ULO-cells) can only
be opened at the beginning of each month, where short-term storage (not conditioned or cooled) during distribution can takeplace for zero, one or two weeks. The
exporter can store for zero or one week, the wholesale dealer for zero, one or two
weeks. This means that the apples, which come out of the storage cells at the beginning of a month (with an, for the stored apple specie, optimal temperature), are distributed during the four weeks of that month. The simulation c.q. optimization also
takes place per month. As the smallest time-unit is one week, we assume that packing (inwooden crateorcardboard box) and transportation (conditioned ornot conditioned),both amatter ofhours,costnotime atall.
4. Capacities.
We assume that there are no capacity-restrictions. All apples can be stored, transported andpacked atalltimes andin alllinks.
5. Quality.
We assume that all apples have the same quality at the time of the picking. In practise, quality-variations in a parcel of apples appears during the distribution of the
apples. We assume that there are no variations in quality in a parcel which has followedthesame successive logistical processes.
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6.

Costs.
The total chain costs are minimized in the model. These are not the actual chain
costs, because we are only looking at those costs which are decisive for the selection
of a possible logistical handling. Costs as profits, production costs, etc. are not taken
into account while we assume that these costs are equal for all possible distribution
chains. Therefore, the total chain costs should be considered as an indicator of the
differences between possible distribution chain arrangements and not as actual chain
costs.

The basis of the model.
The simulation model is based on a decision tree. This tree is a graphical reproduction of
all the successive decisions that have to be made within the distribution chain. A decision
consists out a choice out of a number of possibilities, whereby each possibility affects the
state of the products. In our case, the decisions reflect the logistical processes in the apple
chain. Table 1 summarizes the successive logistical processes being modelled.
As can be seen, the first decision reflects the long-term storage at either the producers
farm or at the auction. The second decision reflects the sorting and packing of the apples,
etc. Each decision contains a number of possible ways to carry out the logistical process.
For example, long-term storage can take place in unconditioned, cooling, CA- or ULO-

Table 1. The logistical processes which have been taken along in the model.
Decision
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Logistical process.
long-term storage attheproducers farm orthe auction.
sorting and packing of the apples atthe producer's farm.
transport of theapplesto the auction or tothe exporter.
short storage by the exporter.
repacking bythe exporter.
transporttothewholesale dealerorthemultiple shoporganisation (MSO)
short storage by thewholesale dealer orMSO.
repacking bythewholesale dealer or MSO.
transport totheretail trader orchain store.

Table 2. Different possibilities for the logistical

processes.

logisticalprocess
possibility 1 possibility 2 possibility 3 possibility 4 possibility 5
long-term storage
unconditioned coolingcell CA-cell
ULO-cell
sorting and packing
wooden crate cardboard box
transport to exporter
unconditioned isotherm
short storage exporter none
1wk uncond. 1 wk cooled
2wkuncond.2wk cooled
repacking exporter
none
cardboard box small
packaging
transportexporter
isotherm
cooled
1wk cooled
short storage wh.dea- lwkuncond.
1ernone
repacking wh. dealer none
cardboard box small
packaging
9 transport wh.dealer isotherm
cooled
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Figure 3. A decision treewith 4successive decisions, each having 2 possibilities
cells. In table 2, the different possibilities for the nine logistical processes are summarized.
With Table 2 we can set up the decision tree for the apple chain. This tree consists of
nine successive decisions with each at the most5possibilities.Figure 3 gives an example
ofadecision treewith 4successive decisions,each havingtwo possibilities.
This treerepresents the apple chain, through which the apples float from the producers
(on the left side) to the consumers (right side). There are numerous ways for a parcel of
apples tobedistributed from theproducer totheconsumer. The chain starts with a certain
state in which all the apples occur. The state of a parcel of apples at any moment during
distribution is determined by quantity, quality, packaging and time. After each decision,
the state of theparcel is changed. Forexample, if 50% of the apples are storedin a cooled
cell for one week, the quality decreases, the quantity halves and the time increases with
one week. The original 100% picked apples is divided over several parcels of apples
which float in different ways through the decision tree (from the left to theright) and are
therefore submitted to different logistical handling. At theend of the chain, also the right
sideof thetree,thestate ofthedifferent parcelsof apples hasto satisfy thedemands of the
consumers.Ata certain timetherehastoflow acertainquantity ofapples,whichposses a
certainquality andpackaging, outof thetree.
Thefunctioning of the model.
Each 'path' through the decision tree results in different states and costs. In the mathematical notation ofthisproblem, itispossible toformulate theseproduct flows with flowvariables and equality equations. In each one of these equations, the balance is made up
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Figure 4. Graphical presentation of adecision with twopossibilities of a certain logisticalprocess; 30% of the original 50% of apples are submitted topossibility 1and 20% to
possibility 2
for the logistical process the decision reflects; the total quantity of apples that is submitted to one logistical handling (also adecision) is divided over the several possibilities
ofthishandling (Figure 4).
When a possibility is chosen for a certain quantity of apples, the state changes according tothe given influence of thehandling.Inaddition tothesebalanceequations,there are
demand equations. In these equations, the states of the apples at the retailers have to be
equal to the demanded quality, quantity and packaging by the consumers. In order to formulate the problem mathematically all the branches in the tree (i.e. each possibility of
each successive decision) arenumbered. Inthis way,itispossibletoformulate allthebalanceand demand equations inanuniform way.
The mathematical notation of the model is implemented in Sciconic. The program consists of a main program, a subroutine, several data-files and a report-writer. When the
model is activatedby auser, following algorithm is executed:
1. The user of the model can select his own distribution month, distribution country
(Germany or the Netherlands) and long-term storageplace (auction or the producers
farm). Different input-dates aretaken,dependent onthechoices theuserhasmade.
2. Because the influence ofeach logisticalprocess (eachbranch inthetree)onthe state
of aparcel of apples isknown inadvance,we can calculate thestate of theparcel for
anybranch in thetree.This is done inthe subroutine. Now,we can compare the final
state of the apples, at the right side of the tree, with thedemanded states by the consumers. If these states for a certain 'distribution path' do not harmonize with each
other, thispath isexcluded for the optimization.
3. Finally, a linear optimization takes place for the remaining 'distribution paths'
where the total distribution costs are being minimised. This results in an optimal
'distribution path' for each week of the selected month and for each demanded state
of the apples.
With this model, alternative distribution routes can be compared for their costs and appearing quality-decay. It is possible to measure the influence of the different logistical
processes onthedistribution costs andthestates of theapples.
Intheresearch acase-study hasbeen carried out,using estimated data.Inthisstudy, the
quality of the applewas reproduced by theconstipation of theapple,asmostdata withre104
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gard to the quality concerned this apple characteristic (Cramwinckel, 1991 and De Jager,
1993).Therefore, wecan present somepossible outcomes of the model:
When the apples are longer stored, the total distribution costs are higher. This is,
besides the higher storage costs, due to the higher quality-decay. During the remainingdistribution period, higher costs (morecooling) mustbemadetopreserve enough
quality. For example, all the transportation has to be under conditioned circumstances.The longer thestorage period is,thebetter atotal cooleddistribution chainhas to
be reached.
When the apples are stored at the auction instead of at the producer's farm, more
quality-decay takes place. This is so,because most of thetimes the sorting is done at
the producers farm and therefore the apples remain more time in an unconditioned
environment. Therefore, thesorting shouldtakeplacenearthe storage-cells.
The total distribution costs depend on the total allowed quality-decay. If more
quality-decay is allowed, less costs have to be madeduring thedistribution to satisfy
the customer's demand. For example, theapples canbe transported in unconditioned
vehicles.
The present model shows, that modelling of a distribution chain is possible and can give
additional insight in the arrangements of the distribution chain. However, there are still
some shortcomings in the model. The most important ones are discussed in the next section.
Quality and decision making inthe apple chain
The presented simulation model forms the bases for a larger model which could support
the strategic decision making in the apple chain. This model will allow us to evaluate
strategic alternatives on their effects. First, the presented model should be expanded.
Considering the assumptions (section 3), we choose to concentrate on the quality(decay)
and on the situation with several active actors per link in the chain. Section 4.2 discusses
the quality and quality-decay during distribution and section 4.2 discusses the decision
making inthevariouslinksofthe chain.
Quality and quality-decay.
Wehavedefined 'Quality of thedelivered goods'asthedegree inwhichthelogistical performance of the supplier satisfies the expectations of the buyer.Focusing on the productquality, wecandefine theproduct-quality as thedegree inwhich the characteristics of the
product satisfy theuser. All of these characteristics have to satisfy acertain minimum demand; a satisfying quality at a certain moment means that the whole of quality characteristics satisfies thewhole ofquality demands atthatmoment inthechain (Saedt, 1989).
The question, however, is which of the apple characteristics determine 'quality'?
Therefore, several participants of the apple chain have been interviewed and asked for
their definitions. This resulted in the following apple quality characteristics: colour,
ground-colour, constipation, size and purity of the apple. The colour and the size are not
affected during distribution, whereas the other characteristics are. During the interviews,
it turned out that the successive participants in the chain do not have the same demands
for all of these characteristics. For example, the producer is more concerned about the
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colour, largeness andtheconstipation, whereas theretailers give priority tothe purityof
the apple.
During thedistribution,notalltheapples areexposed tothe sameenvironmental conditions.Forexample, apples onthe outside ofthe tree are exposed tomore sunlight thenthe
onesinthemiddle. Also storage-cells contain acertaindispersionintemperature andgascomposition. Because of these dispersions in environmental conditions that occur atall
logistical handling, anever greater variation in quality occurs when the apples aredistributed(Meffert, 1991).
Inthepresent model, thequality parameter isexpressed byone ofthe above mentioned
quality characteristics. In order to catch the real quality-life during distribution inthe
model, it should be possible to take more quality-characteristics and the occurring
quality-variation along.Inthe model,both expansions can easily bemade applying probabilities.
Decision makinginthevarious linksoftheapple chain
Thequalityoftheproduced products andofthefinally consumed products areaffected by
the decisions taken inthesuccessive links ofthe chain. Therefore, wehave togive some
attention to these decision making-processes. In practise, there arethree factors which
play an important role in thedecision process; quality, quantity (availability) andcosts
(price) (Vanden Berg, 1991: 197).During the distribution, a number of decisions are
taken that aredecisive for theprogress ofthe product stream. These decisions basedon
the three mentioned factors affect thestate ofthe apples. Each actor bases hisdecisions
on the available information. Because the available information can vary for different
persons (dueto different information sources) and because every person interprets the
available information inhis own way (duetodifferent backgrounds,educations,etc.),differences can occur in thedecisions taken by different persons (Steenkamp, 1986).The
present simulation model incorporates only onepossible behaviour (decision making) per
link (see section 3).Inreality, there are many possiblebehaviours perlink. Each different
combination ofthese behaviours results inadifferent product stream, i.e.adifferent distribution chain, and different lead times within itschains. Our model, which enclosesthe
greatest product stream, allows tosimulate these different behaviours inthedistribution
chain. Probably, itisalso possible tomodel these different behaviours perlink applying
probabilities.
Statusofthe present simulation model
The present model optimizes thetotal distribution costs fora chosen month, taking into
account therestrictions set by the final consumers on quantity, quality and packaging.
The model canbeused tocompare and evaluate various ways tocarry outlogistical processes (storage,packing and transportation) inthedistribution chain,with respect to their
impact onquality andcosts. Theresult ofthe model isadistribution chain forwhichthe
bestwaytocarryouteach logisticalprocess ispresented.
However, there arestill some shortcomings inthe model.Forexample, onlythelargest
product stream is modelled, only oneparticipant perlink is taken along andthe model
operates with fixed storage periods. Furthermore, the quality-life of the apples isnot
taken along conform the reality and the model does not give any indications about profits
(which areoften decisive foracertain decision). But these shortcomings donotdecrease
io6
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the applicability of such a model. With some expansions of the model, it will be a close
description of the reality. The main problem of the functioning of the model at the moment is the availability of reliable input data. A lot of data concerning the costs of logistical handling and of the quality-decay that occurs are not available yet. Even a
sophisticated model can not replace the lack of reliable input data.
Conclusions
In this paper a model is described which can help the strategic decision making in the
apple chain. With the model strategic alternatives can be evaluated on their (positive and
negative) effects. The present model calculates the optimal way to distribute the Dutch
apples to Germany, i.e. with minimal costs and satisfaction to demands concerning
quality, quantity and packaging. Although this model does not completely reflect the
complex reality, it shows that such models can give insight in complex situations and in
the effects of different strategic alternatives.
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Abstract
The kinetics of food spoilage reactions are important for the optimization of food chains.
It is shown that with a limited number of literature or experimental values, insight in the
rate of spoilage can be acquired. Aprocedure to solve a simple optimization problem is
given. Some possibilities for expanding modelling techniques into decision support systems are given. Predictive models, kinetic data, expertise, logistics, and simulation and
optimization routines can be combined to support decisions in production, distribution
andproduct development.
Introduction:Food Quality
Definition
Food quality can be defined as the sum of the characteristics of a food that determine the
satisfaction of the consumer and compliance to legal standards. Food quality is a combination of numerous factors, such as organoleptic properties (e.g., texture, taste, flavour,
smell, colour), nutritional value (e.g., caloric content, fatty acid composition), shelf life
(e.g., microbial number), and safety conditions (e.g.,presence of pathogens, toxins, hormones).Some ofthese (e.g.,microbial numbers) canberelatively easily quantified, while
others are very difficult to assess (e.g., taste). To determine total food quality, quality indicators areneeded and must beweighted, sincetheirrelativeimportancedepends onproduct, trends,producer, and market.
Significance
Food quality attracts ever more attention. Prediction of the rate of quality loss is important for the following reasons:
The food market is subject to saturation in most cases,therefore, quality becomes more
important than quantity. There are new quality attributes which are highly appreciated by
the modern consumer. Consumers show an increasing interest in convenience foods with
the appearance and taste of fresh products and in food quality aspects such asflavour and
(assumed) health aspects. Distribution routes have become longer due to more open borders in the EU, and therefore, there is a need for an increased shelf life. This increased
shelf life is alsodesirable since consumers doless frequent shopping. In some areas there
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is arather rapid product development and formulation ofproducts may bedifferent indifferent countries or regions. Therefore, it would be useful to know the effect of different
compositions on the shelf life, to avoid each formulation requiring a laborious shelf-life
test.
New procedures are being developed to meet these quality demands, such as new technologies (e.g., microwave heating, ultrahigh temperature (UHT) processes, modified atmosphere packaging, supercooling, irradiation), and new strategies (e.g., logistics and
modelling).
Quality loss along a chain
Quality loss can result from microbial, chemical, enzymatic, or physical reactions. Various factors influence quality loss,such asthecomposition oftheproduct, and theprocessing and storage conditions (temperature, time, packaging material, gas atmosphere,
machinery). From the past there are many dried, salted, frozen, sterilised products, while
nowadays chilled and intermediate-moisture foods are becoming more important. Furthermore, there is a trend to useless additives, likepreservatives. These trends largely increasepossiblebacterial deterioration of foods.
Quality isoften assessed duringproduction and distribution by taking samples of aproduct somewhere along the chain. This can give valuable information about long term
quality changes and bottlenecks in the line. However, this gives only little information
about the combined effect of all process steps in the production and distribution chain on
the final quality.Therefore, itis important togetinsight in thekinetics of spoilage in each
step intheprocess.
Modelling can be a useful tool to get insights into the importance of factors in any part
of the production and distribution chain, and is based on quantitative predictions of the
rate of spoilage. Such modelling allows prediction of the quality or shelf life of products,
detection of critical points in theproduction and distribution process,and optimization of
production anddistribution chains bycombining costmodelswith thespoilage models.
Predictive modelling
Significance
Predictive modelling is apromising methodology in food research, tobe used to optimize
food chains. Models are used to describe deterioration under different physical or chemical conditions such astemperature,pH, and water activity (a w ).After thedeterioration reactions have been modelled the models must be validated with quantitative data. The
modelparameters canthen beestimated.
Firstly, sometimes deterioration reactions can be excluded. For example the micro-organism Escherichia coli can grow between pH 4.4 and 9.0. If thepH of a food product is
4.0, growth of Escherichia coli can be excluded. If the physical and chemical conditions
oftheproduct allow aspecific deterioration reaction, anestimate canbemadeof thekinetics of the reaction. If the pH of a product is 4.6, Escherichia coli can grow in that product, but not very fast (and slower than at pH=5). This is all (important) qualitative
reasoning.
Topredict the kinetics of the various deterioration processes more quantitatively, models describing the effects of different conditions are essential. Several models are known
MANAGEMENTOFAGRI-CHAINS
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Figure 1. Temperature history (example) and calculated development of the number of
organisms (N) with different temperature conditions during distribution (1— production
and pasteurising; 2=storage; 3=distribution (chilled and unchilled); 4=retail; 5=consumer storage). Solid line: chilled transport; dashed line: unchilled transport; dotted
line: spoilage level.

to predict deterioration reactions. Examples are given by Ratkowsky et al. (1983) and
Zwietering et al.(1991) todescribe theeffect of temperature onmicrobial growth.Theresultingquantitative estimation canbe usedtopredict theshelf life.
With a model for the effect of temperature on bacterial growth, microbial spoilage in a
product can be predicted if the temperature in a production and distribution chain is
known (Figure 1).Moreover, an estimate can bemade of theeffect of changes intheprocess, for example of unchilled transport. The difference in product quality, and the difference in the shelf life can be calculated easily (Figure 1). Furthermore, it can be seen
easily that quality is mainly lost in this case during storage by the consumer. This insight
into kinetics is a great advantage of the modelling procedure compared to fragmentary
sampling for quality control.
Typesof models
In order to build and/or validate models, large amounts of experimental data must be gathered. In Figure 2 an example shows how a model can be derived for the effect of tem-
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Figure 2. Pathway of model building for bacterial growth asfunction of temperature
(N=number of'organinisms; \i=growth rate;b,c,Tmin,Tmàx are Ratkowskyparameters).

perature onmicrobial growth. First anumber of growth curves hastobemeasured at different temperatures. Then these growth data areanalyzed using agrowth model. Indoing
so, the values of thekinetic parameters (e.g., the growth rate (p.)) are estimated. Then
these parameters of the growth curves at different temperatures canbe used to select a
model that describes theeffect of temperature on these parameters. In Figure 2 theRatkowsky model (1983) is given as an example. This model then can be used to predict
growthrates atanytemperature, andgraphs such asFigure 1 canbecalculated. Thesame
procedure can also be used for other variables like pHandaw.Inthis wayatotal model
canbedeveloped formicrobial spoilage.
Useof models (an example)
If we areinterested inthedeterioration ofchicken, wehave todetermine themain spoilagereaction. Chicken ismainly spoiledbyPseudomonas, therefore thegrowth rate (|J.) of
these bacteria is of importance. If the product should remain unchanged, i.e.pH, water
content, antimicrobial agents etc. arefixed, thetemperature isthevariable left to control
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the spoilage. The square-root model of Ratkowsky et al. (1983) can be used to describe
theeffect oftemperature (T)on thegrowth rate(|^):

Vïr=b-d-TminKl-exp[c(T-Tm„)])

(1)

Since the product will be stored at low temperatures, the second part of the equation can
beneglected, resulting in (Ratkowsky et al. 1982):

VM>-(T-Tmin)

(2)

Now the growth rate of Pseudomonas at various temperatures has to be determined, and
the parameters Tmin (minimum temperature of growth) and b (regression parameter) can
be calculated by linear regression. Specific growth rates at different temperatures were
taken from literature data and from own data. The square-root of the specific growth rate
is plotted versus temperature, and the data arevery well described by a straight line (Figure3).This is verypromising for the use ofpredictivemodels,sincethesedata were from
different laboratories, with different strains, on different media, and they all agree very
well.TheRatkowsky parameters ofthis curve aregiven inTable 1.
Table1. Ratkowsky parameters of Pseudomonas on chicken.
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Figure 3. Ratkowsky plotfor Pseudomonas on chicken.
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For simplicity exponential growth of themicro-organisms is assumed:
In

'N^

=H,t=0.0009(T+6)2t

(3)

v N °v
Equation 3gives the microbial load (AO at any temperature between 0°Cand 25°C,at any
time during storage, if the initial spoilage level (N0) isknown. Furthermore, the shelf life
()cannow be calculated atanytemperature, if themaximum allowed spoilage level (AO is
known:
In-21
In Nn
No
V6
n ' 0.0009(T+6)2

'V

(4)

If the spoilage level of chicken is 5 107and the contamination after production is 103 and
the temperature during storage is 0°C, the shelf life can be calculated with equation 4 to
be 14days.In the distribution chain it is difficult toretain a temperature of 0°C. If aproducer has control over thedistribution during the first 5days andkeeps thetemperature at
0°C,thenumber of bacteria can be calculated withequation 3tobe5 104.Iftheproduct is
then kept at 4°C (e.g., during retail display) the remaining shelf life can be calculated to
be 3days. So thetotal shelf life isreduced from 14days to 8days and the shelf life during
retail display is reduced from 9days to 3days.This can also be shown graphically (Figure4). Thiskind of calculations canbe used to show theimportance of supercooling to all
parties participating in thefood chain. With these examples itis shown that with relatively little experimental effort, or even with literature data only, a simple model can be constructed which canbeusedfor (preliminary) shelf life prediction and optimization.

log( N )

15

20
time (days)

Figure 4. Spoilage of chicken at 0°C,and spoilage of chicken after 5days at 0°Cand the
remainder at 4°C. Solid line:0°C; dashed line: 5days 0°C, then4°C; dotted line: spoilage
level.
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Figure 5. Optimization cycle ofbacterial numbers.
Optimization ofacooling chain
From the process variables (e.g., temperature) in food production and distribution, the
growth rate (|x) of the organisms can be predicted (see Figure 5).With these growth parametersthenumber of organisms over time can bepredicted, and feedback can follow, resulting eventually in some changes in production or distribution (e.g., the temperature
during distribution).This cycleofprediction and feedback canberepeated many times.
It can also be worthwhile to incorporate logistical sojourn times in this procedure, so
that not only theeffect of changes inphysical parameters of the process can be evaluated
but alsotheeffect of changes induration of the different stages.Furthermore, theeffect of
variation in several variables can be evaluated, such as variations in raw material contamination, storage time in theretail display, temperature, etc.Furthermore, these models
can be combined with models for the costs of cooling in various stages, for purposes of
investment decisions.
A procedure to minimise the cooling costs, with a certain lower bound for microbial
quality as constraint, is developed. As an example asimplified chain is investigated, with
three stages. In this chain three temperature variables can be chosen: the temperature at
factory storage (Fi), during transportation (T2) and at retail display (T3). Several sets of
temperature (Ty,T2, T3)can fulfil thesameconstraint (Figure 6).
The energy costs as function of the temperature in stage k (k=1,2,3) can be estimated,
taking into account the energy to cool the product (depending on Tkand T^.{) and the energy losses in that phase (depending on Tk). In order to be able to estimate these energy
losses numerous parameters are needed, like thedimensions ofthecooling unit, thickness
of the insulation, dimensions of thedoor, frequency of opening of the door, etc.The state
ofthe systeminstagekcanbe characterised byS:

Sv=
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Figure 6. Different combinations of temperature thatfulfil thesame constraint.
Thebacterial growth inphase kcanbe calculated:
In'fO =^ k t k =b2.(Tk-Tmin)2.tk
v N k _ ly

(6)

withfkthe sojourn time in phase k. Thus the state in phase k can be calculated from the
former state (k-1):

^Nk

fN^-expfbMT.-T^-O

Tk
Tk
VV
The costs G are depending on both the actual temperature and the temperature inthe former phase: Gk(Tk, Sk_i),dueto eventual cooling oftheproduct. Thisresults in adeterministic dynamic programming problem, which can be solved by the recurrent Bellman
relation (Hendriks,VanBeek, 1991):
Vk_, (Sk_,)=minTk [Gk(TkSk_{) +Vk(Sk)]
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To solve equation 8 the problem was discretised, in a finite number of temperature levels (0,5,and 10°C).Thereafter, theproblem couldbesolved backwards.
For acooling chain of milk, representative parameters (dimensions, sojourn times,etc.)
were chosen. The optimum temperatures were calculated to be T{=0°C (t{=24 h), T2=0°C
(t2=26.5 h), and 7"3=5"C (f3=50.5 h). The total costs of cooling were fl. 2T0"3 (dutch
guilder) per kg of milk. It is shown that within a certain cooling chain the costs of cooling
can be estimated in the various phases, which increases insight. Furthermore, the total
costscanbe minimised. It shouldbenoted thattheproblemwas simplified bytaking only
three temperature levels.Further fine-tuning is necessary in order to find a more realistic
optimum.
Inthefuture thisproject will focus onvalidation oftheseresults,and oncontinuous solution of theproblem (non-linear programming). Furthermore, theeffect of statistical variations willbedetermined (stochastic dynamic programming).
Decision Support Systems
As can be expected a large number of parameter values are needed, such as the physical
parameters of different foods, and the growth parameters of bacteria as function of the
physical parameters. Therefore, a large number of data must be collected. There is an
enormous number ofdifferent food products andmicro-organisms, therefore, for practical
purposes itis impossible to have adatabase with allnecessary information. That is why it
couldbeuseful toincorporate alsoknowledgeinthedatabase.
Alarge amount of work is done on the modelling of deterioration of food. Yet, many
cases are left without enough quantitative data. In other cases general qualitative knowledge is present, resulting from experience. In conclusion, there is a broad range of information, from qualitative to quantitative. Therefore, methods should be developed to
combine quantitative and qualitative data with predictive models.When this is done in a
structured manner it can be used to predict product quality in the best possible way.
Possible deterioration reactions canbe determined and aprediction of thekinetics can be
made.Effects ofdifferent processing conditions,orproduct formulation can be evaluated.
This canbeanimportant tool forprocess optimization andproduct development.
A method has been developed to combine qualitative and quantitative information to
predict possible growth of micro-organisms in foods (Zwietering et al. 1992). The pH,
water activity, temperature and oxygen availability of foods are coupled tothe growthrequirements of micro-organisms. Adatabase with characteristics of foods and a database
of kineticparameters of micro-organisms isbuilt. Amethod isdeveloped tomake anestimation of the microbial growth kinetics on the basis of models.This isdone by introducing a growth factor, which can be calculated on the basis of readily available data from
literature. Finally,qualitative knowledge is added (Figure 7),inorder to improve thepredictions.
Conclusions
Modelling can be an important tool to predict the shelf life of products, to optimize production and distribution chains, and to gain insight about important variables that determine product deterioration. Predictive models, kinetic data, expertise, logistics, and
simulation and optimization routines can be combined to support decisions in production
and distribution, and product development. This can help to determine possible spoilage
n6
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Figure 7. Structure of the decision support system

organisms, and changes in growth rates of organisms can be estimated, when the physical
properties are changed.
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Introduction
The transition from the command system to a market system has been particularly difficult for Russia and theother countries of theCommonwealth of Independent States (CIS).
The difficulties associated with liberalizing these economies have been compounded by
inflationary increases in the money supply (Wanniski, 1992). Both rising prices and reductions in the reliability of supply are generally observed. When this deterioration is
manifest in sectors where a consistent and reasonably priced flow of commodities to
consumers is considered essential, such as food or energy, governments may feel pressured to slow down the pace of liberalization or to re-impose elements of the command
system.
This paper provides a formal model of alinkin theRussian agri-food chain.The results
of the model seriously temper the optimism associated with market-based reform. The
problem lies in the institutional structure inherited from the command system which has
dictated the creation of bilateral monopolies as the mechanism for vertical coordination
in the food production and distribution system. The model is important because it suggests that, even in the absence of monetary inflation, automatic efficiency gains in the
Russian food supply system should not be expected. Major investments in transaction
cost-reducing market institutions will be required as a co-requisite to the deregulation of
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prices and privatization if an efficient system which can provide abasic level of food securityfor consumers istoevolve.
Vertical CoordinationandTransaction Costs
One can visualize the processing and distribution systems of command economies as a
series of independent 'chains' which moved agricultural commodities from farms,
through the various stages of processing, terminating in local distribution monopolies
supplying consumers (Considine and Kerr, 1993). In the former Soviet Union, with its
great distances and where there are large concentrations of consumers in areas which are
geographically separated from food producing regions,these chains were often both long
and complex. Whileinefficient, the command distribution system did function at a sufficient level of vertical coordination to provide a reasonable degree of food security for
most consumers.
Neoclassical economists tend to think of markets in the abstract. Markets, and other
means of facilitating vertical coordination inproduction and distribution systems, arereal
institutions with associated costs of operation. Hence, markets must be examined explicitly when the liberalization of command systems is contemplated. To deal directly with
the question of vertical coordination it is necessary to think of firms as well as markets,
contracts,joint ventures,etc., asproblems of 'governance' rather than 'ownership.' That
is, different costs arise under alternative methods of governing or organizing economic
activity. This approach has its roots in Ronald Coase's 1937 article on the 'Nature of the
Firm' which attempts to answer the question: What determines the size of a firm, where
sizeistakentomean thenumber of vertical coordination activities internalized within the
firm's structure? Conversely, the question is: Atwhat stagewill markets - or some other
mechanism - replace within-firm managerial orders as the means of moving products
through theproduction anddistribution system?
When considered within this framework, vertical coordination based on command and
central planning represented a totally integrated system in which markets played no part.
Vertical coordination was accomplished through two levels of managerial orders. Plant
managers coordinated the movement of food commodities within administrative units
which we will call 'command' firms while bureaucrats in the planning authority coordinated movement between command firms. Command firms were tied to both their suppliers and buyers (Pryor, 1991).Therefore, they were not allowed to seek out alternative
suppliers in caseswhere their designated suppliers failed to furnish thecorrect quantity or
quality of inputs. Similarly, they were not allowed to seek alternative customers when
surpluses were available or when the designated downstream command firm could not
utilizethequantity stipulated by theplanners.
In a fully developed market economy, the structure of the production and distribution
systems are determined, ceteris paribus, by the method of vertical coordination which
proves to be the most efficient. The combination of governance instruments which minimizes the total of processing, distribution and transaction costs will constitute the most
efficient system. Where managerial orders are the most efficient mechanisms for vertical
coordination, firms will be the form of governance; i.e., transactions will be coordinated
within a firm. Where markets prove more efficient, firm-to-firm transactions will take
place.
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Fledgling markets can,insome circumstances, provide thevertical coordination mechanisms between ex-command firms. Markets, however, require both ameans of information exchange anda sufficient number of buyers and sellers to provide the competitive
pressure to ensure efficient volumes of exchange andlow transaction costs. Inthe short
run, neither ofthese islikely tobemanifest intheformer command economies. First,the
number of ex-command firms operating in any market is likely tobe small because the
command system stressed largeproduction units andgeographic monopolies fordistribution.
Second, information costs arelikelytobehigh intheformer command economies. Part
of the reason lies intheabsence of much ofthe technology which istaken for grantedin
modern market economies,buttheprimary problem istheabsence ofmarket institutions.
One ofthe major reasons whyinformation costs aresolowintheagribusiness sectorsof
market economies istherevolution inelectronic technology, including some very standard features suchasthetelephone.Onadailybasis,price discovery isoften accomplished
through pricequotes between buyers andsellers gatheredbytelephone.Formany agricultural commodities, this has removed the necessity of physical market places which
brought buyers and sellers together to gather market intelligence and consummate exchanges. For special orders, listings of suppliers canbe purchased commercially orare
publicly available through the yellow pages. However, even Moscow does not have a
telephone directory. Inacommand economy, organized asanumber ofindependent processing/distribution chains with sellers tieddirectly tobuyers,there wasnoneed foreven
these simple means of reducing information costs. Of course, western agribusiness has
cometorely onmuch more sophisticated electronic technology fortheinexpensive provision of information. The problem of information costs is particularly acute in Russia
where suppliers of agricultural commodities are widely dispersed and often separated
from final consumers by great distances. Theevolution ofa functioning, notto mention
efficient, systemfortheexchangeofmarket information islikelytobealong andarduous
process.
To expect an efficient market system to arise instantaneously andspontaneously isto
court disaster, since therequisite large number of firms andmechanisms toexchangeinformation areabsent. Unlike agribusiness intheWest, intheCISthere will benoluxury
of a slow laissez-faire evolution. Fortheimmediate future, exchange will, for the most
part, be conducted in the absence of the competitive forces which markets provide. In
areas where food production and concentrations of consumers are geographically contiguous, physical markets aredeveloping to facilitate direct exchange of primary foodstuffs between farmers and consumers. When processing is required, however, or
distances areconsiderable, privatized ex-command firms will be faced with undertaking
exchanges via bilateral contracts. Initially, this is likely to be with other privatized excommand firms to which they were tied in the vertical coordination mechanism ofthe
previous command structure. In essence, every privatized ex-command firm will be
placedinabilateral monopolybargaining position with bothits suppliers and purchasers.
According toGady andPeyton (1992: 1180),intheCIS andEastern Europe:
Many ofthe large state monopolies still exist. Consequently, there islittle competition to bring about many of the operating efficiencies that need to occur. Furthermore, many of the existing monopolies have been able to raise prices to punitive
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levels because of lack of competition, making life difficult for businesses having to
buy or sell tothese monopolies.
The interactions between ex-command firms in bilateral monopoly situations need to be
better understood. Cooperative game theory suggests that firms in bilateral monopoly
situations may develop efficient contracts where the surplus is split between firms in accordance with their bargaining position (e.g., threat points). Ex post bargaining will not
generate efficient volumes of exchange when information is asymmetric (Myerson and
Satterthwaite, 1983) or when specific investments are involved but, even in such situations,efficiency can typically be restored via an appropriate, possibly complex, ex ante
contract (Tirole, 1988:21-29). For the CIS the prognosis of efficient contracts, however,
is overly optimistic. In the absence of an efficient and effective legal system to enforce
such contracts, there arelikely to bemany examples of opportunism where firms strategically renege on contracts (Williamson, 1975) (Klein et al., 1978). In Russia and the other
countries of the CIS, where mechanisms to enforce contracts have not yet developed, it
seems highly unlikely that efficient levels of inter-firm trade will be the norm in bilateral
transactions.In the model of anon-cooperative bilateral monopoly which isdeveloped in
the following section of this paper, efficient volumes of exchange do not ariseeven when
problems ofasymmetric information and specific investments are absent.
Quantity Restriction Coefficients asInstrumentsofMarket Power
For simplicity, weexamine theextreme bilateral-monopoly situation where asingle seller
(or monopolist) confronts a single buyer (or monopsonist). In order to focus the strategic
interaction of thebuyer and seller on the single market in which they transact, we temporarily assume that the buyer and the seller behave competitively on all other markets. Let
C(q) be the seller's cost function and let R(q) be the buyer's revenue function, where q
denotes the quantity transacted between the seller and the buyer. It will be assumed that
the underlying technologies limitthe quantity transacted tonon-negative values. Suppose
that the marginal cost function for the seller's output, C'(q), and the marginal revenue
function for thebuyer's input, R'(q), intersect at the unique, strictly positive quantity, q*,
which is shown in Figure 1. Such a volume of exchange would be an equilibrium if the
firms were able to commit themselves to an efficient contract or if they were to behave
competitively. In order to avoid unnecessary complications, we will concentrate our discussion on the situation where the seller's marginal cost function ispositively sloped and
the buyer's marginal revenue function is negatively sloped (i.e., C"> 0 and R" <0 for all
q)Allowing thepossibility ofnon-cooperative behaviour in abilateral monopoly situation
where a single seller confronts a single buyer poses an interesting game-theoretic problem.Onthe onehand,thereareclearly difficulties associated with having thetwo non-cooperative agents try to simultaneously choose the one price or the one quantity that will
prevail on themarket. Thus,itisnecessary to have independent instruments for the buyer
and seller. On the other hand, arbitrary asymmetries between the buyer and the seller are
also a problem. Suppose that one agent, say the seller, chooses the price while the other
agent, say the buyer, chooses the quantity on the market in question (see Spengler, 1950
and Tirole, 1988: 174-177). In this case, the assumed asymmetry in instruments immediately causes marketpower tobe concentrated exclusively inthehands of the price-setting
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Figure 1. Demand and supply with quantity restriction
agent. In order to avoid this arbitrariness, the instruments of market power which the
buyer and seller wield should be symmetric as well as independent. The quantity restriction coefficients of the buyer and seller to be defined below are both independent and
symmetric instruments ofmarket power.
The exercise of market power will ultimately involve both the buyer and the seller reducing quantity below anefficient level inordertomanipulate price.
(1) qs= (l-a)q s

where:

(2) qd= (l-b)q'

where:

=C'(q')
p = R'(q d )

Here,qsand qdare the actual output of the seller and the actual input of thebuyer, qsand
qd are the corresponding efficient quantities which are determined where price is equal to
marginal valuation, and 'a' and 'b' are quantity restriction coefficients. The actual quantity for either firm implicitly depends upon theprice aswellasits ownquantity restriction
coefficient.
(3) qs= S(p,a) Sp=( l - a ) / C " > 0 , S a = - q s < 0
(4) qd=D(p,b) D p=( l - b ) / R " > 0 , D d = ^ q s < 0
AsFigure 1shows,theseller's restricted supply function (RS) ispositively sloped and the
buyer's restricted demand function (RD) is negatively sloped. The larger is the seller's
(buyer's) quantity restriction coefficient, the larger is the proportional inward shift of its
restricted supply (demand) function relative toits marginal cost (revenue) function.
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The demand and supply functions can be solved simultaneously in order todetermine a
mutually consistent quantity and price contingent on the two quantity restriction coefficients.
(5) q=Q(a,b)

Qa=-S a D p \A<0, Q b=-D b S p \A<0

(6) p=P(a,b)

P a =- D S b \ A < 0 , P d = S b \ A > 0

Here,A=Sp-D p >0.In Figure 1,themutually consistent quantity andprice areq!andPi
respectively. An increase in the seller's quantity restriction coefficient results in areduction in the mutually consistent quantity and an increase in price, while an increase in the
buyer's coefficient causes areductioninboth quantity andprice.
StrategicBehaviourandNash Equilibria
Since equations (5) and (6) dictate that a mutually consistent transaction will generate
P(a,b) Q(a,b) inrevenue for the seller and costs for the buyer, theprofits of the seller and
buyer areas follows.
(7) F(a,b)=P(a,b)Q(a,b) -C(Q(a,b))
(8) G(a,b) =R(Q(a,b)) -P(a,b)Q(a,b)
Each firm maximizes its profits by choosing its own quantity restriction coefficient contingent on the coefficient of its opponent. In so doing, each firm must strike the optimum
balance between harmful direct effect of quantity restriction and the beneficial indirect
effect onprice.
An optimum for the seller is illustrated in Figure 2. For simplicity, the buyer's restricted demand and marginal revenue curves coincide because the buyer's demand restriction coefficient is assumed tobeequal to zero.The first-order condition for the seller
requires that the marginal revenue from the restricted sale of its product, RMRS,be equal
to themarginal cost of itsproduct, C'. Similarly, for thebuyer, themarginalrevenue from
therestricted purchase of its input mustbeequal tothe marginal input cost.
(9) Fa(a,b)= [P(a,b) +

%<»*> - C'(Q(a,b))] Qa(a,b)=0
Dp(P(a,b),b)

(10) Gb(a,b)= [R'(Q(a,b))- P(a,b)-

%*#) ]Qb(a,b)=0
Sp(P(a,b),a)

In Figure 2, the seller's optimal quantity restriction coefficient, a^= (qft- q5)/q5, pivots
therestricted supply curveinward toRS 0 from themarginal cost curve, C'.
The first-order conditions given by (9) and (10) arereaction functions in implicit form.
In Figure 3, the reaction function of the seller is AA and that of the buyer is BB.If only
the seller were to exercise market power, it would set its quantity reduction coefficient
equal to a<).Likewise, if only the buyer were to exercise market power, its wedge would
be equal to b 0 . If either firm were to set its quantity restriction coefficient equal to one
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Figure 2. Optimal supply restriction (withb=0)
(100%), alltransactions wouldbeeliminated. Thus,allpoints from b z = 1 toZtos^ =1 in
Figure 3lead toavolume oftransactions thatisequal tozero.Theefficient volume ofexchange arises atpoint EinFigure 3whereneither country restricts output (i.e.,where a=
b=0).
A Nash equilibrium in quantity restriction coefficients requires that each firm sets its
coefficient optimally conditional onthecoefficient ofitsopponent. Forthemoment,assume that both firms cover their variable costs atposition NinFigure 3where thereac-

a„

a

Figure 3. Nash equilibria inquantity restriction coefficients
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tion functions of the seller and buyer intersect. In this case, position N is a Nash equilibrium. At such a Nash equilibrium, both firms exercise market power by setting positive
quantity restriction coefficients. Consequently, the volume exchanged by a non-cooperativebilateral monopoly isstrictly less than thatwhichwould prevail underperfect competition or an efficient contract. Nevertheless the quantity transacted at position N is
positive because it would never be optimal for one firm to set its coefficient high enough
tocutoff firm-to-firm trade ifits opponent hadnot already setaprohibitive coefficient.
The reaction functions of the buyer and seller are typically positively sloped as shown
in Figure 3. For example, consider the seller's optimum response to the situation where
the buyer has increased its quantity restriction coefficient and driven the price down. In
order to reduce the extent of this adverse price movement, the seller's optimum quantity
restriction coefficient rises, but it rises to a smaller extent than the initial increase in the
buyer's coefficient. With the typical configuration of quantity restriction coefficients,
shown inFigure 3,the quantity restriction coefficients are strategic complements andposition N is a stable Nash equilibrium (see Bulow et al., 1985).Further, the total reduction
in the quantity transacted at N is in excess of that which would prevail if only one firm
exercised marketpower whiletheotherbehaved competitively.
It is important to observe that there is another less benign Nash equilibrium at position
ZinFigure 3.Herethequantity restriction coefficients of the two firms are independently
prohibitive and noexchange takes place. Neither agent regrets its ownprohibitive coefficient given that its opponent has aprohibitive coefficient. If both firms cover their variable costs at position Nwhere there is apositive, albeit inefficient, quantity transacted, it
is reasonable to expect that the players would focus on that equilibrium. Nevertheless, if
one of the firms is unable to cover its variable costs atposition N,this intersection point
would not be an equilibrium because such a firm would prefer toplay aprohibitive quantityrestriction coefficient and shutdown, atleastfor theperiodinquestion.Thus,it isimportant toemphasize that there are situations inwhich the only Nash equilibrium involves
noexchange.
To this point we have ruled out chains of bilateral monopolies by heroically assuming
thatthebuyer and theseller actcompetitively onall other markets. Such chains, however,
areimportant inthe liberalizing command economies.It is wellknown thatchains ofproduct-market monopolies can give rise to a multiple-margin phenomenon as each firm exhibits a positive price-cost margin on its output market (Spengler, 1950) (Tirole, 1988:
144-177). The introduction of chains of bilateral monopolies into the current analysis
would add to the severity of this multiple-margin problem because each firm would typically have a positive wedge between price and marginal revenue on its input market as
well asits output market.
Conclusion
Unlike collusive oligopoly situations, cooperation among firms serves asociety's interest
at least in the case of pure bilateral monopoly. Nevertheless, the model presented in this
paper indicates that such cooperation need not automatically ariseeven inthesimplestbilateral monopoly situations where information is symmetric and there are no specific investments. As in other economic "games," cooperation is more likely to be sustained in
situations where the game is repeated at a low discount rate and/or where there is a legal
apparatus toenforce contracts atarelatively low cost. Of course,both of these conditions
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are typically present in advanced market economies. In Russia and the other CIS countries, however, economic relationships are in a state of flux and there isnohistory of contract law. Consequently, cooperative solutions to bilateral monopoly situations are, at
best,highly problematic.
Since bilateral monopoly situations are an endemic transitional feature in the liberalizing former command economies, it ishighly unrealistic to expect thenascent market systems to generate major efficiency gains overnight. While there will often be a Nash
equilibrium that involves apositive, albeit inefficiently low,volume of transactions, there
is always a Nash equilibrium that involves the cessation of exchange. Moreover, the constriction of distribution channels reduces the impetus for investment and growth by reducing the return to capital. This under-investment aspect of the bilateral monopoly
problem attenuates the difficulties caused by obsolete capital equipment and makes
foreign investors morewary. Meanwhile, for consumers attheend of adistribution chain,
with no obvious alternative sources of supply, even short-term localized supply disruption couldbecatastrophic.
One can easily imagine the predicament of a local food distributor in the Siberian oil
fields far from any local sources of supply whose upstream supplier fails to fulfil a contracted order.The actual disruption insupply may havebeen many stages back uphis supply tube.In amodern market systemthis predicament would probably be solved by a few
simple phone calls to locate alternative suppliers, to make a deal, to organize transport
and toarrangepayment. The Siberian distributor may well have atelephone butwill have
no means of locating asupplier in European Russia; directories simply don't exist even if
the geographic location of potential suppliers is known. If it happened that a deal were
struck, it would be extremely difficult to locate or arrange transport given the virtual absence of an independent trucking industry. Even if trucking could also be arranged, the
banking system isnot likely tobe able to arrange payment for adistant supplier. If it were
possible to arrange for payment, the buyer would have no legal protection if the seller
failed to honour the deal. Hence, even if the local Siberian distributor were willing to attempt to organize alternative sources of supply, he may not be able to do so. Consumers
have noassurance that the market systemwill provide areasonable level of food security.
Even in the fortuitous case where such short-run disruptions do not occur, the quantities
that areavailable will berestricted andfinal prices toconsumers willbe high.
While theeffects of having created bilateral monopolies havebeen somewhat obscured
by the problems associated with uncontrolled monetary growth, they may be becoming
more transparent (Sominskii, 1992). Indeed, the impairment of the production and distribution systembecause ofbilateral-monopoly problems appears tohaveexacerbated the
alreadyrampant priceinflation. Inearly January 1993theRussian government reimposed
price controls on a range of basic goods including bread, meat and milk. The Economist
(January 9, 1993: 34) reported that the return to increased state intervention in the food
distribution systemwasmotivatedbythebelief byRussian policy makers:
thatthe main source of inflation is not the growth in the money supply but structural
factors, like theability of monopoly companies tojack upprices as if consumers did
not matter. If this were true, then administrative controls on monopoly profits
(which aregreatinthefood industry) mightpossibly succeed inreducing inflation.
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While this statement may be somewhat extreme, the macroeconomic as well as microeconomic implications of the reductions in the volumes of goods transacted at all stages
ofproduction anddistribution shouldbetaken very seriously (Nello, 1992).
In contrast with other work that cites market power as an important problem, the analysis of this paper suggests that there is a real danger in a cavalier 'monopoly-busting'
policy. It is well-known that ex-command firms in Russia and other former command
economies tend tobetoo large by comparison with much moreefficient firms in the same
industries in fully developed market economies. Undeniably, in such over-sized firms
there are many significant problems with internal governance, incentives for managers
and workers, etc., which are beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, if such large
units are mechanically subdivided in an arbitrary and hasty manner, new chains of bilateral monopoly relationships could well be created and the bilateral-monopoly inefficiencies discussed in this paper could be seriously compounded. In some sectors, increased
rather than decreased vertical integration may evenbeatleasttemporarily advantageous.
Twokey policy implications arise for both the governments in the CIS and for offshore
aid donors and advisors. First, far more attention ought to be paid to the development of
the legal apparatus needed toenforce contracts and allow firms to commit to efficient levels of exchange. In a recent article, Bromley (1993) has elaborated on the need to promote the development of the legal system in order to facilitate the operation of markets.
Second, the development of business communications infrastructure should be a high
priority because the associated reduction in transaction costs will enhance competition
via the broadening of markets. While such competition-enhancing policies will themselves promote the gradual break-up of over-sized firms, agradual and careful implementation of direct anti-trust policies will also be necessary. Without these changes it will be
very difficult for the CIS food distribution system toescape from the inherently monopolistic agri-chains bequeathed by the command system and tomakethetransition toamodern,efficient agribusiness sector.
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Vertical coordination is an especially complicated issue while harmonizing the agricultural supply with regard to quantitative, qualitative and timing aspects. In the majority of
market economies the agricultural (market solutions are also combined with the State
regulations (in some cases with the self-regulation of the producers' organizations). This
coordination was performed in a hiararchyc (etatism) way in the previous Eastern-Central-European systems.This was valideven if theHungarian agro-food system having the
most market elements. However, the transition to the market economy's system is uclear
alsowith regardtovertical coordination. Atthesametime,itwouldbe ofhigh importance
from the point of view of adjustment capabilities of the agribusiness. This paper reviews
the contradictory transformation of the coordination mechanisms of the Hungarian agrofood system onthebasis oftheempirical studies carried outuntil now.

Introduction
Market-oriented reforms of the late eighties affected the Hungarian agrarian economy in
a contradictory way. Onthe one hand, measures- promising radical changes- were taken
with regard theagricultural markets:
liberalization: price liberalization concerning the producers', the whole-sale and the
consumer prices;andliberalization of theforeign trade within certain limits;
abolition ofadministrative limits tomarket entry;
privatisation: ownership changes in the agricultural production as well as upstream
anddownstream organizations towards themarket system (Table 1).
Accordingly, number of market actors was multiplied, their behaviour has undergone remarkable changes,inparallel new commodity turnover channels have appeared.
Ontheotherhand,transformation toward themarketeconomy tookplacein such away,
in which market and financial institutions, adjusting themselves to the agricultural peculiarities, were missinq. Thus, though several factors, limiting the independent entrepreneurial actions and being in contradiction with the operation of the market, were
destructed, those market institutions and market regulation methods were not established,
which are characterizing the agrarian sector of the advanced market economies or that in
countries with mediumlevel of themarket economy.
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Table 1 Estimated Breakdown of Stae-owned and Privately owned organisations
on 1993 ownership relations and 1992 net sales revenues)

(based

Privately owned assets
Description
State-owned asset(%)
(')(%)
Meat and fish processing
54
46
Poultry processing
32
68
35
65
Fruit and vegetable proc.
100
Vegetable oil production and processing
0
36
Dairy products
64
37
Milling products,fodder processing
63
60
40
Bakery products
50
50
Sugar production
95
Sweet products
5
87
Alcohol and alcoholic drink production
13
70
Beer production (2)
30
94
Tobacco products
6
70
Wine production
30
Note:
(') Together withco-operative ownership
(2) Insugar and beerproduction partof thecompany isowned byboth the Stateand private

Table 2: Comprehensive Data on the Hungarian

Economy

1988

Legal entity
Non-legal entity
Other
Private undertaking
Budgetary and non-profit
GDP
Industry
Agriculture
Investment
Retail trade turnover
Foreign trade turnover
exports
imports
Employment
Consumption of population
Prices:industrial producer
agr. procurement
Consumer
Registered unemployed /1000/
Convertible debt/billion USD/
gross
net
Dept service
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1990
1991
1989
Number ofbusiness organizations/1000/
52,8
10,7
15,2
29,5
21,3
17,3
27,6
44,3
8,3
6,8
6,5
7,9
290,6
320,6
393,3
500,0
28,5
31,2
38,3
43,3
Volume indices/1988= =100/
100
101
97
86
100
98
90
74
100
99
94
87
100
104
94
83
100
99
88
80

1992
69,4
60,8
9,8
606,2
49,0
82
67
75
78
75

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
14

100
101
99
102
115
119
117
28

96
96
99
99
141
153
151
80

91
101
96
93
187
152
204
406

92
93
86
90
210
167
251
663

19,6
14,0
3,3

20,4
14,9
3,4

21,3
15,9
4,0

22,7
14,6
3,7

21,4
13,1
4,3
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As aresult of these circumstances and the macroeconomic conditions (see Table2) of the
transformation (i.e.simultaneously sharpening equilibrium tensions and strong recession)
increasing marketdistrubances have emerged in theagrarian economy:
solvent demand has decreased (first of all this is valid for the domestic demand; convertible exports' revenues have increased in 1991 and 1992, however, in connection
with the sharpening of the financial difficulties of the agrarian sector, often exports
with losses occured, possessing price level not covering even the variable costs,indicating thepossibility ofthenecessary drop in the future exports, as itwas the case already in1993);
market-oriented development hasbeen contradictory (consumer prices are increasing
continuously along with the sometimes sharp price competition among the producers; monopolistic behaviour can be observed often despite the expansion of market
actors'number andthat ofmarketing channels);
thereare also anarchic trends in the market contacts (unvisible market situations, unfollowable commodity pathes etc.)
Along with the increasing market disturbances, transition has also resulted in brutal income losses for the agricultual producers. In effect, important institutional conditions for
the agricultural income realization were missing, and, these shortages werenot identified
neither by the agricultural policy, being involved in ownership settlement based on ideological bases, nor by the agricultural interest representing organizations struggling with
legitimacy confusion.
Thus, also with regard tothe above conditions thepresent, deepening crisis of the Hungarian agriculture - basis of which is manifested in a latent, structural crisis,having been
started one or one and half decade ago, and, stemming from the rapid, but not marketbased agricultural modernization as well as from the polarized farm structure - has been
fundamentally aninstitutional crisis (see Fig. 1):
market transparency is missing because of the lack of market institutions; monopolistic positions have been maintained or they havebeen privatized; bargaining power
of the agricultureis disadvantageous;
basic institutions of the agrarian economy werequestioned without entering of workable forms intheirplace.
Hungarian government - feeling thetensions and theincreasing non- satisfaction of those
concerned - promised to establish an agricultural market regime (AMR) for the comprehensive regulation of theagricultural market, relying upon a sampleprovided by theCAP
of theEU instead ofacomplex crisis managing program andrelated measures.
Of course, transition from the public (State-controlled) methods of the vertical coordination to those usual in the market-driven private economy is adifficult process in Hungary and in the other Eastern-Central European countries. However, transformation
towards the agricultural market regulation of the OECD countries is the main developmental line.
Constructions ofAMRuntilnow
AMR has an aim to promote the equalisation processes with regard to prices and quantities.Theuntilnownotcompletedinstitutionalization ofAMRhastwostages:
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Distorted orundeveloped agricultural market institutions
information gaps
stronglylimited market transparency
monopolized input-output ties,unfavourable agricultural bargaining power
non-dynamic exportregime,rigid import

Short-termdecisions dominate, short-term speculation is characterizing

Fluctuations of food supply andinputdemand are increasing

Consequence:cyclical ortemporary overproduction and shortage
Figure 1. Agricultural market institutional disturbances and their impacts
attempt to establish a comprehensive market regime, but not regulated in detail
(1991-93);
adoption of the Act of AMR in February of 1993,then the gradual - until now not
completed- building upofthenew system.
Until recently the system established at the beginning of 1991has been operating. Agricultural Market Regime Coordinating Commission (AMRCC) was its central element,
comprising the representatives of concerned ministries and agricultural interest representing organizations.
Fundamental elements oftheoriginal construction:
priceregime: free prices as amain rule; administrative priceas"minimumprice" (for
coarseand soft wheat, coarsecorn, slanghtercattleandpig);
possibility of intervention, however, complete lack of mandatory intervention, being
automatic,when theminimumprice is reached;
export andimport regime:(licensing system, tariff system, normative export subsidy;
possibility of extraexport subsidy on thebasis oftender orthat ofexportlevy).
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Basicelements of the 1993AMR construction:
regulation with differing intensities ("directly", "indirectly" regulated or "affected"
market fractions covering different commodity groups, severe and less severe
regimes);
priceregime: free prices;guaranteed price asadministrative one- alongwith quota in the "directly" regulated market fractions (soft wheat, coarse corn, milk; slanghter
cattleandpig since 1994);declaration of targetpricetoorientate themarket actors;
quantitative regulation: quota (limitation prescribed by the State) and self-limitation
bytheproducers;
intervention system: (mandatory intervention - to the extent of quotas - at the level
of quaranteed prices; occasional intervention in the case of market disturbances, i.e.
commodity surplus or deficit);
export and import regime: (licensing system; tariff system; normativeorobtainable on the basis of tender - export subsidy; export or import levy in the case of declarationof"treshold"price or"sluicegate"price);
system of institutions: (spheres of authority at the ministry; interministry committee
for decision preparation; produce councils (seefigure 2), bodies uniting the partners
of individual commodity markets, having proposing and decision making sphere of
authority; a"JollyJoker" roleis intended for them).

No.

Nameofthe
productioncouncil

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Apple
Poultry
Potato
Sugar
Snail
Ornamental plants
Tobacco
Red pepper
Cereals
Mushroom
Herbs
Fruit
Onion
Fishing
Sheep
Canned cucumber
Vegetable oil
Organic
Spirits
Grapes and wine
Milk
Feather
Beef cattle and meat
Seed
Vegetable

Under
organization

Applyingfor
recognition

Statutes
published

Officially
recognized

X

x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Figure 2. Thecurrentposition of theproduce councils
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Practice oftheactual agricultural market regulation
Balance of the actual operation until now of the system, promising awide-ranging regulation, is disillusioning. Market disturbances were deepening along with the dynamic market regime rhetoric, being not understandable for the majority of those concerned, and,
through which the leaders of the agricultural policy promised the easing the tensions always in the context of the future. Neuralgic points of the actual operation of the system
areas follows:
Non-workability of the "mimimum prices"
Minimum prices- sanctioned onlylegally, thoughdeclared without intervention- didnot
improve, in effect, the realization (sale) security. Some individual market prices (e.g.
grain and pigprices in 1991)dropped below the minimum prices several times.In 1991 after harvesting arecord grain crop the declared minimum priceswere decreased. In such
a way, corn exchange has become workable again (namely, deals at lower price would be
legally invalid), however, confidence of the concerned market actors was shocked. At the
same time, "minimum prices" were set at such a low level, that they could not affect the
market processes. (And, where they possibly could have causelegal difficulties, the great
procuring organizations could have avoid the prescriptions through the small mediating
organizations.)
Modest advance toaregulation accomodating istelfto logic of the market
Acertain shift to the regulation based on the market can be observed in comparison with
the practice of the former period. Interventions have been made public. (However, sometimes short time limits and complicated conditions make the active participation not
possible for the majority of market actors in individual cases.) In addition, cooperation
among the participating - in the AMRCC - parties has changed. Concerned partners (including also the business interest representing organizations) already looked for compromises and consensus instead ofrepresenting theformer rigid positions.
Unclear marketpolicy goals, inconsistent and contradictory practice
Hecause of the increasing tensions and the need for comprehensive and rapid treatment,
the agricultural market regulation strived after the operative removal of daily tensions.
However, fundamental agricultural market policy goals were not made clear. Improvizationsdominated intheinterventions in the lack of conceptional professional strategies for
theindividual branches of production.
Inverventions and reactions of the concerned market actors reflected high- degree uncertainty. It was also the lack of information, that interventions - inindividual cases - increased the market disturbances. (E.g. maintainance of prohibition for grain exports and
parallel unsaleable grain stocks or predominating pig market intervention and price fluctuation ofunprecedent extent in 1991etc.)
Limited sourcesfor intervention, incalculable actions
Financial possibilities of Hungarian marketregime lagbehind thoseof marketregime applied in advanced economies with orders of magnitude. Decisive part of the sources is a
sum estimated by the Act of Budget. Since levy system did not operate and it does not
operate also nowadays, own revenues of the system de facto are not formed. (Disregard134
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Table3: Agricultural Subsidies (1993-1994)
Titlesto Subsidy
Agricultural export subsidy
Agricultural market subsidy
Reorganisation programme
Agricultural production
Othercorporate subsidy

Agricultural Development Fund
LandBased Subsidy (TEFA)
Filed and Infrastructure investments
Agricultural structuraltarget programme
Forest plantation
Forest damage elimination
National Forestry Fund Contribution
Total

1993. approved
budget
25,000
9,000
4,000
0
900

4,000
1,500
1,000
1,000
450
100
0
45,950

1994approved plans
23,000
5,000
7,500
10,000
1,225
ofwhich: interest subsidy dueto
drought:600,agr.interest subsidy:
100,others:300,epidimic subsidy:
200,small railway: 25
6,000
1,500
1,100
ofwhich determination: 800,
new developments: 300
1,000
600
100
200
57,225

ing the deposit fees in the case of individual export or import tenders.) Decisive part of
theestimated sums isrepresented byexport subsidies (see Table3).Sumsavailable for intervention purposes are greatly lagging behind the requirements of actions necessitated
bytheactual market tensions.
In effect, intervention outlays were directed to the harmonization of market processes
only in a smaller part of cases. Share of interventions, based on income policy considerations, increased. Strong destruction of the agricultural subsidies was at the same time
accompanied by structural transformation of subsidies: differently from the internat-onal
trends, decisive part of the Hungarian (strongly narrowed) subsidization system, about
70-80 per cent,isrepresented bymarket- characteristically export- subsidies. However,
this source - only because of its order of magnitude - isnot suitable toprovide actual income guarantee.
It seems, that some governmental organizations regard the funds of the market regime
as a sort of a "house-hold money safe", a disposable source toavoid every tension in the
agrarian economy. (E.g. subsidization for use of irrigation water, repayment af gazoline
excise tax,easing thedamages caused by thedraught etc.) That is,a certain part of theestimates, registered as agricultural market sources, was utilized not for the promotion of
the market equilibrium. Though the regrouped subsidies probably ease actual tensions,
even more moderate sources remain for the treatment of the serious agricultural market
tensions.
Not complete and uncertain market informations
This isoneof theneuralgicpoints of theHungarian AMR. Insufficient informations result
in numerous disadvantageous effects. System of statistics is inappropriate to follow the
market changes. In such a way, one cannotjudge with a sufficient accuracy, whether surMANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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plus or deficit do prevail in the individual market fractions. Lack of informations might
interpret the contradictory measures, moreover, the disinformations and the manipulations according tothe interests of certain market actors.Even theavailable informations probably - are notutilized. In such away,measures aretaken primirarily not onthebasis
of objective signs,but as aresult of pressures on behalf of certainparticipants or external
factors (massmedia, individual politicians).
Constructional faults oftheAMR and question marks around its operationalization
AMR, declared by the Government - after long delay - at the beginning of 1993 in the
form ofaframe Act,hasfundamental construction weaknesses as follows:
emphasis was put - instead of building the market - on the rules limiting its operation;
in theHungarian conditions the guaranteedprices can represent thepossible mostexpensive andleast of allthereal solution withregard torealization (sale) security;
quotas (management of which takes place with several difficulties even in the EU
possessing consolidated agrarian structure) seem to be unapplicable; ability of produce councils to operate is doubtful, they can become new forms of market substitution and of savingthemonopolistic positions;
information basis - necessary for operation of the system - is missing, thus one can
reckon with further inconsistent andprofessionally notwellestablished measures;
financial fund necessary for the operation of the system is neither available nowadays,norintheforeseeable future.
Act of AMR resulted in great (in effect not justified) expectations among those concerned. During the period passed after the adoption of the mentioned Act, creation of the
actual operation conditions for thesystem- innotasurprising way- hasnot come nearer.
Agricultural market rules - representing the basis of the durable orientation - were not
declared until theend of 1993. There aremore and moredoubts with regard to actual viability of guaranteed prices and quotas as well as to representativeness and real ability of
produce councils to operate. Ideas on the budget for 1994 do not offer opportunities for
wider-range price guarantees possessing real content. Sources being large with order of
magnitude would be necessary for these guarantees. Infrastructural and institutional conditions for the system are also missing to a large extent. Thus the contradiction is more
and more sharper between the ritual repeat of the market regime phrazeology and the actual agricultural market conditions.
Market regimewithout operating market?
Agricultural market regulation can be built upon real, operating markets, differentiated
system of market institutions in the advanced - and in the less developed - market economies. Onthecontrary, the Hungarian system, operating in many respects instead of market, tries to simulate the efficient market operation. Because of the deficiency of the
market institutions, model based on the self-regulation of the agricultural market could
operate onlywithunacceptable largedistrubances and socio-economic costs.Mostly individual (occasional) interventions continue to take place in order to avoid the market disturbances ortotreat them.
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Lasting uncertainty around the transformation of the agrarian sector increases theproblems of the regulation of the changing equilibrium positions (deficits and surpluses), the
market fluctuations of great oscillations and of cyclical events emerging in a fostered
form. However, if theemphasis isput lastingly upon the market limiting intervention, advantageous effects expected from the establishment of agricultural market (and of anadequateregulation system) couldprove illusion definitely. All this can discredit the AMR regarded still with greatexpectation - in theeyes of the interestedmarket actors.
Atthesame time,interventions notjustifiable by themarketregulation requirements increasethe incalculabilityoftheoperation of the system.
Numerous interventions do not rely upon adequate market informations. Thus, the interventions rather depend on the pressure performing ability of those interested, than on
the actual market situation. Therefore, not adequate timing of the intervention is not surprising. Occasionally, interventions enhanced the market disturbances still further. That
is, market regime cannot replace the real, operating market, nor the market building,
generating themissing frame conditions for the market.
Basicpeculiaritiesofactualoperation oftheagricultural markets
In addition to the direct effects of the market regulation, though not independently from
them, remarkable contradictions and distortions characterize the whole operation of the
Hungarian agricultural markets.
Excessive price fluctuation, non-stable demand and supply
Instead of rigid price system of the former order, we can observe already actual (real)
price movements and demand-supply-price equilibrium interrelations. Price differentiationsareremarkable intimeand regionally.
At the same time, the extent of price differences and price movements (see Table 4, 5
and 6) fairly surpasses thatintheadvanced market economies. (E.g.procurement price of
slaughter pig moved between 55 and 110 Hungarian forints (HUF) per kg.) The underlying cause behind this fact is first of all the lack of the market transparency along with
the faults of the Stateagricultural market regulation.
Market transparency is limited by the lack of information as well as that or insufficient
operation of market institutions, (wholesale markets, live-stock markets) making possible
theefficient discovery ofequilibrium prices.This institutional gap leads toallocation disturbances and losses.
Market uncertainties are of great extent. Certain groups having especially strong market influence sometimes perform conscious misleading actions. However, incalculable,
sometimes panic-like reactions of some market actorsrepresent thedecisive causes of the
uncertainties and the related disturbances, along with unstable State agricultural market
regulation. Forexample,demand for inputs (for instance fodder) ofthesmall-scale producers (mostly part-time units),representing the majority of the meat production, and, their
output arerather uncertain.
In some regions simultaneously numerous producers - first of all small-scale ones start for instance tokeep pigs,then they give up. Such conditions move thefodder market
prices strongly. The result manifests itself inremarkable regional alterations. Inthe background of this event we can observe, rational business calculation does not represent always the basis for theproducers' decisions. In addition, share of non-specialized (i.e. not
MANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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Table4: Procurement Prices

Wheat
soft
coarse
Barley
fodder
beer
Corn/withouthybrid seed/
Sunflower
Sugar beet
Potatoes
Apple
Wine grape
Slaughter cattle
Slaughter pig
Slaughter sheep
Slaughter poultry
Milk, liter
Eggs, pieces
Wool

1988

1989

1990

1991

3,93
3,88
3,58
4,44
3,55
5,04
6,34
10,01
1,06
8,10
6,90
11,40
49,10
46,50
107,20
40,80
8,10
2,10
132,20

4,83
4,77
4,25
4,86
4,17
5,31
7,20
11,52
1,21
6,50
8,80
14,30
64,80
54,60
144,40
49,90
11,00
2,40
130,70

6,08
6,03
5,83
6,14
5,68
6,73
8,63
15,13
1,86
11,80
10,40
13,80
75,50
70,50
172,30
60,70
14,20
3,00
58,10

5,50
5,60
5,17
5,60
5,54
7,08
6,71
15,08
1,82
12,80
13,80
13,70
64,10
64,50
176,60
70,30
14,40
3,70
31,00

1992
(HUF/kg)
6,80
5,90
7,10
12,60
1,93
12,40
9,90
11,40
65,80
80,00
187,80
73,50
15,60
4,40

Table5: Procurement Price Indices ofAgricultural Products
' 1988
Cropandhorticultural products
Live animalsandanimal products
Total
Price scissor

100,0
106,4
103,6
104,0

Cropandhorticultural products
Live animals andanimal products
Total
Price scissor

137,4
134,5
135,8
110,3

Cropandhorticultural products
Live animals andanimal products
Total
Price scissor

100,0
100,0
100,0
110,3

1990
1989
Previous year=100
114,2
135,0
124,4
122,8
128,5
119,1
113,3
98,9
1980=100
211,8
156,9
205,3
165,0
207,8
161,7
123,7
109,1
1988= 100
154,1
114,2
152,6
122,8
153,0
119,1
112,0
98,9

1991

1992

96,3
101,5
99,1
141,2

105,1
112,5
109,7
98,5

204,8
208,4
205,9
174,6

215,2
234,5
225,9
171,8

149,1
154,9
151,6
158,2

156,6
174,3
167,8
154,4

lastingly devoted) farms is high. Thus, Hunqarian agricultural market is segregated in
many respects. This fact is generally neglected by international experts and investigations.
Growth ofthenumber ofthe market actors- awelcome change initself- also enhances
the uncertainty. Since the institutions of market-conform coordination are still missing,
the numerous market actors sometimes "multiply" themarket demand, that canenhance
further themarket instability and cycles.
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Table6: Market prices

Coarse wheat
Coarse barley
Corn
Potatoes
Apple
Wine, liter
Young bull
Slaughter pig
Young sheep
Slaughter chicken
Eggs, pieces

1988

1989

1990

1991

6,30
5,70
6,60
12,70
16,60
35,00
63,30
46,70
66,00
61,30
2,50

7,60
6,80
7,70
10,40
16,80
40,00
74,00
61,00
91,00
72,20
2,90

9,80
8,50
10,40
12,60
20,50
53,00
89,60
73,74
98,40
88,40
3,30

10,60
9,60
11,60
20,70
29,90
42,00
80,10
65,90
70,00
99,50
4,40

1992
(HUF/kg)
8,80
8,10
9,20
21,50
32,20
90,20
88,00
91,00
110,00
7,20

Controversial foreign trade liberalization
Steps towards the export and the imqort liberalization promoted to surpass the artificial
separation of the domestic and the foreign trade. Exports and imports - though not without limits - have become real factors of the competiton. Imports stimulated the innovation (for instance in the dairy industry), while the possibilities to export offered to the
agricultural producers more favourable realization alternatives, than the domestic one.
This option is especially remarkable there, where raw material producer shouldmeet procuring unit having relative or absolute monopolistic position (e.g. in vegetable oil processing industry).
However, or anic linking up of the domestic and external markets does not operate.
"Hand-management" continues to prevail in many respects. Producers cannot rely upon
longer run export opportunities; these ones depend on decisions madeby the responsible
inter-ministry committee on the basis ofjudgement with regard to market situation. However, lack of informations, in some cases manipulated informations, aswell as,excessively numerous coordination duties make theactivity of this committee difficult. Ineffect, it
has to perform almost ab ovo hopeless task; it is no wonder, its functioning is strongly
criticized (e.g.withregard toexport licensing ordefence against imports).
Import licensing system can be criticized from trade policy aspect. At the same time,
market defence system coordinated by the market logic and also satisfying the GATT
prescriptions has not operated until recently. Thus, "squeezing out effect" can be clearly
observed in the markets of products, being regulated to a lesser extent and saleable, in
general, with higher profit content. (Hungarian products are squeezed out by strongly
subsidized ones, which are imported almost without an import burdens.( Export possibilities, in trun, are determined - to a remarkable extent - by the decisions of the managing bodies of the market regime and by their judgement of the market situation.
(Detailed foreign tradedataareshownin Table7and 8.)
Growth inmarket actors' number
Existence of numerous, independent from each market actors - inthe individual stages of
the agri-food chain - is a necessary precondition for the intensive competition. In principle,thisalwaysprevailed inthe agriculture.
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Table7: Foreign TradeofFood Economy Products

Transforming and nonmarket economies
Market economies
Advanced countries
Developing countries
Total
Transforming and nonmarket economies
Market economies
Advanced countries
Developing countries
Total

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992
(billion HUF)

7,3

7,7

Imports
100,0

9,8

7,9

26,4
10,7
15,7
33,7

29,8
14,6
15,2
37,5

39,8
22,9
16,9
49,6

43,8
28,0
15,8
51,7

49,2

52,3

31,3
15,2
16,1
41,3
Exports
58,7

69,3

85,0

53,2
48,2
5,0
102,4

71,4
62,9
8,5
123,7

80,6
75,0
5,6
139,3

122,5
115,2
7,3
191,8

117,4
112,8
4,6
202,4

Table8: Structure of Food Economy Exports to transforming and Non-Market Economies/%/
Agricultural products
Grain
Fresh fruit, vegetable
Oil seed
Rawcoffee, coca
Legumes and other crops
Live animal and animal
products
Food industrial products
Milling, baking industrial
products, pasta
Fruit and vegetable /tinned/
Vegetable oil
Sugarand sweets products
Beverages, tobacco
Meat, poultry and dairy
products
Total

1988
42,9
24,1
6,6
2,3
1,8
8,1

2,3
9,9

2,3
6,7

57,1
1,5

56,8
1,7

69,4
2,0

67,1
3,8

50,0
6,2

14,5
2,6
2,0
10,2
26,3

12,0
2,9
4,4
11,7
24,1

10,7
3,9
0,6
9,4
42,8

5,5
9,2
5,5
6,3
36,8

5,9
9,4
6,3
10,8
11,4

100,0

100,0

100,0

100,0

100,0

-

1990
30,6
15,7
5,1
0,8

1992
50,0
39,8
4,8
1,1
0
1,6
2,7

1991
32,9
16,2
4,6
1,3
0
4,9
5,9

-

1989
43,2
24,1
6,1
0,8

-

Number of entrepreneurships operating in the food processing and distribution increased dramatically due to the liberalization in the economy. Decentralization of some
State-owened food industrial companies has played a certain role in this process. There
was a more influental factor, i.e. market division by the former trusts and later on by the
already independent companies ceased to exist. Thus really independent from each other
companies, possessing remarkable business influence have appeared in the market.
Numerous, anew established small food processing undertakings played decisive role in
the growth. They appeared also in such spheres (e.g. poultry processing), where small
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firms were almost completely missing formerly. Several small companies were established with the participation of the foreign capital especially in the vegetable and fruit
processing.
Market structure hasbeen transformed tothelargestextent inthewhole-sale andtheretail trade. Anew established entrepreneurships - especially in the foreign trade - have
become really significant ones (e.g. in the imports of dairy products). Decentralization
simultaneously with privatisation improved the locally andregionally fairly well monopolized structure of theretail trade.
However, the - in principle - free choosing the marketing channels is limited by more
factors:
gaps in marketing logistics and infrastructure (e.g. only major companies possess
grain and sunflower-storing capacities);
capitalization (supply with capital) of the individual industry partners differs to a
great extent, while aliquidity crisis prevails in the agriculture (therefore agricultural
producer burdened by financial difficulties mightbe forced to sell - atalowerprice toaprocuring organization capabletopayquickly);
ownership or other business interest interweaving might prevail among the formally
separated procuring firms (e.g. obtainable share of individual firms has a ceiling in
the export and import tenders, therefore dominating large firms established smaller
mediating entrepreneurships);
professional deficiencies (skilled foreign tradeexperts areconcentrated at companies
having large capital, whilenecessary skill sometimes ismissing atthesmaller firms).
Augmentation of thenumber of market actors doesnot necessarily result ina proportional
improvement of themarket power relations.The latter requires - in addition to other factors - companies able to compete with each other also with regard to infrastructural and
financial conditions. If new units (firms) are established exclusively due tothe regulation
sphere (system of export or import tenders), this leads to confused, distorted power relations, and, entrance of mediators, not required otherwise by the turnover processes, increases the costs and ultimately the prices. All this influences the agricultural producers,
having limited market bargaining power, in an especially unfavourable way. Along with
augmentation of thenumber of market actors there was adeepening inthevertical coordination disturbances.
Trendsofthe business competition
As a result of alterations, more and more definite competition does emerge in many
fields. At the same time, certain institutional and infrastructural conditions of the competition arelimited for the future, too.
Among the causes of the intensifying competition outstanding role canbe attributed to
privatisation (market behaviour of companies having foreign business interest and thatof
private processors and distributors perceptibly differ from the usual "State behavior"),
and, threat of bankruptcy - according to ourimpressions - stimulates the managers of the
companies toperform stronger efforts even inthe State-owned sector. (Price competition
isespecially strong among some food industrial companies.)
Seemingly increasing importance of illegal competition-advantages deserves attention.
Illegal processing and distribution (marketing) units do not act according to hygienic and
MANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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environmental protection prescriptions, they do not pay tax, and they are virtually "uncatchable" also for the Statemarket regulation.
Utilization of power differences is a characteristic feature while determining the terms
of payment. Powerful (having more capital) processors and distributors can offer even
lower purchasing price, because they can perform quick and sure payment. At the same
time, number of processes initiated by the Competition Office - because of misuses of
power advantage - is relatively few, probably due to the defencelessness of the business
partners. Unilateral shifting the risk and unilateral alteration of the procurement prices
are characterictic features in theagricultural market contacts,mostly for the disadvantage
oftheagricultural producers.
Agricultural market institutions first steps inthe development
Efficient operation of the agricutural markets requires an adequate institutional background. However, ahugebackwardness canbe observed inthis sphere.
Markets capable to concentrate demand and supply could have an especially great importance. Only one vegetable-fruit whole-sale market operates (in Budapest), but it cannot rely upon a network of regional markets. Regional live-stock markets can develop in
such away astobecome whole-sale onesinalonger run,but, for thetimebeing,they deal
only with breeding andfarm animals.
Grain and meat sections of the commodity exchange develop in a contradictory way:
while exchange turnover of the meat is negligible, almost 10 per cent of the total grain
production is sold. Price signalling and price influencing role of the grain exchange are
very remarkable alread nowadays. As itis usual also in the advanced countries, exchange
price is put as a basis for other transactions outside the exchange. In some cooperatives,
exchange price of a given quantity grain is put as basis for the rental of the tenancy; this
price is the basis also for the prefinancing of production costs; in addition, companies of
themilling industry also determine the dueprocurementpricein agivenpercentage of the
exchange price.
More extended use of storehouses probably would be necessary for the efficient operation of the exchange. Atthe same time,regulation of commodity exchangethrough legal
actandtechnical improvement ofits operation are also indispensable.
Utilization of commodity exchange is relatively rare among the agricultural producers
for the time being. Producers, possibly offering commodities, rather regard the exchange
to be aphysical market, than abasic instrument of risk treatment and price safeguarding,
asusual intheadvanced countries.
Pricing inthe vertical coordination
In the following we discuss the agricultural market organization transformation in
general. But we must stress, market organization of the major agricultural sectors is in
different transformation stage.Herewe indicate - briefly - thedairy sectors position with
regard todecreasing consumption trend andpricing issues in connection with the vertical
aspects.{SeeTable9and 10aswell asFigure 3and 4.)
Alterations in the distribution channels. Distribution system of the agricultural products
have undergone profound changes during the recent years. New distribution channels
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were established, relative share and importance of former marketing paths have altered.
Some stages,mediators wereleft outof the system, whilenew stages werebuilt in.
More actors of the previous distribution system were squeezed out, because they have
lost their interests or opportunities in the participation. For instance, producers' cooperatives, State farms formerly integrating the small-scale production have lost their interest
in maintainance of the mentioned contacts after abolition of the related subsidies. Moreover, they more and more regard the small-scale production as competitor in the conditions of the narrowing demand. Otherwise, their financial difficulties make the
integration impossible, first ofall from financing andloan-providing points of view.
That is, squeezing out of certain distribution stages (levels) took place in a forced way,
as a result of the disintegration of theprevious system(operating - by the way - with re-

Table9: Per capita Consumption ofDairy Products inHungary 1989-1991
Milk
Flavoured liquid milk porducts
Sourmilk products
Cream, sour cream
Butler
Cheese
Curd/fresh cheese/
Icecream
Powdered milk products
Evaporated milk
TotalConsumption ofDairy Products
Expressed inraw milk

1989
10,3
14,4
2,7
8,2
2,7
4,1
4,4
0,4
1,3
0,4

1990
9,6
8,4
2,7
7,1
2,1
3,5
3,8
0,4
1,0
0,4

1991(liter, kg)
9,8
8,0
2,9
6,8
1,8
3,3
3,7
0,5
0,8
0,4

190

170

165

Source:Statisztikaiévkönyv 1989,1990andestimates
Table10: Share ofindividual stages inmilk consumer price /1987-1991/
1987

1988

1989

1990

Procurement price
Processor's margin
Whole-sale margin
Retail margin
Subsidy for producers and
consumers pluscunsumer price
Subsidy for producers
Subsidy for consumers

7,46
4,31
0,38
0,99

8,14
4,19
0,54
1,40

11,10
2,08
0,78
1,59

14,05
2,86
1,42
2,17

1991
(HUF/liter)
14,29
4,66
1,81
2,54

13,14
2,90
2,64

14,27
2,90
2,17

20,50
0,00
2,50

23,50
0,00
2,50

Producer
Processor
Whole-saler
Retailer
Total
Subsidy for producers
Subsidy for consumers

56,8
32,8
2,9
7,5
100,0
22,1
20,1

57,0
29,4
3,8
9,8
100,0
20,3
15,2

15,54
0,90
1,84
per cent
71,4
13,4
5,0
10,2
100,0
5,6
11,8

68,5
14,0
6,9
10,6
100,0
0,0
12,2

61,3
20,0
7,8
10,9
100,0
0,0
10,7

Source:DairyIndustryAssociation
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Figure 3. Share of individual stages inthemilk consumer price (1984-1991)
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Figure 4. Realconsumerpricesofmilk, cheeseandbutter(1977-1992)

markable losses). Nevertheless, simultaneous attempts can also be observed, which are
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were established, relative share and importance of former marketing paths have altered.
Some stages,mediators wereleft outof the system, whilenew stages werebuilt in.
More actors of the previous distribution system were squeezed out, because they have
lost their interests or opportunities in the participation. For instance, producers' cooperatives, State farms formerly integrating the small-scale production have lost their interest
in maintainance of the mentioned contacts after abolition of the related subsidies. Moreover, they more and more regard the small-scale production as competitor in the conditions of the narrowing demand. Otherwise, their financial difficulties make the
integration impossible, first of all from financing andloan-providingpoints of view.
That is, squeezing out of certain distribution stages (levels) took place in a forced way,
as a result of the disintegration of theprevious system(operating - by the way - with re-

Table9: Per capita Consumption ofDairy Products inHungary 1989-1991
Milk
Flavoured liquid milk porducts
Sourmilk products
Cream, sour cream
Butler
Cheese
Curd/fresh cheese/
Icecream
Powdered milk products
Evaporated milk
TotalConsumption ofDairy Products
Expressed inraw milk

1989
10,3
14,4
2,7
8,2
2,7
4,1
4,4
0,4
1,3
0,4

1990
9,6
8,4
2,7
7,1
2,1
3,5
3,8
0,4
1,0
0,4

1991(liter,kg)
9,8
8,0
2,9
6,8
1,8
3,3
3,7
0,5
0,8
0,4

190

170

165

Source:Statisztikaiévkönyv 1989,1990andestimates
Table10: Share ofindividual stages inmilk consumer price /1987-1991/
1987

1988

1989

1990

Procurement price
Processor's margin
Whole-sale margin
Retail margin
Subsidy for producers and
consumers pluscunsumer price
Subsidy for producers
Subsidy for consumers

7,46
4,31
0,38
0,99

8,14
4,19
0,54
1,40

11,10
2,08
0,78
1,59

14,05
2,86
1,42
2,17

1991
(HUF/liter)
14,29
4,66
1,81
2,54

13,14
2,90
2,64

14,27
2,90
2,17

20,50
0,00
2,50

23,50
0,00
2,50

Producer
Processor
Whole-saler
Retailer
Total
Subsidy for producers
Subsidy for consumers

56,8
32,8
2,9
7,5
100,0
22,1
20,1

57,0
29,4
3,8
9,8
100,0
20,3
15,2

15,54
0,90
1,84
percent
71,4
13,4
5,0
10,2
100,0
5,6
11,8

68,5
14,0
6,9
10,6
100,0
0,0
12,2

61,3
20,0
7,8
10,9
100,0
0,0
10,7

Source:DairyIndustryAssociation
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Figure 3. Share of individual stages inthemilk consumer price (1984-1991)
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Figure 4. Real consumer prices ofmilk,cheese andbutter (1977-1992)
markable losses). Nevertheless, simultaneous attempts canalso be observed, which are
directed to rationalization of commodity pathes onthebasis ofcost efficiency considerations. Most remarkable attempts inthelatter case areasfollows: diffusion ofthe direct
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realization bythe producers (e.g.meat, milk);slow shifts (changes) inthe whole-sale distribution of theprocessed foodstuffs.
Neuralgic points. Vertical coordination isespecially unfavourably affected bythe following factors:
Gaps inthe food whole-sale distribution. Up-to-date distribution systems and modern
methods of thelogistic management are missing toalarge extent.
Logistic costs are high even in international comparison. (This situation probably
will change as aresult of appearance of some networks having foreign business partners.)
Complete disintegration of the previous integration chains. (E.g. breeding material
allotment by producers' cooperatives and processing companies; fodder assignment;
prefinancing of the agricutural production.)
Permanent disturbances in the financing due to the undercapitalization of the whole
agribusiness and the banking sphere, as well as to the lack of financing institutions
andtechniques fitting topeculiarities of theagrarian economy.
Administrative coordination versus market anarchy? Previous distribution system, possessing de facto one channel, operated with remarkable efficiency losses, it covered almost completely the commodity turnover processes. At least in principle, there was a
possibility of a sort of the vertical coordination in this system. Liberalization and growth
of the number of the market actors - regarding theseprocesses on the surface - necessarily led to market uncoordinatedness. "Excessively numerous" market actors multiply the
actual market demand, thetransmit false signals totheproducers unwillingly, and,in such
a way, the feed extra instability and cycle into the agricultural production. Of course, the
realproblem is notthe fact, that excessively numerous actors participate inthemarket. In
effect, sourceof theabove mentioned difficulties canbe observed inthe fact, that liberalization of theagricultural market took placein such away,that simultaneously thepreconditions for the ability of the liberalized market to function were not established (i.e. first
of alltransparency andinstitutional guarantees oftheagricultural bargaining power).
Unfavourable market position of theagricultural producers
Production of the agricultural raw materials represents a decisive stage within the food
economy output (and in the export marketing). However, in effect, market position of agricultural producers hasworsened further.
Major factors determining themarketposition of theproducers areas follows:
Lack of market transparency. Informations necessary for market transparency are
missing with regard to trends of demand and supply, transport and storage facilities
and their costs, regional structure of demand and supply, as well as to stocks and capacities. Those organized markets are also missing, which otherwise do contain the
possibility, that markets tending toequilibriumprices shouldbe formed.
Unfavourable market bargaining power. Forms, serving the institutional improvement of the agricultural bargaining power, are not established yet, even this was not
declared as goal. In the practice, local or national monopolistic or (oligopolistic) organizations have business contacts with the agricultural producers. Processing and
distribution interested in the agriculture are missing still. Promotion of this interest
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was not given attention in the privatisation processes. At the same time, majority of
the agricultural producers still did not realize theimportance of thedirect realization,
and, that they might improve their bargaining position through their better informations.
Price gap.Procuring and marketing organizations can also effectuate unjustified high
price gapin given conditions.This leads to income loss in the production of the agricultural raw materials, while the numerous mediating organizations - in addition to
covering their unjustified costs- take awayremarkable income from the agriculture.
Export subsidization system. System of subsidies provided for final products for exportbenefits theexporter organizations.
Limited transparency of the State actions. Transparency is a basic requirement also
with regard to State measures regulating the market. On the contrary, tenders, containing withdifficulties understandable conditions oreven unimplementable atall for
the most part of the market actors, are characterizing the practice of the AMR until
now. Further related features are the gradually available informations (e.g. on intervention decisions, which are received by those "privilegized" offering financial
benefit for them), and deadlines unimplementable for the significant majority of the
market actors.
Lack or low level of collective marketing programs and export promotion actions.
Subsidies devoted for actions with regard to the creation and the strengthening of
conditions of distribution and of image of national food supply are not trade-distorting ones from GATT point of view. Specific outlays can be utilized perhaps just in
these areas.However, asystem similar toGerman CMAwasnot established yet, and,
specific subsidization of marketing actions amounts only to a fraction of that in the
caseoftheforeign competitors.
Conclusions
Missing agrarian market institutions have to be diffused during arather short period. Activerole of the State can be hardly avoided inthe initial stage of the market institutionalization. It is indispensable to weigh the socio-economic costs of the transformation.
Advantageous impacts expected from the market economy will not prevail, if institutional gaps will be maintained. Corner points ofthebuilding of the agrarian market areas
follows: active market exploration (along with the active state economic diplomacy);
building upthe market regime; development of market institutions.Examples for thesuccessful market economy transformation from the collectivized agrarian structure are not
abundant. However, successful transition is of immense importance. Without it we might
reckon with theirreversibledecline of theagriculture intheEastern-Central-European region as well as economic and social tensions, remarkable losses in material and cultural
capacities. It seems to be reasonable, that the most advanced countries should regard the
development of agrarian market and financing institutions in the countries of this region
asa centralpartintheir assistanceprovided for theagrarian transformation. Itwould have
a multiplication impact and it would represent an efficient short term or longer term help
even inthecaseofrestricted resources.
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Introduction
The debate on explaining firms' performance by market structures and market behaviour
in thelast threedecades showed dubious results. Industrial organization theorists, emerging asabranch of micro-economics, indicated relationships between market structure and
market performance. However, the Bain paradigm on Structure, Conduct and Performancewascouldnotstandempiricalevidence (Scherer, 1980).
The behaviourists suggested that behaviour variables, such as collusion, pricing strategy,product strategy,efforts onR&D oradvertising, couldexplain performance, measured
by industry profitability, growth in output, or technological advance, although controversy remained over the interpretation of the findings. Using game theory these scholars
claim that maximal performance depends on the communication between the market actors andtheir intentions.
The pro-active behaviour of firms is not envisaged in this paradigm, while it is easy to
suggest that firms intheir competition with others affect industry structure and conduct of
competitors aswell.
The Chicago school economists still question whether the relationship between
concentration andprofits, for example,demonstrates confirmation of themarket power or
efficiency-of-larger-firms hypotheses.
Nonetheless, the importance of the industry structure for the explanation of the behaviourofthefirm wasaccepted widely:
In formula:
P = Pi + (P- Pi)
meaning the profitability of the firm (P) is equal tothe profitability of the industry (Pi)
to which it belongs plus the difference in profitability between the firm and the industry.
The second part emphasizes the competitive advantage of the firm (Douma, 1993). The
profitability of the industry depends on the rivalry in the industry, according to Porter
(1985). He states that five forces influence the industry rivalry. Using Porter's framework
on the forces driving industry competitiveness, a large number of factors are to be dis-
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Figure 1. Forces driving industry Competition (Porter,1980)
cerned that canpotentially have animpact onindustry competition. Thefive broad competitive forces provide acontextinwhichallfirms inanindustry compete (Figure1).
Intensive rivalry istheresult ofnumerous orequally balanced competitors, slow industry growth, high fixed costs, lack of differentiation, capacity augmented in large increments,diverse competitors,highexitbarriers andhigh strategic risks.
Anumber ofcompanies operating inthesame market canform thebasis forintenserivalry. Thecompetition among each other to get a share of themarket, will press allof
them to stay ahead. Inthis waycompetition among companies will keep them sharpand
constantly looking foracompetitive edge.Thusdevelopments cantakeplaceonmanyaspects such aslowproduction costs,better service andinnovative products.Inthis wayrivalry makes a company aware of its strengths and weaknesses, and develop/improve
them. Thus it follows that intense rivalry in the domestic market can enhance
competitiveness intheinternational field (Porter,1990).
Following theintensity ofrivalry some strategic options mayenhance the competitive
edgeoffirms further than others.Thestrategic management perspectives, suchasthePorter model, opened newavenues toresearch tounlock theblack boxthat contains market
and firm conduct inneoclassical economic theory andthetraditional Industrial Organization paradigm.
Adding therichness ofstrategic choice certainly complicates thetheory ofthe firmbut
allows a much more broader scope of performance and behavioral processes of
organizations.
The major hypothesis weaddress inthis paper, iswhether the strategic choice isreduced,
the more concentrated theindustry is. This hypothesis isbased onthenotion that in mature industries where theconcentration ishigh, therivalry declines andbythat increases
theprofitability oftheindustry (Scherer, 1980).
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The profitability is assumed to be the result of strategic decisions taken by the firms.
Some strategies will contribute more to profitability than others (Brealey and Myers,
1988). However, all the firms in the industry are left with a rather thorough knowledge of
the implications of strategies for risks and market value.Hence, the strategic room to maneuver willdecline,themore concentrated the industry is.
In this paper we shall explore the relationship between structure and strategies of seed
firms inEurope. Specifically, weshalldeal with the question what impact the concentration in the Dutch and Italian seed industry have for the strategies deployed by the seed
firms inthose markets.
We shall use data from an international research programme on the vegetable seed industry,conducted bythe Department of Management Studies of theWageningen Agricultural University. These data refer to national studies in Italy, France, Spain, The
Netherlands,The United Kingdom, Denmark and Hungary.
The globalseed industry
The vegetable chain
The figure below visualizes the role the seed sector plays in vegetable production. No
specific national situation is described here, therefore foreign trade is not taken into account.
The figure puts the seed company firmly at the start of the vegetable production chain.
This implies that the basis of the production and marketing of vegetables is formed by
seed reproduction.

Seed Company
Plant Grower
Vgt. Grower = d
,
Auction Processing
Wholesale
Retail
Consumer
Figure 2. Thevegetable production chain
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The chain should also work the other way around. Which means that the basis of the
breeding programmes of the individual seed companies should lie in consumer preferences. This type of information trickles up and down the production chain. However seed
breeding faces a long term production cycle. While consumer preferences are subject to
swift changes. Sotheseed sector has to put upwith an imperfect response to the informationflow.
Worldvegetable demand and supply
The following two tables will give a broad idea of what happened in world agriculture
and horticulture over the past decade. The regions have been divided according to the
FAO structure.
In arable farming the world has seen no rise in the total cultivated area. Losses in the
Developed world have been compensated by reclamations in Africa and Asia. Both in
area and production volume thepower of the Far Eastis significant. In both areas it takes
roughly40%andequalsNorthAmerica,Europe andtheUSSR combined!
The production figures of the past decade show astounding growth figures in the Asian
region. Especially the Far East saw a steep rise in productivity. Africa follows closely
with rising output figures. In the Developed world, only Europe was able to break the
doom and gloom.lt shows an overall production increase and a rise in productivity on
world average. The table also shows thatrising production isgenerally followed by rising
exports.
In vegetable production the world saw a handsome 6.6% increase in cultivated area.
However this was followed by a 26.6% increase in production, mainly instigated by the
Far East. North America strongly follows the rise inproduction andevenmore in productivity.Oceania hasputouteven better figures, butfails tomakean impact.
The whole of the developing world show strong growth in vegetable production.
Growth in area canbe found mainly in Africa and theFar East. Where Africa has a lot of
catching uptodo.Both inarea andproduction volume thepower of theFarEastis significant. On 36% of the area, almost half the worlds vegetable production is grown. Thus a
40% growthrate makesquitean impact onworld production figures.

Table1 Changes inglobal arablefarming 1981-1991 (%)
Area
% Production
World
North America
Europe
Oceania
USSR
Rest Developed
Africa
Latin America
Near East
Far East
Rest Developing

876,666
109,739
74,500
14,421
116,745
8,744
106,701
76,137
44,190
335,990
250

.0
9.8
5.6
12.4
12.8
20.0
26.5
2.8
10.2
1.7
11.6

2,621,499
416,244
393,026
21,068
238,583
32,282
214,087
185,167
89,129
1,057,129
1,749

%
15.8
0.8
9.1
9.6
6.7
8.8
42.8
15.0
67.3
28.7
14.5

Import%
1.1
73.4
22.6
168.0
12.9
12.9
20.3
6.6
38.9
23.6
62.5

Export%
0.4
15.7
34.5
16.5
82.7
78.8
137.3
11.2
204.7
90.5
69.6

source: FAO
areain 1,000ha;productionin1,000 tonnes
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Table2 Changes inglobal vegetable growing 1981-1991(%)
World
North America
Europe
Oceania
USSR
Rest Developed
Africa
Latin America
Near East
Far East
Rest Developing

Area
13,303
581
2,010
52
1,661
348
784
1,103
1,936
4,830
2

% Production
452,336
6.6
-1.0
34,288
-10.4
68,530
15.6
2,089
-3.7
31,412
-0.3
18,076
38.3
19,315
9.3
21,668
-0.2
43,715
20.1
212,805
0.0
438

%
26.6
26.0
8.2
45.7
1.7
2.4
48.3
25.4
25.7
40.6
31.1

Import%
30.0
61.8
31.7
-97.6
23.6
-61.0
11.5
16.3
36.7
96.7
7.9

Export%
29.8
18.8
16.4
61.2
—
38.6
63.7
94.2
45.2
9.1
-81.8

Source: FAO
import/exportofvegetablescompriseoftomatoesandonions.
areain1,000ha;productionin1,000tonnes

Worldvegetable trade balance
Unfortunately the data presented in table 2 only allow general statements as the importexport figures comprise of tomatoes and onions. Onions are durable and can thus be
stored during longperiods of time ortransported overlargedistances.
Most other vegetables do not allow for this without conservation in one way or the
other. Therefore vegetable growing generally takes place around the main consumption
centres. This restricts foreign trade to a mere regional level, among neighbouring countries. Ahigher off-season price would pay for high inputs of technology or transportation
required by global vegetable trade. In this way Kenia hasbuilt a strong position in exporting vegetables toEuropein wintertime.
Improvements intechnology or production of moredurable varieties ineffect cut down
the total transportation time to consumption centres. This increase the potential production areaof this consumption centre,making theworld a smaller place asitwere.
European Demand and Supply
In order to get an idea of the nature of the seed demand it would be wise to take a closer
look at the state of agriculture in Europe. Table 3 below give a picture of the developments in the agricultural structure over thepast years.One should note that after 1990 the
former East-Germany is integrated in German statistics. That is why 1990 has been
chosen astheyearof reference.
Large arableareas canbe found inthelarger countries. Spain and France supply the largest areas, followed by Germany, Italy and the UK. A small country like Denmark has a
remarkably strong position in arable farming. Over the period 85-90 little changed on a
European scale when the arable areas are considered. The only sizable decline in arable
areatookplace intheUK and Denmark.
The total number of arable farms is the largest is Italy, with an average size of some 7
hectares. Greece and Portugal have a similar situation. Large scale arable farming traditionally takesplaceintheUK,Denmark and France.
The number of arable farms in Europe show an average annual decline of 2%, whereby
numbers of Irish farms plunge quite dramatically. Only Greece and the Netherlands have
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Table3 Changes inagricultural structure 1985-90(%)

EC-12
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Greece
Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
UK

Arable
Area
67,371
711
2,507
7,382
2,925
15,560
17,753
1,029
8,917
55
897
2,906
6,589

Change Holdings
-0.4
4,432
-4.2
52.5
-4.1
76.6
2.1
518.2
0.0
430.9
-0.6
668.7
1.4
668.3
-6.4
59.9
-1.7 1,294.6
0.0
3.1
4.9
62.5
0.0
406.0
-5.9
130.6

Change
-13.1
-11.6
-12.4
-5.3
-10.0
-47.9
-8.9
-11.7
-5.5
82
-9.4

Vegetable
Area
1,693
31
15
49
135
469
276
5
411
0
65
-2.3
142

Change Holdings
1,030
0.6
12.7
2.7
-2.5
3.1
3.5
25.5
-2.0
116.9
0.6
319.3
1.5
85.2
0.0
1.1
-0.6
357.7
-15.1
0.1
0.5
18.8
71.6
0.8
18.0

Change
-26.6
-31.1
-20.3
1.9
-29.2
-82.0
-34.1
-42.9
-26.6
-19.6

source:Eurostat
Areain 1,000Ha,numberofHoldingsin1,000.

1% per year drop numbers. When the arable area remains constant, a drop in number of
holdings means a larger scale of farming. A very small decline or growth, could then
mean eitherintensified cultivation or stagnation.
In vegetables, large areas can be found in Spain and Italy, smaller territories are in
France, Greece andtheUK.Drastic changes in area over thepastyears havenot been takingplace.
The total number of vegetable producing farms is highest in Spain and Italy, leaving
Greece the runner up with half the number. The average size of farms differs widely,
again the large scale farms can be found in the UK, Denmark, France and the Netherlands.The southern European countries haveabelow average scale.
In the number of holdings anoticeable decline of 4-6%per year on average took place.
Greece was the only country here to show growth. This would imply a rapidly growing
scaleofproduction invegetableproduction across Europe.
The total change in production volume in the EC amounts to zero over the five-year
period. However between productgroups this is hardly the case, as there is no country
without double digitgrowth figures. Pulses andoilseeds havebenefitted themost,theECagricultural policies of thetime would explain alargepartof thegrowth. Within cropping
plans vast changes can take place rapidly. Therefore the recent agricultural reforms will
undoubtedly haveleft theirimpact on thedivision ofproduction among productgroups.
France is easily recognized as the main arable producer within the EC, with Germany
coming second. Considerable growth takes place in Denmark and the Netherlands. Productivity in arable farming is highest is the northern EC-members, foremost the Netherlands, and lowestinthesouth,especially Spain.
One should note that the Danish Bureau of Statistics stopped collecting horticultural
data in the years 1990/91. This would explain the "collapse" of the Danish horticultural
production.
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Table4 Changes inarable production volume 1985-90 (%)
EC-12
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Greece
Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
UK

Volume
338,862
11,446
31,078
63,431
8,850
33,674
102,703
4,715
33,800
179
17,428
2,648
39,125

Change
0.0
2.3
46.8
-4.4
4.6
-5.0
-0.8
6.0
9.0
3.5
16.7
-3.0
-0.2

Cereals
-0.9
-3.8
20.8
-0.1
2.0
-10.5
-1.5
0.7
-2.6
12.1
20.4
0.9
0.5

Rootcrops
2.6
3.4
-2.5
-9.3
5.5
0.3
-9.7
10.4
15.7
-37.5
16.7
-9.1
-6.2

Pulses
66.9
220.0
5.4
41.6
1.7
-21.6
225.7
600.0
-25.3

-8.8
0.0
90.8

Oilseed
52.7
78.6
1,556.4
87.4
26.3
42.9
53.9
7.1
295.9
400.0
-7.9
62.1
40.6

Adaptedfrom Eurostat
volumein 1,000tonnes

Table5 Changes inhorticulture production volume 1985-90 (%)
Volume
EC-12
44,553
Belgium
1,136
Denmark
18
Germany
1,479
Greece
3,841
Spain
11,496
France
5,472
Ireland
227
Italy
12,246
Luxembourg
3
Netherlands
3,479
Portugal
2,120
UK
3,579
adapted from Eurostat
volume in 1,000 tonnes

Change
1.9
11.3
-93.7
-3.1
-10.8
21.0
-1.2
3.1
-6.2
-13.3
26.9
6.9
1.2

Cabbage
-5.4
-13.8
-87.6
-9.8
11.5
-1.1
-17.3
-15.8
4.5
-80.0
12.3
1.2
-5.1

Leaf
19.8
13.0
-92.6
12.5
8.8
50.0
5.2
10.0
16.8
-30.0
12.7
6.7
25.8

Fruitvgt
-1.9
57.7
-32.7
26.9
-14.7
29.2
-0.4
-14.0
-15.3

—

31.1
8.1
26.2

Root
-1.9
-15.2
-100.0
34.3
2.7
-5.2
-7.6
-0.1
21.0
-70.0
34.8
-2.1
-5.9

Pulses
-7.3
-9.1
-100.0
-22.7
-13.5
-3.9
-6.4
-4.3
-16.3

—

-0.3
-16.7
-0.1

Overall vegetable production is stagnant in the EC, nevertheless growth figures differ
widely among countries. Total growth is highest in the Netherlands and Spain, while
Greece shows adecline of over 10%.Major producers are Spain and Italy,France coming
second with half the volume, Greece, UK and the Netherlands complete the picture.
When volume and area are compared, the Netherlands have a clear productivity lead of
double theEC-average.
Among productgroups only among leaf- and stalkvegetables (lettuce, celery, etc) a
strong growth isshown. Spain and the UKbenefitted most from this,whileFrance lagged
behind in growth. An overall decline is registered in the production of pulses, this is a
small sector in terms of volume. Other sectors show adiverse picture with strong growth
and decline. However the best overall performance is given by the Netherlands. In
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general thesouthern EC-members have anemphasis onfruitvegetables andleaf-/stalkvegetables,whilethenorthern states concentrate oncabbage androotcrops.
TheEuropean seed industry structure
The structure ofanindustry canbetypified by several indicators:
degreeofcollusionorconcentration
product differentiation
growthofdemand
cost structure
intensity andsizeofinvestmentsand
over capacity ofproduction means.
Thefirstindicator wepresent hereisdedemand sideofthe seed industry.
Seed demand and supply
Patterns in demand for seed in general follow production patterns. This is easy to conclude, asthere will benoproduction without seed. Thedemand for vegetable seed ona
global scale could therefore bederived from thefigures of table 3.Theproblem arising
here isthat crops, varieties, spacing of sowing, productivity andthenumber of harvests
per year maydiffer from onecountry toanother. This means that anestimate of seeddemand canhardly becomputed from these data. Arule of thumb would bethat large production areas imply highdemandofseed.
The above will also betrue fortheEC-countries. Thus Italy andSpain should havethe
highest demand, followed by France, Greece, theNetherlands andtheUK. Inthe figure
below theproduction volumes arecompared tothevalue of the vegetable seed markets.
Thesevalues areestimates compiled byLEI-Rabobankinaprevious study.

Figure 3. Vegetableproductionvolume andseed value inEurope,1990
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The figure shows a striking disparity between volume and value where Greece, Spain
and to alesser extent the UK, are concerned. For all three countries the value of the seed
market has a lower estimate than expected according to production figures. To avoid the
conclusion that theestimates of thevalue ofthe seedmarket cannot be trusted, itisbest to
assume all figures to be correct. This implicates thatthe largerpart of vegetable production in Greece and Spain is generated by farmer-saved seed instead of commercial seed.
This is supported by theresults ofthe Spanish national studiesperformed in 1993.
An indication of the supply of vegetable seeds is given by the following figure, showing
international trade flows. Itbecomes clear that there aretree major tradecentres in world:
USA,France and the Netherlands.
Thesefigures areabit murky asthereare sizablere-exports andre-imports.
Concentration intheseed industry
A characteristic of the industry structure, we use here, is the degree of concentration.
Concentration is influenced by two factors: the number of companies in the industry and
therelative sizeof thecompanies.Ingeneral itis said, thattheless companies andthe less
larger companies,thehigher theconcentration within the industry.
Concentration can be measured by various means, like the C4,being the total turnover
or market share of the four largest companies in the industry, the H(erfindhal)-index or
the Entropie of Theil-index (E-index). The H- and E-index take into consideration the
market shares of all the actors in the market. The intercorrelations between the three are
high (Scherer, 1980).
Inourstudy webase our findings of themodified C4-indicator.
Thus one should take alook atthecompanies intheindustry and theestimated turnover
per company in vegetables.
If 10 million Guilders turnover in vegetables (4.3 mln ECU) or more is taken a large
enough size,itispossible tocompare rivalry within several countries.
The table shows strong rivairy can be expected on the French and the Dutch market.
Taking a closer look at the annex, it follows that 4 companies appear more than 3 times,
totalling 13 out of 32 appearances. This means that they are large enough to keep up the
competition athome and abroad. The companies involved: GroupeLimagrain, S&G/SandozSeeds,Royal SluisandAsgrow Seeds.
The table also indicates that competitive rivalry will show some stability with some
dominant firms withinthedomestic markets.This stability occurs ingrowing markets.
However, because the slower growth in the domestic markets, as shown before, rivalry
increases: the firms have committed themselves in keeping up the market shares. In this

Table6 Number of large vegetable seed firms and national market value
Spain
France
Italy
Netherlands
UK
marketvalueinmillionECU
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NrofCompanies
3
10
7
11
1

Marketvalue
32.5
86.5
129.8
69.2
47.6
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situation conditions prevail for co-operative behaviour, expressed by merger, acquisition
and alliances.
Inthe seed industry in Europe, this concentration process hasbeen going onalready for
abouttwo decades. Some examples:
Italy
The intensity of the competition in the seed industry in still increasing in Italy. The most
important competitors for mostofthecompanies inItaly are:
- Royal Sluis S.R.L.
PetoItalianaS.R.L.
Asgrow Italia S.P.A.
Sluis&Groot/Sandoz Italia S.P.A.and
- ClauseItaliaS.P.A..
France
Themajor players inthe vegetable seed industry inFrance areLimagrain, Clause (owned
by Rhone-Paulenc and Orsan), Caillard (owned by Sandoz), Plan, Royal Sluis, GSN
Semences,AsgrowFrance,André Blondeau andTOPSemences.
Limagrain, the largest group in France, was created by successive purchases of well
known companies, such as Vilmorin (1975) and Tezier in France, Ferry Morse and Advance Seeds (USA),FloraFrey (Germany) andNickerson-Zwaan in 1990,thatbefore that
eventparticipated inthe Shellgroup,thatacquired A.R.Zwaan enZoon in1973.
Some other recent developments are the formation of thejoint-venture with the Danish
DLF-Trifolium for fodder-crop seeds (1990), the joint-venture with the co-operative
Union du Cheron biotechnology,
Clausehas along-standing position already inthevegetable seed market.
The take-over by Rhone-Paulenc and Orsan, the growth in the professional market has
increasedrapidly.Acquisitions played apartinthis development.
Asgrow France, owned byUpjohn (USA) boughtBruinsma (TheNetherlands) in 1992.
Petoseed Europe bought van Waveren, a subsidiary from KWS on seeds for vegetables
for the canning industry.
Sweden
In 1993the two major Swedish companies Svalöf andWeibull merged to enlargetheir efforts in,among otherbusinesses,thehorticultural industry.
Spain
Now,there are 35companies active in thevegetable seed market. Twelve firms are subsidiaries of foreign firms and threearejoint-ventures withforeign firms.
Themain Spanish firms are:
SemillasFito S.A.
SemillasBattle S.A.
Intersemillas S.A. and
RamoriArnedo S.A.
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Since the 70's and early 80's many foreign seed companies entered the seed market directly,because of thegrowthinthe vegetable industry.
Concentration processes have been induced since then by those foreign based firms.
Petoseed and Clausearethemajor players inthis market.
The Netherlands
Structural concentration alsotookplaceinThe Netherlands.
A.R.Zwaan enZoon wasestablished in 1942.
Cebeco-Handelsraad acquired amajority participation inRijk Zwaanin 1989.
As mentioned before, A.R. Zwaan en Zoon, was acquired by Nickerson Seed Specialists in Rothwell (U.K.),being a subsidiary of Shell in 1973.Nickerson- Zwaan, the name
adopted in 1980, took over D.van der Ploeg Seeds in 1981 and Supergran (Belgium) in
1979.Limagrain took overNickerson- Zwaan in 1990.
De Ruiter Zonen, one of themajor tomato seed firms, took over Gebr. van denPloeg in
theeighties.
Bejo Zaden is a merger of two companies in 1978: Jacob Jong and C.Beemsterboer,
bothpioneers inopen airvegetable seeds.
Nunhems Zaden was taken over by Hoechst in 1986 to lead the seed division of this
German chemical conglomerate.
Rijk Zwaan was taken over in 1986 by the petro-chemical company B.P. Nutrition.
However, B.P.stepped outthe seedbusiness in 1989and sold Rijk Zwaan to Cebeco-Handelsraad.
Bruinsma, oneofthefirst pioneers inhybrids,wastaken overbyAsgrow in 1988.
Sluis&Groot/ Sandoz already has along history (established since 1887).
The firm has arather consistentpattern ofautonomous growth for along time.
In 1963the Co-operatieveZaaizaadvereniging West-Friesland.
Intheeighties somemajor changes occurred.
In 1980the firm was acquired by the Swissbased chemical giant Sandoz.
After that,thefirm developed internationally bytake-overs andnew ventures.
Royal Sluisisthe second eldestfirm, originating from 1868.
Autonomous growth also in this case is the device for decades.Take-overs are recently
new and contain some specialist groups,likeon tissue-culture.
Koninklijke VanderHave Group,now involved in onions,rapeand grass,
wasestablished in 1979.
In 1977 the co-operative Suiker Unie took over the company. VanderHave acquired in
1990Leen deMos,amedium-sized tomato, lettuceandcauliflower expert.
Considering the number of employees, six firms employ about 80%of all employees of
theeleven largest firms.
United Kingdom
The concentration process had dramatic consequences for the U.K. seed industry. Very
few firms stillremain (Andrews, 1993,inSeed Worldapril).
Themajor players:
Nickerson, being apart of Limagrain.
According to Market Assessment 1990 Sutton Seeds has a total market share in the
U.K.market of 39%. Sutton isownedby Svalöv &Weibull.
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Samuel YatesLtd.is ownednowbyYates Australia.
Nutting and Sonsisnow trench owned.
Sharpes International Ltd.hasbeen acquired byVanderHave Group.
Considering the major firms in France, Spain, Italy, The Netherlands and United Kingdom, active in vegetable seed, themajor five companies Limagrain, S&G/Sandoz, Royal
Sluis,NunhemandClausemakeout60.7%of thetotal turnover in these countries.
Thefindings show anoverriding concentration process intheEuropean seedtheatre.
Petro-chemical companies were rather active in the take-overs in the seventies and
eighties. However, some of thempulled out of this business, selling their seed interests to
larger international seed companies.
Thishorizontal integration isslowingdown inthenineties.
Thisproves thenextpoint, firms with strongdomestic competition arelikely to perform
wellintheinternational arena.Tokeep up the struggle, companies arelooking for awider
scale of operation to cash in on the efforts that have been put in. This means that internationalizing is alogic option, a company already knows (and developed) her edge, and can
stickto it.
As far as thecomparison concerns between theDutch and Italian seed industry, wemay
concludethatinboth cases the industry ishighly concentrated.
Firm's strategies
Concept of strategy
Strategy is acoherent, unifying andintegrativepattern ofdecisions asaresponse to external and internal developments to achieve along-term sustainable advantage over competitors.
Typologyof strategies.
Competitive advantage is to be measured by the total revenues collected by the buyers'
payment for the firms' output. Added value is created whenever thebuyers' contribution
exceeds thetotal costresulting from the completion of all the activities in thefirms' value
chain. Themargin is the difference between the total value generated and the aggregated
costofthevalue activities.Themargin directly contributes tothecompetitive advantage.
ToPorter (1985) twobasic ways ofachieving competitive advantage arecost leadership
and differentiation. Cost leadership requires the construction of efficient-scale facilities
and sustainable cost reducing activities. Differentiation calls for creating something that
is perceived by customers or clients as being unique by technology, customer service,
image or other dimensions. Market scope consist of concentrating on a segment or geographicmarket. Itmaybebroad ornarrow.
Putting these generic strategies together,Porter emphasizes theimportance of the following strategies showed in figure 4.
Going a little bit further we may assume that seed firms will likely be interested in
value added strategies at a similar or somewhat higher price, if the aim is to get higher
market share uniqueness in products and services should be perceived by customers/growersin therelevant market segments,depending onthe financial return of thepurchaseof
higher priced/higher value added seed the customer/grower may be convinced. On the
other hand, if the market prices of vegetables stabilizes the grower will not expect a
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Competitive advantage
Lowercost

Differentiation

Broad

Costleadership

Differentiation

Narrow

Costfocus

Differentiationfocus

Market scope

Figure 4. Generic strategies (Porter, 1985)

higher return and will look for another more advantageous price/value added clue in his
purchasing process.
For the international firm, value added/higher priced strategies are a hard ball game to
play, because of the specific customer needs in the fragmented or differentiated
international markets.ADutch cabbage doing wellin Belgium, may not flourish in southern Spain because ofdifferent clima-ecological conditions.
Cost leadership is feasible for most firms to achieve. Experience curve effects can be
achieved in all firms. Learning to do it better to a lower cost level is feasible for all seed
firms inprinciple.However, the competitive advantage becomes marginal if and when all
firms deploy cost reduction strategies and drive down costs in areas as research and development, overheadpositions and sales forces.
Thehighest possible costreduction target is close toshutdown the firm!
Soarethere alternativeroutes to achieve competitive advantage?
Yesthere are.Fromaproduct-market point of view the seed firm may selectfor thespecific product groupsthemost suitable strategies (figure 5).
The seed firm always is ableto withdraw from amarket, for instance if thevalue of the
product-market combination exceeds costs on a permanent basis orif the market changes
considerably over time, implying hugh risks. For determining whether withdrawal is a
adequate recipe,thefirmdeserves cost and market monitoring systems inthefirst place.
Some seed firms may partially withdraw from a market by licensing the rights to other
organizations and/or to specialize on the market of basic seed. This partial withdrawal is
highly advantageous for instance if market opportunities arecrumbled by lack of proprietary rights protection.
Product

Present
Market

New

Present

New

Withdrawal
Consolidation
Market
Penetration

Productimprovement
Newproduct
development

Market development

Diversificationforward
development orbackward

Figure 5. Product-market strategies
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Consolidation in growing markets is attractive a strategy because of the expected high
return low cost consequences. In mature markets consolidation provides strategic
challenges. In face of the competitors positions, the consolidating firm puts emphasis on
quality, increasing marketing activity or cost reduction through productivity gains or
higher capital intensity, which often is hard to achieve in the seed business. In declining
markets consolidation may require more severe cost reductions and/or increasing market
shareof competitors leaving the market.
Market penetration in growing markets builds upon thedesiretoincrease market share.
"Belong to the dominant market players" sets out a device for aggressive market
penetration in growing markets. To the contrary market penetration in static markets is
much more difficult to deploy. Market leaders already have established their position,
preventing others with lower market shares to grow. For low market share players fine
tuned tactics maydowell,for instanceby using reputation asnicheleader,byallying with
others to fight dominant complacent market leaders orby usingprice tactics.
For seed firms product improvement is connected directly with their basic competence.
The long enduring process of new product development lacks behind the advantage of
product improvement. Although also that process is susceptible to time consuming processes of testing, registration, multiplication and product introduction. More successful
product improvement seed firms will tailor their products to market needs, build on the
firms' core competencies andhave organized theprocesses ofproductimprovement internally onproduct management basis.
Market development builds upon the existing range of products while venturing into
new markets. Specifically, because of the high capital investments in seed development
the firms' assets might be specifically devoted to exploit the product by new market
development. Inparticular, when existing markets are saturated theses seed firms incline
toexpandbusinesses innew markets.Totheprocess of internationalization we shall come
later.
Diversification brings the firm away from its present products and markets at the same
time. Still, the diversification may lie within the confines of the firms' competence. The
direction of diversification may be backward or forwards. Backward diversification is
well known in the seed industry. Seed merchants having taken over seed breeders. Vice
versa, forward diversification meaning seed firms acquired merchants. In that sense the
seed industry showed many examples of vertical integration, being the combination of
backward and forward diversification. Most seed firms are nowadays engaged in breeding, multiplication and distribution. Still, processes of vertical integration slow down, if
the transaction costs and experience curve effects lose their positive contribution to the
firm and negative implications flourish, like growing bureaucracy, less flexibility, higher
overhead costs and massive inertia. In that stage of industry development new entrants
may stepinandexternalizationof thevertical integrated firm activities startsup.
Examples of horizontal integration arealso well known in the seedindustry. In particular in the seventies petro-chemical and pharmaceutical companies acquired seed firms,
because of the expected complementarity between seed technology and seed products on
the one hand and biotechnology, pesticide andinsecticide products and distribution channels onthe other hand. Synergy maybetheresult of related diversification rooted in technology,products ormarketing anddistribution competencies.
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As we have seen before, acquisitions, mergers and alliances are specific ways of
supporting strategies. Mergers and acquisitions tend to go in waves. In the seed industry
the last thirty years these phenomena are widely shown. Mergers are the result of organisations coming together voluntarily on an equal basis, while acquisitions always show
asymmetry inpower,capitalorother resources.
Evident reasons for acquisitions are: cost efficiency by building up economy of scale
and/or geographical scope,expanding market share by taking overlow share value firms,
entering new markets bypiggybacking onthe acquired firm ortheexpanding competence
because of lackofknowledgeorresources internally.
In the seed industry many of these factors have played a major role in the acquisitions
inthepast andpresenttimes.
Alliances support the firms' strategy in a more open way. Allied firms cooperate to
share some assets of each of the firms through a mechanism of mutual advantage and
trust. Examples are alliances in distribution, when firms are distribution capabilities to
lower costs and share a broader product assortment exposure. Another example is research and development. Seed firms engage in alliances by sharing biotechnology capabilities that each of the individual firm can not permit himself directly. Allying is sharing
risks andsynergy atthe sametime,withoutlosing thefirmidentityandautonomy.Licensing, as we have seen before, is a particular expression of an alliance. Giving the right to
produce seedgranted for afee givesbothpartners asustainable advantage.Someforms of
subcontracting also share the characteristics of the alliance. In the seed industry coating
of seed for instance is subcontracted to the coating firm on a permanent basis. This may
lead to far going arrangements in which the seed firm and the coating firm may build up
competitive advantage overother alliances.
Summarizing, in this paragraph we have looked at strategic options open to seed firms to
deploy. There are no arguments yet why this general framework could not fit in the
strategic arena ofthe seed industry.
In this paper we shall now discuss the strategies the Dutch and Italian seed firms have
adopted andtherelative changesof the strategies overtime.
Strategies ofDutch andItalian seed firms
We asked 11Dutch firms tothe strategies deployed in 1985, 1990 and preferred for 1995
and2000.Therange of options given totherespondents, were aggregated and ranked (1=
mentioned often to5=mentioned not often).
Table7gives an ampleevidence for theemerging drivefor customer service.
The earlier described saturation of the seed market pushes seed firms to improve customer relationships on a sustainable basis by a differentiation strategy, containing methodslikebetter service,higherquality andcontrol andbetter product image.
The product innovation drive comes second in the row. Remarkable is the finding that
increases in the R&D budget are not preferred that much as a strategic method. This
means that product innovation largely will be built on existing resources, possibly not
giving that much of an outlook on increased in-depth investments in biotechnology research.
From a product-market strategic perspective, firms do not perceive stronger drives for
entering new markets.This,coupled with the former mentionedproduct strategies, means
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Table7 Strategies deployed in 1985 and 1990, andpreferred in 1995and 2000 by Dutch
seedfirms.
Strategies of firms
Durable relations with clients
Enlarge customer service
Best service support
Quality guarantee and control
Distinguish productfrom competitor
Improve product/market image
Develop new products
Improve/renew existing products
Strive for unique product
Bigger product assortment
Product inhigherprice segments
Products inlower price segments
Lowest cost perproduct unit
Lower prices than competitors
HigherR&D expenditures
Innovate production process
Enter new markets
Control production flow
Enlarge reliability of supply
Shorten delivering time
Stronginfluence ondistribution channel
Innovation of distribution process
Innovation ofmarketing instruments
Adapting of organization structure
More attention for higher educated
personnel

Deployed
1985
2
2
4
3
2
3
2
4
4
2
4
4
5
5
4
4
4
5
5
5
4
4
4
4

1990
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
3
3
3
5
4
5
4
4
4
4

Preferred
1995
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
3
1
3
2
5
3
5
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
3
4
4

2000
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
3
3
3
5
3
5
4
3
4
4
3
5
4
3
4
5

5

5

4

4

that most firms expect to choose for market penetration and product improvement. Theoretically, notunexpected, taken thedevelopment ofthe seed market.
Also remarkable is the finding that more emphasis on improvements on internal operations andlogistics isnotexpectedtoincrease.Costreduction strategies arenot perceived
asthatpromising. Costleadership apparently isnot soughtfor bymost firms.
How does these findings compare with firms inothercountries ?
In our study we focused also on Italy and asked eleven firms, engaged in vegetable
seed,toranktheir strategiesdeployedinthepastandpreferred for the future.
In table 8 we give a ranking of the strategies being deployed in 1985 and 1990 and
preferred for theyear 1995and2000.
The dominant feature of the strategies over time is the increase of customer and market
orientation of the firms. Customer relation and service, afocus onquality,by using better
distribution and marketing instruments should give room for higher prices in better market segments. This rather ambitious perspective goes hand in hand with smaller product
assortment and a stabilizing expenditure for R&D. The differentiation strategy is not focused on the product as such giving the unique dimension to the firm competitive position, but on customer relationship, strengthened by value added, service and delivery in
time.
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Table8 Strategies deployed in 1985 and 1990, and preferred in 1995 and 2000 by Italian seed firms.
Strategies of firms
Durable relations with clients
Products in lowerprice segments
Quality guarantee and control
Improve/ renew existing products
Develop new products
Shorten delivering time
Biggerproduct assortment
Distinguish product from competitor
Control product flow
Enlarge reliability of supply
Strivefor unique product
Product inhigher price segments
Improve product/market image
Enlargecustomer service
Higher R&D expenditures
Innovate production process
Moreattention for higher educated
personnel
Strong influence on distribution channel
Innovation ofdistribution process
Innovation ofmarketing instruments
Adapting of organization structure
Enternew markets
Lowest cost perproduct unit

Deployed
1985
1
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

1990
1
4
1
2
2
1
3
1
3
2
4
3
2
2
4
3

Preferred
1995
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
2
2
4
1
1
1
4
3

2000
1
1
1
2
1
1
4
1
2
2
4
1
2
1
3
3

4
5
4
4
4
4
4

2
3
3
3
3
4
4

1
2
2
2
2
2
3

1
2
2
2
2
2
2

Cost leadership does not really get that much of attention now;however the importance
increases over timeaccording tothepreferences of the firms.
Comparing the findings of theItalian study with the Dutch study reveals alot of correspondences.Differences concern astronger Italian emphasis on:
products inlower price segments
logistic improvements (delivery time,reliability andproduct control)
smaller product assortment
more attention for higher educated personnel
new market development.
Although a comparison should be handled with some necessary care, we incline to the
idea that the Italian firms also agree on the product differentiation strategy as such, by
customer service improvements and product development, butalso stress the importance
of strengthening internal factors, like logistics and personnel. Apparently these firms still
have some roomfor improvements internally, whether because they rankbelow the Dutch
competitors, orbecause they believe these internal factors are crucial for surviving in the
business.
Summarizing, the seed firms, engaged in vegetable seed, in The Netherlands and Italy
all have arather thorough perception view ontheactual and future seedmarket. The keywords are differentiation by a high committment towards customer and market orienta-
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tion.According to many firms this strategy deserves investments in customer service,improvement ofproduct quality and control and improvement indistribution and marketing.
Many firms optfor asmaller product assortment and will invest less inR&D accordingly.
Theattention for cost leadership isless apparent.
The European integration stimulated many firms to make an European strategy. Dutch
and Italian firms strivefor differentiation andmarket leadership. Only Dutch firms opt for
foreign direct investments, apart from increases in exports. Italian firms focus on export
increases inthe first place.
Structure and strategyintheDutchandItalian seed industry
Our findings leave us to conclude that the in thehighly concentrated seed industry, aconvergence is taken place in the strategies of the seed firms over time.In the past ten years,
the differences in strategies employed, are evident. However, for the years to come
strategies of Dutch and Italian seed firms tend to converge, emphasizing the customer relationsinthefirst place.
According toour findings we face someinteresting questions.
First, if concentration in one geographical market, being The Netherlands and Italy, is
high, one might theoretically expect a weaker rivalry. The weaker the rivalry the higher
the profitability, one might assume. This relationship is validated in most American
studies,although theprofitability gains arenotreported that high.In othercountries these
findings sometimes are reconfirmed (De Wolf, 1982) or not found, like in Belgium (Jacquemine.o., 1980).
From strategic management point of view, taking into consideration the American
studiesjust mentioned, one might hypothesize that the higher the concentration in a geographical market, themore strategies are focused on increasing market value.This would
suggest that increases of market value certainly would best be enhanced by the differentiation strategies, supported byrelativelow investments in R&D.
One might also expect that high concentration, invites firms external to the industry to
enter theindustry.Thereisampleevidence thatthepetro-chemicalcompanies entered the
seed industry toexploit thehigh profitability of the industry in the seventies andeighties.
This, in turn, changed the industry relationships, the contestability and jeopardized the
co-operative behaviour of the larger companies to maintain the status-quo. On the other
hand, one might expect, based on the fact that the Dutch and Italian seed market does not
show off growth,a tougher competition between thefew, lasting seed companies.
Thismight explain why Italian firms prosper the strategy of lowering cost.
There is ample of evidence that the increase in concentration in The Netherlands and
Italy, is due to the expansion strategies employed in the eighties, when the firms enjoyed
the relative high growth in the vegetable seed market. Due to differentiation advantages
the Dutch firms contested theItalian firms and achieved in gaining arelative high market
share.
In The Netherlands the industry concentration emerged because of other forces, such as
thehigher investment needs of the seed firms. This allowed new entrants toacquire Dutch
firms. Bydoing thatthese new entrants supported the seedfirms intheir capital needs.
So,industry concentration inTheNetherlands apparently is the result of the technological breakthroughs and capital requirements for investments in R&D, while in Italy the
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concentration iscaused merely bythenewentrants raping off theprofits tobemade in the
italian seed market.
Evidence for this exploratory hypothesis, can be found in the findings on the strategies
ofthe firms.
Up till now, the seed industry in Italy have achieved a new status quo, with a high concentration. The firms adopted strategies that shifted from expansion to further penetration, usingprice strategies.
In The Netherlands the seed industry faces arather new status quo,with ahigh concentration.The firms adopted strategies that shifted from high investments inR&D to expansion into new markets.
The difference between the two situations can be interpreted by the following reasoning.
The take-over of theItalian market by the Dutch firms, is apart of abroader expansion
strategy of the larger Dutch firms to enter international markets and build up market
share. The low contestability of the seed market in Italy offered low risks and high gains
for the Dutch entrants.

Conclusion and discussion
The conclusion of this study is that high concentration induces firm to converge their
strategies.This hypothesis hasbeenvalidatedby comparing the Dutch andItalian seedindustry.
Strategic choice behaviour apparently, is not merely a function of internal competencies (Hamel and Prahalad, 1990) or unique differentiation abilities or skills (Porter,
1985),but strongly influenced bydevelopments inthe industry.
There are,however, several complexities inthe explanation.
First,theindustry structure isafar morecomplex concept asnormally accepted.
Firms in the sameindustry maynot supply substitutable products.Infact, they may sell
their products to quite different sets of market segments. Since industry data are often
used to test implications about market behaviour, there are obvious difficulties in doing
empirical research.
In ourstudy wealso faced asecond complexity indefining the industry.
In the concentrated seed industry the process of strategy formation and implementation
is done differently by the firms. Some firms conduct highly centralized processes of
strategyformation, whileothers prefer highly decentralized patterns of strategic decisionmaking.
Third, the cross border complexity in the industry concept, deserves a clear distinction
between levels of analysis. In the European market the seed industry should be analyzed
from a different perspective, compared with the national seed markets. This leaves open
the question how the dynamics between national and regional markets can be catched,
using acomprehensiveparadigm ortheory.
Fourth, therelationship between structure and strategy still lacks athorough theoretical
understanding. The assumed causality between structure of the industry and strategic
choicebehaviour is stillbased ontheBain theory.Fromantheoretical point of viewit still
is a challenge for research how to analyze the dynamic character of the relationship between thetwoentities.
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Theimplicationsofthefindings for practice,are abundant.
For firms in maturing industries, concentration favours the profitability onthe long run,
after the processes of merger and acquisition. If the entry and exit barriers are high, the
firms left in theindustry, mayprosper and usethecapital for expansion innew geographicalmarkets,sobroadening their scope.
However, if the expected profitability will not increase, after the turbulent stage of
merging andacquisition,thecontestability of theindustry atlarge isatstake.
New firms may enter the industry, exploiting new assets, such as cost advantages,
higher servicelevels orquality thatbetterfits thecustomers.
In the European seed industry, theprofitability of the firms increasingly depend on the
successby which firms already haveentered non-European markets.
The maturing European market will not offer higher levels of profitability to firms focusing onthatmarket only.
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Introduction
Agricultural cooperatives inWestern Europearebeing confronted with anumber of economic and social trends which demand a revision of cooperative strategy. In many cases
adaptation of the strategy will need to go hand in hand with investment and extra financing requirements. Furthermore, these developments put special demands ontheboards of
directors and executive boards of cooperatives. Discussion on these issues must be entered into in the light of the objective of the cooperatives. This article will explore, in
general terms,theposition of sales cooperatives, with certain exceptions or modifications
which applytoparticular sectors.
Trends
The first trend concerns the saturation of the agricultural market inEurope. Consumption
of cereals and potatoes per head of population is falling; total demand is being kept in
check by population growth. The use of sugar is stable whereas the use of artificial sweeteners, which is more beneficial on purely economic grounds, still has potential to increase, depending on how EU agricultural policy develops.Use of vegetable oils and fats
is still rising.
Total poultry consumption is rising in Europe whereas pig meat and beef are more or
less stable as is total dairy product consumption. The consumption of butter and low-fat
milk powder is on the decline but the consumption of cheese, particularly special varieties of cheese,fresh milkproducts and desserts isontherise.
Indeed there are opportunities in a number of sectors toexport outside the EU. Thedegree will vary per sector; for market regulated crops such opportunities are adversely
influenced by thereduction of export subsidiesresulting from the GATT agreement.
The Western world appears to be witnessing stagnation in thesale ofprimary agricultural produce whereas processed products show a clear growth market. In terms of total
consumer spending on foodstuffs, the share enjoyed by primary agricultural produce is
gradually decreasing infavour of food with a further added value.IntheUnited States the
share of the marketing bill, including added value in further processing, retail and consumption away from home,is three times ashigh asthat for thebasic produce.
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Figure 1. Distribution ofconsumerfood expenditures inthe U.S.
The second development which confronts agricultural cooperatives is the increasing
power of the retail trade, achieved through the process of concentration, which is helping
the chains toacquireaneven stronger position compared tothefood and beverages industry. This is also apparent from the growing strength of 'private labels'. In most EU countries between 3 and 5 supermarket chains account for around 50% of the turnover. This
concentration pattern is continuing.
The objectives of cooperatives
Before highlighting potential strategies for agricultural cooperatives to deal with the
trends referred to above,it is useful to first reiterate the objectives of agricultural cooperatives. These objectives differ from those of private enterprise and are central to the
strategy tobe followed.
In general it can be stated that the goal of a sales cooperative is the achievement of the
highest possible revenue from (a) the total production of its members, in both (b) short
and (c) long term. These threeaspects may attimes conflict witheach other, thus creating
some tension in trying to achieve the best prices in both the short and the long term; in
many cases short-term investment isnecessary for longer termpricing, and thiswill affect
the current purchase price. The duty of a cooperative to sell the entire production of its
members means that itisnot exclusively high profit margin production which is sold. The
strategy tobe followed willbedetermined bytheinterplay between the objectives.
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Strategic options
The following developments allhave consequences for the strategy tobe followed.
Market saturation
As mentioned above, the sale of agricultural products is stagnating in theWestern world
whilst processed products are enjoying clear market growth. If cooperatives wish to realisetheir objectives, they will have toexert, ortrytoexert, asmuch influence as possible
on the production chain. This can be done by attracting to the cooperative as much as
possible of the added value in the production chain. By so doing the strategic position
which the cooperative occupies in the chain would be strengthened, and this is crucial in
order to retain access to sales markets. In addition, a strong position in the chain facilitates aclearerprofile inthemarket, and mayresultin higherprofit margins in somecases.
The supply of products with a higher added value also involves higher costs and requires further investment inthe market. Such extra costs must be earned back if this is to
become aviable option.
In fact, cooperatives will not be able to process the total production of their members
intoproducts with ahigh addedvalue.For theotherproducts itis important tocontinue to
compete at alow costprice. Sincethe objective isto selltheentireproduction of its members, only processing those products for which a high added value can be realised is not
anoption which thecooperative can take.
If demand for certain agricultural products is insufficient, regardless of whether or not
they are in processed form, the members will be aware of this in the payment price. The
cooperative isunable toabsorb losses dueto a fall inthe market price which is not passed
on to the members. The members have a vested interest in the cooperative occupying a
strong position and in signals from the market being promptly fed back to the members
viatheprice.
To achieve both added value improvements and low cost price, it is important for the
cooperative to have sufficient capacity, performance and solvency. This will be considered at alaterstageinthis article.
New markets outside Europe may be open toexploitation by anumber of sectors.Todo
so, the higher costs of transport and the investment required to develop sales channels
must beearned back. In mostcases this means thatproducts with ahigh added value offer
thebestpotential tooffset thecostof transport and marketing.
Increasing power of theretail chains
The increasing power ofretail chains canberesponded tointwo ways.
a) To negotiate on apar with theretail chains the cooperatives must become larger entities.Inthisrespect it shouldbe noted thattherelationship between theretail chains
and the food and beverage industry is not only characterised by negotiations on
prices and margins. An increasing degree of computerisation, particularly in the retail chains, is enabling better insight to be gained into the cost structure in the product chains and into thepossibilities for cost saving. This will help toresult in more
efficient logistics and shorter order and delivery times. This will, in turn, allow
partnerships to be created between cooperating companies which communicate intensively with each other through information networks. Cooperatives incan indeed
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be goodpartners inthe further implementation of efficiency in theproduct chain, and this
isan areain which they have already proved themselves inthepast.
b)

To stimulate the demand for own products cooperatives could following a 'pull'
strategy by creating adirect linkbetween the consumer andproduct through the selling of brand articles and through consumer advertising. In many cases this strategy
will lie in the prolongation of selling products with more added value. Brands will
have tobe visibly distinct from bulk products, and induce the consumer to pay more
for them. However, it is very expensive to develop a brand. A pull strategy also
makesdemands onthecompany's size,solvency and performance.

Increase in scale
Cost price efficiency, investment in added value,market development andthebuild upof
market power demand sufficient scale. It is in itself possible for a relatively small company only to produce products with a high added value. This may, however, be possible
for anumber of smaller cooperatives with a special product, provided that these products
continue tobewell-differentiated in themarket. Inaddition, itshouldbe clearwhether the
strategy has a secure future, and what will be the effect of a fall in demand on these products.
However, in general the supply of the members' products is so large that a minimum
size of thecooperative isnecessary toachieve costpriceefficiency and to spread the costs
of investment inmore added valueacrossa greater volume.
Internationalisation
Internationalisation may provide a solution to the need for increases in scale.In anumber
of sectors this appears to be unavoidable if sufficient capacity is tobe acquired. The process may involve acquisitions such as the recent takeover of Südmilch by Campina-Melkunie. Joint cooperative ventures or cross-border mergers between cooperatives may also
be considered. Such moves are in line with the objective of the cooperatives, namely to
obtain thehighestpossible valuefor their members' products.
Theblurring of national borders is a central feature of today's Europe. This istrue from
both acommercial point of view andin terms ofthemembers.ADutchdairy farmer in the
south of Brabant probably finds himself more attached to his Belgian colleague just
across the border than to his colleague in east Groningen who, in his turn, has more in
common with his Niedersacksen counterpart. Internationalisation of cooperatives will in
practice often lead torégionalisation.
Corebusiness remains central andpotential forms of cooperation, merger or acquisition
must ultimately tie inwith the objectives of the cooperative. Activities foreign tothe core
business put a disproportionate burden on the management whilst, at the same time, requiring theuse thelimited amount ofequity available.
Strategic management
The developments outlined above place high demands on the management of cooperatives. Well-qualified management in the executive boards must provide leadership on a
daily basis and developpolicy initiatives, whilst theboard of directors focuses on general
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policy. This has already been achieved in a number of sectors. In other sectors a further
delegation of responsibilities tothemanagement remains tobe implemented.
The demands made ontheexecutive boardsof cooperatives aremoreorlessthe same as
those made on the directors of private enterprises of similar size. The specific objectives
of cooperatives and the additional need to communicate with the members requires additional abilitiesin communication.
In order tofind directors who can meetthesedemands, they mustberewarded commensurate with the demands imposed on them. Investment in good management is profitable
intheend.
Investment and financing
The necessary investment in cost price efficiency, added value, market development and
increase of scale put heavy pressure on the financing capacity of the cooperative. The
risk-bearing capital ofthe cooperativehas traditionally been providedbyitsmembers, the
advantage being that the members fully retain their influence on policy. The disadvantage, however, isthat suchastructurelimits thesizeofrisk-bearing capital.
To be able to deal with this problem, risk-bearing capital from third parties can be attracted, ifrequired -for instance,by issuing shares onthe stock exchange.The disadvantage to this solution is that a conflict of interests may occur between the providers of risk
capital,whorequire the highest possiblereturn ontheirinvestment, and themembers who
want thehighest possible revenue for theirproduct. The latter will continue toremain the
main objective of the cooperative. This conflict of interest therefore makes it difficult to
attract risk-bearing capital from third parties if thecooperative objective is nottobe compromised.
In a preliminary unpublished study entitled "Farms and food industries in European
dairy cooperatives" by drs. A Zwanenberg, a distinction is made between investment in
dairy cooperatives related to members' products and investment which does not relate to
members' products. According to the author it is desirable for members themselves to
continue to provide risk-bearing capital for investment in activities which directly concern their own products. This might involve new technologies, product renewal, market
development, logistics andreplacement investment.
Investment not related to members' products could be partly financed through riskbearing capital from third parties. This might include investment for internationalisation
and the spreading of risks. In fact, this involves strategic related investment (the building
up of market power, for instance), rather than investment directly concerned with the
members' products.
Asimilar distinction between types of investment and related financing would also appear toberelevant for other sectors.
For all enterprises,including cooperatives, the availablerisk-bearingcapital for developing new initiatives is limited. In order to promote the interests of the members, this
limited capital mustbeemployed inthe first instance to strengthen thecorebusiness.
In this respect it is worth reiterating that the primary sector has a vested interest in its
own sales and must invest in these activities, which are carried out by its cooperative. It
must do so,firstly tokeep sales channels open for itsownproducts and secondly to enable
farmers toreceivethehighestpossible shareof consumers spending.
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Members of the cooperative now have to be more attentive than they were in thepast to
the market position of their own sales organisation. If the payment price is too high, the
apparent short term gain will be outweighed by the limitations imposed on theposition of
the sales cooperative and its ability to achievebetter longer term pricing.
In terms of financing the cooperative, the current financial position of a number of cooperatives appears to be an obstacle to larger investment. If the cooperatives are considered as extensions to the primary sector, this problem can be modified somewhat. In
general thereis a noticeable difference between the solvency of cooperatives and the solvency of the primary sector. An example is vegetable fanning. In 1992 the average solvency of the vegetable auctions amounted to some 15%,clearly on thelow side. Auctions
wishing to invest inproduct development and/or market exploitation are in a strongerposition if their own capital is 30-35%.In order to bring the solvency of the vegetable auctions up to this level, their own capital will have to be increased by 150-175 million
guilders. A single contribution of 150 million guilders to the auctions would reduce the
average capital of the horticulturalists by 1.1% to 56.2%, still an acceptable percentage
for this segment. However, in current market circumstances this might result in financial
difficulty for individual horticulturalists. Anumber of auctions have therefore opted for
another model whereby own solvency is increased over aperiod of years byintroducing a
member account coupled to a liquidity levy which helps strengthen the guaranteed capital.
In other sectors the solvency is higher than in glasshouse horticulture. In 1992 the solvency inagribusinessranged from anaverage of 69%inthepig meat and poultry sector to
an average 79% in arable farming. It should be remembered that these are averages; the
situation per business can vary tremendously. As with glasshouse horticulture, the readiness of farmers to invest in their cooperatives is dependent not only on solvency but also
ontheir own profitability. Indeed themembers of the cooperative will havetobe compensated for making capital available, and at rates comparable with those which members
canobtain from banks.
If the risk bearing capital of cooperatives is strengthened, inthis way their ability to attract foreign capital undernormal conditions increases considerably.
Conclusions
Itis sometimes claimed thatthecooperative is anoutmoded market formula. The contrary
is in fact true. However cooperatives must constantly adapt their business operations to
changing market circumstances.
Sales cooperatives inWestern Europe are facing saturation inWestern markets for agricultural products and an increasing concentration in the retail trade. Based on the objective of achieving the highest possible revenue price for the members' products both short
andlong term, an answer mustbefound tothesedevelopments.
It is important that the cooperatives exert as much influence as possible on the production chain. In sodoing they will be ableto use their strong position toretain access to the
sales markets.They will alsobe able to differentiate themselves in the market, leading to
higher profit margins inanumber ofcases.
The achievement of a strong position in the chain may mean that the cooperative itself
produces much of the chain's added value. This will not, however, bepossible for the entireproduction ofthemembers;costprice efficiency will continuetoremain crucial.
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New markets outside Europe can be considered for anumber of products but in view of
theneed to recoup thehigher costs of transport andmarketing,this willinmost cases only
beapossibility forproducts with ahigh added value.
In order to compete with the increasing power of retail chains, sufficient size is essential. Inthe relationship between the food industry and theretail trade,partnership isbecoming increasingly important. Within such partnerships collective discussions take place
concerning themost efficient organisation of theproduction chain.Cooperatives can play
a significant role here. An alternative option is to create a direct bond with the consumer
through brand policy.
Sufficient size is essential for all strategic options. Internationalisation or régionalisation is often apossibility and sometimes anecessity.
The necessary investment in added value, cost price efficiency and the establishing of
market power put pressure onthe cooperative's financing capacity. Itwould appear desirable for members to remain responsible for the provision of risk-bearing capital for investments concerning their own products. The primary sector has a vested interest in
investing in its own sales organisation, even when incomes are under pressure. Investment not related to members' products could also be financed through the risk-bearing
capital of thirdparties.
The need torespond to thedevelopments described above and to develop policy in cooperation with the membership makes heavy demands on the boards and directors of cooperatives.
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Abstract
Consumers attach great importance to safe and clean products. This requires market
oriented production in which quality, environment and animal welfare are considered.
New integrated tools in management to fulfil these requirements require more information and a better information flow between different production phases. The objective is
to develop a competitive modular and open IT system for thenew generation of management tools in agriculture. This willbe achieved by adapting knowledge, concepts and solutions from Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) technology.
Torealise such a system the CIAproject is carried out in which the main business processes inagriculture aredefined, an architecture is designed and information is described
in a detailed information model. An inventory is made of communication technologies,
and a selection will be made for the different levels of communication in the agricultural
production system. The developed models, definitions and protocols are submitted to international standardisation bodies.
This paper describes an architecture for the agricultural production control in the primary sector.The architecture isbased ondifferent levels of architectural generalization as
described in the CIM-OSA concept. As such the generic parts are applicable in all branches of agriculture. In this paper especially the control of production processes will be
highlighted. The most important objects associated with production control that are relevant for data exchange between the different production levels and production organisationswillbe discussed.
An important aspect of the integrating infrastructure is the communication technology.
Thepossibilities for application of the Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS), the
application layer used in the MAP standard, on theprocess control level in agriculture is
investigated.

Introduction
Consumers attach nowadays great importance to safe and clean products. They are not
only concerned on composition and possible residues, but they consider also the method
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bywhich is produced. Production methods mustbe save for theenvironment and animals
shouldbekeptona sound way.
This requires that the outlet to the consumer can control and eventually prove that the
statedproduction methods are followed.
The cost ofproduction must be competitive ina open international market.This last aspect requires optimal adjustment ofproduction between thedifferent organisations within
aproduction chain.
Thisrequires market orientedproduction inwhichquality,environment, animal welfare
and cost are considered. New integrated tools for management are developed to fulfil
these requirements. They are able to optimize the level of product input based on more
objectives, like profit, labour saving, environmental protection, etc. Production control
willbe focused on achieving awell specified quality ofproduce.These management tools
require more information and a better information flow between different production
phases.
The CIA project
AEuropean research project is started within the ESPRIT III CIME programme with the
objective to develop acompetitive modular and open ITsystem for thenew generation of
management tools in agriculture. This project "Computer Integrated Agriculture" is carried out by the Danish Agricultural Advisory Centre and Land-Data from Germany, both
producers of agricultural software, three manufacturers of process computers; LH-Agro
specialised in control equipment for crop production and Skiol-Datamix and Skov specialised in controlequipment for pigproduction. Allthreecomefrom Denmark. The Agro
Telematic Centre and the Department of Agricultural engineering and -Physics of the
Wageningen Agricultural University arethepartners from theNetherlands inthis project.
The development of an open IT system will be achieved by adapting knowledge, concepts and solutions from Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) technology as it is
under development now in the industry. To realise such a system the CIA project is carried outin different phasesfor analyses,design and selection oftechnology.Theseare;
definition of themainbusinessprocesses inagriculture production,
design of an architecture,
description of information inadetailed information model
inventory of communication technologies and
election of technology for thedifferent levels of communication.
Implementation willbe realised by;
communication interfaces for on-farm andexternal communication,
a systemwidedatabase,
a farm application manager for cropandpig production,
aplotmanager for cropproduction and
integrated production control.
Animportant aspect of theproject isthe validation.
The developed models, definitions and protocols are submitted to international standardisation bodies,particularly ISO/TC23/SC19 that deals with agricultural electronics on
farm equipment and installations.
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The scope of the project is limited to crop and pig production, but the chosen and developed technology isintended tobevalid for all agricultural branches.
Architectural framework
Areference architecture is to be provided for the agricultural production sector that must
fulfil thefollowing requirements.
The models must reflect enterprise decision making, the organization, the business
processes,the activities,information interchange and material flows.
The models must be flexible to reflect a changing environment and it must be
possible tobuilt implementations onanevolutionary manner.
Themodels shouldguidetheuserinawidevarietyofproduction branches.
Themodels must assure system consistency.
Themodels must support asystemwide information interchange.
Theserequirements can be fulfilled by adopting thearchitectural framework as described
in the CIM-OSAapproach. Central in the CIM-OSAis athree dimensional description of
thewhole framework;
thearchitectural levels,

Figure 1. The CIM-OSAArchitectural Framework
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-

themodelling levels and
theCIM-OSAviews. (Fig. 1)

Architectural levels.
The architecture has three levels of generically; the Generic Level, the Partial Level and
theParticular Level.
The Generic Level is a reference catalogue of generic building blocks (for components, constraint rules,terms,service functions andprotocols), which arenot specific
for aparticularproduction sector.
The Partial Level creates aparticular architecture for aparticular category ofproduction enterprises.
For the creation of the Particular Level Architecture Instances both the Generic and
thePartial constructs areused.
Modelling levels.
Three levels are distinguished in modelling; the Enterprise-, Intermediate- and Implementation Modelling Level.
The Enterprise Modelling Level contains a number of fundamental business aspects
which areexpressed inviews.Itincludes therequirement definitions.
The Intermediate Modelling Level considers all enterprise constraints (business and
systemcapability related) andprovides aglobally optimised setof enterprise requirements.
In the Implementation Modelling Level contains system descriptions (Component
Specification)
CIM-OSA views.
The distinguished views aretheFunction, the Information, the Resource and the Information View
TheFunction viewdescribes asetofhierarchically structured business processes.
TheInformation view gathers all information defined and contained inthe enterprise.
The Resourceview containsrelevant information onresources.
TheOrganisation Viewdescribes thedifferent responsibilities intheenterprise.
Theapproachfollowed by the consortium.
It was from thebeginning onwards felt that an object oriented approach would be theappropriate one to follow in this project. Much of the arguments in favour of a object
oriented technology such as modularity, reusability, extendibility and reliability ( Meyer,
1988)are applicable for theproject. However at the startof theproject there were practicalreasonsnottofollow object orientation consistently. Someofthem were;
lackofexperience with anobject oriented technology bymost of thepartners,
noproven wide acceptedmethodology for objectoriented analyses and
because of above mentioned reason no case tools to document object oriented analyses.
It was decided that the technique of structured analyses following Yourdon (1989) would
be used in the analyses phase of the project to describe business processes and enterprise
18o
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activities. Entity relationship diagrams following Chen (1976) are used for description of
the information. Eventually an object oriented methodology would be used in the design
face and following implementation. This would be based onthe structured analyses methodology. Later it was decided not to follow the object oriented methodology for the systemwidedata base to be set upby the German partner. The reality isthat amedium sized
enterprise can't base his most important tool, the database, on anew,not proven technology as object oriented data-bases. An object oriented design and implementation is also
not used on the lowest process control level in crop production, where cheap micro controllersarerequired for economical reasons.
Farm management software will be designed and implemented following an object
oriented approach. This approach will alsobe usedby the Department of Agricultural Engineering and Physics for an experimental set up of aprocess control system in crop production. In such an experimental set up cost aspects for commercialisation are not
considered. Object orientation will be used in stationary process control up to a certain
level inthehierarchy, aswill bediscussed under theMMS communication system.
The CIM-OSA architectural framework is regularly used as areference for the work in
the CIAproject. It is referred to as a concept, but at the starting time of theproject hardly
anyimplementation technology wasmade available.
The CIAinformation model
A number of organisations, enterprises and manufacturers of components and software
are involved in Computer Integrated Agriculture. To be able to develop an open system
there must be a common representation of the "world' they are working in. Such a commondescription ismade intheCIAproject byformulation ofaninformation model.
It is the intention of the consortium to describe one information model that is valid for
primary agricultural production inEurope.
Branch organisations to promote information technology in agriculture in the Netherlands started to built branch specific information models for the primary production sectors. (Siplu, Situ, Siva, Sivak, Taurus) Oneof theproblems faced with thesemodels when
used as a starting point for the work in the CIAproject was that notwithstanding all used
the same methodology (Information Engineering), they show differences in describing
functions and information which they have in common. In Germany and Denmark mixed
farms are more common then in theNetherlands and software houses are lessbranch specific. General enterprise activities as maintenance of durable equipment, personal administration and bookkeeping must be uniform. For a software house it is efficient to treat
activities asstockkeeping uniform for allbranches of agriculture.
Information model asbasefor standards.
The CIA information model will be used as a bases for international standardisation of
communication inagriculture.For communication onthe different levels inthe agricultural chain there must be a common model that is shared between the partners that interchange information. Information exchange can take place on different levels of model
instantiation (Fig 2)
Communication on the industry (production branch) level is of interest for comparison
ofenterprise performance.
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Figure 2. Layers ofmodel sharing
Figure 2shows thatpig farmers and Slaughterhouses need atleast acommon agricultural model to exchange data, but as soon as transporters, which are also active in other industry types, are involved there is a need for more general models. Aspects of process
control and measurements will alsoneed general models when process controllers andintelligent sensors areinvolved.They arenot manufactured for aparticular industry type.
Description of Business processes.
Business processes describe thatwhat isrequired to achieve aparticular enterprise objective. It can be expanded in ahierarchy of business processes and aBusiness process cluster of lower level process activities (Enterprise Activities) required tocarry out thetasks.
(CIM-OSA). As such Business processes are comparable with the Functions in InformationEngineering (Martin 1989)
Thebusiness processes for Computer Integrated Agriculture aredescribed as processes
in thetop ofthehierarchical structure of theDataFlow Diagrams.
Wether on the top of thehierarchy a division must be made between production sectors
like crop production, pig production, dairy production and contracting, or between functions in the control concept like strategic-, tactical-, operational-planning, execution and
evaluation took sometime for discussion.
Because the Business Process "Scheduling" has to deal with activities from different
sectors in a mixed farm enterprise the choice ultimately came to a division based on a
general control concept.
Here a similarity can be found with the structured description of processes in an agricultural production chain.Here also an early division can bemadein functions connected
to the different production organisations or in the management control functions of the
chain as awhole.
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Object model.
Theneedfor acommon object model.
Itispossible that manufacturers agree on standard communication techniques for data exchange between the different levels from sensor to farm controller. In these standards the
functionality of ISO-OSI layer 1through 7will be covered, and information expressed in
abstract objects likevariables and files are exchanged.
In computer integrated agriculture it are the applications that must be integrated. Characteristics of theproduce like an animal for slaughtering, abox ofbeef, alot of ornamental plants, a lot of potatoes or a bag of frozen French fries must be passed to the other
organisation which is responsible for further processing or resale. The Device Controllers, the Tool Controllers or the Intelligent Sensors calculate or measure the characteristics of the Product/Produce during primary production or processing. These
controllers also measure the Specifications such asprocess data and usedproducts during
the operations on the produce itself or on the objects like animals and crop area's where
theproducewill beharvested from.
Different organisations within an agricultural production chain might have their own
specific object model todescribe therelevant objects intheir enterprise,butfor communication in an integrated agricultural production chain there must be acommon description
of theobjects onwhich information is exchanged.
Within each enterprise there is equipment, computers and software from different vendors that is used to plan, realize and control the production. These vendors sell on many
different enterprises. Especially in the primary agricultural production sector these resources include the application programs for production control. For communication between the resources of different manufacturers there is also a need for a common object
description.
Objects inprimary farm production
There is a clear distinction made between the management of resources like workers and
equipment and the control of processes with their specifications in the description of the
objects inprimary agricultural production.
Operation
Toproduce crops,raise animals and maintain equipment there are Operations performed
on Account Objects like Cultivation, Animal Group, Animal, Equipment and Building.
The operation describes the change in the condition of the object that must be (oris)realized following aSpecification. Such aSpecification might either be an amount of product
that should be used or is harvested {Consumption Yield) and/or includes Process Data
such as for instance aworking depth or a milling grade and it can eventually alsoexist of
Measuring Data. {Figure3)Specification reflects theobject asawhole.Forsmaller units
within objects like animal groups and fields therearespecial measures.
TheOperation has astatus variable which indicates whether theoperation is;
An optional operation, Which indicates that the operation can be carried out in a certain timeperiod following aparticular specification. Itis upto theproduction planner
and scheduler to choose between optional operations to realize a particular production function.
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Figure 3. ERD Diagram: Operation
Aplanned operation as the result of the scheduler to be carried out within a certain
time period.
AnOperation in execution.
Aninterrupted operation whenthework ispartly finished andhas tobe continued.
arealized operation which is finished.
aterminated operation which ispartly finished andwill notbe continued.
Job andTask
Resources asworkers, powered vehicles, implements and installations arerequired torealise the work. An operation following a specific specification can be carried out by different working methods, i.e. how it is organised. Sometimes operations depend on each
other as is the case with harvesting, transport and loading a storage. Sometimes it can be
executed in parallel or separately, like for example harrowing and planting. It is up to the
scheduler to choosethe way in which theworkwillbe organised in respect of availability
oftheresources.
All the resources working organisationally together to realise one or more operations
onthesameobject form agang andexecutea Job.
Resources that arephysically linked together form awork-set and execute a Task.Such
a task can exist out of more operations like harrowing and planting executed at the same
timein crop production and milking and concentrate feeding executed atthe sametime in
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dairy farming. On this manner a Job exists of one or more Tasks and both can have the
status;planned, inexecution,interrupted, realised orterminated. (Fig. 4)
The information collected on Tasks and eventually Jobs is restricted to management
data, such as Participating Element that specifies the time that a resource was active in
task and for equipment the time of eventual breakdowns. On a task also the time can be
measured inmoreorlessdetail,depending on therequirements ofthespecific enterprise.
In a lot of cases there will be oneoperation for each Task and one Task for each Job,so
the need for a distinction between Operation, Task and Job will not always be felt and
therefore not found inpresent day agricultural software.

wheat
straw
grain

cultivation
produce
produce

tomato crop
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pig

pig ;
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cultivation
tomatoes^produce

cultivation
produce

Figure 5. Theconversion of Cultivation to Produce
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Cultivation and Product/Produce.
The most important objects in agricultural chains are the Products used in a production
process and Produce as the result of it. Adivision is madebetween the object that is used
for bringing forward aProduce,theCultivation, andtheProduce itself.
Wheat growing on a particular field is a cultivation that can bring forward two produces; the straw and the grain. A cultivation of tomato plants results periodically in a
batch of tomatoes as produce.With ornamental plants orpigs the same physical object of
plant orpigisconverted from Cultivation toProduce atthetimeofcollection for delivery.
Potatoes areaproduce that ata certain time will be aproduct used asinput for anext cultivation. (Inthemodel there isnodistinction between product andproduce) (Fig. 5)
Registration of theprocess parameters, amounts ofproducts applied and status data can
take place on a Cultivation during operations, which might be pure measurements. Because operations as cooling sorting anddisinfecting canalsobeperformed onthe produce
itselftherearealsoregistrations ontheproduce.
An operation as sorting has one product as input and two or more products as output,
while in animalproduction anew product will be produced by milling and mixing two or
more products.
Small units.
Operations are executed on objects like fields and animal groups, but more and more a
differentiation inthespecification isrequired for smaller areas within afield or individual
animals within a group. Positioning systems and identification systems make this feasible.The specification for each to distinguish unitis given asan absoluteor relative value
ofthereferred Specification for the whole object.
In an agricultural chain it might be of interest to the whole chain to keep smaller units
of produce separated and individually treated. With animals and produce stored in containers this shouldnotbe tomuch of aneffort, but incropproduction wherepresent harvesting, transport and storage equipment is based on treatment of the whole field this will
requirehigh additional investments.
The farmer and the following logistic part of the chain can only be encouraged to do
these investments when the price of the produce is a non-linear function of a to distinguish characteristic of theproduce.
Architecture for farming.
Theproposed production architecture is described for cropproduction and its specific aspects.Thearchitectureis however also applicable for animal production.
The farm controller is on top of the hierarchy and incorporates processes as operational
crop/animal/contract planning and scheduling. Thejob controller is responsible for control of all the resources that work organizationally together and the task controller is responsible for the resources that work physically together in realising one or more
operations. The device controller is responsible for the coordination within the device
that on itself can be divided in different tools like flow control valves and booms which
have their own closed loop control. On the lowest level intelligent sensors and actuators
willbeused.(Fig. 6)
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Figure 6. Acontroll architecture inprimary farm production
Communication.
The controllers mentioned inchapter 5arefunctional units which canbe implementedon
different platforms andplatform types.The linesdrafted infigure 6represent information
flows that need to be communicated. In an open environment with different manufacturers this communication has tobestandardized, even when they arelocated inthesame
computer system. The techniques that are appropriate will bedetermined bythe physical
distribution,thedatavolume andeventual real time aspects.
The Job Controller inarable farming canbelocated atthe home base and thanitcanbe
located inthe same computer system asthe Farm Controller,butitmight alsobepossible
that itis located inthesame computer system asthetask controller ononeofthe worksets inthe field. Indairy farming orhorticulture itcanbelocated more near tothework
place.Inthatcaseacommunication linkisrequiredbetween thosetwo systems.
Present standardisation activities.
ISO/TC23/SC19, thesubcommittee onfarm electronics developed theAgricultural Data
Interchange Syntax (ADIS) asaprotocol for information interchange between Management information Systems ( Farm Controller) and the process computers (remote Job
Controller andTask Controller). This protocol specifies the format of an ASCI file by
which messages areinterchanged. The content ofamessage isspecified inaso-calledDline byalisting of data dictionary numbers outofa application specific data dictionary.
Thevaluesaregiveninone ormoresubsequent V-lines.
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WG1 (mobile applications) and WG2 (stationary applications) of mentioned subcommitteeareformulating datadictionaries for theirrespective applications.
Within WG1 standards are drafted for communication between mobile process computers onfarm equipment. This standard will be compatible with theISO standard for Truck
andBus anduses the CANprotocol.Messages for theagricultural application have still to
be specified. TheCIAinformation model willbeusedasabasis for thedata dictionaries.
Manufacturing message system, MMS.
The communication technology is an important aspect of the integrating infrastructure.
The possibilities for application of the Manufacturing Message System (MMS) on the
process controllevel inagriculture is investigated.
MMS, that is part of the application layer used in the MAP standard, has the objective
to control and monitor remote applications by means of loading programs, starting and
stopping programs,reading andwriting variables,etc.
MMS uses the concept of the virtual manufacturing device VMD, which describes the
external behaviour of adevice and contains arepresentation in the form of objects of the
resources and the functionality ofthe device.
Objects used to describe such a system are: variable, domain, program invocation,
event, semaphore,journal. Anumber of appropriate services aredefined for these objects
such asread,write,download, etc.
Asprayer described as VMD.
An agricultural sprayer can be described by a list of terms as nozzle, open/close section,
mixingbin,pump,control valve,product, folding section, waterbin,chemicalbin,etc.
How such an agricultural sprayer can be described as a virtual manufacturing device is
shownin figure 7.
The device has a number of VMD specific variables, such as NumberOfProductBins,
NumberOfFlowControlSections which arespecific for anagricultural sprayer. Apart from
the specific variables it has the generic VMD variables such as Name, Status, ListOfCapabilities.
Aprogram invocation object represents a program that realises particular functions of
the VMD. In a sprayer there can be programs to control the height and balance of the
spraying boom, aprogrammthat controls theproduct application, and one that deals with
cleaning oftheequipment attheend of atask.
Within the VMD anumber of domains are specified which describe specific data structures for an application. They can be seen as objects used within theVMD and have their
domain specific variables.
Eventsrepresent anoccurrencethatisthesigntostart aspecific action. Bystarting such
actions the VMD can come in different states like Power Up, Transport, Idle, Ready,
Operating, Filling.
There can be different classes of sprayers. Some sprayers require that placing in/out
transport isdone manual, other can do that automatic. Some sprayers are abletodose different products simultaneously, others are not. This is specified in the list of capabilities
and there is a correspondence between capabilities and the domains, program invocations,variables and services thatmustbepresent intheVMD.
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Figure 7. An agricultural sprayer descibed asa VirtualManifacturing Device
MMS in agriculture.
The main reason to use MMS in agriculture is because it provides a standard method to
communicate with devices which is independent of the location of the device and eventual applied communication technology. This means that an application process can "talk"
with an other application process by means of MMS primitives, without even knowing
wether the other process is located in the same computer platform or located on an other
one and must be reached by a communication protocol. The big advantage is that it is a
ISO standard applied in theproduction industry and that MMS compatible tools and softwarewillbe available.
The original place ofMMS intheMAPcommunication system willnotbe acceptable in
agriculture because of the large overhead in the for MAP defined OSI layers 1-6. It is
possible to use the principle of MMS with a simpler communication protocol and this is
alsodone inthe industry.
It must be investigated to which extend MMS canbeapplied inreal time control loops.
The software overhead of MMS in combination with the applied low priced hardware in
agriculture will haveitslimitations.
Experiments willbecarried out with amobile application, but stationary applications in
agriculture might bemore appropriate.
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Communication inagricultural chains.
Often the impression is given that communication between enterprises in an agricultural
chain is trough the computer system that handle the management of the enterprises. Centralcomputer systems caneventually have arole inthis communication.
In the future also computer systems that are lower in the hierarchy will have to communicate. An example is theboard computer of atruckthat ishauling milk and communicates directly with the cooling system on the farm to pass actual data on the milk. An
other example is the controller of a manure injection system that directly gets his data on
manure composition from thetruck thatdelivers.
This means that apart from technical standards for such communication also the data
which is used near to the process level in the different enterprises must be uniformly
defined.
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Introduction
The rapid evolution of information technology enables new opportunities and optimization of processes in the production chain. The production chain is an area of enormous
potential for integrating various information systems. Besides system integration of
single entrprises, cooperating networks in the product chain require external integration.
Thisrequires anadjustment of thesemantic andpragmatic concepts, which areapplied by
theinvolving enterprises. Itwill be argued that the construction of models for the product
chain can be conducted by integration of selected components from enterprise information architectures.The planning and implementation of these architectures islikely to cut
across existing départemental boundaries and orgzanizational biases may raise political
issues and concerns. Information architecture,despite its widespread usage,hasno standard definition. Much confusion surrounds the information architecture concept. To my
opinionpractical guidelines arenecessary for the involved business for going through the
organizational and IT labyrinth. Architecture planning is better not undertaken unless it
canbedoneright, using staff whosecredibility andprestige arehighwithin the participatingbusinesses.Thepurpose of thispaperis:
to clarify the context within which various relevant architectures are developed and
interact
toexamineimportant ITtrends that may haveconsequences for theway we exchange
information in theproduct chain
toillustrateessential components that support the construction ofchainmodels based
oninformation architectures of separate enterprises inthechain
Therefore an in-depth analysis of the fundamental components for the construction of
these architectures is given.
Metamodels forcomplex systems
The modelling of complex information systems, like interorganizational systems, requires that a large number of issues tobe dealt with. Various frameworks to model infor-
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mation systems have been proposed. Among them are those of CRIS , CIM/OSA and
Zachman andSowa.Fig. 1shows theframework adapted for this study.
In these frameworks a different number of dimensions and a different subdivision of
these dimensions in perspectives or aspects is proposed. The CRIS approach and CIMOSA use as one of their dimensions the life-cycle of information systems. For projects
where this system development phases are not considered, or when applying an evolutionary develoment method instead of the waterfall cycle, this dimension is not recognizable for the projectmembers.
More useful is adimension representing a number of abstraction levels each related to
theperspective of amajor interest group. The second dimension illustrates the systemaspects that can be distinghuished: data, function, network, people, time and motivation.
Therefore the framework of Sowa Zachman is adapted, fig. 1gives an overview of the
relevant aspects represented in the columns, the perspectives of interest groups as distinghuished inthis study are shown in therows of thistable.Thedataaspect deals with what
information is required. Function refers to how the processes in the businesses are done.
We will give repesentations of the dynamics in the time column (when).The network describes where the relevant locations are. Authority and responsiblities assigned to agents
are represented in the who column. Purpose and objective are formulated in the motivation column, answering the why question. The basic model for each column is actually a
generic metamodel. Each row represents the models for the related interest group. Their
perspectives will mostly emphasize different constraints. Constraints are additive. In
practice a constraint in alower row might be inconsistent with amodel in the next higher
row. In practice the interest groups who stand for the model must speak about these constraints and decide what must me changed to ensure consistency with models of contiguous rows. The adapted framework is suitable for constructing information architectures
andmaybeuses asachecklist incomposing project scenarios.
Well-known modelling techniques are applied in the metamodelling approach, where
the resulting components of these techniques are adjusted, balanced and checked. The
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basic model for each column is mentioned ageneric metamodel. It is genericbecause itis
the same for each cell in the colomn The meta-datamodel offig. 2 shows what important
entities in theproduct chain arehighlighted inthis study.Ameta-activity model willpresent how architectures inenterprises may be constructed in a way that they are tuned with
relevant concepts of the product chain. In this approach we will reuse components ofreference-models.
Reference-models
During the second part of the former decade several reference-informationmodels for the
agricultural sectors as dairy, pigs,poultry and horticulture weredeveloped inThe Nether-
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lands. Such amodel, is aframe of reference for every one involved in building agricultural management information systems. The construction of the models was ajoined effort
ofthebranch organizations and agricultural researchers.
Partial models, which are reference models for a specified line-of-business, may be
composed. These models may focus on one aspect of this framework, e.g. data in the approach which isadvocatedin.Aspecial kind ofinformation model isa reference-information model. Common information requirements anddecision processes in aparticular line
are identified. Information systems planning studies which we conducted by using these
reference-models showed that the duration of the studies can be shortened. In a meta-activity model illustrates how the planning studies can be accelerated using reference informationmodels.
Especially for small and medium business the use of reference models appear to advantages. Itisoften (economic) impossible tocarry outainformationplanning study orto
develop tailor-madeinformation system for asmallbusiness.The useofreference models
stimulates standardization of information technology, for instance supporting the electronic data interchange (EDI). The models for information planning studies are usually
represented by means of natural language descriptions, charts,matrices and various other
diagrams.
The use ofreference models on thelevel of aline-of-business canbeinstrumental in the
coordination and stimulation of awell-balanced introduction of information-technology.
We extend the framework from fig. 1with a 3rd dimension: genericity. This level is
concerned with partially instantiated models applicable to a specific category of enterprises.
Enabling information technology
The lowest row of fig. 1refers to the information technology that enables enterprises to
increase their efficiency and effectiveness of the core processes and to be more competitive with their products and services onthe market. Inorder tobe avaluable instrumentarium for the product chain some basic requirements on information technology may be
defined:
the decisions of the management, analyzing bottle-necks and opportunities, must be
illustrated and supported bytools and simulation;
reuse of specifications and software should accelerate the design of interorganizational information systems;
largevolumes ofdataabout e.g.themarket shouldbedistributed ina fast and reliable
way.
The roleof standards
The amount of coordination is increasing as the interconnections within the production
chain become more sophisticated andtheirdependencies grow.Thisraises theneed for an
understanding of standards. No single policy vision coordinates infrastructure development today. Nor could any centralized decision processposibly guide such acomplex engineering today. Standards arise from either official acitivity or by the force of practice.
For instance the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) standards are official, or de jure
standards, while DOS is a de facto standard for operations systems on Personal computers. A dejure standard might be more rigorously defined as a publicly available docu194
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ment voluntarily agreed upon as a result of public consultation. Cooperation may be describedin terms of succisevely deeper levels of underlying processes. Many coordination
processes require that some decision has been made. Group decision require members of
thegroup to comminicate in some form, and thiscommunication requires that some messages have to be transported in a standard language. In this setting standardization plays
thedual roleasconstraint andas coordinator.
Object orientation
Object-oriented system development claims to improve software design for reliability
and maintenance. Further claims are that the development process is made more efficient
byreuse. In an approach showshow reference-information models canbetransformed to
object oriented systems. The major steps of the object oriented part originates the methodology OMT (Object Modeling Technique). In specifying objects we distinguish static
and dynamic aspects. Static concepts concern the attributes of the objects and the relationships between objects. Object orientation attempts to satisfy the needs of the endusers as well as those of the developers of software products. This is accomplished via
real-world modeling capabilites as shown in exampes of applying thesetechniques to the
fruit growing enterprises.
Object orientation provides better paradigms and tools byconstructing reusable components and easily extensible libraries of specifications and software modules. As a consequence we don't have to recode everything from scratch when software for comparable
functions within theproduct chain is constructed.
Prototyping
Aprototype is thepartial implementation of a systembuilt expressely tolearn more about
a problem or a solution to a problem. The creation of a prototype has been a standard
practice in many engineering and manufacturing industries for decades. The benefit of
building aprototype instead of the actual object is that the risk of manufacturing and development is reduced. Promising technology in this area are CASE (Computer Aided
Software Engineering) tools. Case technologies have demonstrated their potential for
conceptual modelling and as vehicle of communication. There are two distinct types of
software prototypes described in the literature: throwaway and evolutionary. A throwaway prototype is built asquickly as possible and theimplementation is focused on the requirements that arepoorly understood. After the prototype iscomplete, the specifications
areextendedwithwhatwaslearned. Throwawayprototypes workvery wellinisolation to
verify relatively small parts of a complex system. In contrast to a throwaway prototype,
an evolutionary prototype is built in a quality manner. Confirmed requirements are implemented into baseline software products. In short time, a collection of useful changes
and enhancements are taken to configuration management. The development team will
incorporate the new features inaquality fashion into the evolutionary prototype, creating
anew baseline.
Clientserver architectures
Modern distributed information systems are today based on client server architectures.A
client server computational model implies arelationship between two processes in which
one makes requests to the other. This organization allows a decomposition of functionMANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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ality in complex interorganizational systems. Parallel databases can cope with large volumes of dataand parallel hardware offers more processing power toensure a good performance. This is a good alternative to conventional mainframe technology, small and
unexpensive components can beused tobuild high performance systems.
Thedata highway
There is little disagreement about the benefits of a data highway. Extending the present
infrastructure of fiber-optic strand, radio waves and satellites should ultimately result in
better and faster links from enterprises, universities and homes to the communication
backbone. Applications facilitated by thehighway, such asvideoconferencing, document
sharing gives consumers a wide choice of services. It's inthedetails that opinions start to
diverge, andthesedifference could haveamajor effect onhowtheinformation infrastructure will be further elaborated. Because contributing parties (telphone companies, cable
distributors, computer manufacturers, publishers) may have different technologies and
views, the forecasting of the ultimate form and function of the data highway requires
examining these conflicting perspectives. Therefore we run the risk that it becomes increasingly difficult tomanagethe vast inventory of information resources without a clear,
global understanding of their existence, location and role as well as the dynamic relation
among them.
Reviewing IT
The methods, techniques and tools provided by todays information technology, should be
maintained carefully. The mapping of the required technology products, methods and
techniques is defined as the IT companionship. In thereview of ITtrends we may use the
following quality factors:
Verifiability is the ease of preparing acceptance procedures and procedures for detecting mistakes
Robustness is the ability of specifications and software to function even in different
locations and conditions
Extendibility is the ease with which specifications and software may be adapted to
changes.
Reusability isthe ability of specifications or software tobereused, inwholeorinpart
for new environments.
Correctness is the ability of software toperform the tasks asdefined by the specifications
If the product chain demands more processing power and storage capacity for handling
information, information technology offers products,methods andtechniques that enable
enterprises toinnovate theirprocesses andproducts:
The decisions support for the management is stimulated by prototyping tools and alternatives can be verified by simulation. Prototyping may reveal issues positioned in
thewho and why cell ofthetechnology row of fig. 1.Nexttoit,prototyping can illustraterelevantdata for theagents.
Reuse of specifications and software is enhanced by object oriented technology,
which offers robust and extensible deliverables.The data, function and time columns
of theframework arecoveredbyobject oriented technology.
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Thedistribution of largedata volumes ispossible using client-sever architectures and
networks,replying to where issues.
Towardsaligned architectures
The development of modern computer-based information systems started with fileoriented systems. The resulting computer programs suffered from redundancy, inconsistency and werenot flexibel. In order toovercome these shortcomings athree-level schema
architecture is advocated by standardization committees: they contain internal models,
conceptutal models andexternal models.Asaconsequence of thedataindependence concept we realized that data rather than the proces structure in the applications were principaltomodel.
Architectures suggest synthesis, putting many relevant aspects into a whole to meet an
artistic or functional need. It suggest a global view or scheme, representing the componentparts fit together.
Definitions ofinformation architectures
According our view architectures play a vital role in information management within enterprises and within the enterprises of a product chain. The following definitions are
stated:
Zachman gives the following general definition of an architecture: 'An architecture
is alogical construct for defining and controlling the interfaces and the integration of
all ofthecomponents of a system'.
The Diebold Group filled in some more detail, with special reference to information
architectures: 'An information architecture is high level map of the information requirements of an organization that shows how information requirements relate to
business processes and how the information categories and functions must be
defined, implemented and interconnected with appropriate facilities and technology
to supportdecision makers'
Brancheau and Schuster: 'an information architecture is apersonnel and technology
independent profile of the major information categories used within an enterprise. It
provides away torelate business functions and data classes and document their relationships.'
Teng: 'a high-model of a set of databases configured to support the organization's
value adding business processes. The model may be portrayed in graphical, tabular,
or narrative form and is independen of technology and current organization structure'.
To be aware of the importance of informaton architectures consider the analogy with the
transportation area.Tomakeeffective use of automobiles,roads needs tobebuilt. After a
period during which automobile use expanded dramatically, it became obvious that great
bottle-necks would arise if each localjurisdiction were left tobuild only theroads which
wereneedebythe residents.
Planning architectures is adecision-making proces,by which management gives direction tothedevelopment of a strategy for information services.This concerns the formulation of a strategy, creation of an architecture plan and an information projects plan. The
framework of fig. 1is used as a springboard for the planning of architectures. Planning
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work within which information systems,organizational units canbeplaced inthe context,
with interrelationships clearly understood. Moreover, interactions among theactivities of
business architecture, systems architecture and IT architecture takes place as feedbackloops and feed forward loops.An ISplan should nolonger be separated from thebusiness
plan and vica versa. The organization is concerned with organizational and skill related
issues that are necessary for the enterprise to be in balance with the information technology ituses and with the organization structure implemented.
Alignment with IT architecture
The technical architecture us an insulating layer separating business requirements for IS
(systems architecture) from the set of products and components that cooperate in providing computing support to the information needs. Moreover the technical structure includes a definition for an environment and infrastructure that are necessary for the
integration and cooperation of different applications. Finally the organizational structure
emphasizes the mutual dependencies between an organization and IT and the emergent
propertiesderived from theinteraction between them.
The useof benchmarks
As the benefits of planned information systems are often difficult to quantify because
there may be a lot of intangible factors there is a need for other instruments. Benchmarking has proven tobe an adequate technique that can contribute to the improvement of decision processes . Benchmarking is a process which measures the performance of some
key elements of a business, in order to compare these measured results. Some lessons
learned from conducted benchmarks are:
commitment of topmanagement is essential
attention hastobepaid totraining and understanding oftheinvolved projectmembers
communication anddocumentation should be well prepared
Asfig. 3illustrates,we distinghuish threekinds of benchmarks:
product benchmarks: characteristics of IT products are determined resulting mostly
in ashortlistfor selection of aproduct.
competitive benchmarks: some key ratio's are determined and compared with other
organization.
internal benchmarks: enterprise functions within one organization are measured and
compared.
Linking information architectures intheproduct chain
The components introduced in thisparagraph arerestricted towhich they docontribute to
the modelling of relevant aspects of the product chain. Aproduct chain represents how
businesses arelinked toeach otherby the supply of goodsand services.
For the construction and integration of a model representing the relevant aspect on the
chain level,wemay ask ourselves ifitisasuitable approach toadd andreshuffle the functions and data classes of the involved separate businesses. The major disadvantages of
this approaches,which isillustrated infig.4, maybe:
integration ofdata schémas givessemantic problems
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participating businesses can not easily recognize their contributions to the product
chain withintheresulting model colossus
maintencance of the resulting whole chain model will be a problem, partly as a consequence of thefunctional decomposition.
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Construction ofchain models by events
The aim of the research is todevelop a chain information model that explicitly integrates
relevant components of the different aspects as they are represented by the columns of
fig. 1. Dynamic relationships among enterprises in the product chain may be explicitly
specified through events. For the process aspect, events can be made explicit by associating minimally twoevents with eachprocess: a start-event thatis associated with thetriggering of the proces and a completion event that signals the termination of the proces.
While an elementary process is conducted local to anentity andjust gives apossible way
tohandle theentity, anevent characterizes two forms of dynamic interaction between two
or several entities of enterprises. Firstly, by grouping the set of processes to be triggered
when aparticular situation occurs,aneventexpresses synchronization.
Secondly, as processes may induce state changes of entities that in turn generte events,
the sequencing of events makes clear the cascade ofentities transformations dueto theinitial signal.
In bringing together the data- and procescomponents of the information systems architecture theevent componentplays therefore acentral role.
Anexample.Theevent 'order delivery' for aclient may trigger:
theproces 'requestpayment' conducted bythe financial department
theproces 'taking out' donebythepeople atthe storehouse
The second proces (taking out) induces an internal event 'out of stock', when the present
quantity islower than thereplenishment level. Related tothe mentioned processes areupdates of dataaboutAccount, Product stock and Supply orders.
Theadvantages oftheevent concept areas follows:
static anddynamic phenomena are selected for theconstruction ofachain model
object encapsulation is realized by including the events and processes to the entity
definition.
if optimization of chain processes is requested, e.g. improving the terms of delivery,
wegetagood overview ofrelevantdata and processes.
Consequences of thislatestargument willbeelaborated inthenext section.
Definitions ofbusiness reengineering
To create adequate management of product chains enterprises have to think about how to
rework their business. An interesting concept with regard to design or redesign of processes is theconcept of business reengineering .Business reengineering seeks to redesign
work processes to enhance productivity and competitiveness. One major instrument that
canbeusedinbusiness reengineering isInformation Technology.
Someotherdefinitions ofbusiness proces redesign:
Davenport and Short: 'the analysis and design of work flows and processes within
andbetween organizations'
Hammer: 'reengineering isthe fundamental analysis andradical redesign of business
process toachieve dramatic improvements in critical measures of performance'
Alter: 'business reengineering is a methodological process that uses Inforamtion
technology to radically overhaul business process and thereby attain major business
goals'
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Venkatraman: 'business proces redesign involving the reconfiguration of the business using IT as a central lever. Instead of treating the existing business processes as
a constraint in the design of an IT infrastructure the business process itself is redesigned to maximally exploit the available IT capabilities'
With regard to product chains reengineering involves the whole chain of companies
from the production of raw materials up to the end-products for the consumer. Some interesting developments in the production area are forms of cooperation like co-designership
and co-makership, value contracts between more then two chain participants, giving mutual insight in inventory levels by supplying and consuming companies, etc.
Conclusions
There is currently a growing awareness that architectures can be a very effective instrumentation for information management, it provides:
a flexible platform for tuning the infrastructure in the product chain
a roadmap for planning IT applications
a basis for redesign of enterprises, taking into account issues in the product chain
an effective way to decide and controll investments, using benchmarks.
An information architecture provides a proactive basis for the developement of interorganizational information systems, as opposed to the reactive backlog approach, enterprises should prioritize the construction of these architectures.
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Introduction
The importance of collaboration in the agricultural product chain.
There are growing demands towards companies with regard to quality, delivery time, assortment and product life cycle of products. One of the decisions available to companies
is to collaborate more with their suppliers and with their customers to improve performance. By making agreements about product characteristics and delivery conditions with
other companies they try to better satisfy customer demand and increase efficiency in the
chain. Hereby they hope to gain competitive advantages within their branch.
In recent years there is a growing interest in extending these agreements to other parties
in the production column, parties which are not direct suppliers or customers of the companies involved. As a result we see an increase in collaboration in product chains, collaboration that spreads out from companies that produce primary raw materials to
companies that produce consumer products.
This growing interest in chain collaboration already has lead to many projects in the
field of chain management. E.G. in the pore meat chain projects are carried out regarding
integral chain management (in dutch:IKB). Through 1KB a system of integral quality assurance and environmental assurance has been developed for the biggest part of the chain.
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1KB in this chain has lead to adjustment of the production processes of the chain participants and theexchange ofproduct data (partly with EDI).
In this paper we define an agricultural product chain as a sequence of economically
and/or legally independent companies that perform a necessary role in the different
stages of the production column, who produce together an end-product for a consumer
market. Basically there is a market between any two succesive stages in the production
column.
Information exchange between organizations inthe agricultural chain
Abasic aspect of collaboration between organizations is theexchange of information, information associated with thereceiving,processing and selling of materials and products.
Porter (1985) argues that the use of information technology may lead to competitive advantages of the companies involved; advantages with regard to new forms of relationships with customers, new product characteristics, quality and delivery time of the
product and services,etc.
In agriculture the involvement of chain aspects in information management becomes
increasingly important. Specific characteristics of the sector that have to be reflected by
the information systems are the dynamics and uncertainty in the goodsflow and qualityaspects of theproducts (Trienekens, 1993).Because of these characteristics collaboration
in agricultural chains is often aimed at guaranteed quality of products, and also at quality
of the production process (usually taking into account social, legal and environmental
constraints). Quality information, about the products and about the production process,
therefore isof major importance.
Information modelling
From experiences in organizations in the agricultural sector itis learned that information
models have a structuring effect on the initiation and execution of information system
projects (Beulens, 1991).
In an information model the information system of an organization is described. It consists of a datamodel, in which the data are described that are used orproduced in the organization; and of a process model inwhich the activities are described which take place
in the organization. For every process is specified what data are used and what data are
created bytheprocess.
Information models can beused for:
identification of information systems
standardisation ofdata for thedevelopment of information systems
integration ofinformation systems for different organizational functions
Information modelling usually is aimed at individual companies, as apart of information
strategy planning. The most important use of information models until now was in the
field of identifying (and developing) informa-tionsystems for single enterprises.
Information modelling inproduct chains
Because ofthe structuring effects of information models onthedesign ofinformation systems for individual companies, it seems obvious to develop these models for product
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chains as well. An information model for a product chain would then describe the processes andthedata that arerelevant for chain management.
The key issue with regard to collaboration between organizations in the agricultural product chain seems to be exchange of information between companies. It therefore is obvious that collaboration in chains has everything to do with integration and
standardisation of information systems. In the process of developing information systems
for product chains, standardisation and integration are key issues. They lead towards
more 'openess' of information systems, i.e. towards better cooperation between systems
of the collaborating companies.
This caneven lead toautomatically collaborating information systems ofpartners in the
chain (e.g.the linking of operational systems viaEDI).
The process of developing an information model takes a considerable amount of time
and money. To improve the use of information models, it seems therefore appropriate to
develop models that canbe used for more then one situation inpractice. In doing this we
seek affiliation to the so-calledbranch-information models that havebecome available in
Dutch agriculture the last 8 years; these are socalled reference information models that
describe the data and processes of an 'average' farm in a specific branch (e.g.poultry or
dairy farm) (Beers andUdinktenCate, 1993).
Theyhavepartlyprovedtobeavaluable tool todesign specific information systems for
a farm (e.g. they have been of the utmost importance for certain EDI projects in which a
class offarms cooperates inexchanging information with theauction).
So, tomake available more general knowledge andexperience about information use in
a product chain, we aim in our research project atreference information models (Greveling, 1988).
The research project
The research project aims at a method for developing reference information models for
product chains.
Research questions
The most important research questions in the process of information modelling for product chains are:
What is the object system for the information modelling process; i.e. what has to be
thecontents ofthechain information model?
How can we make reference information models, information models that apply to
more then one occurrence of aproduct chain in practice (generalizations with regard
tothe same class ofproducts,with differing partners; oreven generalizations withrespecttodiffering classes of products andpartners that aredifferent buthavethe same
rolewithin achain).
Soin ourproject wetryto find answers with respect to contents and applicability of reference information models of product chains. In searching for these answers we aim at formulating amethod fordesigning these models.
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Research method
Weuseddifferent kinds of research methods. On theonehand we did theoretical research
by studying literature and organizing discussion meetings between scientists. During this
process we used the knowledge and experience from the development projects for reference information models for individual farms.
On the other hand we performed empirical research by extensively interviewing the
participants of the chain for apples and also interviewing experts in the field of interorganizational information exchange within the sector involved.
Because of the new field of science weweredealing with, this combination of research
methods proved tobevery fruitfull.
Thecaseof theproduct chainfor apples
The test case we use in this paper is the apple chain. In thisproduct chain, an increase in
collaboration must lead to better quality, delivery conditions and prices of apples for the
end consumer. Also it helps the fruitgrowers to cope with environmental constraints that
have animpact ontheuseofcropprotection means andontheuseof fertilizers.
Apple chain
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Figure 1. Processes inthe apple chain
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Contents of information modelsforproduct chains
Thefieldof interest of information modelsfor chain management
As described above, information models can be used to understand the information system of an organization in a structured way and can be used as abasis for the development
of (automated) information systems for the organization. In fact they describe the information required to manage an organization. Information models for individual organizationsdescribe the integral information system.
The aim of the development of chain information models is to support chain management. Because of the complexity of an information model that would describe all processes and data of all participants in a product chain, we aim at developing information
models that can be used for issues regarding chain management, and not issues that are
important for the management of individual chain participants only.Wetherefore seek to
describe typical chainprocesses anddata that aretobe usedfor chain management.
[Because of this 'limited' interest with regard toprocesses and data in thechain, avery
important point with regard to the design of chain information models is that during the
design process we have tothink about interfaces with the information models of the individual chain participants. However, we will not deal with this question inthis paper; further research will have to give answers tothatproblem. Here we will confine ourselves to
the description of the two major issues of chain information models, contents and scope
(reference aspects).]
Applicability of chain information models
An information model can be used for many different management purposes, for which
we often use only part of the model. For example if we are talking about optimizing product quality in chains, we may be less interested in issues of profit distribution in the
chain.Ifwe areinterested inoptimizing the useof personell andmachine capacities in the
chain we may not, or less, be interested in deliverytimes of products between chain participants. Or if we are dealing with some strategical issues (product development, competition,etc.) wemay lessbeinterested ininterorganizational financial aspects.
Sotherecanbedifferent areas of interestregarding product chains,areas of interest that
will match with certain domains inaninformation model.
We believe that a chain information model should apply to all the important questions
regarding chain management. The character of a chain information model therefore has to
beof ageneral nature.
Adisadvantage of designing general applicable information models,is that they tend to
become very complex.This depends onthelevel ofdetail thatischosen.If thelevel ofdetail of a general model is to low, then more detailed models concerning certain object
areas canbe deduced from such ageneral model. Inthat casethegeneral modelmay guarantee the consistence, coherence and coordination between the various types of detailed
models.
So, we search for amodel withprocesses anddatathat are of importance for chain management (as we have seen in section 4.1) and which is general applicable. There are different roles andprocesses with associated information needs ina chain. Our first choice is
to ensurethat theinformation needs associated with the coordination and collaboration of
vital primary processes throughout the chain, are involved in the process of developing
MANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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the information models.Primary processes seem to bethebasis for information exchange
between chain participants.
Reference aspects ofinformation modelsfor product chains
In the previous section about the content of a chain information model, we restricted the
modelling process on the one hand to the processes and data that are relevant for chain
management, and onthe otherhandwewanted todesign multi-purpose information models. So inthemodelling process wehaveto take into account all management aspects and
in the same time we have to minimize the processes and data to be involved to those that
have todo with chain management. Weconcluded thatprimary processes should be taken
as the startingpoint for the selection ofrelevantprocesses for our chain information models.
With regard to the reference aspect of information models we have to takeinto account
some other demands. With a reference model we should on the one hand be able to describe all possible chains that deal with aspecific product; and onthe otherhand the level
ofdetail should notbetooabstract, sothat themodel canbeusedinpractice.
Structural differences between chains
Information models for individual organizations contain all processes and data which are
relevant for the organization (e.g. Martin, 1989). Areference information model is an information model designed for an 'average' organization, i.e. a model that can be used by
more then one organization, usually organizations from a certain branche (e.g. dairy
farms). Aswehave seenbefore, thesemodels alreadyexistinDutch agriculture.
To design a reference information model for a product chain however is of a different
nature. There not only exist differences between individual companies, e.g. one chain
store can be different from another, but there are also differences between the number of
participants in chains (that produce the same end-product).Figure 2shows an example of
twodifferent apple chains.
Chain )
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.., Auction
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Figure 2. Different structures oftheapple chain

With regard to the reference aspect of chain information models, the difference between
the organizational structure of chains with the same product leads to an important question:
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How to describe chain-processes of chains independent from the participants in particular chains?
The answer to this question could be to distinguish the chain participants from the chain
processes.This means in our case that we have to find theprocesses that arethe same for
every apple chain, regardless of its structure. So the description of processes for the production of a certain defined product should be the same for all chains who produce this
product.
Primary and secondary processes inproduct chains
The primary processes in different chains with the same goal (in our case the production
of the apple for the end-consumer) seem to be the same in nature. They always concern
processes like purchasing, receiving raw materials, producing the product, storing and
conditioning theproduct, selling,delivery and service.
From the figures 1and 2we can learn that though thenumber of participants and therefore the number of processes differs for the two chains, the nature of the primary processes isthesame.
On the other hand most secondary (management) processes seem to be different for
every chain.This isinthe first placecaused bythemanydifferences between the management of individual companies with the same end-product. This problem was also encounteredduring theearlierprojects for thedevelopment ofreference information models
for individual companies. For the development of chain informationmodels the problem
is even bigger because of the different (number of) participants with each their own endproduct in every chain. Examples of differences between chain participants are to be
found in production planning systems, financial systems, thepersonell function, the marketing function, etc.
Todetermine the processes that have tobe part of the reference model, we therefore aim
in the first place at the primary processes. So, as we have seen them as the basis for the
contents of a chain information model (section 4), they are also the basis with regard to
the reference aspect of reference chain information models. With regard to the secondary processes we have todecide which of them are of importance for chain management.
However, first we have to describe the different nature of primary and secondary processes, in order to get clearer definitions to work with (see also Beers and Beulens,
1993).
For this purpose we use the management paradigm of de Leeuw (de Leeuw, 1982),
which is strongly based on Blumenthal (1969). De Leeuw makes a distinction between
management processes (executed by a 'managing system') and managed processes (in a
socalled 'managed system'). Management processes are processes that plan and control
other processes (e.g. production planning, finances, personell). Managed processes are
processes that are planned and controlled. The primary processes as described above are
managed processes and belong in terms of de Leeuw to the managed system. Secondary
processes however can belong to a managing organ, but also to a managed system, becausethey alsohavetobe managed.
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Figure 3. Themanagement paradigm ofde Leeuw

As described earlier the relevant processes for our project are in the first place the primary production processes, which aremanaged proces-ses,of theorganizations involved.
For us it is clear however that a lot of information produced by secondary processes
(management processes) is also relevant at various places in the chain. Thus they cannot
beleft out of the information model. Themanagement processes which are of interest for
our project have to be connected to the goal of the chain which is the end-product. Processes of a certain participant in a chain are only of interest for another participant in
sofar as they have consequences for their production process. So, the management (secondary) processes we areinterested in are theprocesses that aimdirectly atmanaging the
primary processes (e.g.production planning andcontrol totransform input for theprocess
into output). So,weleaveoutthe secondary processes which arenotdirectly connected to
primary processes (e.g. parts of personell management, financial management, etc.).
These last secondary processes often have to do with structuring the individual
organization andnotwith thedaytoday operations.
So we can decide to the processes to be involved in the informationmodel: all primary
processes andthose secondary processes which directly managetheprimary processes.
What we still need however, to find a clear and distinct definition of 'primary processes', is a broad definition of the product, the processes to produce, transport and service that product, and the information required for and incorporated in these processes.
Furtherresearch hastofindanswerstothese questions.
Apart from this distinction we learn from the model of de Leeuw that we also have to
take intoaccount environmental aspects ofchain management (governmental regulations,
law, etc). Therefore information about the product or the production process, from or to
parties outside thechain should alsobepart of the chaininformation model.
The model of de Leeuw proves to be very usefull tounderstand and describe the behaviour of organizations and alsoof chainsof organizations.
Theminimal model
In this section we will give a first draft of a model which can possibly be used to decide
on what processes and data have tobe part of areference information model of a product
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chain. Wecall it 'theminimal model'. First however we will start with arecapitulation of
thefindings of theprevious sections.
Demands tothe minimal model
As described in section 4 we put the following demands with regard to the contents of a
chain information model:
a chain model only has totakeinto account theseprocesses and datawhich areof importance for chain management.
a chain model has to be a multi-purpose model. Detailed models of certain management areas or from a specific chainperspective havetobe deduced from a multi-purposegeneral model.
the processes which are of interest for chain management are primarily the primary
processes. These processes directly aim atthe goal of the chain, the defined end-product. Other processes of interest support these processes and can be deduced from
theseprocesses.
As described in section 5we put the following demands with regard to the reference aspects ofthechain information models:
the primary processes in the chain have to be described independent from the chain
participants (the primary processes in chains with the same product are the same in
nature).
management (secondary) processes which can influence directly primary processes
shouldbe described aswell.
influence from or to the environment of the chain, with regard to chain management,
should also be taken into account. It determines the constraints of output- and process-conditions tobe satisfied.
Components of theminimal model
The demands as stated in the previous section lead to the following components of the
model:
1. Regarding to system theory (deLeeuw, 1982, in 't Veld, 1975) every system can be
described as a black box with input and output. Management is not primarily interested in the contents of the processes, but rather in their behaviour of transforming
input to output. They are primarily interested in the 'what' of the process and not in
the 'how'. Every process has its constraints that set the scope within which theprocess has to be or can be performed. The primary processes thus describe the behaviour of the product chain within the constraints set to the processes. In the
description of the product chain we then have to take into account primary processes,regarding theirpossiblebehaviour, withtheirinputand output.
For the information modelling process we are only interested in input and output in
terms of information. This information is directly linked with the product or the
goodsflow.
2. As we have stated before we also need to include management (secondary) processes of chain participants which can influence directly (other) primary processes.
The information output ofthese processes canbe usedasinformation input for steer-
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ing and control of primary processes. Examples of these processes are demand forecasting, inventory planning, etc. However we are not interested in these processes
themselves (contrary to the primary processes), but merely in their information output as far as this is of interest for theprimary processes. This also concerns information with regard to the behaviour of the process within certain limits (e.g. the
specifications of the productionprocess for a certain product given by a customer to
anenterprise).
With these processes we have completed the general system model as described in
figure 4:aprocess with input, output and steering information.
Based onour empirical research and ourexperiences withproduct chain information
modelling,we found out that alsoother, different types of information canbe identified.
On the one hand this is information that can be considered as output information for
theprimary processes (reporting), and on the other hand we distinguish information
thatcanbeconsidered input of theprimaryprocesses (conditions totheprocesses).
Information output of processes,partly meant for management orfor parties outside
the chain, has to be taken into account as well (e.g.products in stock, theuse of herbicides, legal/environmental information, tax reporting, etc.). The output as described above (under 1) is related to the product of the process. Therefore we will
need another output factor which wewill call 'report'. This isinforma-tion about the
(changing) status of the primary process: the materials used in the process, the process steps,theproduction means. (This status may for instance determine the ability
oftheprocess toperformjobs inthe future).
Collaboration between chain participants means that one participant makes agreements with others and therefore places conditions upon the process of the others,
(e.g. in the apple chain, chain stores place demands on the packaging materials of
their suppliers). Downstream through the chain we have to do with information associated with the product being delivered, and upstream we haveto do with requirements in order to satisfy customer demand and constraints. Also conditions can be
placed upon chain participants from parties outside the chain. Think about governmental regulations (e.g. with respect to environmental issues, welfare of animals,
etc.)orregulations of branch organizations.
Preferably the conditions are in the form of constraints on by-products, raw materialsandtheprocesses anddonotspecify how theseconstraints aretobe satisfied.

Steering

Input

Output
Process

Figure 4. Thesystem model
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Because of the importance of these conditions to understand the behaviour of the
primary processes and thereby the behaviour of the chain, webelieve that they have
tobe taken into account in the information modelling process. Indeed, by the conditions the chain participants structure agreatdeal oftheir collaboration.
[The conditions are not the result (output) of other primary processes. Sometimes
they are steering output of secundaire processes; e.g. a specific order for a certain
product with certain conditions included. Often however they are output of tactical
management processes that are of a different nature then the secondary (steering)
processes as described above. Somaybe in order to make a clear distintion between
types ofprocesses, wehave todefine athird class of processes likepolicy making or
negotiating betweenpartners (for basic agreements).]
This brings usto anextended systemmodel asdescribed infigure5.
To illustrate the model, we will analyse and describe in the next section several processes thatarepart of the appple chain.
The minimal modelapplied totheapple chain
We illustrate the minimal model with two examples of processes: the primary processes
of sorting apples atthecultivator, and of invoicing at the auction.
The information categories we recognise are input, steering and conditions, as input
factors; and output and reporting as output factors (see figure 4). The figures speak for
themselves.
Conclusions andfurther research.
In our research project we developed amodelling approach to describe the processes and
data and their relations which have tobe part of areference information model for aproduct chain.The approach is called 'the minimal model' approach. It describes which processes (primary and secondary) in a product chain are relevant to be taken as part of a
reference information model and itconsists of a system model for theseprocesses (aprocess with input, output and steering), which is extended with 'conditions' as extra input
factor and 'reporting' as extra output factor. Input and output factors have to be understood asinformation flows.
Wedescribed several processes from the apple chain withtheminimal model approach.

I Reporting

Figure 5. Theminimal model
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Figure6. Theprocesses ofsorting apples and invoicing
As with most explorative scientific research, more questions were raised then answered.
Although we have found interesting answers to some of our questions, alot of them still
remain unanswered.
Themostimportantquestions still tobe answered are:
is itpossible to make all-purpose reference information models for chains? If so, can
wededuce moredetailed information models from these all-purpose models?
can we find a solid method for selecting processes that are important for chain management and processes that are not; what criteria can we use in the selection and decomposition process?
for this selection process: how do we define the borders of the different processes;
e.g.can we find a strictdefinition of 'primary process'?
Thequestion tothevalidity of theminimal model
Further research has to deal with these questions. Besides more theoretical research, attention has tobe given tothetesting ofthemodel andtheuse of theresulting reference information models in practice. By doing this we will come closer to the final goal of the
project which is to develop amethod for designing useable reference information models
for product chains.
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Introduction
In this article we focus on the Dutch floristry chain or flori-chain. We define the florichain as the set of activities which add value for the customer to a flower product or service.For adetailed description of theDutch flori-chain seeappendix 1. The flori-chain is
a dynamic entity. Customers are changing their preferences and organizations in florichains react and change their activities and/or their linkages toward those new preferences. Tuning of demand and supply of flowers are undertaken in the auction process.
Effective communication and decision-making between organizations might speed up
those reactions and changes.New Information Technologies (IT) like Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), multi-media, or telecommunications may help to improve the reaction
time of organizations in chains.Electronic linkages across organizations occur (Konsynski, 1992).
Some IT applications were introduced in the flori-chain. Not all introductions of IT
were successful. For example the introduction of image auction in the auction hall was
not accepted by wholesalers. Other IT applications, like EDI and image databases, are
slowly diffusing into the flori-chain. One of the latest business scenarios introduced, is
the concept of information auctioning. This concept is presented as a step towards an
electronic flower auction. At January 11, 1994 this concept became operational at Verenigde Bloemenveilingen Aalsmeer (VBA). After some weeks problems were reported
(Agrarisch Dagblad, 1994). At that time the project leader of the information-auctioning
project said in interview: 'The failing of the info-auction is hanging like a sward of Damocles abovethefloristry industry' (Uitentuis, 1994).
From a practical and theoretical perspective it may be interesting to study those introductions of IT in a flori-chain context. From a practical point of view we want to learn
how to introduce IT in an effective way and how IT may improve chain management.
From a theoretical point of view we want to learn what theories can (or can not) explain
(and sometimes predict) those successes or failures. Both sides of the same coin are discussed inthis article.
l

ThisarticledealswithoneoftheprojectswithintheELECTRONICALFLOWERMARKETS research
program.ThisprogramwillbeexecutedbymembersoftheEmoryUniversity(Atlanta,USA),NewYork
University(NewYork,USA),ErasmusUniversity(Rotterdam,NL)andWageningenAgricultural
University(Wageningen,NL).
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The problem we address in this article is under what conditions an electronic flower
auction might be successfully implemented in the Dutch flori-chain. The objective of the
article is (1) to present a critical review of recent business scenarios around the auction
process linking buyers and sellers with ITapplications by identifying critical success factors, (2) to present critical success factors in other industries which implemented socalled electronic markets (3) to formulate hypotheses which define conditions and design
characteristics of an Electronic Flower Auction (EFA).An electronic flower auction is a
type of electronic market. Bakos (1991) defined an electronic market system as an interorganizational information system that allows participating buyers and sellers to exchange information about market prices and product offerings. It represents an
investment in multilateral information sharing with the goal to establish bilateral buyerseller relationships (Bakos 1991:33).In general, markets are important in our society because 'under most circumstances markets are extremely efficient in facilitating the
movement of products from the lowest-cost producer tothe consumers whoplacethe highestvalue onthem. Organized exchange thuseffectively advances human welfare' (Smith
and Williams, 1992). Markets differ from networks and hierarchies. In market transactions the benefits to be exchanged are clearly specified, no trust is required, and agreements arebolstered bythe power oflegal sanction (Powell, 1990).
In section 2wedescribe threedifferent business scenarios which,atpresent, link buyers
(wholesalers) and sellers (growers) to each other. The first scenario is the traditional
clock sale.ITapplications around thetraditional clock salearedescribed. The secondscenario is the mediation office. In the last years more transactions between sellers and
buyers are succeeded by the mediation office. IT applications, like image-bases and electronic supply information systems, are discussed. The third scenario is the information
auctioning concept. We discuss in this scenario two IT applications. The first one is the
introduction of imageauctioning atBloemenveiling Holland.The second oneistheintroduction ofinformation auctioning at Verenigde Bloemenveilingen Aalsmeer. One conclusion about those two systems will be that both systems not include a real information
auctioning concept. There is no complete decoupling of physical floristry flows and the
price discovery process. It is better to speak about pseudo-information auctioning. We
will identify whyboth systems failed byusing practical andtheoretical literature.
Insection 3we focus on the discussion of developing electronic markets inother industries. For example, in the financial sector electronic bond and stock markets are implemented sometimes successfully. In the commodity markets (cotton, pigs) electronic
markets areintroduced. What can welearn from their experiences?
In section 4 we elaborate on the concept of the electronic flower auction as a new,
fourth, business scenario. Wewill discuss features of it. Hypotheses will be formed dealing with conditions anddesign characteristics oftheelectronic flower auction.
In section 5 we formulate our conclusions and specify further research. Research will
be carried out in a joint research program ELECTRONIC FLOWER MARKETS, executed by members of Emory University, New York University, Erasmus University and
Wageningen Agricultural University.
Business scenarios between growers and wholesalers andtheirIT applications
In this section we describe three different business scenarios which, at present, link growers and wholesalers via the auction process to each other. Direct linkages between groMANAGEMENTOFAGRI-CHAINS
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wers andwholesalers arenottaken into account, because intheNetherlands those linkages hardly exist. Thepresented scenarios arethe traditional clock sale,the mediation office and thepseudo-information auctioning concept.
Traditional clock sale
At this moment most floristry products are sold by traditional clock sales. Within the
traditional clock sale concept wediscuss two systems. The first one isthesmall lots auctioning.The secondoneisthelargelots auctioning.
Scenario description
When floristry products areready for auctioning thegrower fill ina paper supply letter.
With ownorcollective transport theproducts and thesupply letter aresent tothe auction.
During theevening andnighttheproducts areinspected onquality andhold inbuffer. The
information ofthe supply letter willbe typed inthe auction computer.Inthemorning floristry products aretransported tothe clock, where theproducts are auctioned. The buying
process and price determination occurs electronic byDutch auction. After the auctioning
process, theproducts aredistributed tothewholesaler. The dayafter thetransaction the
grower receives adaily transcript with the price information. Paper documents formsthe
most important information carrier in thetraditional clock sale. Atthis moment only a
few growers send electronic their supply letters tothe auction with the help ofEDI. Price
information canbeasked electronic with Videotext. This information canbeprocessedif
necessary inthe yieldregistration ofthegrower.Largerlots auctioning isaclock saleprocess with largenumbers ofunits.This system wasintroduced tohandle logistic problems.
The objective ofthis systemwastoreceive high volumetransaction. One startstheday by
auctioning thelargelots,afterwards the small lotswillbe auctioned.
Mediation office
Scenariodescription: Support by database
In contrast with traditional clock sale, mediation officers mediate in forward markets.
Negotiations supported bythemediation office (MO)about delivery specifications occurs during theday.The grower sendsacouple oftimes perweekasupply list totheMO,
who transmits thistothewholesaler. The information consist offloristry products specifications, lots and the offer price.Thewholesaler wants complete,actual enreliable supply
information and cangetthisinformation onpaper, ondisc andbyelectronic connectionto
the supply information system. Faxandthephone areimportant media to communicate.
At Verenigde Bloemenveilingen Aalsmeer (VBA) small transactions andsmall wholesalers arenotsupported bytheMO anymore.Inthenear future MOpursuit touse EDIfor
messages,whichdonotasknegotiations andgive morestandardization. The supply information systemcanbeconnectedwith an orderprocessing system.
Scenario description: Support byimage database
Recently themediation office ofBloemenveiling Holland (BVH) isbusy toconnect supply information with electronic product images. Thewholesaler will be able to observe
the aata aswell astheimages onhis PC. The, socalled, Holland Aanbodsbank (HAB)is
comparable with anelectronic sample house. The wholesaler use theimages forhissell-
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ing process. Advantages for retailers at a long distance are speediness and cost reduction
(De Boer, 1993). BVH developed their own open system, where all wholesalers can observe the images at the same time. As aresult of the one to morerelationship, moretransactions can be made at the same time in the same system. An other advantage of the
systemistheconcentration ofthe supply (data andimages) (DeBoer, 1993).
Pseudo information auctioning
Within the pseudo information auctioning concept we discuss two IT applications. The
first one is the introduction of image auctioning at BVH. The second one isthe introduction of information auctioning atVBA.
Scenariodescription: Image auctioning
One of the first projects who intended to decouple the physical floristry flows and the
price discovery process was the Vidifleur project. This project was initiated by BVH. In
this project visual displays are developed for use in the auction hall. On a large screen,
which can be programmed, information indifferent formats waspresented. On the screen
also aclock was displayed, which was synchronized withadigital auction clock inthepot
plant hall. Product images, information about the grower and of the product quality were
displayed. The screen included thelotbeing auctioned aswell aslots that were coming up
for auction.
Scenariodescription: Information auctioning
Since January 11,1994information auctioning became operational in the VBA. Information auctioning replaces the system of large lots auctioning. The products are auctioned
by using information representing the physical flower products. The information is
presented on adisplay with the physical presence of a sample of theproduct. The grower
sends before 15.00 hours his clock supply for the next day to the auction. The minimum
supply is three trolleys.The electronic supply letter (EAB) is compulsory. At 16.00 hours
the auction hasprocessed thetotal supply inthe supply information system (AIS).Wholesalers observe the AISanddiscuss with their retailers which orders they needed.Thenext
morning products are auctioned. During the transaction, the wholesaler mention the delivery specifications. The auction sends an (EDI) order to the grower, who confirms this
order and makes the product ready as accomplished in the order confirmation. The product, combined with apaper supply letter istransported to the wholesaler. In the evening
the wholesaler receives and checks the product. The product is made ready for transport
totheretailer, whereit will arrivethenext morning (VBA, 1993).
After some weeks using this information auctioning business scenario problems were
reported: less growers (sellers) and wholesalers (buyers), then expected, were using the
information auctioning system. The result was lower product prices, which resulted in
less sellers andbuyers etcetera.
Discussion
In this section we try to make clear why IT applications are slowly diffusing in the auction. For each of the non-traditional business scenarios (mediation office and pseudo information auctioning) weidentify the critical successfactors related toIT.
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Mediation office
The following weaknesses oftheimagedatabase couldbe identified (De Boer, 1993):
Wholesalers still have questions about the representation of the lot by the image.
They stillneedaphysical lotfor their buying process;
There arelittleefficiency improvements forthe wholesalers;
Responsetimes togettheimages from thedatabase aretoolong;
Inthe selling processofthewholesalers oneneeds specific supplyinformation. There
isneedforgeneral available supply information;
Due toalack ofstandardization offlower products there isnoneed foranelectronic
exchange systemincluding automatic order processing.
Pseudoinformation auction
The Vidifleur project (BVH) wasstopped after some months of use intheauction hall.
The following reasons could be distinguished, seefor example (Automatiserings Gids,
1994):
Images onthe screen representing the flower soldwere unclear;
High costs topreparethe images;
The auction-clock onthescreen was unclear;
The screen was implemented inanormal auction hall with normal clocks. Wholesalers haddifficulties toconcentrate onthe screen.
Wholesalers were suspicious about the level of representation of theimage onthe
screen andthereal qualityoftheproduct.
The following reasons could be identified explaining the problems of the information
auction project. Thesereasons are:
The concept isnotareal information auctioning concept because growers still have
to sendasampletrolley.The consequences ofthis concept isthattherearenewphysical flows sample trolley flows inthe auction hall and thatthe sampletrolleys are auctioned twice:asasampleofthelotand asalot itself.
Sample arenottrustedbywholesalers asrepresenting thelots.
Oneofthepossibilities inthe systemis that wholesalers can indicatedelivery specifications ofthe products. Growers have fulfil these delivery specifications. Wholesalers complained thatthere arenotenough specification possibilities.
After the flowers are auctioned, growers havetoprepare the sold lotwith the ordered
specifications. Noextra charges arepaid to thegrowers for these special preparations.
In this concept products bought bywholesalers aredelivered thelate evening or the
next morning in stead ofright after thetransaction. Products have tobe transported
from thegrowers address tothewholesalers. Wholesalers canprovidetheproductsto
their clients only thenextday insteadofthesameday.
Itisonly possible tosupply threeormore trolleys forinformation auctioning. Therefore thisscenario wasonlyinteresting forlargewholesalers and growers.
New fee tariffs are introduced dealing with trolleys, lots andvolumes. Therefore,
mostly larger wholesalers become interested inthe concept.
During the first weeks of using this concept product prices went down. This isin
general thecase when themarket becomes more transparent, see Bakos (1993).The
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result was that growers supplied their products to the traditional clock sale. Wholesalers are also going tothetraditional clock salebecause thereis little supply supported
by information auctioning.
The results of this introduction seems to underline the conclusion of Bakos (1991).
Heargued thatelectronic markets are likely:
For buyers toreduce the costs thatthey incur to acquire price andproduct information;
For buyers to enjoy lower prices because of the increased competition among
sellers;
For buyers to be better informed about the available products and thus may
choose sellers thatbetter suittheir needs.
Ingeneral wemayconclude that:
In the different business scenario's there are problems reported dealing with product
identification, standardization of thequality andquantity of floristry products, representation of a lot, representation of product images. The used systems are not been
ableto specify theproducts inareliable, actual andcomplete manner.
Growers still got no clear insight who is actually the consumer of their flower or pot
plants.
Images seems to be useful in the selling process of the wholesalers in stead of the
buying process of the wholesalers. One reason can be the difference in suffering
risks. Wholesalers bear risks over a retailer's rejection of their offer. For this reason
the wholesaler will first see the products to overcome this risk. In the selling process
to retailers, wholesalers try to distinguish their self in relation to other wholesalers.
Therefor an image data base (with standard products) where every wholesaler may
have the same supply information is not necessary. However, retailers seems to acceptelectronic product images assamples (special products).
Inother countries onedeveloped alsonew alternatives to link growers andwholesalers to
each other. For example, in Denmark a supply information system (DAMOT) became
operational. In this system the wholesaler place an order to the grower. The input of the
data systemisdonebythegrowers.This system isowned bythe sixlargest wholesalers in
Denmark. The growers have agreed to fulfil the agreements and they will be excluded as
they fail to keep their promises. An advantage of the system is the customer orientation,
the link between grower and wholesaler is short, efficient and direct. A disadvantage in
contrast with theDutch supply systemsistheprice-making by thegrower. Theprice is not
market orientated, because the lack of price determination by the auction clock. In the
Netherlands MOtransactions are stillrelated tothe clockprice,whichreflects the optimal
price. However, DAMOT is still successful, because 80% of the Danish trade occurs by
this system (DeBoer, 1993).
Electronic markets in non-flori chains
In this section we discuss some examples of developments of electronic markets in nonflori chains.For example in the financial sector much knowledge and insight was gained
about the introduction of electronic markets.Theoretical research is already employed in
this sector. Wepresent also examples of electronic markets dealing withjewels, cars and
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pigs. Inthediscussion weanswer thequestion what wecanlearn from theimplementation ofelectronic marketsinnon-flori-chains.
Electronic Securities Markets
Practical examples
On theNewYork Stock Exchange theautomatization ofmany manually floor processes
including electronic order routing, execution reporting andthe electronic specialist book
are developed last years. Computer-based trading systems automate order matchingbetween buyers andsellers.For example CATS (Computer Assisted Trading System) in the
Toronto Stock Exchange isawell-known example. Amajor advantage ofCATSisthatorders canbeenteredby investorslocated anywhere intheworld. Another exampleisNASDAQ (National Association of Securities Dealers Automatic Quotation), described by
Riess (1989).Itallows market makers tostorequotesinacomputer anddisplay themona
widely distributed electronic billboard system. NASDAQ byitsvery nature closely matches the commonly stated requirements for worldwide trading. It is a geographically
decentralized, highly automated system tying together competing markets and marketmakersinahighly-visible andefficient way.
Theoretical research
Cohen andSchwartz (1989) believe that, ifproperly structured, anelectronic based trading system should result in farbetter market performance. They designed an electronic
call market called PSCAN.Itsspecific objectives are fourfold: (1)enable geographically
dispersed traders to respond to floor information as the markets forms, (2) encourage
traders toreveal their orders, (3)facilitate theentry oflarge orders and(4)find clearing
prices that comprehensively reflect trader's desires tobuy and sell shares.The key structural feature isaprice scanprocedure. Clemons andWeber (1991) compared two alternative trading mechanisms for securities markets using laboratory experimentations and
computer simulations. One mechanism isthefloor-based specialist auction (hoekmanin
dutch) andthe other is an electronic alternative employing automatic order matching.
They conclude that transition from theestablished floor-based exchanges to potentially
superior electronic alternatives is possible, despite theinertia resulting from theexperience of benefits investors trading in active markets andthat current proposals for electronic markets arenot demonstrably superior ongenerally accepted criteria used to assess
market quality (Clemons and Weber, 1991).They conclude that 'since thebenefits tosystems innovators will frequently depend upon adoption, andsince adoption ofstrategicinnovations is frequently dependent upon decisions of a group of potential users acting
without external coordination, valuing such systems innovations has been extremely difficult anduncertain'. Weber (1991) examines thepossibility that today's security markets
will bedisplaced bylower-cost electronic trading systems anddiscusses theimportance
of two necessary conditions foradoption ofan alternative trading system. First, inthe absence of regulatory intervention, an alternative trading mechanism must be capable of
competitively drawing volumeaway from an established market;i.e.theremust be a feasible transition path toanew trading mechanism. Second, it must bedemonstrated that a
proposed electronic market design does in fact improve recognize measures of market
quality such asbid-ask spreads and transaction-to-transaction price variance.Anew trad224
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ing system must be desirable and improve the functioning of the market. The observed
outcome is that transitions to alternative trading mechanism are feasible, but the electronic market design considered - an open order matching market -is not desirable to most
traders or by important market quality measures in comparison to the specialist and limit
order book market structure in use on the major U.S.stockexchanges (Weber, 1991:242).
He concluded that if anelectronic trading system weredeveloped that offered lower costs
and whose design provided demonstrably improved market quality,theevidence suggests
that transitions away from an established market would be possible. Smith and Williams
(1992) found that institutional rules governing trading play a crucial role in market efficiency. They tested how well price levels and trading tracked changes in the theoretical
equilibrium under three sets of rules. The first one is called the double continuous auction. In this system any buyer or seller announced abid oraoffer totheentire group and a
transaction occurred whenever any buyer accepted an offer or any seller accepted a bid.
The second system is called the posted-offer price. In this system sellers set a price an
buyers decide how many lots, if any, to purchase. The third system is called the double
sealed auction in which traders prepare bids and offers, and a third party executes the appropriate trades. Post-offer pricing leads to market dislocations,but might interesting for
large and stable markets, especially those in which each transaction involves small sums.
The dampening effect of post-offer pricing on trading volume and its inability to track a
shifting equilibrium are outweighed by the fact that it does not impose any negotiating
costs (Smith and Williams, 1992). Doubles sealed auction set prices as effectively as the
double continuous auction,but its transaction costs are lower. Smith and Williams (1992)
suggest that stock, bond and commodity markets working to implement computerized
trading procedures might do well to consider the double sealed auction in place of the
double continuous model thathas served themin face-to-face transactions.
Electronic Jewel Markets
Practicalexample: AGMS
The American Gem Market System, AGMS provides an integrated information, communications, grading and trading network in the gemstone industry (Warbelow, 1988).
Many retail jewellers used the system to display international stone inventories to their
customers. The possibility of incorporating images into the system was investigated.
Stone images that could be merged with images of custom mountings are shown. Rather
than transmitting a stone's actual image, a 'simulated' one could be constructed based on
the information. The images could be processed by the computer and matched against a
database to locate stones similar with the simulated one.Price variance could be reduced
by a well-disciplined and efficient computerized market. The grading became more uniform and the sales could be increased. The mystery of the gemstone should be cleared.
Dealers felt that the mystique should be lost when the stones werereduced to a few numbers on a computer. Jewellers could buy cheaper in the U.S.A. Dealers who go overseas
buy better, in bulk andregularly and are ableto give retailers a better buy. Stones have to
be bought by looking at them. AGMS was convinced that by pushing for acceptance of
grading standards and going direct to the retail jewellers, resistance at the dealer level
could be overcome. With a dominant and profitable position in the gemstone industry,
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new comers would notbeabletodislodge AGMS from its monopolistic position (Warbelow, 1988).
Electronic Car Markets
Practicalexample: AUCNET
Warbelow andKokuryo (1989) presented theAUCNET case. TheTVAuction Network
system wasdesigned to create a centralized wholesale market in which cars were sold
using images,dataandastandardized inspectors rating. Acar soldbyAUCNET remained
at he sellers location until the transaction was completed. Afterwards thecarwas delivered directtothebuyer, whereheorshe sawthevehicle forthe first time.Intheauctioning process buyers andsellers remained attheir business.Each was equipped with aPC
linked toAUCNET computer. Alaser disk player and TV screen were attached tothePC.
Images ofthe carstobesold were stored onlaser disc andretrieved toaTV screen atthe
appropriate timeby an AUCNET command. Information aboutthecar andthe auctioning
process were sent overthephone and overlaid the image.Buyers entered bidsby pressing
abutton.Theauctionwas controlledbytheAUCNETcomputer and operator.
Cost and ease ofuse are key factors tostart this network.Byusing aproprietary terminal with theprogram in ROM andbuying involume,thecost werekept low. Participants
leased the necessary equipment. AUCNETpaid most ofthe communications costs.AUCNET hadpurchased a satellite transponder andplanned to shift thelaser disk basedimages into a satellite feed andupgrade service. The system implementation waslike a
rocket, ittook themost energy togetoff the launch pad, tokeep itgoing ittook lessenergy. Ahigh minimum ofterminals hadtodistributed quickly, otherwise thesystem lost
its reputation. Ifit succeeded, thetrees andgrass were attributed toit.Itwas a snowball
effect. Eitheritsucceededbigorfailed big.
Electronic Commodity Markets
Practical examples: HAM
Neo (1992) described the realities of Singapore's Hog Auction Market (HAM).Neo
(1992) showed thatHAM changed the fundamental natureofpig tradinginSingapore (1)
from one based onprivate negotiations between importers andbuyers toanopen market
bidding system. (2)Prices under the HAM system aredetermined by supply and demand,
not independently bytheimporters.When HAM was introduced, prices dropped anaverage of 15%inthefirst twomonths of operation, andvaried byasmuch as 40% inthe
same period. (3)HAM provides market information back to farmers more quicklyand
more precisely andindirectly forced suppliers to offer better quality pigs. (4)HAMhas
reduced theneed formiddle men, theimporters andchanged their role drastically. Farmers canbypass theimporters to sell their pigs directly by HAM. HAM charges lower
rate of commission, so it became relatively attractive for farmers to switch. Neo
(1992:285) arguedthat the key issue forsuccessful implementation ofelectronic markets
like HAMis not necessarily the enforcement of mandatory use,but the planning of
strategies toobtain acritical mass ofearly adopters sothat the system willbegiven afair
chanceofhaving theintended effects.
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Theoretical research
Lee (1993) investigated the concept of intelligent electronic markets for commodity auctions in detail. Within the taxonomy of market structures (direct search market, brokered
market, dealer market, auction market) he adopts the auction as the market structure for
an intelligent electronic market. An auction market refers to a centralized intermediary
where buyers and sellers trade with each other without specialists. Auction markets provide the most cost effective trading structures because traders do not have to pay broker
commissions orbid-ask spreads.There aretwotypes of auction markets: continuous trading and periodic call trading. Some financial and commodity markets start the day as an
periodic call trading and change during the day into continuous trading. Intelligent electronic markets accumulate buy and sell orders over time and match those aggregated orders in a way that (1) not only maximizes total exchanged volume within bid and ask
prices (2) but also satisfies the qualitative preferences of buyers and sellers (Lee, 1993).
In the flower markets context the qualitative preferences over product attributes or delivery conditions areimportant. Lee (1993)employed social choicetheory tosatisfy these
qualitativepreferences incommodity markets.
Discussion
The following lessons canbe learned from implementations of electronic markets in nonflower chains:
Different electronic markets systems occur,each with their specific market structures
and business scenarios. For example, the doubles sealed auction seems to be worthwhile to investigate. No clear insight could be identified under what conditions electronic markets couldbedeveloped successfully;
Order matching and price determination are new features which are supported in
electronic markets;
Some electronic market systems became fully automated - not in the sense of taking
judgment out of the process, but in the sense of fully integrating automation with
human judgement in the total routing, market-making, and clearing process (Riess,
1989:223);
Global tradingbecamepossible by theintroduction oftheelectronic market concept;
The role of floor-based specialists is of decreasing importance. Electronic markets
feature direct access between sellers andbuyers.

Towardsanelectronic flower auction
In this section we combine theweaknesses of thecurrent business scenarios (described in
section 2)with the lessons learned in non-flori chains (described in section 3).The result
of this combination is a new business scenario: the electronic flower auction (EFA).We
will discuss features of it. Hypotheses will be formed dealing with conditions and design
characteristics of theelectronic flower auction.
Features
Central in the concept of an electronic flower auction (EFA) is the decoupling of the
physical flower flow and the price discovery process in the auction hall. ITprovide several features to overcome problems dealing with the decoupling. Lee (1993:119) distinMANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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guished several features of intelligent electronic markets. Weusethem in the business
scenariooftheelectronic flower auction.EFAprovide the following features:
On-line transaction
The electronic flower auction enable sellers and buyers to obtain uniform prices
through periodic call trading. They are able to exchange quickly through on-line
transactions.
24-hour global market
Screen-based trading might be done 24hours aday.Forallsellers and buyers around
theworlditmightbeinpotentialpossible toplace orders.
Transaction cost-effective trading
Electronic flower auctions may chargelower trade commissions.
Electronic audit and surveillance
There aresurveillance andregulatory advantages totrading systems that providean
electronic audit.
Maximizedtransaction volume
The periodic call trading mechanism determines optimal transaction pricing sothat
sellers andbuyers canmaximize their transaction volume. Using thesuggestion of
Smith and Williams (1992) that stock, bond andcommodity markets working to implement computerized trading procedures might do well to consider the double
sealed auction inplace ofthe double continuous model that has served themin faceto-face transactions.Thephysical (floristry) flows areherebynot considered.
Satisfaction ofqualitative preferences onproduct attributes
Sellers andbuyers can specify their preferences onthecharacteristics of products.
The trade matching mechanism enables them toexchange goods with preferred tradingpartnersonthebestcombination oftheirqualitative preferences.
The EFA business scenario seems tobeuseful ina global context, for full standardized
flower products. Growers, wholesalers andretailers caneasily beconnected byITto the
price discovery process. Transports of the perishable flower products will directly go
from growerto wholesaler/retailer.
Design strategy
Bakos (1991) identify that thebest strategy for sellers isto control thetype of system
eventually introduced by(1)a system emphasizing product over price information may
allow sellerstokeep much oftheir monopoly power while giving buyers access totheallocation efficiencies andbuyers canbe charged user fees for using this system; (2)to
compensate forthe effect ofthe systems bymaking itdifficult forbuyers toextract price
information ortocompare alternative product offerings; (3)toincrease the differentiation
of product offerings, possibly using thetechnology tohelp differentiate what would normallybeacommodity product. Buyers obviously havetheoppositeincentives and would
like toencourage anelectronic market place that facilitates comparisons among sellers'
prices andproducts (Bakos 1991:43). Wethink that also intheelectronic flower auction
all three design strategies might beuseful. Inthe design process ofthis business scenario
buyers and sellers havetonegotiate on specific design characteristics. Special attentionin
the development ofIT have tobegiven totheearly phases ofthe development life cycle.
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Contracting management and design management seems tobe crucial success factors, see
VanHeck (1993).
Hypotheses
Tosummarize our conclusions we formulate hypotheses for further research. Weused the
framework ofWeber (1991)to structure ourhypotheses.
HI If the electronic flower auction will be capable of competitively drawing volume
away from an established market i.e. there must be a feasible transition path, then it
willbe adopted.
H2 Iftheelectronic flower auction improves thefunctioning ofthemarket i.e.itis desirable,then itwillbe adopted.
Morespecific hypotheses are:
H3 If transactions in EFA are auctioned by double sealed auctioning then EFA will be
capable of competitively drawing volume away from an established market and improvethefunctioning of the market.
H4 If qualitative preferences on product attributes can be specified and product quality
can be standardized in EFA then EFAwill be capable of competitively drawing volumeaway from anestablished market andimprove the functioning ofthe market.
H5 If EFAlinks growers with wholesalers and retailers around the world then EFA will
be capable of competitively drawing volume away from an established market and
improve thefunctioning of the market.
H6 If EFA enables to bypass wholesalers and links growers and retailers directly then
EFA will be capable of competitively drawing volume away from an established
market andimprove the functioning ofthe market.
H7 IfEFAenables to force growers more market orientated thenEFAwill be capable of
competitively drawing volume away from an established market and improve the
functioning ofthe market.
Conclusions
Inthis section we formulate ourconclusions.Inthisarticle weanswered threequestions.
Whatsort ofbusiness scenarios link growers and wholesalers and howarethey supported byIT applications?
Weidentified different business scenarios. Asteady growth of thefloristry industry in the
Netherlands caused logistical problems around the auction halls.IT was used to speed up
the traditional auction process by using faster auction computers and EDI applications
like the electronic supply letter. There was a shift from the traditional auction towards
transactions supervised by the mediation office. IT was implemented to support mediation office transaction. For example, the image database was set up to provide buyers
more service. Finally, auctions are working to implement so-called pseudo information
auction systems. In those systems there is apseudo-decoupling of physical flower flows
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and the price discovery process in the auction halls. Problems were reported with the
pseudo information auctioning concept. We could explain those problems. Wethink that
the pseudo information auctioning will notbesuitable forgrower andwholesalers in the
near future.
What canwe learnfrom implementations of electronic markets innon-flori chains?
In different non-flori chains electronic markets were developed the last years. Market
structure, characteristics of transactions andthe transacted products, characteristics of
sellers andbuyers seemstobeessential forthe structuring oftheelectronic market.
Design characteristics dealing order matching andpricediscovery areintroduced in financial electronic markets. Effects were reported dealing with decreasing market prices
and decreasing monopoly power of sellers, bypassing middle menandfloor-based specialists. No clear insight could be identified under what conditions electronic markets
could bedeveloped successfully. Global trading isoneofthe important features ofelectronic markets. Special attention have topaid tothe market structure and specific features
of anelectronic market.
What arefeatures ofan electronic flower auction and what sort ofhypotheses dealing
with the design ofan electronicflower auction have tobe researched?
Weaknesses ofcurrent business scenarios and lessons learned from introductions ofelectronic markets innon-flori chains formed the bases ofanew business scenario calledthe
electronic flower auction (EFA). In this scenario there is a decoupling of the physical
flower flows andthe price discovery process. Specific features ofEFAare on-line transaction,24hour global market, transaction cost-effective trading, electronic audit and surveillance, maximized transaction volume and satisfaction of qualitative preferences on
product specifications. Hypotheses have been formulated dealing with essential design
characteristics ofEFA. These hypotheses specify important aspects asthedouble sealed
auction concept, global trading, qualitative preferences and standardized quality attributes, bypassing wholesalers anddirect linking with retailers andforcing growerstoward market orientation.
Overall, wethink that there areadvantages tointroduce theelectronic flower auction
business scenario inaglobal context. Alot ofquestions still exist. The scenario hasto be
developed inmore detail. Further research hastobeemployed incooperation with growers, auctions, wholesalers and retailers intheNetherlands and abroad. Simulation techniques to forecast effects on market quality seem to be essential. Studies combining
experimental economics and computer simulation provide useful results,see forexample
Weber (1991),Smith andWilliams (1992) andLee (1993).
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Appendix 1:TheDutch flori-chain
One of the most competitive sectors of the Netherlands is the floristry industry. The floristry sector comprises the cultivation and trade of cut flowers, potandbedding plants.Pot
plants and cut flowers have an almost 80% share of the world trade in ornamental plant
products. In the lastdecade the industry was growing fast. Significant changes are occurring in the competitive floristry relationships worldwide. European integration, democratization in Eastern Europe and the liberalization of world trade in the context of the
GATTnegotiations will have consequences for the national and international cultivation
and trade. Anumber of 'traditional' markets aregoingrough anddisplaying signs of saturation. This has been caused by the low conjuncture and the increasing competition from
foreign countries. The exchange rate problems and the increasing of the tax-tariffs in
France are of great importance. The sales to the most important client Germany is still
goingprofitable. However, thepricedetermination is stillunder pressure.
In the Netherlands logistical problems are dominant, resulted from the ever-increasing
supplies brought to the auction centres. The shifting from a supply market to a demand
market is pushing through. The increasing competition from foreign countries force the
Dutch floristry industry till strategic management. All this affects profit margins and the
power relationships inthefloriculture chain. The many changes makeitdifficult to obtain
a clear insight into the prospects for the floristry industry, while this is essential for making a timely response to opportunities, threats, strengths and weaknesses. The use of new
Information Technologies (IT) ismentioned as oneof tools toovercome this problems.
The linkages and the chain pattern of the Dutch floristry industry are showed in subjoined figure. The connections between the linkages show the direct information and
physical flows. Foreign production is included while the cut flowers and pot plants trade
have theNetherlands astheirintermediate or final destination.
Suppliers
Suppliers deliver products to national and international growers. Examples of goods are
plant material,fertilizer, cropprotection andtechnical equipment.
Growers
More then 2100 companies with pot plant culture have a areal of approximately 1300 ha.
The areal of cut flower culture is the amount of 3600 ha accomplished by almost 6500
companies. The cultivation of floristry products is mainly concentrated in South Holland,
particularly in the area known as the South Holland Glass District (ZHG); 42% of floriculture areal isgrown inthis area. Thereis also aproduction centre around Aalsmeer. Becauseofthelack of well-developed largecontiguous stretchesofland inthese old centres,
many new nurseries are springing up in the fringe areas around the ZHG en Aalsmeer. A
number of growers opt for other regions for expansion because of the land size, infrastructure, water quality,landprices andlabour market (Groen, 1993).
The growers regard each other more as colleagues than competitors. Awidespread participation of growers in study clubs shows that they do not rely solely on their own intuition (Leeuwis, 1993).
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Figure 1. Actors andlinkages intheDutch flori-chain

Auctions
Floristry products are sold by seven auctions. The two largest auctions Verenigde
Bloemenveilingen Aalsmeer (VBA) and Bloemenveiling Holland (BVH) account for
81% of the auction turnover in cut flowers and 92% of the auction turnover inpot plants.
The auctions are sales cooperations of the growers. Their objective is to serve the interests of the members in particulary the sales of floristry products produced by the members.Thetrend towards strategic partnerships andmergersiscontinuing, enablingthe role
andpower of theauctions toincrease further.
Wholesalers
Domestic wholesalers and exporters receive their supplies bytheauctions.Lastyear there
were almost 1850 exporters and 350 wholesalers with domestic trade. The exporters can
bedivided intothescheduled delivery services anddispatch exporters.Theformer deliver
their products directly to the foreign retailers, whereas the latter mainly deliver to wholesalers abroad.
Retailers
There is a widespread distribution network, with approximate 10.000 points of sale for
flowers and plants. Most of the distribution to consumers takes place by flower shops
(54%). In addition, there are saleby street traders (23%), grocery superstores (13%),garden centres (6%) and other channels (4%).Flower shops and garden centres have a gross
profit margin of about 75%, street traders about 50% and the supermarkets and department stores around 65%(Haaket al, 1992).
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Introduction
The combination of the words 'chain' and 'management' suggests an optimism in the
possibility toinfluence and control aflowof goods or services in away thatpreset targets
are met. 'Chain' stands for the system of stages that are linked through the process that
aims at narrowing the gap between primary extraction and final use. 'Management'
denotes thepossibility tocoordinate theprocesses thatexistbetween these stages.
'Control' can be accomplished in different ways. From a governmental point of view,
control can be accomplished through legal prespcriptions, that have to comply with
rulemaking of the European Union (somewhat old-fashioned depicted as EC). Governmental control is not solely accomplished through limiting prescriptions but can berealisedby incentives too.Incentives ordirectives can focus:
the chain and the different stages in the process especially when subsidies or quality
assurémentaim at maintaining a flow of goods that is essential for the functioning of
society;
can pin-point the beginning of the chain, for instance as takes place in product-liability;
canpinpoint theend of thechain, for instance toprotect consumers' rights.
The legal framework limits thepossibilities for individual enterprises to cooperate and/or
to compete. From an economic standpunt of view, cooperation or competition that takes
place within the legal framework can influence the (transaction) costs of entities within a
chain. And moreover, between legality and economicality interdependencies exist, law
canbeviewed at 'from theperspective of theeconomist' (E.J.P.Mackaay, 1988).
Opportunities andlimitations of chain management canbe located in:
the legal framework that provides the space and possibilities in which parties can
operate;
economic factors that provide positive or negative impulses for the bargaining processitself asisthecasewhen contracting costs exist;
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legal impulses that have effects on the bargaining process and that can be restated in
economic criteria, such asliability rules.
Studying chains is not a one way process. In gathering and analysing chains and presenting information about chains in a coherent and consistent manner, chains are object in a
double sense. Through the gathering of knowledge about chains and the use of this
knowledge, a spin-off of scientific findings to the companies that are linked in chains
couldbe realized.
The question can be asked if there are limitations to the management of chains from a
leagal perspective. If such hurdles exist, attention should be drawn to the limitations of
chain-management itself,that is,inessence, cooperative action.
Inthis paper attention is concentrated onthefollowing key-areas that are of importance
in studying thepossibilities tocooperate and/or to compete:
national trade barriers and horizontal or vertical agreements between companies to
reduce competition (par.2);
theassessment ofquality andproduct specifications (par.3);
thejoint effort tosolvethe environmental problem (par.4).
On each of the above areas of possible interference with national and european regulations are considered. In paragraph 4 more than moderate attention is payed to chaining
problems intheenvironmental-damage issue, asitisof special concern infuture research.
In par. 5 concluding remarks will focus on consequences for the direction of future research withregard tolegalissuesin chain-management.
Realising aeuropean market:getting ridof trade-barriers
As the major goal of the european unification effort is to reduce limitations for competition within theEuropean borders, all threenamed areas areof concern, asmeasures of individual states or companies can disturb a 'workable competition'. Rules against unfair
competition (art. 85-90of theEC-treaty) and against governmental barriers were created
toenhance suchcircumstances (L.J.Brinkhorst/R.Barents, 1990page 107).
Socompetition isenhanced by:
thebreaking-off ofnational trade barriers for the flow of goods over theborders (par.
2.1);
arestrictive policy onagreements between individual companies (par. 2.2).
As the EC has created a autonomousjudicial system (Van Gend en Loos, Court of Justice
case 26-1962), that passes by national legistic efforts, chain management should not conflict but only be subsidiary toefforts to achieve afreeEC-market (Simmenthal case, Case
106-1977).
Trade restrictons
A common markt encompasses not only the free transfer of goods (art. 30 -37),but also
the free practice of professions (art. 48/52), of delivering services (art. 59) and of capital
(art. 67).Import barriers can lie inprices (duties and taxes,art. 12) orquantitative import
restrictions. The Dassonville-case has shown that any measures that can have the same
impact as quantitative import restrictions are prohibited (Dassonville case; Court of JusticeCasenr. 8-1974).
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Intercompany agreements and economic power
In a competitive market profit margins are under constant pressure and producers are
forced to innovate to create a temporary advantage. Paradoxally, protection that companies seek through mutual agreements, ismotivated by competition itself, since in aperfect and liberal market any profit margin will diminish. As long as there is a difference
between costs and selling-price morecompanies willjoin onthe market.
Tradebarriers ontheother handhave anegative impactonreal income of consumers.
Cooperative action ofcompanies toprotect prices and market shares can violateart. 85/86
of theTreaty, if the agreement possibly has anegative influence on tradebetween Treatycountries, even if the horizontal agreements exist between companies that are located in
only one EC-country (VCH-case, Court of Justice case nr. 8 - 1972; compare H.W. de
Jong, 1990).According to art. 85,1 common market objectives can be frustrated if agreements, decisions or coordinated behaviour can diminisch trade between Treaty-countries
and aim at orresult in an obstacle for competition. Such agreements should bereported to
the Commission that can grantexamption from theprohibitions of art. 85.Examption can
be granted if cooperation aims at technical improvement of products or (economic) progress.Art. 85,3-b however statesthat such examption may notresult inoraimat eliminating competition for animportantpart of total production.
Article 86 concerns the disuse of economic power, for instance as a consequence of
take-overs (Case 6-1972, Continental Can).
Under dutch law, the Ministry of economic affairs should be informed about the agreements on price ormarket regulations (art. 2ECA,Economic Competition Act) which can
be generalized (art. 6 ECA). The measures against agreements on the basis of the dutch
Economic Competition Act (ECA) can concern (generic) annulation after suspension.
This measure focuses on the agreement itself (art. 23 ECA) and is primarily a horizontal
instrument. Thepublication of information (art. 19/24)however aims atmobilising public
opinion and is therefore a vertical instrument. The ECA can be used against specific
clauses inhorizontal agreements that frustrate public interest, and canfor the same reason
be used against economic dominance inamarket (art.24ECA).
As dutch law concerns only thoseregulations oncompetition andeconomic powerpositions that have negative consequences for public interest (particularly when a situation
occurs that can be characterized asunfair competition), it ispossible thatdutch policy violates EC-regulations that are based on the principle ofprohibitive regulation. It should
benoted too,thatunderdutch law thereshouldbeaformal agreement between companies
before government interference is applicable, while ontheEuropean level even coordinatedaction between organisations can lead to measures from theEuropean Commission on
thebasis of EEC's provision nr. 17(RUG, 1992,page87).
Cooperation inthe chain
Horizontal agreements between companies operating in the same branche can have vertical implications. This is of importance: for understanding transactions between companies vertically inachain, apparently agreements oncooperation horizontally matter.
Market structure can stimulate therealisation of horizontal agreements ina vertical-upward direction. Referring to the pork meat-chain, constant pressure on transfer-prices for
pork between retail trade and delivering companies cannot be met by quality improveMANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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ment alone, since such quality improvement will only lead to lower prices (for the consumer) or larger profit margins (for the super market chains). The constant pressure on
prices, that is a consequence of oligopolistic tendencies in the retail-sector, and strong
competition in stages upward the chain, leads to the shifting of pressure on margins upward, to the farmers, with possibly fatal consequences for Dutch companies in the near
future. As downward the chain loss of margin on meat is compensated through gains on
otherproducts (companies have ahighlydiversified composition ofproducts tooffer) and
the acquisition of products by customers takes place through 'package-deals' with retailers, specialisation upward the chain becomes a death-trap for which quality improvementgivensnodefinitive solution.
Another 'inequality of arms' should be noted. Retailers have a freedom of choice between the delivering companies, but the same freedom of choice is not applicable upwards the chain because of cost- and capacity- and storage-structure. Cost-structure is
important because realised long-term investments create inflexiblity in production; capacity-structure is important because the existing over-capacity aggrevates pressure on
margins; ans storage-costs are important because the loss of clients is immediately translated incostof capital thatlies fallow.
Quality improvement has (as stated) only a positive aspect for the short run since it
opens up markets abroad, itcompensates in asence the natural disadvantage thatexists in
thedistance to the consumer abroad, and creates a temporary margin at home inacompetitive market. At the home-market it helps to keep up with companies in the same branche. Of course quality improvement itself is a welcome result of competition, but for the
companies involved itisonly profitable ifprofit margins can be restored.
It may therefore be of importance for survival of companies in thedutch agri meat-sector to come tojoint calculation schemes on product prices in relation to quality, butjoint
action violates the aim of disclosure of markets and is therefore of special interest for european monitoring agencies too.
Whereas european policy aims at enhancing competition, dutch law and practice are
permissive despite recent measures of the Department of Economic Affairs to prohibit
agreements on vertical price regulations (and perhaps necessarily is in the light of policy
inother counties).
Quality improvement
Quality prescriptions can have a positive and a negative impact on competition. From a
Hayekian point of view, as Hayek promotes a liberal economy that is totally different
from the Netherlands' guided economy, economic policy should concern mainly the prohibition of cartels and the setting of qualitative non-discriminating requirements for new
busineses and for products (B.Hessel, 1992,page 5).Since national quality prescriptions
canconflict EC's primary objective, quality assessment from aeuropean perspective aims
at protection of end-users (Rau case 261-1981) and by the object of eliminating unfair
competition.
Prescriptions onproduct quality and composition thatare officially motivated by health
protection on art. 36 (Sandoz case 174-1982) can come in violation with with art. 30 of
theTreaty, if the measure has similar effects as aquantitative import restriction. From the
Cassis de Dijon-case it follows that national rules toprotect consumers' safety and health
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are notapplicable if this protection is garantueed by therules of the state of origin(L.J.
Brinkhorst/R.Barents page109).
For integral chain management itmeans that quality regulations downward achainare
prohibited ifsuch regulations aimatfrustrating EC-policy toopen markets.
Environmental care
Fromaeuropean point ofview,environmental careisofspecial interest.Onaglobal level
no legal authority exists that can force national governments todiminish environmental
pollution. Onamondial level theenhancement ofenvironmental care canonly be stimulated indirectly through theexpression ofrecommandations. Theformulation ofrulesby
individual governments mustbeseeninrelation withandsubordinated toEC-rule making
(L.J.Brinkhorst/R. Barents,page210).
Art. 130,4states that measures aretaken onaeuropean level only ifthrough communotory better results an be realized than on a national level. Art. 130t leaves open the
possibility for national environmental rulemaking tobe more severe than EC-measures.
According toart. 130tthese measures mustfitinthecontext oftheTreaty.
From theprimary objective of theECas an economic community, thepossibilities to
alleviaterulemaking andrule-enforcement onanational level cantherefore diminish.For
instance thepossibilities tocutdown thenumber ofenterprises that have toaskfor special permission if enterpreneural operations create environmental risks under the'Wet
Milieubeheer' (General Environmental LAW, GEL), bythe formulation of general rules
as is possible under dutch law (art. 8.40 GEL),are narrowed by the EC-directive on
Integrated Pollution Prevention andControl (J.Verschuuren page 107-108).
Indutch lawthere arethree sources forlegalrestraints onthecreation of environmental
pollution. Apart from public law, that isbased onspecialisation inenvironmental sectors
(air, water, soil, sound) andarelinked totheGEL (with exception oftheWater Pollution
Act), environmental pollution and the behaviour that causes environmental damage, is
opposedby criminal andcivil law.Inthefollowing, attention will befocused on civillaw,
as tort law(especially art.6:162of thedutch Civil Code) is less vulnerable for conflict
with efforts ontheeuropean stage thanpubliclaw.
Civil lawcantake twoextreme positions astothequestion whoexactly hastobearthe
loss that occurs onanincident with environmental damage.With theabsence ofany civil
rules that hold thepolluter responsible forenvironmental damage, itsthepollutee thathas
tobear the loss. This does notnecessarily mean that damage will notform part oftheprivate costs ofafirm, since victims might bewilling topayforpreservation oftheir health
andproperty. Attheotherextreme, under asystemofstrict liability, itwillbethepolluter
that bears the financial consequences. This does not necessarily mean that the victim's
role isapassive one, since through contracting andnegotiations, polluters cancometo an
agreement onthecostsofthedamage caused.
Civil law therefore influences behaviour in a situation of strict liability, although ex
post compensation isitsprimary objective. This isbecause compensation itself has anex
post andanex ante aspect. From anexpost standpoint, compensation refers totherighteousness ofthe recouperation ofany loss.Thefinancial loss should betheburden of the
actor that, inanenterpreneural setting, aimed ataprofit inacting ashedid.Exante itcan
bring aboutcost minimization andprevention efforts.
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In dutch law, similar as in the american law system, there is a tendency towards strict
liability when creating a risk for the property or health of others. Strict liability rules do
not necessarily have to be effective from a society's point of view in reducing social
costs, as will be argued further. The (effectiveness of a) liability rule is of importance
since it has an impact on vertical chain-transactions. Before studying the influence of
suchrules,inthefollowing subsection companies'behavour islooked at.
Private effectiveness and environmental care
From a company's perspective, thedevelopment of a corporal environmental care system
is one outof several strategies that can be adopted to meet environmental risk (seefor instanceP.F.Claes/H.JJ.M. Meerman page 110).In cooping with environmental risk, first a
choicehas tobemade between between taking action and doing nothing.If adecision has
been madetoact, then a choiceisduebetween risk-reduction andrisk-compensation activities. Risk-reduction can be accomplished by the adjustment of activities, by investments (e.g. the implementation of acare system in the organsation) or by combination of
these strategies. Risk compensation is estabilished by insurance or by creating financial
provisions.
When meeting environmental risks in an active way, costs will occur. The costs an individual company will meet in producing for the market, consist of traditional production
and marketing costs and will possibly be increased by risk reduction costs. In the following we exclude the problem of choosing betweene risk compensation and risk reduction
assuming that I, the present value of risk reduction costs, equals present value of insurance premiums (P) and the present value of provisions (O). In all three cases a stream of
cash outflows (Zt) will occur so that:
E(I)=PV [E(Pt)]=PV [E(Ot)]=PV [E(Zt)J
Risk reduction costs are the costs incurred by reducing environmental risk. If risk is not
totally reduced, environmental damage may occur. Total costs of a firm may, but are not
necessarily composed of traditional production costs, risk reduction costs and pollution
costs. If total costs weigh in total on the firm, decisions have to be made as to what level

noaction

|

adjustmentofactivities

- riskreduction

Environmentalrisk

investments
L

action
insurance
riskcompensation
creatingprovisions

Figure I. Risk strategies
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risk will be reduced. Under the following assumptions the risk reduction level can be assessedpositively (compare:R.W.Holzhauer/R.Teijl page 125):
negative consequences ofenvironmental pollution weigh upon thepolluter solely.
the chance on an incident that incurs pollution costs will be reduced by investments
thatinturn raiseproduction costs;
total operations of the firm will not be reduced in meeting environmental risk (as is
thecaseinashorttermsituation);
production takes place under perfect market conditions. There is no information
problem for themanagement of the firm.
the firm's goal in the short run is toreduce theenvironmental risk to alevel on which
totalcosts ata given activity level are minimal.
Thefollowing symbols are used:
Co : thetraditional costs ofcurrent activities
Do : environmental damage
p : change for environmental damage
T :costsofrisk prevention
As the chance for damage will be reduced by investing more money in prevention
measures p = f (T). The company's total costs (C) under the specified conditions earlier
will therefore depend upon D, p(T), T and Co. As Co isn't adapted on the appearance of
environmental risks (or stated differently, as the activity level is supposed to be a constant), Co will not be a determining factor in assessing the optimal risk reduction level.
An individual optimum occurs when marginal expected environmental damage equals
marginal risk prevention costs.
In aperfect market with the samecost structure for all thecompanies on thatmarket an
optimal situation will be brought about. Thos means that total wealth is maximized.
Under thecircumstances inthis subsection, aliability rule hasnot much to offer.
In the real world however, costs of pollution will primarily weigh upon pollutees becauseexternal effects occur.
External effects and the market
In the above example environmental damage is supposed to bring about internal effects,
that is costs for the individual company, which stimulate to alter behaviour in a more
profitable direction. If external effects exist, the burden of environmental pollution will
weigh upon others than the enterpreneur, so that, apart from results of bargaining efforts,
nostimulustoalterbehaviour isbrought about.
An externality is, 'a cost orbenefit that the voluntary actions of one ormore people impose or confer on a third party or parties without their consent' (R. Cooter and Th. Ulen,
page 169). Externalities bypass the main instrument to internalise environmental pollution costs,namely theprice mechanism.
The existence of externalities presuppose the beaconing of organisations to markets. A
market functions as an instrument for competition. Agreements between actors on markets mitigate competition and favour organisation. Any volunteery agreement on pollution prevention and control, on quality or the use of marketing instruments (e.g. price,
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quantity produced, sold and its quality) reduce free competition between organisations
anditself bring intoexistence organisation itself.
Markets link organisations that areinvolved in thepropulsion of goods and ultimately
link consumers toproducers andpolluters under circumstances (intheabsence of government intervention) topollutees. Thedivision between markets andorganisations is transparent and as O.E. Williamson (1975) argued, a result of economic behaviour itself, in
particular by weighing of coordination costs and transaction costs, that is the costs of
information gathering, negotiating costsandcontracting costs.
The problem R.H. Coase aims at, concerns the transformation of external effects into
private costs. As H. Demsetz (1988, page 14) and many others in concordance with
Coase's analysis states,when transaction costs andincome effects arezero,theinitialoptimal market situation will perpetuate nomatter how property rights aredistributed. Ina
situation of free negotions between polluters andpollutees, external effects will result in
private firm's costs toalevelthat matches thewillingness-to-pay .Fromasociety's standpointthethus created market situation isoptimal inthesencethatitminimizes costs. Two
propositions R.H.Coase makes inhisanalysis are,first andextremely important, theabsence of transaction costs, and second the absence of influences from welth redistribution.
D.W.Bromley (1991,page74),P.Burrows (1979)andothers have,asR.H.Coase (1960)
hadalready argued, confirmed thattransaction costsdomatter.P.Burrowsarguesthatina
zero-contracting costs situation, a Kaldor-Hicks optimal situation (Ql) will result from
negotiations.
The negotiations that will take place between theparties will result in a redistribution
of wealth andashift intheallocation ofresources. Theshift, however Kaldor-Hicks efficient, isnot neutral (compare: H.J.Simon, 1993). Forinstance, H.Demsetz (1988, page
59) states, referring to driver liability under perfect market conditions, drivers would
avoid accidents andwould negotiate with pedestrians ifrisk avoiding behaviour could be
bought at lower costs. If pedestrians were liable for accidants, they would change their
behaviour toavoid accidents.
The shift in wealth distribution ineither liability situations isaconsequence ofthe fact
that under strict liability rules thepollutor pays to the pollutee, while in a non-liability
situation the income stream flows injust the opposite direction. Under positive transaction costs circumstances thenewequilibrium willbedifferent too(figure 2),namely Q2if
polluters areheldliableandQ3withpolutees' liability.
It is shown that the distribution of property rights (the ownership of a controllable
stream of income that is linked with assets according to D.W.Bromley) is of significant
importance for theresults ofnegotiations. It should be noted that wealth distribution isa
prominent political issue, and so is therefore the initial distribution of property rights.
Outcomes ofanalyses oneconomic efficiency ofliability rules under assumptions ofneoclassical economic theory do not guarantee a fair andjust distribution of wealth. Solutions for the environmental problem cannot therefore result from traditional economic
theory alone.
Free competition can not only have undesired effects on income and wealth distribution, but on theenvironmental problem itself, since in a neoclassical model, an implicit
assumption ismade ofa stream of inputs and outputs that canberepeted endlessly. Limi244
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Figure 2. Theinfluence oftransaction costs onthemarket optimum
tations of thecompetitive model arebreavely summarized by D.W. Bromley who states
thatthemarket isaninappropriate instrument (1991,page20):
if high transaction costs exist;
if largeandnonmonetary benefits andcosts occur;
incasesofhigh uncertainty over the future;
withthethreat ofpotential irreversabilities.
In looking for a liability rule that is effective from a societal point of view, one should
bear in mind thedisadvatages of neoclassical economic analysis. Inenvironmental care
often negotiations between victims andoffenders areimpossible asaconsequence ofhigh
transaction costs.
Effectiveness innon-negotiation situations
One canaskifa single liability system exists that succeeds inminimizing social costsin
non-negotion situations.
Theappropriateness ofa specific liablity rulecan giveinformation abouttendenciestowards cooperation onenvironmental care inchains and,asaby-product, on effectiveness
of product-liability, which isinessence avertical chain-problem. Theassesment ofaliability rule that iseffective inminimizing social costs depents onthespecific possibilities
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to createorimitate market situations (what R.A. Posner (1986) calls: 'mimicking the market'; seeH.J. Simon (1993)page 31).
E. Mackaay (1990, page 141 - 147) compares the costs of (environmental) damage (D)
with the costs ofrisk prevention of theoffender (Co) and the cost ofprevention of the victim (Cv).Mackaay argues that there exists no single liability system thatisefficient under
all possible combinations of D, Co, and Cv. The following analysis is presented (E.J.P.
Mackaay 1990,adj.):
D,Co,Cv
D <Co <Cv or
D<Cv<Co
Co<D<Cv
Co<Cv<D
Cv<D<Co
Cv<Co<D

Liabilityonnegligence
1

Damage for victim

2
3
4
5

Precaution offender
Precaution offender
Precaution victim
Precaution offender*

Liabiliyoncreatedrisk
6

Damage on offender

7
8
9
10

Precaution offender
Precaution offender
Damage on offender *
Precaution offender *

The liabilityregimes give non-optimal solutions under thespecified conditions incases 5,
9 and 10. In situation (5) the offender bears all costs (D Co so the offender had to take
prevention maesures), of which the victim is capable at lower costs. In situation (9) the
offender is held liable but costs toprevent damage are higher than damage itself. In situations (9)and(10)thevictimisabletoprevent damageatlowercosts.
E. Mackaay uses the level of (possible) damage as an indicator for the level of precaution that should have been taken, theproblem exists to get information about damage and
prevention costs,information thatis usually not available.
Criticisms on the above analysis may further focus the supposed independency of variables.Levelsof care and damage areinstead interdependent ashigher levels of careresult
in thereduction of losses and injuries and thedifferent impact onbehaviour as tothe risk
aversion tendency of individuals.
Amore thorough analysis, including some the mentioned factors is given by S. Shavell
(1979). Attention is focused on heprevention of accidents. Results of Shavell's theoretical analysis are summarized below. First a unilateral caseis egarded, that is a situation in
whichthepolluter hasthepower toinfluence thelevel of (environmental) damage.
UNILATERALCASE:
LEVEL OF CARE
I Accidents between strangers
Negligence rule
Efficient
Strict liability
Efficient
II Accidentsbetween sellers/strangers
Negligence rule
Efficient
Strict liability
Efficient
III Accidents between sellers and customers
Ilia customers havecomplete riskinformation
Notliable
Efficient
Negligence rule
Efficient
Strictliability
Efficient
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LEVELOFACTIVITIES
Too high*
Efficient
Too high**
Efficient

Efficient
Efficient***
Efficient
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UNILATERAL CASE:
LEVELOFCARE
LEVELOF ACTIVITIES
Illbcustomers misperceiverisk
Not liable
Not efficient
Not efficient
Negligence rule
Efficient
Too high/too low****
Strict liability
Efficient
Efficient
Nostimulanceonreducing the activity level
Costs of accidents arenot integrally included in market prices
**
Custumers' perceived costs areproduct costs +expected damage
Customers' perceived costs aretoo high, too low;activitylevelis toolow,too high
The general conclusion can be drawn that in unilateral cases, strict liability is efficient
under all the named circumstances, wheras negligence is only efficient under (1) perfect
risk information (2) with direct contact between seller and customer. Chain management
will primarily be appropriate in cases where sellers and customers both can influence
risks of accidents.

LEVELOF CARE
LEVELOFACTIVITIES
BILATERAL CASE:
I Accidents between strangers
Efficient
Too high*
Negligence rule
Efficient
Strict liability with defense ofcontributary
Too high (victim)
negligence
II Accidents between sellers/strangers
Negligence rule
Efficient
Too high
Strict liability with'defence ofcontributary Efficient
Too high (victim)
negligence
III Accidents between sellers and customers (nondurables)
Iliacustomers have complete riskinformation
Not liable
Efficient
Efficient
Negligence rule
Efficient
Efficient***
Strict liability with contributay negligence Efficient
Efficient*****
Illbcustomersmisperceive risk
Not liable
Not efficient
Not efficient
Negligence rule
Efficient
Too high/too low****
Strictliability with adefense ofcontributory Efficient
Efficient*****
negligence
No stimulance onreducing the activity level
Costs of accidents arenot integrally included inmarket prices
Custumers' perceived costs areproduct costs +expected damage
Customers'perceived costs are too high, too low;activity levelistoo low, too high
Inefficient ifgoods aredurables; frequency of useis not reduced
Consequences
Since there is no liability rule that guarantees optimal results under all circumstances, the
problem arises to specify such rules under differing conditions. For chain management it
would be important to analyse effects on behaviour since liablity rules for different kinds
of external interference (products, hazardous substances etc.) are not the same.
Let us look at the consequences of the above analysis for cooperation on the environmental issue. For pollution problems that are unilateral (and many problems in fact are)
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strict liability is possibly efficient on the level-of-care issue and in influencing the level
of activity.
In bilateral cases it may not be efficient at all in influencing the level of activity.
Governmental restrictions on the level of activities however may lead to increased cooperation in a chain to alleviate pressure on profits. Cooperation and joint quality improvement may be induced by the tendency towards strict liability. This tendency is itself
stimulated by inefficiencies of other liability systems. Cooperation may be stimultated
too by the joint effort to reduce the level of risk, for instance in realising technical
improvements.
In product liability, the producer that brought the product in circulation, is held liable
under dutch (art. 6:185 - 6:193 of the dutch Civil Code) and EC-rules (dutch law is aresult of the EC-directive onproduct liability). Risks however may be created by theuseof
products (e.g. faulty storage). In fact this means that a system of strict liability combined
with contributory negligence may be efficient.
If customers are strangers to the original producer, activity level may not be efficient.
This means that by narrowing the gap between consumer and producer, social effectiveness of product liablity may be increased. Integral chain management, by which the
information gapbetween consumer andproducer isclosed, may haveapositive impact on
judicial effectiveness, andinthelong run apositive impactonproduct improvement.
Research on chain-management
As the opportunities for vertical coordinated action can violate thebasic principles of the
EU, one canaskwhat senseitmakes to study chaining activities.Why,inother words, are
chaining activities of special interest since these activities can diminish competition by
reducing the possibilities to enter the market by firms from abroad? That is because
cooperation ispossible,even under EC-law,butwithin boundaries.
First it should be specified where these boundaries arelocated, in a more exact manner
than has been done in this paper. Secondly, research should focus on identifying legistic
and private measures that are most effective within theboundaries of EC-law. And third,
scientific research should focus on the specific consequences for individual companies
within a chain as to strategy, logistics, production and product specifications in connection with legal constrains on cooperation. In doing so, scientific research on the managementof chains can focus:
horizontal research ofbranches (milkbranche, seedbranche etc.);
vertical research ontheflow of products;
research onaspects ofchains (quality, environment).
On the above analysis a special preference for one of these approaches can not be stated.
In analysing vertical effects, information has to be gathered on horizontal agreements
(par. 2). Research is necessary on the effects of product liability, since the original producer is held liable and operations in following chains are of special concern tohim (par.
4.4). In quality-assesment, restrictions on horizontal agreements with regard to basic
qualities of products and brands influence behaviour vertically upward (par. 3). The
environmental aspects can be studied by looking at transactions between stages vertically
and if such transactions cannot occur, the effect of legal prescriptions and liability rules
248
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on chain behaviour (par. 4.3). Studying chain management encompasses more than the
processes that take place in a chain by following the product, since cash flows go the
other way around (par. 2).
My conclusion is that studying chain management does not necessarily mean focusing
on the chain itself.
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Abstract
Integrated Management of production and distribution chains in hortibusiness is a hot
issue. On the one hand the sector is confronted with sector wide problems, that need to be
solved on a sector level. On the other hand better tuning between chain activities
promises big gains in financial, logistical and customer service performance compared to
the necessary investments, while local improvements can only be achieved by large
investments with a low return on investment. However, will integrated management be
successful it needs to have a proper, consistent foundation. In this paper we present some
recent insights in the integrated chain management process and apply these insights to
Hortibusiness.

Introduction
Horticultural production and distribution systems have to deal with some special problems compared to industrial systems. Horticultural production is dependent on climate
and soil, the quality of the produce varies in time and decreases more or less rapidly during the postharvest phase, and both production and distribution are characterized by a
multi-site, multi-owner structure (Hoogerwerf et al, 1991). These characteristics of hortibusiness bring along a wide range of specific questions. The last decades research has developed many technological means to deal with the special product properties, and many
of those findings are used in daily practice. The main aim of this technological intensivication is to decrease the dependency on ecological and biological properties of both the
produce and its environment. Hortibusiness has, hence, changed from an ecologically
based production and distribution system into a technologically based system. This
technology is capital and knowledge intensive. Because of this,but also for general economic reasons, there has been a strong tendency towards upscaling of the business units;
Hortibusiness is nevertheless still a multi-site, multi-owned system.
The technological developments, and the inherent increasing complexity for the management, have been noticed by management scientists and, hence, a lot of effort has been
put into studies on how to manage horticultural technology (see f.i. Schoorl and Holt,
1985; Bots, 1991; Ziggers, 1993). A part of the research results on technology manage-
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ment has been put into practice, with an accelerating development in computer based
management systems since the availability of the personal computer. Many production
and distribution enterprises have been able to survive or even increase their profitability
by improving their management. These management systems, however, are mainly dedicated to single aspect problems: climate control in glasshouses, administrative organization, transportation planning and -to a minor extend- production planning. Although
the research efforts in the field of computer based management systems for multi-aspect
problems were extensive, only alimited number ofthesetypeof management systems has
been widely spread inpractice for actual use (Leeuwis, 1993).
Although there is undoublty room for further improvement of local technology management, there is a general feeling that the significance of new developments in technology
itself and in local technology management is contributing only marginally tothe success
of both the individual enterprise and themulti-site, multi-owned production and distribution system as a whole. It is assumed that managing the production and distribution system in Hortibusiness from an integrated systems viewpoint may be far more profitable
(see f.i. Schoorl and Holt, 1990;Hoogerwerf, 1991;Saedt, 1991).This insight is not new,
and is known from industrial production systems. In industry, one has tried to find new
ways of technology management by introducing Computer Integrated Manufacturing
(CIM). There has been a lot of theorizing research on CIM, and the concept is also implemented in a wide range of industrial sectors. During the last decade, CIM has developed from a company wide management concept (hence locally oriented) towards a
business wide management concept including all companies contributing to a production
and/or distribution chain of activities. It is then called Computer Integrated Business
(CIB). In the CIM concept, and even more in the CIB concept, the production and
distribution chain was defined as a system that has to be managed from an integral viewpoint, although it may be multi-sited and/or multi-owned. As it appears, significant advantages could be obtained from this integrated approach, also for small and medium
sized enterprises (see f.i. Simons et al, 1991).Although Hortibusiness differs in many aspects from industry, it may draw lessons from Integrated Management concepts as being
developed inother branches of industry.
In this paper, we will present theresults of a qualitative desk study on the possibilities
of Integrated Chain Management in Hortibusiness. We will start with a definition study
on Integrated Chain Management. From this we will explore some basic elements of the
managerial process and present possible solutions to tackle occurring problems. We will
recompose theseelements andthepresented findings intoaconceptual model for theIntegrated Chain Management process, and draw some conclusions for future research on Integrated Chain Management in Hortibusiness.
Integrated ChainManagement:ADefinition Study
Integrated Chain Management may be seen as a systems approach to multi-aspect managerial problems concerned with multi-site, multi-owned production anddistribution systems. Literature on systems approaches in Hortibusiness management is limited. Schoorl
and Holt (1985, 1990) may be seen as front line researchers in this field, and more recently Hoogerwerf et al presented a systems view on horticultural distribution (1994a).
While this systems approach is up to now primarily concerned with describing and anaMANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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lyzing a system, Integrated Chain Management (which will furtheron be referred to as
ICM) aims to develop operational management tools from an integral viewpoint. These
management tools may be computer based or not, and may target strategical, tactical or
operational management problems. In our approach, integration has tobe concerned with
(i) the various aspects of hortibusiness (a.o. economics, logistics, product quality and
environment); (ii) a comprehensible chain of production and distribution operations.
Amongst others, Broekmeulen et al(1992) and Hoogerwerf and Simons (1994) published
on the integration of aspects, with special emphasis on the integration of product properties and product quality behavior in postharvest distribution chains. Hoogerwerf et al
(1994b) published on computer support systems for ICM. In this paper, we will focus at
themanagement processthat isconcerned withproduction anddistribution chains.
For clearunderstanding, wepresent the following definition of ICM:
ICM is concerned with the management of a (part of a) production and distribution
chain (which may be multi sited, multi owned, and seen as a comprehensive set of activities) while taking into account all inter and intra relations of the (part of the) chain to
be managed and a complete set of relevant aspects for the management problem under
hand
Wecan illustrate thisdefinition using the Systems Triangle aspresented inHoogerwerf et
al (1991), seeFigure 1.According to the above definition, ICM may either be concerned
with themanagement of thetotal systemfrom aposition inthe outsideworld, oritmay be
concerned with the management of processes and infrastructures within the system, taking into account the outside world. In the first case, ICM is concerned with what is
sometimes called 'the management ofthemanagement' (Bots, 1991).The Chain Manager
is in this case concerned with conducting individual operations in a multi-site, multiowned system. Inthesecond case,themanagerisconcerned with conducting his ownsys-

Market

Product
Management
Information

Infrastructure

Figure 1. TheSystems Triangle
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tem from the viewpoint that he is only one link in achain that has toperform optimally as
awhole toenablehisindividual success.
Hence, ICM can be implemented on two levels. In this paper we will present a conceptual approach toIntegrated Chain Management thatisapplicable onboth levels.
ASystems ViewonIntegrated Chain Management
Although the word Management has been defined many times,thedifferences in all these
definitions are slight.Wewill handlethe following condensed definition (Simon, 1966):
Management is the process of conducting a socio-technocratic system into a defined direction
Fromthisdefinition wecandraw threeconclusions asto thecharacter of management:
management isconcerned with humans and technology;
management is concerned with the conducting of systems; this implies that the
management process is an interactive process in which the means of the managing
person ororganization may vary;
the management process needs to have a well defined direction; this implies that
there need not benecessarily a well defined target to meetthe standards of the above
definition.
Note that this definition is a definition of management as such, and not of successful
management. To be successful, the management process needs not only to have a well
defined direction, but it also needs a well defined goal or target, and the means of the
manager needstobeoptimally tuned tothis management targets.Alsonotethat itis aninteractive process, in which the managing person or system has to adapt both to the sysfirst order management
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Figure 2. A conceptual model of the management process
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tem(s) to be managed and to the outside world. Hence, wepresent a conceptual model of
themanagement process (Figure 2).
In this model, the situation of the system at this very moment isindicated by the circle at
the left, called present situation. Wemay assume that the management has certain targets,
defined as a future situation that meet certain specifications. We will call this the target
situation, andit isrepresented inthe figure as the middle right circle.Without a dedicated
management process, however, the system will develop into a new situation at a certain
moment in time, represented by the upper right circle: the autonomous situation. This
situation occurs when there is no conducting of the management towards a specified target situation. The task of the management is to press the autonomous situation towards
the target situation by means of management instruments. The optimal management process can be described as the process that results in an effect situation that is identical to
the target situation with the lowest possible efforts. In practice, however, the target situation and the effect situation may differ: a result of ineffective management. It may also
bethattherelationbetween costs andprofit of themanagement processisnotoptimal: we
call this inefficient management. And the efficacy of the management process may be
suboptimal, indicated by navigation problems on the way from the present situation towards theeffect situation (seealsoHoogerwerf, 1984).
The decisional process
In any case, the management process is concerned with conducting a system towards a
certain target situation. Up to now, the system that is subject to the management process
has been constrained in most literature on horticultural management (Barneveld, 1993;
Gaasbeek, 1990;Zuurbier, 1989)bysingle ownership structures.Recently, the insight has
been presented that aproduction and distribution chain may also be seen as a system that
can be subject to a management process (Simons et al, 1992; Broekmeulen et al, 1992;
Hoogerwerf et al, 1993). Complicating factor is the multi-ownership situations in horticultural distribution.
The above presented conceptual model of the management process may be applied to
single owned systems as well as to multi-owned systems. The present situation will develop into anew,future situation inany case,and thisnew, autonomous situation is determined by decisions that actors inthe system will take. As theeffect situation isdefined as
the autonomous situation as influenced by management instruments, the management
process needs to be concerned with the decision making of actors in the attended management process. These actors may be members of a single owned system (an individual
operation) as well as members of a multi-owned system (a production and distribution
chain). In figure 3 the place and role of the various chain managers is pinpointed. Both
managers within the production and distribution system (local managers) and managers
from outside the system (chain managers, e.g. from governmental organizations or from
commodity boards) can manage the whole system or chain by using adequate management instruments and adepttothesituations inotherparts of themultiowned system.
We emphasize that there is no significant difference between managing a multi owned
systemas awhole from an external point of view or from an internalpoint ofview.In any
case, the manager has to interfere with the decisional process of chain participants. We
will illustrate this by twoexamples.
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Example 1.Bottom upICM
Amanager of one link in adistribution chain, f.i. a supermarket, aims at delivering horticultural produce to his customers that meet certain standards of environmental security.
For this,he contracts some growers and agree on theabsence of chemicals and fertilizers
during production. What themanagers does,infact, isinfluencing thedecisional outcome
of the growers decisional process by means of specific management instrument: the contract. In fact, he reduces the decisional alternatives of the grower from the moment on the
grower has signed the contract. It is multi-aspect oriented: aspects under consideration
arecosts andprofits, environmental effects, productquality,etc.
Example 2.
Apolicy maker from acentral organization inHortibusiness aims at strengthening theposition of Dutch hortibusiness on the West European market by improving overall product
quality. For this, he wants to have all the produce that is to be exported to be precooled
before international transport.Hismanagement instruments areinfinite, buthedecides on
the following alternatives: subsidizing the precooling process in hortibusiness or checking the product temperature at the national borders. Apart from the costs of the management measures and the bottlenecks for implementation, the managers problem is how the
actors inthe distribution chain react to his measures because he is,in fact, influencing the
decisional process of thechain participants. Thedecisional alternative 'precooling' isbecoming more attractive because the costs ofprecooling arelower when subsidized. Or the
new risk of getting apenalty atthenational border because of atoohigh product temperature istoo large.
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The way from present situation to future effect situation is the object of the management process. As said before, this is determined by the decisions that actors in the system
take. This implies,that themanagerial process isconcerned with how to interfere with the
decisional processes of the actors in the system in such a way, that the outcome of the
various decisional processes are in accordance with the targets of the systems manager.
When we simplify the decision making process of actors in a situation by using an extended Multi Attribute Utility Model (furtheron referred to as MAU+-model), we may
conclude that the outcome of the decisional process can be directed by influencing parameters or variables in this model, hence, conducting the actor in the management field
towards a decisional outcome that leads to an optimal effect situation as defined by the
systems manager. The management process is, hence, concerned with the decisional behavior of actors, but is targeted by the factual outcome of the decisional process. This
means that the character of an Integrated Chain Management process is in itself cybernetical.
Integration of aspects
ICM problems may be concerned with management problems at any level, varying from
strategic problems like market share and labor capacity to operational problems like
determining the optimal installed temperature during transportation. Without any doubt
economic and financial aspectsplay arole in any ICMprocess.Inhorticultureanotheraspect is relevant for any ICM case: the quality of the produce. And as horticulture is
concerned with ecological systems, environmental aspects and ambient factors hastobe
taken into account inany ICM case.This maybeillustratedbythefollowing example:
In Dutch floriculture, approximately 58.7 PJoules are spent on the production of cut
flowers and potted plants, while .5 PJoules is spent on the distribution of the produce
(Rudolphij et al, 1993).The estimated value of the production at consumers level is US$
5 billion. It has been calculated by Hoogerwerf (1994) that 7.7% of the production is lost
during distribution because of improper postharvest care and handling. The resulting
92.3% decreases in consumers satisfaction because of an estimated loss of vase life of
28%. Hence, the financial loss can be calculated at US$ 308billion at least and the environmental aspect can be expressed in a loss of over 20 PJoules of production energy.
Avoiding the direct loss of 7.7% will translate in increased profits for the companies involved. Reducing the28%loss in vaselife will lead toimproved competitiveness through
an improved imago of the product, possibilities of product guarantees to the consumer,
etc.Thiswill contribute positively tothecontinuity ofthe sector inthelong run.
From this example one may draw the conclusion, that financial and environmental aspects are of a second order nature, while product quality is afirst order aspect: it initiates
financial and energy losses. Quality losses, however, may be accepted when the costs of
prevention do not meet the profits of the decrease in quality decay. Hence, this example
illustrates the problem of causality between and consistency of the various aspects of
managerial problems.
Alot of research has been executed into managerial problem solving. Although various
studies take into account more than one aspect, the quest for causality and consistency of
the various aspects that are of managerial concern has been neglected in most of the
studies. Recently, Klok (1991) has applied a theory from Tacq (1984) to a certain type of
managerial problems: the problem of causality and consistency in public policy. Kloks'
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application of Tacqs' theory can be of use in ICM processes as well and fits perfectly on
our approach of situation modelling and transition routes. Tacq developed a theory on
causal relations called the INUS theory. According to this theory, a situation may occur
when aconsistent set of aspects occur. Whereas each of them individually is Insufficient,
but Necessary, the set as a whole is Unnecessary, but Sufficient for the result. Tacq illustrates this theory with the following example: a fire occurs (in our theory described in a
situation model); for the occurrence of this fire (situation), a set of facts has tobe present
(i.e. fuel, heat and oxygen).This setof facts isunnecessary (itdoes notnecessarily lead to
fire), but when it appears,it is sufficient (to initiate the fire). Theparts of the set are each
for itself insufficient for a result (the fire), but they have necessarily to be there to
complete the set thatisinitself sufficient for the result.
When we apply this theory to our conceptual model of the management process, we
may conclude that it gives a handle for the determination of relevant aspects, because it
targets the manager at defining a consistent set of causal relations, from which a set of
relevant aspects can be derived. We may illustrate this by a second analysis of the
example asdescribed above.
Let us state that the target situation of a system is adecrease in energy consumption of
20%, tobereachedwithin five years from now and under the constraint thattotal turnover
will not decrease and the total costs will notincrease with more than 5%. Wecan identify
thefollowing aspects (parts of aset):
1. technology
2. product properties
3. energy costs
4. market properties
The target situation can now be described in terms of these aspects. For instance: an increased energy efficiency of the technology in use,a decreased or increased dependency
ofproduct quality on ambient factors asinfluenced by technology,decreased or increased
energy costs or decreased orincreased consumer requirements astoproduct quality. Hence, the relevant factors have to be specified in the target situation model and the targeted
valueaswell.
From the specified aspects in the target situation model the manager can copy the aspects that has to be specified into the present situation model.From this point, the manager can calculate orreason the autonomous situation as it may be expected tobe present
on the relevant aspects at a defined moment in future. On the basis of discrepancies between autonomous situation and target situation he can fire management measures towards defined goals. Whenever effects occur that have not been described by the factors
in the INUS-set,the manager may conclude that his setof aspects is not consistent and/or
complete. Hence, he is initiated to reconsider his target situation model. Our approach
may therefore be characterized as cybernetical for reasons of multi-aspect orientation as
well.
The functionality ofmanagement instruments inrelation todecisional behavior
As stated earlier, the success of the management process can be expressed by three indicators:effectivity, efficiency andefficacy. The indicator effectivity is concerned with the
accordance between effect situation and target situation: a maximum effectivity is
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reached when these situations are identical. Efficiency and efficacy are concerned with
the route from present situation to effect situation: the less it costs in relation to effectivity, themore efficient is the management process. And the straighter the way from present situation toeffect situation,thehigher isthe efficacy.
We may assume that managers are in search for the most successful management process. Hence, they are in search for optimal instruments. It might be clear that the number
of possible management instruments is enormous. Tomakeour systems approach toIntegrated Chain Management consistent, we need atypology of management instruments as
a first step. From literature we can extract various typologies (see Hoogerwerf, 1993;
Klok, 1991).
1. Thediscipline orientation: communicative, economic orlegislative oriented
2. Thedomain orientation: individual or collective oriented
3. Thedecision orientation: constraining orenabling
We may state that both the discipline orientation and the domain orientation are concerned with the decisional process of the actors in the management field, but differ in
their approach to this process. Hence, they also have adecisional orientation. This is not
amazing as we already have concluded that the management process is concerned with
the decisional process of the actors in the management field. When we stay to the representation of the decisional process as represented by the MAU-model, we can make a
typology of management instruments by theway they influence thisprocess:
1. changing theproblem specification
2. changing the objectives
3. changing thenumber ofdecisional alternatives
4. changing thecharacter of alternatives
Incase of theMAU+-model,(iii) and(iv) canbedoneby:
1. changing thenumber alternatives
2. changing thenumberof attributes of alternatives
3. changingtheutility of attributes
4. changing theweight of attributes
5. changing thevalueof attributes
Reducingcomplexityinmanagerial decision making
Wemay seethe management process as adecisional process aswell, aiming (efficacious)
at deciding on the most effective and most efficient (set of) management instrument(s),
due to the above presented instrument typology the decisional model of the manager will
soon explode when he hastotakeinto account all thedecisional processes of the individual actors in full scale. We therefore need to simplify the model, and we do this by
introducing anumber ofdecision rules from sociological sciences.Inliterature, a number
of decisional rules have been presented (see f.i. Raaij, 1986;for implementation of these
decisional rules inFuzzymodels,see f.i. Chen andHwang, 1992):
1. Act referral (a primary affective reaction determines which alternative is to be
chosen)
2. Linear compensatorical rules
3. Non linear compensatorical rules
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Conjunctive rules (minimum value foroneormore attributes)
Disjunctive rules (select alternativeononesuperior attribute value)
Lexicographical rules (ranking according toscoreonmost important attribute)
Semi ordered lexicographical rules ('Fuzzy' lexicographical rules)
Sequential elimination (eliminating analternative onthebasis ofone insufficient attribute value)

These decisional rules arein most sociological andpsychological publications presented
as decision models.Infact, they apply adecisional rule toabasic decision model suchas
a MAU-model oraMCDM model, which are both decision tree models that only varyin
the names of thebranches. When applying these decisional rules to decision trees,the
decision tree issubstancially reduced initsnumber ofvariables asisillustrated in figure
4. The integration of extended decisional models and qualitative decisional rulesmay
therefore beofgoodusetosimplify the decisionalprocessofthe manager.
Towardstotal integration
From the above wemayconclude that Integrated Chain Management is a management
problem that canbecharacterized as multi-aspect, multi-actor oriented while both inter
and intra relations play arole, seen from the systemtobemanaged. Hence, anICMproblemis bound toexplode when noproper measures aretaken totackle this.Inoursystems
approach toICMandin ourapproach tothemanagement process, wehave presented a
r
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Figure 4. Reduction ofdecision treesbyusingdecision rules
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number of measures to simplify some elements of the management process. Summarizing:
1. to tackle the number of aspects under concern we introduced the INUS theory as a
means of causal modelling
2. to tackle the number of decisional alternatives of actors in the management field we
presented the integrated approach of quantitative decision tree models and qualitativedecision rule models
3. to tackle the number of possible management instruments we introduced a decision
oriented typology ofmanagement instruments.
We may conclude that due to those simplifying methods the managerial problem is
dramatically reduced. ICMisnevertheless still amanagerial problem of great complexity.
Hence, a lot of effort has tobe put into both scientific and applied research on integrated
management problems. In the next paragraph we will try to explore the consequences of
this conclusion for future research.
Research perspectives
The presented conceptual model of the Integrated Chain Management process is meant to
make a start in the discussions on ICM as such and on the possibilities of implementing
ICM.As itappears tous,ICM canbeimplemented bottomup(by integrating relevant signals from the systems environment into the managerial process of single owned systems)
or top down (whereas ICM has a lot in common with managerial processes in public policy which is also concerned with multi-site, multi-owned systems). It may be concluded
that integration is needed not only at implementation level, but also atresearch level.We
can state that management research on ICM needs to be integrating by itself; hence, systems theory seems to offer good possibilities. Only multi-disciplinary approaches towards ICM willleadtoresearchresults thatmay diffuse into managerial practice.
As stated before, horticulture differs from industrial branches because of the rapid
quality decrease after harvesting. Substantial improvements in hortibusiness can be realized when product quality is an integrated aspect of managerial decisions. We therefore
state that physiological and technological needs to be an integrated part of research on
ICM. Apart from this we may conclude, on the basis of the calculations aspresented earlier, that quality management in horticultural distribution is of main importance for the
success of Dutch hortibusiness inthe coming years.Therefore, Integrated Chain Management research has to focus on the integration of postharvest product behavior in managerial decisions as a first step.This counts for ICM at anylevel.Asecond step should be the
development of supporting systems for ICMproblems at strategic level.
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Introduction
Consumers are becoming increasingly critical as far as food is concerned. They want to
know more about origin, composition and production techniques. At the same time the
image and reliability of the quality of pork is becoming more disputable in the eye of the
consumer. Both trends urge the formation of additional quality guarantees throughout the
production chain (Hartog, 1992; Meys, 1977; Mannion, 1992 and Paardekooper, 1991).
In the Netherlands a basic Integrated Quality Control system, 1KB, was developed for the
Dutch meat sector by the Commodity Board for Livestock and Meat, PVV (NRLO,
1993). This system is recently implemented. 1KB is a quality system which entails the
control and guarantee of the production within the pig meat chain, from breeder up to the
slaughterhouse. The PVV/IKB pig regulations entail a number of basic requirements
which must be met. Within this framework guarantees are given with respect to origin,
feed and the use of specific medicines and accompanying withholding times in view of
preventing the possibility of residues. Beside the regulations for the meat production
chain research has been carried out on specifications for the supply industry, i.d. the feed
industry. Research also has been performed on processing in the feed industry itself. This
has resulted in quality control systems which have been implemented in this industry.
Besides that a code for Good Veterinary Practice is being implemented for veterinary services.
In the meat production chain information is exchanged in two directions between various links of the chain.
The slaughterhouse can obtain specific information about the pigs delivered, for instance concerning health and origin. The pig farmer, on the other hand, receives the results of the veterinary inspection by the slaughterhouse. The slaughterhouse plays a
prominent part in establishing and conducting the PVV/IKB chain. They take the end re-
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Figure 1. Total system integration of the basic PW/IKB system with data carriers and
data management systems

sponsibility for thepreceding links as far as 1KBis concerned. The 1KBchain is superintendedby aindependent institution (TNO/ICM).
In this paper the attention is drawn to the benefits of a combination of this basic 1KB
system with the successive data carriers on the one hand and the successive chain information and control programs on the other (see figure). The 1KBregulations can give the
first impulse for a more efficient use of information :using the data as well for quality
control as for reducing production costs and tuning supply an demand of the successive
links. This approach is supported by the developments in data carriers which enable to
transfer moreinformation in ahighly reliable way.In this way an integration of hardware
andsoftware in theproduction chain is achieved.
Information systems
Process control should be integrated with data processing. Throughout all the stages of
the production chain, from breeding, fattening, cutting to selling the parts to the retail
trade, a diversity of information is needed. Adistinction can be made between information concerning theproduct (carcass classification, PSE/DFD, weight, costsetc.) and data
onproduction (feed systems, operation procedures, planning,etc.).This specific information isimportant for the operational tuningbetween thevarious links ofthechain,but also
for chain control, financial overview, internal quality assurance, trend analyses, record
keeping and the acquisition and preservation of knowledge. As production is more and
more determined by consumers demand, the supply should be tuned to the demand
throughout the whole chain. For the pig industry awell considered data management system for effective and efficient chain control is necessary.
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Several information systems concerning Business Information System (BIS), Technology Information System (TIS), Management Information System (MIS) and Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI) are in development or already in use. These systems are often
only used within a specific part of the chain.Thecomplete chain istherefore lacking optimal tuning and standardization. Also thenature of the information and the confidentiality
may vary strongly among parts of thechain. However, an integrated approach to improve
the efficiency of the whole chain is still missing. To that purpose TNO researches tuning
of supply and demand between links in theproduction chain and developed software systems for minimizing of costs within the different links, aiming ultimately at a data management system for effective and efficient chain control. In this system data from all
production stages can be used for efficiency of the production and at the same time for
product quality (Stellingwerf 1990a/1994).By using the available information for several
purposes, quality control and reducing production costs,theinstallation and maintenance
of information and data exchange systems is more justified and necessary investments
canbeearned within ashorter period.
What is special about these information systems is that they are based on mathematical
models, describing the production process within the link and the good flows between
links (Logtenberg, 1992). Atheoretical background for information systems, concerning
costoptimization hasbeendeveloped, butpractical experience incontrolling an agro-production chain is still needed. There has been several years of research on Decision Support Systems (DSS's) which has yielded a prototype for production planning in meat
processing, aready for use software systemfor thedetermination ofprofit optimal utilization of cutting capacity in the slaughterhouse (Snit-COPT) and aresearch report on optimal tuning between the delivery of pigs from the farmers and the demand of meat from
the consumers.
The COPT-principle (Cost Optimal Production-planning Technique), upon which these
systems are based, has been specially developed for the food industry (Paardekooper,
1992c; Stellingwerf, 1992).Its main idea isto make production asefficient aspossible by
reducing influenceable costs and maximizing added values (Stellingwerf, 1993). Current
production planning techniques aimateffective planning. MRP 1,Material Requirements
Planning, generates an overview of the required materials for the production orders.
MRP2, Manufacturing Resource Planning, calculates when which product must undergo
a specific kind of processing to beready for delivery or stock in time,regardless of costs.
Unlike these production planning techniques, COPT aims at effectivity, combined with
efficiency. For that purpose costs are made explicit and moreover planning is optimized
upon these costs, taking into account the keeping qualities of the food products. Generating an efficient planning is complicated by thedeterioration of food products. TheJust In
Time strategy (keeping no stock) isthe simplest way tohandle thisproblematic food characteristic. Unfortunately this strategy is unsuccessful in food industry in consequence of
an other food industry characteristic; refusing delivery of a rush order is unacceptable.
Because costs are made explicit using COPT, the consequences of producing for stock or
for rush orders canbe calculated. In summary,the special qualities oftheCOPT approach
enable food industry to weigh production costs against storage costs. Besides reducing
costs after making them explicit within the individual stages, the COPT principle can be
employed to optimize the chain. Tuning supply and demand between successive links in
thechain will improve theefficiency of meatproduction in whole.
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The developments in applying the COPT-principle tostages andlinks betweenthe
stages oftheproduction chain are indifferent phases (Stellingwerf, in prep.)- Concerning
the links, forthe tuning ofsupply and demand between pig breeders and pig farmersan
exploratory study isinitiated, whereas apreliminary study concerning thetuning between
pig farmers andslaughterhouse has been studied yet. Asfarasthe stages themselfsare
concerned, herethedevelopment from research uptoadecision support system has made
progress. Fortheslaughterhouse maximizing added value for cutting carcasses already
led to aDSS-product (Snit-COPT). Research on production planning inmeat processing
has yielded aproto-type, which has been tested inpractice with success and isnow elaborated intoaprofessional production planning software system.
For controlling thelink between pig breeders and pig farmers first ithas tobedetermined which information onthepiglets isrelevant (Driel, 1988;Weerd, 1989and Sterrenburg, inprep.). Aclassification may be based onthe results of this investigation. As soon
as this matter is clarified, thetuning between supplyofthebreeder and thedemand of the
farmer canbesubjected tocloser investigation.
The deliveries from the pigfarmer tothe slaughterhouse are examined with regardto
tuning totheconsumers demand (Van Acker, 1993).The sales of the slaughterhouse area
derivative of thisdemand. Using Snit-COPT anoptimal supply for the slaughterhouse can
be calculated basedon the selling orders (see figure). With thisideal supply the efficiency
of the slaughterhouse would beoptimal; norefused orders, nodegradation of carcasses
(sell aslowerquality),noextra purchase.
In practice, most slaughterhouse don't have thedisposal of Snit-COPT, and only
limited control on the composition inquality typesofthepigs which are delivered by the
pig farmers. The composition in quality types ofpigs differ from farmer to farmer
(Weerd, 1989). Beside that theslaughterhouse wants afixed amount ofpigs delivered
every daytomake maximal use ofthe slaughtering capacity. By these means the slaughterhouse isoften confronted with adiscrepancy between the demand fordifferent quality
types ofcarcasses generated bytheir clients and the supply ofdifferent quality typesof
pigs from thepig farmers.
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Figure 2. Discrepancy between demand and supply
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This difference leads to costs for the slaughterhouse and can be the cause of loosing
clients.The costs, corresponding with the discrepancy mentioned can be reduced by improving the flexibility in deliveries of the farmers. Usually the farmers can vary their delivery tothe slaughterhouse only within asmall time frame. Agreater flexibility would be
in the interest of the slaughterhouse. It will enable them to adapt sales to the demand of
their clients. A serie of models is developed to weigh the costs of flexibility for the farmers (extra forage and extra pigsty utilization related to pigs occupying pigsty capacity
longer than necessary) against the costs of inflexibility of the deliveries for the slaughterhouse caused by shortage/surplus of carcasses of a specific quality class (Van
Beek,1985). Basically the above mentioned relates to short term flexibility. One might
argue thatlong term flexibility can alsobeintroduced based onfor instance seasonal preferences of consumers related to for example slaughter weight and/or feed used by the
farmer.
The slaughterhouse is confronted with a pull consumer market and a push delivery of
pigs from farmers. There also is a fluctuating demand of the market for special parts of
thecarcass,while supply isincarcasses asawhole.Moreover thecutting problemis complicated by the subdivision of the carcasses in quality classes. Snit-COPT can optimize
these problems in terms of profit (Dogger, 1993).The user-system Snit-COPT proceeded
from thePIGLETproject (Stellingwerf, 1990band Krielaart, 1990).Thepresent software
system is for tactical and strategical use. The financial result of actual production planning canbe analyzed and compared tothe optimal "shadow" production planning. Investments in cutting capacity and added values of cuts can be evaluated. Snit-COPT is also
able to advise on marketing; whether the sales of a product should be stimulated or discouraged. A project on simulation of carcass sorting using Snit-COPT to determine a
profitable sorting procedure, is the first step in the development towards an operational
control systemintheslaughterhouse based ontheCOPTprinciple (Ringia, 1993).
In meat processing a prototype system has been developed for production planning
based on the COPT-principle. Both line and batch processes can be handled by means of
this system. The system generates a workable planning in which influenceable costs are
minimized and if relevant added values are maximized. Influenceable costs are costs
which are affected by changes inproduction sequence andproduction amounts.The most
important kinds of influenceable costs which occur in the system are the costs caused by
inefficient utilization of capacity, costs connected with the production sequence and
warehouse costs. For each product a minimum and a maximum production amount is
derived from the selling orders and the short term sale prognosis, taking into account the
keeping quality of the product. Subsequently the total influenceable costs are minimized
yielding production sequences and product quantities which are within the range of the
minimum and maximum amount. Afacility for insertion of rush orders in the production
planning against minimal costs will beadded soon.
As product data are relevant for production control; process data can be relevant for
control of stock. New data acquisition techniques (identification devices like chips to
which can be added information during the process) have been developed the last ten
years (Paardekooper , 1992a/b). These techniques facilitate monitoring product qualities
(microbial contamination, pH) and process quantities (temperature). Because the product
is monitored throughout processing, its information is suited to, for instance, prediction
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of shelf-live. Animproved prediction of shelf live may improve storage control and therebyproduct quality andefficiency inproduction (Stekelenburg, 1990).
Shelf-live of meat and meat products is often determined by time-consuming keepability tests or experimental experience. These methods, of course, are rather specific and
not very accurate. Therefore, since a few years there isan increasing interest inthe development of mathematical methods enabling calculation of the growth rate of micro-organisms under different circumstances. Some suitable models are already available, such as
the Ratkowski model and the Schoolfield model. When a product's initial micriobal contamination, storage temperature andother shelf-life determining factors, such aswater activity, pH and preservatives, areknown its shelf life can be predicted rather accurately by
using these models. Furthermore, these models offer the possibility todetermine without
extensive testing what effect changes in composition or storage conditions have on stability and safety. Also in development of new products, research related to shelf-life can
be simplified considerably. Finally, predictive modelling can contribute to tracing and
eliminating weak spots in,forinstance,thecooling chain toobtainmaximum keepability.
The temperature in the cold chain inrelation with other preservative measurements has
been and is an important development area (Paardekooper, 1993). The objective of this
research hasbeen the control of storageconditions through, amongst others,risk analysis.
Several codes of practice have proceeded from this research. These codes are not restricted tothemeat chain itself butarealso applicableto,for instance,theindustry of convenience foods and chilledready-meals (Paardekooper, inprep.).
Data carriers
The product and its accompanying information can be localized through data carriers
such as implantable chips, hook identification and bar codes or other codes on products
and/or packaging materials like crates andboxes. An interactive implantable chip will be
the logical successor of thetransponder which is now being tested for use inpractical environments in the Netherlands. The transponder is basically an electronic identification
number incapable of data storage.Tofully use the diversity ofinformation gathered in all
stages, an automated registration can be combined with a data transfer system (Paardekooper, 1990).
Several kinds of technological solutions havebeen elaborated inthepast decade to link
product data to a product. The main difference between these solutions is whether the
identification code is readable by the naked eye or not. Some identification forms, like
chips and barcodes, can only be read with the aid of technical devices, whereas screenforms admit direct access.Thediversity in identification methods and the satisfying technicalperformance doesn't necessarily mean that introduction of identification methods in
the production process will be easy. The production process may yield technical problems. Another problem that can occur is that the basis for introduction of the identification methods is insufficient on the side of the management and/or on the side of the
peoplewhohavetowork inpracticewith these identification methods.
To be able to use all the information collected/stored and linked to the ID code of the
object in the different stages and locations an administrative system has to be implemented. This isnecessary toensurethat thecorrect dataarelinkedto thecorrect object
and available atthe appropriate time andplace. Depending onthe amount of data andobjects the system could grow to tremendous proportions. The use of an interactive chip
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will connect the data physically to theobject itself. In this waythe object (e.g. a pig)
becomes adata carrier which canberead atevery moment necessary. This would reduce
the size of the administrative (electronic) system considerably. Acentral data management system is stillneeded forfeedback, statistical analysis,possible legal aspects andinformation processing and storage.
Introducing data carriers canonlybe successful ifthe cost reduction weighs againstthe
costs of introduction. What proportion cost reduction and costs bear to one another if
hook identification isintroduced hasbeen studied foraslaughterhouse (Van Dijk, 1991).
Hook identification isone ofthe possible means tolink theinformation from theslaughterlineinareliable waytothecarcass.First themost appropriate codeandway offixingit
to the hook were investigated. Tobe abletoanalyze costs and costreduction,theflowsof
information within theslaughterhouse have been mapped, aswell fortheactual situation
as fortheintegration ofhook identification intheinformation flow. The effects ofasimultaneous usage ofimplantable chips has also been taken into account. Subsequentlywas
studied towhat extentlabour, connected withprocessing theinformation, becomes redundant orissimplified. With respect totheintegration ofthe hook identification, itwasinvestigated which information system matches with theexisting information management.
Aconfiguration witharelational database andaspecific interface, exemplified inthe next
figure, proved tobethebest solution (see figure below).
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Adistinction, within costs and within reduced costs, is made between costs that can be
calculated beforehand and costs that have tobecalculated inretrospect. Costs beforehand
consist of the investments in software and hardware. Costs inretrospect are costs caused
by adaptions in organization, initial problems, maintenance, training of personal, etc.
Cost reduction beforehand are made up of economizing labour costs. Cost reduction in
retrospect are due to improved efficiency and better control on theproduction process by
speeding up the information transfer and increased information reliability. The costs and
cost reduction have been worked out in detail. The cost reduction beforehand appears to
be greater than the costs beforehand. The costs and cost reduction in retrospect still have
tobe investigated. Onthewholeitisestimatedthatthe introduction ofhook identification
will be worthwhile.
The positive effect of hook identification on efficiency may be strengthened by future
developments in cost saving which depend on ahigh reliability of the information (Paardekooper, 1988).These developments can be related to technological improvements (implantible chips, voice recognition), innovation in information systems or improving
cutting strategy and marketing (Snit-COPT). Voice recognition can be implemented. It
can be used, for instance, to record the results of ante-mortem and post-mortem inspection of the carcasses handfree. Speech is translated into alphanumeric data, which can be
added to the hook identification code. The routing of the carcass is depending on the inspection results. Thus, voice recognition is a direct interface between human sensors and
production process. An other advantage of hook identification is that it facilitates monitoring product qualities (microbial contamination, pH) and process quantities (temperature). When the product is monitored throughout processing, its information is suited to,
for instance,prediction of shelf-live.
Passive electronic identification systems have a broad range of possible applications.
Passive transponders that can be implanted easily, like an intramuscular injection of
medication, will help to put these applications in practice (Aarts, 1989). As these injectable transponders will be available at low prices in the foreseeable future, research has
been undertaken to describe the possible applications of such an identification system in
detail and experiments are executed to find the most suitable injection site. The first
possible application of the injectable transponders is the Dutch identification and registration scheme for pigs,anation-wide aid topinpoint theherdsof origin andpossible contacts with otherpigs incasepigs with notifiable diseases arelocated. Another application
is the identification of slaughter pigs, which is essential for a correct payment of the
farmer according tocarcassweight and classification.
Besides this, an electronic identification of all carcasses will enable an enhanced automation in the slaughter line.On a smaller scale the injectable transponder may be used in
monitoring systems set up toimprove the quality control from farm gate to consumer. On
farm level the transponders may be used for individual feed supply and as identification
tool for management systems. Under experimental conditions, passive transponders
(dimensions:4x30mm)wereinjected in4week oldpigs atdifferent sitesbymeansof an
injection pistol. Serial slaughter showed that the transponders were soon covered with a
thin layer of connective tissue. The best injection site appeared to be the base of the ear.
The transponder didnotmigrate from thatplace and itcould beremoved rapidly from the
carcass.Transponders have become even smaller over the past years. Since the transponderbeing injected in thebase of theear appears tobring along difficulty in removing it, a
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new injection site has been experimented with. The smaller size of the transponder made
it possible to inject the transponder in the ear. Because of disagreement on the proper
spreading of thecosts over theparties concerned, the implantable chip has only been used
inexperimental stages.
Vulnerability of the identification code plays an import role in choosing the proper
identification method. Abarcode, for example, can be easily damaged during theproductionprocess inthe slaughterhouse. Thebarcode, on theother hand, has the advantage that
its technical development has already reached maturity and is available for use against
comparatively low costs. TNO has studied the possibilities of an introduction of an
atomized production registration in a factory for meat processing using data carriers
(Paardekooper, 1989 and Van Beek, 1991). In stead of filling in paper forms, a system
combining screen forms andbarcodes was introduced. Inthis system thebarcode attached
to carts with sausages or hams corresponds with an identification code referring to product specifications in the central computer. Thebarcode was used inadifferent wayas an
aid for filling in the screen form; product/production characteristics could be selected
from abook with barcodes.The prime goal of the introduction of an atomized production
registration was to create thepossibility to analyze the conduct of production inmore detail. In contrast with the paper forms the use of screen forms assures complete information which can be easily gathered, accessed and analyzed. The attitude of the workers
towards thenew registration approach appeared tobepositive;thebarcode and the screen
forms reduced the number of redundant and boring procedures. With atomized registration animproved monitoring oftheproduction process is realized.
The improved monitoring benefits as well efficiency of integral logistics as the control
onproduct quality. Theproject, yielding animproved control on internal logistics against
comparatively low costs,appeared tobe successful.
EDI
Electronic Data Interchange, EDI, is something elsethan electronic mail. Electronic mail
concerns the transfer of unstructured data (for instance memo's), as EDI relates to the interchange ofstructured databetween twoapplications (Gelpke, 1993).
The fixed structure of the data enables the receiving computer application to process
the data at once, without human intervention. Think for instance of trade data like invoices. Within every invoice a similar structure can be recognized; article number, price,
amount delivered, sub-total, etc. Compared to sending data on paper or on diskette by
post and sending data by fax EDI saves time, reduces necessary administrative actions
andprevents mistakes in data-entry. Applied to the meat chain EDI creates the possibility
to exchange more relevant data between the links in a more efficient way.The project
EDI-pigs, supported by the Foundation Information Processing Pig Farmers (SIVA),
aimed atautomation of theexchange ofdatabetween pig farmers onthe one hand and Artificial Insemination / pig breeder on the other (SIVA, 1993). The project consisted of a
pilot and abroadening stage.The former concerned theprocedural, technical agreements
and the agreements in contents, which were tested in practice on small scale. The pilot
stage was completed successfully in 1989. The objective of the broadening stage was to
test and extend the automatized data interchange in such a way that after the project the
pig farmers and the AI / pig breeder organizations would be able to keep on exchanging
data independently. The broadening stage consisted of adesign part, in which the experi270
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Figure 4. Efficient data transfer using EDI
ences of the pilot stage were processed, and an executional part with the purpose to test
the realized design on large scale (170 pig farmers), before data interchange could be
used in practice. This last part was completed in 1993.The project resulted among other
things in an ISO standard for report syntax, a users group EDI-pigs and an improved attitude amongst participants towards cooperation.
Conclusion
For the pig industry the Integral Quality Control system (1KB) is introduced and implemented to assure product safety. This system can be used as a basis for implementing
information systems combined with data carriers and information exchange. In pig/meat
production automation ofprocess control and dataprocessing should be integrated for the
whole chain. Throughout all stages of the production chain, i.e. breeding, fattening,
slaughtering, cutting and finally selling the cuts totheretail trade, adiversity of information is needed. A distinction can be made between information concerning the product
(carcass classification, PSE/DFD, weight, costs etc.) and data on production (feed systems, operation procedures,planning, etc.).All information isessential for controlling the
costs, assuring thequality oftheproduct andpreserving theknow-how of theprocess.
As production is more and more determined by consumers demand, the supply should
betuned tothedemand throughout the whole chain.TNOresearches tuning of supply and
demand between links in the production chain and developed software systems for minimizing of costs within thedifferent links,aiming ultimately atadata management system
for effective andefficient chain control.In this systemdata from allproduction stages can
be used for efficiency of the production and atthe sametime for product quality. Technological developments indata carriers createnew and moreefficient possibilities tofix and
gather product and process data. For instance, data about conditions and veterinary treatMANAGEMENT OF AGRI-CHAINS
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ment in the breeding and feeding stage can be collected by an interactive implantable
chip. Transportation of the data relevant for the preceding or the successive link can be
made more efficient by using Electronic Data Interchange (EDI).
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Introduction
In the Netherlands and other western economies, there's a strong connection between
companies that take care of the processing and distribution of agricultural products, and
the supplier of the raw material, agriculture itself. From the view point of agriculture it
can be noticed that relations outside the agricultural branch have grown more frequent
and larger, and their influence has increased. From the view point of distribution and industry it can be noticed that, due to increasing competition, the relations with suppliers of
raw materials have become more intensified and important. Therefore, the character, the
functioning and the development of agriculture, and the distribution and processing of its
products can only be considered by regarding this branch as part of a larger whole, the agribusiness.
Fresh agricultural products, especially horticultural products, constitute an important
product group in the agribusiness. The total Dutch export value of fresh fruits and vegetables amounted in 1988 to DA3240 million. Looking at this part of the agribusiness we
can discern various logistic chains in which fresh agricultural products are produced,
stored, distributed, and delivered to a customer. In this logistic chain different ownership
constructions may be present, such as primary production, trade, distribution, and transport companies. The connection between these components is established by the product
which is bought and sold. The task is to get the right product in the right place at the right
time in the right quality at minimal costs. Many decisions have to be made to fulfil this
task. Because of dependencies between components, decisions made in one part of the
logistic chain strongly influence possible decisions that have to be made in other parts.
Decisions that for example decrease product quality in an early part of the chain thus limit
the possible product applications and markets for companies that are positioned later in
the chain.
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TotalSystems Approach
In the possible control and management of such a complex, aTotal Systems Approach is
important. In this philosophy the focus is on the entire logistic chain. Total Systems Approach aims at controlling and directing all components thatrelate tothe course and character of the physical flow of goods in an integrated fashion. This integration means both
considering various stages from raw material tofinished product aspartof alarger whole,
and the application of many different disciplines such as product physiology, biochemistry, cooling technology, logistics etc. One of the performance indicators for success of a
logistic chain isproduct quality.
The success of alogistic chain as awhole is,inthe longrun, mainly determined by customer satisfaction. One of the key-factors of customer satisfaction is product quality. If
the customer isnot satisfied with thequality of theproductheislikely tobuyanother product or to buy from another company. In the long run this influences the entire logistic
chain. The quality of fresh fruits and vegetables is not only determined by the primary
production but alsoby the way theproducts are kept during distribution. Quality is hence
influenced by the entire logistic environment i.e. the logistic chain. So, to effectuate this
approach weneed to have insight in and control of therelation between quality and logistics. Moreover, we need to make both the concept of quality and the logistic chain manageable.
Logistics
There is a long history in logistics to deliver products at the right time at the right place.
The emphasis in this process has mostly been on managing production and distribution
optimally in terms of costs. Especially in the industrial world many concepts like MRP,
MRPII, OPT and JIT are in common use. The managing of product quality is an implicit
part of these concepts. The objective is to meet market demands in terms of time, place
and predefined quality specifications. In these cases quality is often strictly defined and
easily measured. Intheagribusiness this is often notthecase.Productquality isaresult of
environmental conditions and these in term are the result of logistic circumstances such
as storage method, package type, transport etc. So, without any knowledge about quality
behaviour, the implementation of logistic concepts and systems remains very difficult, if
not impossible. Once we are able to grasp product quality the relation with logistics can
be covered.
Quality
Multi-component
Quality is a major property of all vegetable and horticultural produce. Although everybody has a notion about quality, its behaviour and the implications, it remains very difficult to give a concrete form to quality behaviour and its relations with the logistic
environment. Quality is acomplex property of foods in general and fruits and vegetables
inparticular. Ithasbeen defined invarious wayswithdifferent degrees ofspecifity. Three
definitions aregiven below:
Kramer et al. (1973) formulated quality as follows: Quality of foods may be defined as
the composite of those characteristics that differentiate individual units of aproduct, and
have significance indetermining thedegree of acceptability ofthat unitby the buyer.
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Juran (1974) defined it for a very general application as: Fitness for use. In the same
line lies the definition of Anon (1988): Value for money.
All these definitions emphasize the importance of the user/buyer over the manufacturer/grower. In order to grasp the concept of quality, knowledge and understanding about
quality behaviour and quality response to various and varying circumstances are necessary. Quality has many aspects, and for each product a specific subset is relevant. An additional complication is the variation in quality between different batches as they are
offered at the start of the logistic chain. Another complication is the change in quality as a
function of time and environment. This holds especially for distribution chains of fresh
fruits and vegetables. Because it concerns biological products, the product quality deteriorates due to physiological processes. For example, a high temperature often increases
and a low oxygen content generally decreases the rate of quality changing processes.
Moreover, products may show an irreversible quality damage below certain temperatures
or below certain oxygen contents. These quality changes can be limitedly controlled and
directed by maintaining the appropriate environment conditions such as temperature,
oxygen contents and humidity.
Single-component
Much of recent and past research has been devoted in search of objective processes and
properties defining or influencing the subjective perception and evaluation of specific attributes. However, a detailed and comprehensive philosophy on quality behaviour in
general is not yet available. For placing product behaviour in a logistical environment it is
necessary to rely on such a philosophy. Until now keeping quality has frequently been
used as a general, unspecific and easily applied approach to overall quality. Keeping
quality is the time required to elapse at defined circumstances until the commodity is still
just acceptable, based on any quality attribute at all (van Beek et al. 1985). Wether or not
this limiting attribute is predefined (e.g. firmness) or depending on circumstances (e.g.
firmness or bacterial decay whichever comes first), ought not to change the concept of
keeping quality. Consequently, the keeping quality does not inform about the state of
quality the product is in, but solely about the time the product can withstand the inevitable decay. The keeping quality evaluates if and how long product quality as a whole is
satisfactory or not. By relating the behaviour of keeping quality at different temperatures
and at different levels of initial and limiting quality, a generic model has been developed
(Tijskens & Polderdijk 1994). This model predicts the keeping quality as a function of
time under various environment conditions. In its dynamic form it makes it possible to
predict quality behaviour and to optimize quality in distribution chains over a broad time
and space region. Moreover, the effects of various combinations of an initial quality and a
limiting quality level on the quality behaviour can be predicted.
Integration
Manageability of quality is the first step towards integration of logistics and quality. Manageability means the right detail level of information for the right decision. It is a compromise between search for focused indepth knowledge and creating overview and
knowledge about relations between activities. An important question in this context is
which quality aspects can be effectively controlled during distribution, which ones are
manageable both for the customer and for the companies in the logistic chain, and which
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ones may serve as the right performance indicator. For example, firmness is regarded as
one of the key-aspects of apple quality. Firmness is easy to measure and is commonly regarded as a good quality indicator. So, inevitably a simplification of the phenomena of
general quality behaviour into an acceptable descriptive model of firmness is necessary.
Theconceptofkeepingquality providesuswiththishandle.
Besides manageability, the predictability of quality is important. Predictability of
quality makes ex ante evaluation of the logistic system possible. This leads to improved
understanding of the consequences of future changes in the logistic infrastructure for the
product quality. For instance is it possible to deliver apples to England with a specific
quality? Is it profitable to transport vegetables to Eastern Europe in a newly developed
package? Moreover, predictability leads tobetter tracing andtracking ofquality problems
ifoccurred. The abovedescribed keepingquality modelgives usthepossibility of general
prediction.
In order to integrate quality and logistics, we also need to make logistics manageable.
For this we have to translate the entire logistic environment with all its interlinkages and
relatedactivities into acomprehensible structure which we can visualize and manipulate.
Inotherwords, manageability of the logistic circumstances is achieved by modelling the
logistic chain. This is established by the development of a chain constructor. With this
constructor logistic activities canbesequencedand therelevantenvironmental conditions
in terms of throughput times,temperature, oxygen, carbodyoxide etc.canbedefined. Important functionalities aregraphical representation to increase theoverview, file handling
options torestore andcompare various logistic chains,easy manipulation of thechain and
itsactivities andreport facilities bothgraphical and numerical.
The integration of quality and logistics is achieved by converting the data of the visualized logistic chain to a scenario. This scenario describes a sequence of throughputtimes and environment data such as temperature, oxygen, carbodyhoxide etc. These data
serve as input for thekeeping quality model. As aresult, the qualitydevelopment of variousproducts canbepredicted throughout theentire logistic chain.
Applications
The application possibilities of this approach vary from chain simulation to design optimization. To illustrate the integration of quality and logistics, an example is given. In
this example the quality change in an logistic chain for export of French Beans is evaluated for twodifferent package types andtwodifferent routes.Eachpackage typehasadifferent rate of adapting the imposed environment in thevarious parts of the logistic chain.
The chain starts atthe auction. From there theproducts are transported totheexport firm,
where they are repacked and stored. After that, they are exported to a distribution centre
in Germany and again they are stored for a short time.After transport to the supermarket
and selling to the customer, they end up in the refrigerator of the consumer. The relevant
question in this context is;what is,at any time, the keeping quality for theconsumer? In
other words, how long does the vegetable have an acceptable quality. Tabel 1 shows the
two logistic scenarios and figure 1shows the change in keeping quality for the described
scenarios.
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Tabel1: Logistic scenarios
Medium route
temp [°C]
time[h 3ur]

Traject

Auction toexport firm
Transport
Packing
Storage
Export firm toDC
Transport
Storage
DC to supermarket
Transport
Display
Refrigerator consumer
Total

Longi oute
temp [°C]
time [hour]

8
16
8

1
1
4

8
16
8

1
1
4

8
8

4
2

8
8

18
2

19
19
8

2
48
?
62

19
19
8

2
48
?
76

In this figure, at any time in the logistic chain (X-axe), the remaining keeping quality
under optimal conditions (Y-axe) is given. The difference between two package types is
approximately 20%remaining keeping quality for the medium route, and 30% remaining

Keeping quality of Frenchbeans
for 2 logistic scenarios with 2 package types

ATO-DLO

Keeping Quality [days]
1 = Medium route, package 1
2 = Medium route, package 2
3 = Long route, package 1
4 = Long route, package 2

^
^^s*^^^^

^>^...

^
"1

0.5

1.5

2.5

s

**
4
" - 3

3

3.5

Troughput Time [days]

Figure 1. Keeping quality offrench beans inalogistic chain
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keeping quality for the long route. This way, the consequences of decisions that improve
product quality may be quantified. Especially in complex distribution chains with long
throughput times thisisnotatrivial problem.
Other application possibilities concern for example quality monitoring, exploration of
new export markets, improvement of the logistic structure, and adjustment of supply and
demand. Some of thesehavealreadybeendeveloped intheform of:
A quality prediction system for apples; a visual interactive system that predicts the
quality change ofapples throughout the logistic chain.
Aquality prediction system for flowers; a visual interactive system that predicts the
quality change of various flowers throughout thelogistic chain.
A Decision Support System for the layout and operation of distribution centres for
fruit and vegetables;eachproduct thatis handled in adistribution centre has tobeassigned toalocationthat minimizes thequality loss andtheamount of handling.
Achain control system for mushrooms. Based on the available logistic structures the
flow of goods can be channelled in various ways. Based on supply and demand patterns and on predicted quality change, the optimal channel is assigned to different
markets.
The basis of such systems is always a combination of quality change models and logistic
models and canberegarded asacritical subsystem for anintegral approach inthis sector.
Conclusions
Quality plays an important role in the distribution of fresh agricultural products. Quality
and logistics are strongly related and must be regarded on an integral base. One of the
problems is to give this view a concrete form. This is mostly because the concept of
quality and its behaviour in a logistic environment is difficult to grasp. The concept of
keeping quality andthe underlying processes that have been modelled makequality behaviour manageable and predictable. With these models, tools can be developed that both
visualize thelogistic chain andplacequality behaviour inalogisticenvironment. This approach of the combination of logistics and quality makes itpossible to analyze and quantify consequences of varying environmental circumstances. Thus it is a concrete step
towards aTotal Systems Approach.
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Introduction
There is a growing realisation that a market-oriented approach is an important key to the
success of agro-industrial chains. Measurement and analysis of market requirements (including consumer needs), and subsequent translation into attractive product-market combinations, is vital to the survival of each link of the chain 1 . However, this orientation
toward demand rather than supply calls for different forms of collaboration between the
companies in a chain. This has meant the arrival of new kinds of agro-industrial chain in
the agro-sector, each organised in accordance with its own specific market demands. A
thorough understanding of how to optimise chain operations is vitally important in the development of such demand-oriented chains.
It is apparent from the 'chain projects' carried out at the request of the Dutch business
community that there is a distinct lack of both theoretical and practical 'chain expertise'.
This is why the NEHEM Consulting Group places such emphasis on stimulating the development of 'chain expertise' which is relevant to the requirements of the business community.
With this in mind, Nehem C.G. has been conducting a study entitled 'Strengthening
Agro-industrial Chains' since 1991, initiated at the request of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and executed in close cooperation with the Ministry of Agriculture. The
study's objective is to develop visions and organisational concepts for the optimal functioning of market-oriented agro-industrial chains, based on practical experience in the
agro-sector. The business community has been involved as much as possible in this study.
An example of such involvement is the Barley-Malt-Beer project which serves as a casestudy for this paper.
A number of the concepts and potential bottlenecks related to chain-strengthening will
be considered. The way these concepts can be applied in practice is illustrated in the Barley-Malt-Beer case study (see chapter 3).

Achainisdefinedasfollows:asequenceofbusinessactivitiesdeliberatelyintegratedbyanumberof
companies,whichultimatelyresultintheprovisionofaproductorservice.
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Conditions forchain strengthening
Introduction
In the course of chain formation and strengthening, two separate processes can be distinguished:
Development ofexpertise;
Project development and execution.
The twoprocesses will be dealt with separately, although there isa strong and continuous
interaction between thetwo.
TheDevelopment of Expertise
There arefour stagesinvolved here:
1. Taking stockof theexpertiserequiredbythebusiness community;
2. Thedevelopment of suchexpertise ineducational institutes;
3. The transfer ofexpertise tothebusiness community;
4. Implementation bycompanies inanagro-industrial chain.
In the coming years the institutional infrastructure will devote more energy to the assessment of thekind ofexpertiserequired by thebusiness community, andthedevelopment of
suchexpertknowledge insideeducational and research institutions.
During the execution of the chain projects it became apparent that while thetransfer of
expertise to thebusiness community and itsimplementation inagro-industrial chains isof
vital importance,itstillreceives inadequate attention.
Experience has revealed the following bottlenecks in the process of expertise development:
Difficulties in the multiplication (scaling up) of demonstration projects to practical
applications inthe agro-sector;
Inadequate functioning of the institutional infrastructure when it comes to the transfer of 'chain-expertise' topractical applications;
The formation of chains through 'technology-push'; here marketing opportunities,
marketdemands andthe organisational aspectsof chainformation arenottaken sufficiently into account.
Wewill now look moreclosely atthetransfer of expertise tothebusiness community, and
itsimplementation bycompanies inagro-industrial chains.
ProjectDevelopment andProject Execution
Areas ofManagerial Concern
Inchain projects therearefour distinct areas of managerial concern:
1. Chain formation (development of new chains) and/or chain strengthening (reorganisation ofexisting chains);
2. Chain organisation;
3. Chain design and establishment;
4. Chain management.
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Each area calls for adifferent approach, andneedsto bedealtwith inmore orless chronological order.
In chain formation and strengthening the following matters are raised: Which links
need to be considered? what are the functions, positions and interests of individual links?
what is the chain strategy, and chain objective? how much cooperation is there between
links? Chain formation is a consequence of cooperation between organisations in an industrial column. (Zuurbier 1991). Through chain formation and strengthening the independence ofcooperating partiesis maintained.
Chain organisation concentrates on the way in which the links of the chain work
together.Here avariety of organisational (chain) concepts are possible.
Chain design refers to the actual harmonisation of business activities between the links
of the chain. This relates to areas such as marketing, the operation of quality control systems, and attuning the logistical and informations systems inside each of the individual
linkstotheoverall productive activity ofthechain (Heyman and Maijers, 1992).
Chain management stands for theintegral management and control of the flow of information and goods in an industrial column. Questions like: Integral management - who
manages andwho supervises? arehandled here.
In thebarley-malt-beer case study, we will consider chain formation and strengthening,
andchain organisation inmoredetail (seechapter 3).
ChainFormation and Strengthening
In this section factors vital to the success of chain formation and strengthening are cited.
These will re-occur in the Barley-Malt-Beer project, and arerelevant to chain projects in
general.
1. Broad consensus.
Chain strengthening calls for a high degree of involvement and active participation
from allthelinksinthechain.
2. Acceptatance ofleadership inthe chain.
If a 'shift of power' takes place in the chain which is being formed or strengthened,
thenew chain leader must beaccepted by allparties participating inthe chain. There
may be resistance from parties which are delegated a less central role in the new
situation. The absence of a strong, innovative party in the chain ('chain leader') can
form a serious bottleneck.
3. Communication between links onthe basis ofmutual trust.
Cooperation forms the basis for participation in achain. Mutual trust is the key concept. There is nopoint, for example,inchecking thereliability of information which
hasbeen passed onifpartiesdonot work onabasis of mutual trust.
An integrated chain canonly function if the various links make theright information
available. Willingness to provide this information is an important condition for the
successful functioning of suchachain organisation.
The lack of relevant information and adequate information transfer in and between
links ofthechain, inrelation toquality control and marketing information.
4. Fromproduct orientation to market orientation, (from more to better, from bulk to
specialisation etc.)
Bottlenecks can arise through the prevalence of a product-oriented rather than a
market-oriented way of thinking andacting in oneormorelinks.
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5.

6.

7.

An integral approach rather than transaction-oriented thinking and acting.
The chain should function as a single organisation. This calls for a shared understanding of common interests (from competition to cooperation, from speculation to
continuity, etc.)Bottlenecks can arise through:
The obstruction of cooperation through short-term thinking and transaction
orientedness onthepartof oneormorelinks in the chain.
A conflict of interests between an individual company and the collective
(chain).
The absence ofa shared vision inthelinks of the chain.
Harmonisation problems between small-scale, for the most part unorganised,
links in the chain (cultivation, collection) and large-scale, concentrated links
(retail trade,industry).
Appreciating the added value.
It goes without saying that anumber ofparties areinvolved in chain projects like the
barley-malt-beer project. Demonstrating the added value of participation to individual companies has proven to be very important. Companies more or less want a
'guarantee' that their efforts will be appropriately rewarded, preferably, in the short
term. This leads to delays in the development of chain projects, regardless of
possible stimulating circumstances in the business environment. Making the added
value of chain formation and strengthening and the way in which possible extra
revenue is to bedistributed among participants easily understandable isnot a simple
matter, andcaneasilylead tobottlenecks.
In the first place, there seems to be confusion about the chain concept in relation to
added value.Added valuecanberelatedto:
1. Theindividual company;
2. Theinternal production chain;
3. The chain inrelation toacompeting chain.An awareness of thesediffering perceptions of added value isimportant inthedevelopment of chain projects. Differences of perception can lead totensions, for example when apositive added
value for the chain is achieved atthe cost of anegative added value for an individual company.
Besides this,added valueneeds toberelated tothedevelopmental stage atwhich the
company/chain in question finds itself. When a company is asked to participate in a
chain project, it is usually the potential short term and financial benefits which are
discussed. As the project progresses however, there is a shift of emphasis from short
term objectives to long term objectives. The most important added value factor in
themedium andlong term is the competitive advantage to be gained, which helps to
ensure the continuity of company operations (NEHEM 1994).
Willingness of the organisation to adapt.
Often the roles and functions of various organisations are subject to change in chain
projects. For successful execution of chain projects, the organisations in the different links have tobeprepared toadapt their company operations to thenew situation.
This also applies to the various sector organisations involved, when they are called
upon tocarry outnew tasks andabandon oldones.
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Chain Organisation
The organisation of a chain depends on the objectives set by participants, the conditions
for chain formation or strengthening (with respect to the function, role and position of
participants), and the anticipated forms of chain design and chain management. Experience shows that the final form of partnership between links in the chain is also strongly
influenced by the market. The organisational concepts listed below are examples of how
therelationships between links canbe formalised.
1. Co-making.
Building up a long term relationship with a limited number of suppliers,based upon
mutual trust.
2. Upward and/or downward vertical integration.
An existing organisation integrates upward ordownward intheindustrial column by
means of fusion or takeover, so forming a chain with optimal adaptability to market
demand.
3. Supportiveoperational bodies serving theentire chain.
A supportive body is set up to serve an existing or planned chain. This body is responsible for optimal harmonisation, checking and initiating for example (marketing)research for theentire chain.
4. Adding alink tothe chain.
An extra link is added between two links whose modes of operation and interests
continue to conflict.
5. Removing alink.
Aredundantlink is eliminated.
6. Differentiation of activities in large organisations (business units). A link differentiates a certain activity within the existing organisation in order to improve the
workingrelationship with otherlinks.
7. StrategicAlliances.
A link in the chain sets out to strengthen the marketing position in vital areas, cooperating with companies from theprevious or the following link, while continuing
topreserveitsown identity.
8. Networks.
A number of companies (in the same region) which are part of the same link,
together form anetwork with its own central management or coordinating centre, so
thatthey stand onanequal footing withother (concentrated) links inthechain.
Thebarley-malt-beer chain case
Introduction
In order to shed more light on the matters so far discussed, we will now consider a case
study. In this project, strengthening of the chain on the basis of the chain organisation
model plays acentralrole.
Background
The production of brewer's barley and its processing into malt and beer has a long and
well-established tradition in the Netherlands (seefigure 1).In 1991 NEHEM CG. in cooperation with theFoundation Dutch Institute for Malting Barley,Malt andBeer (NIBEM
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Figure 1. TheDutch barley-malt-beer chain (in tonsof malt)
foundation) carried out a general survey investigating the strength of the Dutch barleymalt-beer chain. The investigation was called for because of changes inthebusiness environment of the barley-malt-beer chain, which had seriously weakened it over the course
ofanumber of years.
The study concluded that the relatively low (and falling) percentage of Dutch brewer's
barley in the beer produced in the Netherlands was a cause for serious concern. Research
and development activities were expected to come under pressure in the short term, and
theposition of theestablished Dutchprocessing industry inthelongertermwas seen tobe
endangered.
Apossible answer to these developments, and to the special demands of the market, international competition and long term considerations, is improved collaboration between
thelinksintheproduction chain.
Onething and another resulted in aproject with the objective of 'strengthening thebarley-malt-beer chain in the Netherlands' by developing an integral chain organisation
model for the Dutch barley-malt-beer chain which would stimulate and strengthen the
cultivation and processing of brewer's barley in the Netherlands (NEHEM Consultancy
Group,TNO-foodstuffs Agro-NIBEM, 1993).This study was instigated in early 1993 by
theNIBEM foundation andtheDutch commodityboard for grain products.
Project description
Theproject isexecuted inthefollowing stages.
Stage 1: Project development;
Stage2: Development of anintegralchain organisation model;
Stage3: Practical application ofthemodel on asmall scale;
Stage4: Scaling uptosector level.
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The activeparticipation ofalllinks of the chain is required atevery stage ofthe project.
This means both companies connected horizontally in the chain (within a single link, for
example different breweries) and those connected vertically (different links, for example
cultivators, growers, traders, malt producers, breweries). Horizontally, competitor relationships are important; vertically, factors which affect the supplier-client relationship
come into play. Outside the business community, branch organisations, government and
the like fulfil an important function in the development and execution of chain projects.
This iscertainly true of thisparticular project.
To sum up: Where different organisations with different interests are involved in a
chain project, and where the chain is confronted by a range of problems, this must be
taken intoaccount intheproject development stage.
This case study deals withproject development (stage 1),and thedevelopment of an integralchain organisation model (stage2).
Project Organisation
The project organisation for the development of an integral chain organisation model is
setupin such away that the vital conditions for success (as citedinsection 2.3.2) areadequately fulfilled. In this specific case the basic premise for the chosen project organisation is that an optimal contribution be madeby all the participants. Tothis end, three task
groups are setup along thematic lines,madeup of carefully selected representatives from
each link in the chain. This is important for the raising of awareness with regard tothe interests of the chain as a whole. The areas of attention covered by the selected themes are
matters of common concern to the participants in the task groups, so that a broad consensus upon which future cooperation canbebasedis obtained atanearly stage.
Abrief summary of the objectives ofthethreetask groups follows:
Taskgroup 1, 'Market oriented brewer's barley cultivation' has the objective of working out an organisational structure for market oriented barley production, and concentrates onthe section of theintegralbarley-malt-beer chain where therelationship between
cultivator and traderplays acentral role.
Taskgroup 2, 'Integral processing' has as its objective the optimisation of productivity
throughout the entire barley-malt-beer chain, and the harmonisation of the various links
of the chain in such a way that theentire operation from barley tobeer can function as an
integrated whole,andbemanaged as such.
Taskgroup 3, 'Integral chain organisation' has the objective of formulating the necessary conditions for integral chain organisation. This is done on the basis of so-called connector discussions (discussions between the representatives of two links from the
barley-malt-beer chain at a time), the analysis of barley-malt-beer chains abroad, and the
opinions of individual companies withregard toproblem areas in thesector.Amanagerial
group is also set up. This consists of important representatives from the chain-links,
branch andpublic organisations, andthe financing parties (i.e.theNIBEM andtheMinistry of Agriculture).The management group has an independent chairman to ensure thatit
canfunction effectively.
Barley-malt-beer Chains Abroad
In order to gain a better insight into feasible organisational concepts, a group of four
chains abroad were analysed at the start of the project. Visits were made to (delegated)
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Figure 2. Project Organisation

chain leaders in Denmark, Germany, France and England.The general conclusion can be
drawn that in neighbouring countries greater progress has been made in the development
of integrated barley-malt-beer chains. This can be seen infigure 3 where three different
chains andtherelationship between thevarious links is illustrated.
In Denmark the brewery has taken on the role of chain leader. The barley is cultivated
under contract to the brewery, and then processed in accordance with brewery specifications. The system works; the brewery has its native barley delivered as malt, having first

GROWER

TRADER

MALTER

BREWER

THE
NETHERLANDS

DENMARK

GERMANY

Figure 3. Organisation ofbarley-malt-beer chains abroad
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gone through a fully supervised process. Because of the strict requirements of German
breweries with regard to malt quality, malt producers in that country have a direct relationship with growers. The collector is not made redundant however. Attitudes and ways
of doing things are based on long term considerations, and cooperation between links in
the chain is based upon mutual trust. This means that the link between grower and malt
producer isoneof partnership.
In France we see that themalt producer has acquired a natural leadership role.The growers have worked in partnership with maltproducers for years, sothattherenow exists a
well developed integral chain.Thereis ahigh degree of openness and clarity inthechain.
The malt producer in England is strongly market oriented and has,besides a good relationship with the breweries, direct contact with growers. The collecting companies sign
contracts with growers at the instigation of the malt producers, and are responsible for
both logistics and commercial administration.
Thedevelopment ofan integral chain organisation model
The most important organisational aspects of the chain and the bottlenecks which hinder
its proper functioning have been illustrated, in order to help us see the possible ways in
which the Dutch barley-malt-beer chain might be strengthened. The analysis is largely
doneby the chain participants themselves, with theassistance of aneutral thirdparty. The
situation desired in the future is also indicated by representatives of the sector. The present and the desired future organisation of the barley-malt-beer chain is sketched here primarily at management level; more operational matters are not considered. The following
aspects related to chain strengthening and chain organisation per link are set out in schematic form:
The function alinkperforms inthechain;
Therolealinkplaysinthechain;
The wayconsecutive links cooperate;
Thebusiness interests ofeachlink inthe chain;
Market orientation (with aneye onthe following links inthe chain).
At present in the Netherlands the four parties involved - grower, collecting trader, malt
producer and brewery operate more or less independently of one another. The Dutch production column shows notraces of anintegral approach.Thetransaction-oriented collecting trade is in practice the dominant link when it comes to Dutch brewer's barley. This is
partly aresult of the fact that none of the otherparties wishes totakeon aleading role.At
the same time, there is scarcely any flow of information between the separate links of the
chain. This creates considerable tensions from time to time. The relationship between
maltproducer and brewery isan exception here however, and can fairly be called partnership-oriented. The only objective which is shared bypractically all theparticipants in the
chain is: 'To maintain the chain by stimulating the cultivation of brewer's barley through
collective hybrid andcultivation research.'
The participants in the chain are not happy with this situation; the weakness of the
chain isacknowledged. The concept of anintegrated chain inwhich quality is particularly
emphasised, costs arecut, and thecultivation of Dutch barley is assured of a secure place,
has considerable appeal. It is fair to conclude that there is abroad consensus for astrengthening of the chain organisation which maintains the same number of links, but which
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Figure 4. Present organisation Barley-Malt-Beer chain
gives a different content to the aspects of chain organisation cited above. In figure 5, a
new content per link is given to aspects of the chain. Knowledge and experience gained
abroad hasalso been incorporated.
The organisational structure sketched here illustrates the open lines of communication
between links of the chain. For individual companies, the present operations and organi-
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sation are adapted and new ones formulated. The picture which emerges constitutes the
basis for an integratedbarley-malt-beer chain.
In practice the integral chain organisation model is implemented in the third stage of
theproject. Preparations for this stage are atpresent under way.Anumber ofpractical activities have been planned now. In total there are five initiatives, each involving a group
of growers, a collector, a malt producer and a brewery. The execution of this stage will
take about five years. The timing of scaling up to the entire sector depends on the outcomeofthis stageof the project.
The most important outcome to be seen from the second stage is that the various links
of the chain are prepared to cooperate with one another to find new answers in a rapidly
changing social and economic climate.
From this and other projects, NEHEM C G . have gained a knowledge and experience,
whichwillbebriefly summarised inthefollowing chapter.
Conditions forthe developmentandexecution ofchainprojects
Besides making the added value of chain projects clearly understandable, and illustrating
thefact that chainprojects should aimatmedium and longtermbenefits, the casewe have
considered demonstrates that there are other important conditions which have to be met
for successful development andexecution of chain projects.
Herearesomeof them:
1. Genuine cooperation byparticipants inthe chain.
The participants must be prepared to commit themselves to the chain objectives
which will be collectively drawn up at a later stage. Future activities should be in
tune with these objectives.
2. Working inaframework ofseveral years.
Aproper assessment of the chain tobe strengthened or formed cannotbe made after
a single year. An objective assessment is only possible after the chain organisation
has actually been functioning for anumber of years. During these years,the organisation canadapt inanatural waytothebusiness environment inwhichitoperates.
3. Expert back-up and careful guidance.
Thedevelopment and execution of chain projects requires the guidance of experts to
avoid frustration of the initiatives being taken through conflicts of interest and/or
lack of clarity about who should do be doing what, and when. An understanding of
development processes is therefore a prerequisite for the project leader. In this way
the various companies involved are assured of expert advice at every stage on the
path to their altered function in the new chain organisation. Guidance and counsellingisprimarily aimed at:
Initiation of the project (understanding of chains at all management levels,
knowledge ofthesector,knowing how towork together);
Gaining acceptance for the project;
Developing aplan of action together with allthose involved;
Guidanceand support during execution.
4. Education and training inthe field of chain integration.
Functioning in a chain based upon an integral chain organisation model requires
companies to engage in new activities. For certain functions, new staff will need to
be taken on.This newpersonnel mustbeprovided with training.
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5.

Beingprepared tomake an investment.
Forming and strengthening a chain requires an investment on the part of the companies involved. Investment in knowledge, personnel and equipment. Participating
companies mustbeprepared tomakethis investment.

In conclusion
Thefinal outcomeofchainprojects shouldbeagreater degree of cooperation between the
links of the chain. By adapting to the general state of development in the branch/chain it
is possible to achieve an accelerated strengthening of the chain. Taking steps that are too
largeresultsinagreatdealofdiscussion andfew practical results.
A 'bottom-up' philosophy lies attheheart of the approach. Ahigh degree of motivation
is required from participants, to achieve a maximum acceptance and input of knowledge.
The approach is characterised by a high degree of sector commitment throughout the execution stage, (the participation of all links in the production chain and all sector organisations and institutes which have a role to play in the framework of the project). For
technical know-how from the sector, thecompanies involved often work in close cooperation with research institutes.
The conflicting interests and opinions which are often present are taken into account in
the description/formulation of potential bottlenecks and necessary conditions for the execution of a chain project. However, the project consultant must ensure that these are
presented objectively and not coupled to individual company interests. This makes the
potential bottlenecks and conditions which need to be fulfilled clearly recognisable, so
that thechances of acceptance of the formulation reached are greater. This approach considerably increases thewillingness toparticipate inthefollowing stage.
To summarise: Chain strengthening projects are complex and require expert counselling and supervision. Experience has shown that laying out the path to be followed, guiding participants and the external elements along the collectively chosen route toward
(thinking in terms of) chain formation and strengthening, and removing obstacles which
result from differences of opinion, arematters ofvital importance.
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Abstract
Due to several developments Dutch meatindustry is facing an increasing competition. To
meet new demands the meat chain has to be restructured. This means a new approach of
the concept of quality. This problem is considered as a managerial problem therefore a
managementmodel is introduced to manage this process. The essence of this model is to
adjust the organization totheproduct and itsprocessingstages. Also is arguedthat achain
of organizations is to some extent similar to an individual organization, therefore the
same managementtools can be used. The adjustment of the porkmeatchain in order to
meet the new demands is described by using this model. Special attention is paid toIntegrated Quality Control. Finally the model is used to analyze quality management in the
porkmeatchain. Boththemodel andIQC are discussed.

Introduction
Alot of pressure isput onDutch meat industry,due to several developments. They have a
considerable impact on the organization and structure of meat-production in the Netherlands. Someexamples of thesedevelopments are:
Anincreasing self-supply withintheEC,
International treaties tocutdown tradebarriers likeGatt and MacSherry,
Moreenvironmental and animal-welfare legislation puts restrictions toan increase of
production on scale,
Consumers are more critical and are demanding for a product of high quality, safe
andeasy toprepare.
The Dutch meat industry has always emphasized on bulk goods. Characterized by a few
processingstages andminimization of costs.Less attention was paid tovalueadding, contrary to a country like Denmark. The Dutch meatindustry is now costleader. This was
made possible due to other favourable productioncircumstances, like the availability of
cheap compoundfeed, highly skilled farmers, a well developed extensionservice, specialized research institutes, etc.. The earlier mentioned developments however have
brought Dutch meat-production into a position of reconsideration. Competition has inMANAGEMENTOFAGRI-CHAINS
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creased. Costs andproduction advantages arediminishing compared toother countries.In
order to stay competitive it is necessary to restructure the meat chain. More emphasis has
tobe put onquality in abroad sense.Achain approach might contribute to obtain this objective.This has alsobeenrecognized bytheproductboard for livestock andmeat (PLM).
They introduced theconcept of Integrated Quality Control (IQC).
The restructuring of the meatchain is considered as a managerial problem, asquality is
too. For thispurpose ageneral managementmodel willbeintroduced. Next the concept of
a chain is introduced and it will be argued that to some extent a chain of organizations is
similar to an individual organization, followed by the introduction of the chainmanagementmodel (CM). The porkmeatchain will be described according to this model. Special
attention is paid to the concept of IQC. Finally the IQC concept and the use of the CM
will bediscussed usingtheporkmeat chain as anexample.
Quality management
Theconcept quality
The concept 'quality' has several meanings. Often it is translated as 'meeting the needs
of specification' or as stated by Juran (1988) 'Quality is fitness for use'. Amore proper
definition ofquality andmore suitable for human foodstuffs is: 'quality is meeting theexpectations of the consumer' (Van den Berg 1993,p22), because the consumer of human
foodstuffs is taking more aspects into account then onlythose which arepartof fitness for
use. Cramwinckel cited by Van den Berg (1993, p23) distinguishes analytical and emotional quality. Analytical quality consists of production traits which contribute to the
quality of theproduct. The appreciation of aproductby its consumer istheso called emotional quality. Both are not completely the same.There areproductdifferences which can
not be noticed by consumers, on the other hand consumers recognize productdifferences
whichcannotbe analyzed.
Often consumers areprepared topay more for products which areperceived as qualitative. In this sense quality means value. The foundation of the price of a product are its
costs. Minimizing costs is very often an objective of producers. This means avoiding
costs of products which can not meet the qualitystandards, but also producing efficient
andeffective. Actually quality has twomeanings.First,quality relatedtotheproduct with
the main objective to add value. Second, quality related to the production with the main
objective to produce efficient and effective and to avoid 'no-quality' products. A policy
which emphasizes onproductquality issuccessful. This can be illustrated by aresearch of
Clifford and Cavanagh (1985) among 525 midsize businesses. They concluded that almost all of thewinning businesses compete onthebase of value,notprice.They are superior in quality to the average. Also a policy which puts the emphasis on effective and
efficient production is successful. This canbe illustrated by aresearch of Ziggers (1993)
among 39 potplant nurseries. An improvement of the level of management (which means
a more structured planning and productioncontrol) by 1%leads to an improvement of annual turnover by 0.26%.
Quality, amanagement approach
The quality of human foodstuffs is actually a reflection of the producing organization.
Decision-making processes precede theproduction ofproducts anddetermine the quality
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to alarge extent. Not only at the operational level but throughout the whole organization.
Now,managing the organization isconceived asinitiating,directing andcontrolling goalsetted activities (Kampfraath and Marcelis, 1981:p20). It involves decision-making. In
general:management isconsideredtobeequalto decision-making.
Decision-issues canbedivided intothree special areas of attention.Decisionsrelated to
the production-process (A-level), decisions related to the production-resources (B-level)
and decisions related to the management infrastructure (C-level). These three levels will
bebriefly explained.
A-level decisions
These decisions are related to purchasing, processing and selling. Decision-items are for
example the acceptance of raw materials (Doraw materials meetquality standardlevel ?),
the composition of aproduction programme (When and how should which activities take
place?), the audit of work in progress (How much time is spent on activity ?, Does the
product meet quality level ?),the provision of buyers with ordered products (Is the order
meeting the demands of buyer ?),etc.The production of products, with a certain quality
performance, against certain costs and a certain supplying reliability, reflects the operation of thesedecisions. Agoodproductquality is abalancebetween quality, quantity and
costs. This balance depends on the objective of the organization (Van der Berg,
1993:p202).
B-level decisions
These decisions are about productionresources. Resources include people, capital, raw
materials, processing equipment, etc. given form into terms of numbers of vacancies, investmentbudgets, marketingbudgets, purchase deals etc.. Decision-items are for example
the weigh up of objectives andresources (What resources are necessary torealize the objectives?; Which objectives can be realized regarding the given resources?), the evaluation of available resources (Do existing resources still meet the required quality levels
regarding the objectives?), the evaluation and acceptance of suppliers (How reliable are
my suppliers?; What quality can they deliver?), etc.. These decision-items can only be
answered properly if objectives are described in terms of marketshare, productionlevels,
qualitylevels, research and development activities, etc.. Actually this means that decision-items about objectives should be solved first, however they interact with decisionitems about productionresources. Analyzing markets, evaluating products, recruiting and
educating labour, contracting suppliers,installing, maintaining and innovating processing
equipment, etc..reflects theoperation ofthesedecisions.
C-level decisions
These decisions affect the performance of the organization. An organization can be described in terms of people, information, organizational arrangements and management
means. So called management conditions. Together they form a 'management infrastructure', which determines the solvation and operation of A- and B-level decisionitems. In
other words it determines theperformance of theorganization. C-level decision-items are
actually about organizing the organization. Decision-items are for example the provision
with management-conditions (What management conditions are necessary to solve Aand B-level decision-items properly?), the consideration of how decision-items should be
MANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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solved (Should the production-programme problem be solved in a different way?), etc..
Operating these decisions means a provision with managementconditions and a creation
of a certain managementinfrastructure. In general: these decisions will affect the performance of theorganization. Inother words: 'organizing the organization'.
Fourtypes of management conditions havebeen distinguished:
1. people; the competency of people who are involved with decision-making, like education, age,experience, skills,etc.,
2. availability of information and knowledge,
3. organizational arrangements; tasks,responsibilities, authorities,procedures,etc.,
4. management means;decision support systems,information systems,databanks,etc..
A-level decisions are considered as operational decisions, while B-level decisions as
strategic decisions. Decision-making itself isaprocess ofreducing thenumber of alternatives. At the board level there are often a lot of alternatives. Their decisions will reduce
the number of alternatives. The next layer of the organization, f.e. the manager, has to
make decisions within the scope of the left alternatives. This is an ongoing process until
the final decision is made. If there is a discrepancy there should be feedback as far as
necessary. In reality several decision-problems have to be solved at the same time. These
areoften related toand/or affecting each other.This isillustrated withfigure 1.
The decisionmaking process itself can be evaluated by testing the decisionmaking process on:
systematics, aresimilardecisionmaking problems solved inasimilar way?,
foresight, areeffects of a decision taken into account during thetimeperiod covered
by thatdecision?,
feedback, areprevious related decisions evaluated?,
integration, hasthedecision problembeenplaced inabroader context?

P-ProMem
I - Identification
A-Analysl»
S-Setocfon
D-DacMon
- - Alternative

Figure 1. Thedecisionmaking proces
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Figure 2. The managementmodel

The effectiveness of a organization is the outcome of a certain organizational environment, itspolicy andits management. It can only be affected by either changing the policy
orthemanagement orboth. This isillustrated with figure 2.Apart from this one should be
aware that the performance of a organization is not only the organization as described in
terms of people, information, organizational arrangements and management means, but
this performance is also affected by the behaviour of people and their interrelations.
These relations depend on power, values, attitudes, etc., of an individual or groups of
people and might have aconsiderable effect. Thisisthesocalledinformal organization.
Often several special areas ofattention aredistinguished, likequality,processing, environment, financing, marketing, logistics, research and development, etc.. These areas
havein common thatthey are allrelated toaproduct one wayoranother, butthey are also
related toeach other.All these special areas of attention arepartof the management of an
organization and should be considered together. Quality as a special area of attention is
just a part of the total management. Therefore quality will be conceived as 'the performanceoftheorganization', which takesthetotalmanagement into account.
The essence of this model is to adjust the organization to production not to adjust production to the organization. Therefore the starting point of the analysis shouldbe theproduct and itsprocessingstages, notthe organization.
The chain managementmodel
The chain
Nowadays agribusiness isconfronted with allkindsofdevelopments.Theyhavea considerable impact on the structure and organization of agribusiness. It is a challenge for agri-
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business to meet these new demands. In general it means to adapt the product and processingstages, which is considered as amanagerial problem. Nevertheless the solution of
thisproblem ismore complex. Often asolution goes beyond anindividual firm. Therefore
firms are forced toadjust theirproduction toeach other.Even worse,often anoptimal solution goes beyond at least two firms. Aweb of cooperating firms arises. Adjusting their
production to each other either forced to be able to meet the demands of the market or to
createnewmarkets or both.
Several organizational forms can evolute. Zuurbier (1993:p97-98), citing several authors,distinguishes threemain organizational forms, free market,network andvertical integration. Vertical integration ischaracterized by single ownership.Its main advantages are
reduction of transaction costs, technological economies, enhanced ability toinnovate and
differentiate products, stable relationships, economics of information and creation of
entry and exit barriers. Disadvantages are high exit barriers, reduced flexibility, less incentives and more bureaucracy. Also horizontal integration has tobe mentioned. Its main
advantages aretheexclusion of competitors andeconomics of scale. Its counterpart is the
free market. Markets promote high-powered incentives and restrict bureaucratic costs.
Networks canbe considered as anintermediate form. Theinvolved firms are autonomous,
but have committed to cooperate together to gain mutual benefits. Using the advantages
andavoiding thedisadvantages ofavertical integration.
In general theproblem dealing with isaprocessing problem withinthechain which can
not be solved by two successively autonomous firms (or firmunits) within that chain.
There is a high interdependency among firms (or firmunits) in meeting the demands of
themarketorcreating new markets.
Thechain managementmodel
As earlier mentioned the effectiveness of an organization is a result of the interrelations
between its business environment, itspolicy and how its management. This principle can
also be used to describe the effectiveness of a chain. Again A-, B- and C-level decisions
can be distinguished. This idea is supported by Godfroij (1981, pl05-115) by saying that
organizations andnetworks show only gradual differences along dimensions that measure
the degreeof organization and therefore can be analyzed with the same concepts and theories as organizations. Instead of optimizing theproduction process within one single organization ithas tobeoptimized throughout the chain.
Amodel todescribe the effectiveness of achain is therefore deduced from the managementmodel to manage organizations. The effectiveness of a chain can now be defined as
theoutcome of a certain chain environment, itspolicy and its management. Itcan only be
affected by either changing the policy or the management or both. As a result of this the
effect can be a non-optimal situation for a certain individual partner within the chain but
optimal tothechain.TheCM-model isillustrated with figure 3.
Theoretically itmightbe quite obvious to establish an effective functioning production
chain, but practically there are a lot of obstacles. These obstacles refer to the production
chain environment. This can be elucidated by using the network approach. A production
chain often consists of many firms. They are considered to be interdependent and are engaged in bargaining, transactions and/or cooperative action and develop structural forms
to coordinate and/or regulate these actions (Godfroij, 1993:p80-81). The participation of
firms in a network depends on the differences and similarities between their individual
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goals and strategies and those of the network. It alsodepends on thenature of their interdependency. Especially where interdependency has competitive elements, the gains of
oneactor canbe to someextent thelosses of others (Godfroij, 1993:p81).This means that
a production-chain can not only be considered as a collective, but also the position of an
individual actor within the production chain should be considered. The actual performance of aproduction-chain is similar to theperformance of an organization andwill depend on the variety of interests individual firms will have. The actual structure and
performance of aproduction chain might depend more onpower and mutual interdependency of firms then on production chain efficiency (see also Godfrey,1993;p82), which
canbe considered as similartotheinformal organization mentioned earlier.
The dutch porkmeatchain
Theporkmeatchain environment
In 1992theporkchain produced 1.5 million tonsof porkmeat. Ofthismeat0.6million ton
was disposed atthe internal market (24%) and 0.9 millions ton was exported (76%). The
EC isthe main export market with avolume of 85%. Dutch porkmeat export products are
characterized by less addition of value. The exportvalue stands for 6.3 billion dutch
guilder (DFL). This is 9% of the total Dutch agricultural exportvalue. This was accomplished by a high degree of specialization of dutch pigfarming, low compoundfeed prices
accomplished by import of raw materials against world market prices and a favourable
geographical situation, a well established knowledge-infrastructure and a technical
equipped and highlyskilled processing industry.
MANAGEMENTOFAGRI-CHAINS
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However duetoseveral developments theporkmeat chain hastoreconsider its position,
like:
Anoversupply ofporkmeatof approximately 3%within theEC
Treaties to liberate international trade, like MacSherry and GATT, reduces the advantage ofcheap compoundfeed,
European legislation oncattle transports,
The development of ahighcompetitive skilled porkmeat production in other competing countries,especially Denmark,
Amarketdemanding for ameatproduct which iseasy toprepare and which has a high
quality standard,especially intheNorthern European countries,
Less favourable production circumstances, due to high wages, animal welfare - and
environmental legislation, oppose a further increase of production and therefore oppose adecrease ofcosts per productunit,
The bad reputation of porkmeat, consumers dorelateporkmeat to abuse of hormones
andmistreatment ofpigs.
The Dutch porkmeat industry is also a vulnerable one. It is depending heavily on exports
and it is very concentrated, which makes it susceptible to contagious pig diseases with a
large impact on exports. In addition the processing industry faces an overcapacity which
causes mutual competition. As a result this chain is dominated by retailers and pigdealers. Besides this, processing has always focused on minimization of costs and less on
maximization of value. Emphasis isput on 'how' toproduce instead of 'what' to produce,
neglecting the market. This holds as long as there is a shortage and one can compete on
price.This chain structure andenvironment doesnot contribute toapowerful chain in financial terms
On the short term only meatprocessors seem to be affected, but on the long term also
pigproducers, pigdealers (a reduction of exports of living pigs and piglets), etc., will be
affected. Therefore all actors within the porkmeat-chain need and willbenefit of a strong
competitive chain, because sales can only be assured by exports.As aresult the porkmeat
chain hastoadapt totheearlier mentioned developments.
Themeatchain policy
The PLM has recognised that theporkmeat chain can only survive if itremains competitive. They together with actors of the porkmeat chain developed and introduced a framework to guarantee quality. This is known as Integrated Quality Control (IQC)(PLM,
1992).The aim of this framework is to guarantee origin, hygiene, use of compoundfeed,
use of animal medicines and theabsence ofresiduals inthemeat throughout the porkmeat
chain.
Management oflQC
IQC is an assurance system to guarantee and to control meatproduction throughout the
chain. The system includes the processing stages reproduction, fattening and slaughtering.Within these stages guarantee is given (not in ajuridical sense) toorigin, treatment,
hygiene, use of animal compoundfeed, use of medicines and absence of residuals within
themeat.
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The system depends on the exchange of information related to the individual registration and identification number of an animal. Exchange of information towards two directions. The slaughterhouse receives information of the pigfarmer (reproduction and
fattening) about origin and healthstatus of the animals. In return the pigfarmer receives
information abouttheslaughtering- and inspection results.
The slaughterhouse isresponsible for the operation of the system. They haveto control
the firms that take part of the system at least two times a year. On the other hand the
slaughterhouse is controlled by an independent board, nominated by the PLM. Also veterinarians and animal compoundfeed suppliers do have obligations, concerning the use
of medicines and the composition of animal food, if they deal with an IQC-farmer. If a
pigdealer is involved then he has to bejuridically owner of the pigs and has to make an
agreement with both thepigfarmer and the slaughterhouse. Toget the IQC-certificate the
slaughterhouse hastomake acontract withthePLMandwill betested on:
themanual concerning IQC,
theuseof IQCinpractice.
Totakepart inIQC is free, butwith commitment to the obligations of thePLM. IQCisillustrated withfigure 4.
IQC: The financial aspects
The costs for a sloughterhouse to receive the IQC-certificate can be as high as DFL
40.000,-. Additional and permanent costs are the annual controls and some extra labour.
There isnodirect benefit, but an indirectpreventive benefit canbe gained by an improve-
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Figure 4. IQC inDutchpork production
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ment of management, less use of medicines and less slaughterlosses. APLM experiment
indicated that the Dutch meatchain could earn about 100 millions DFL by improving
healthstatus. So far about 12.4% of all Dutch pigs come into IQC. Pigfarmers are stimulated to take part in IQC and can receive a bonus of DFL 3,-per pig and DFL 1,-per piglet. On the other hand slaughterhouses are confronted with retailers demanding for
IQC-meatproducts. Dueto oversupply retailers arenot very willing topayextra. Another
problem is the fact that IQC-pork can only be sold partly as a IQC-pig to the fresh-meat
segment. Other segments sofar donotrecognise thepresumed extra valueof IQC-meat.
Other quality-assurance systems
According to some meat processors IQC is not enough. They developed special quality
programmes based on IQC. These programmes are not only focusing on processes but
also on theproduct. Special demands are requested for food composition, housing, breed
and slaughter classifications in order toproduce a special kind of meat. This meat is sold
under specialbrandnames likefarmers-best, top,etc..
Nowadays special attention is paid to ISO-9000 standards. Many organizations consider ISO-certification as an assurance of the relation between supplier and customer, but
also asacompetitive advantage.ISO-certification hasbecomefor many businesses anobjective on itself. Besides this ISO is an organization approach rather then a chain approach.
Discussion
Amanagementmodel hasbeen introduced and used todescribe quality management in the
porkmeat chain. Next this model will be used to analyze quality management in this
chain. As already said theeffectiveness of an organization orchain isconceived astheinterrelation betweenenvironment, policy andmanagement. Analyzing the Dutch porkmeat
environment the conclusion can be drawn that to much emphasis is put on bulk production against low costsand little addition of value.This concept worked for manyyearsbut
duetothementioneddevelopments itisobvious thatanew market concept isnecessary.
The PLM concept of IQC is still apolicy of the traditional production-model, although
it contributes to the idea of 'quality' thinking. It mainly focuses on the production processes toensure safety and origin. This isjust a smallpart of thetotal product quality itself. So called programme meat suits better with the concept of product quality.
Analyzing the environment further the policy should be at least one which is taking into
account the production structure of the Dutch porkmeat-chain: less addition of value, increasing costs and apoorimage.The production-model has tobe translated into amarketmodel. The policy should enclose ideas and concepts which meet the environment. This
policy has to be translated into product and processing specifications. Next the organization or chain shouldbeadjusted to meet theproduct andprocessing specifications. This is
also the essence of our model. Toput it in another way: emphasis has to be put on 'what'
instead of 'how' toproduce.
According toour managementmodel IQC is pointing atC-level decisions and is merely
going beyond Aand Blevel decisions. From the existing chain procedures and responsibilities have been introduced to assure safety and origin ofporkmeat. The exchange of information between actors is crucial in this assurance system. Besides the same counts for
theimplementation of ISO-standards,especially when ISOhasbecome anobjective on it304
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self. The possibility exists to create a bureaucratic system which does not take into account the effects on the organization. One should first analyze the product and its processes in order to determine necessary changes, then adapt and/or provide with
production resources to meet the new situation and finally assurances should be implemented (isequal toC-leveldecision-problems).
An example. To meet the demands and developments of the market itmight be necessary to refine theproduct. Nowadays much emphasis is put on sustainable production, environmental and animal welfare issues. This might affect the complete chain. The meat
processor might have to increase his number of manufacturing processes and products
(diversification), the pigproducer might have to change his housing system, the pigreproducer might have to change his breed and housing system, the animal-foodstuff supplier
might have toproduce special animal foodstuffs, etc.Next the critical points in this chain
have to be determined, then an assurance system can be developed meeting these critical
points. This should also be the base of certification. Only then certification makes sense.
This also counts for brandmeat. Ithas only achanceif itrepresents what itpretends tobe.
This can onlybe achieved by amarket approach, because quality is: 'meeting theexpectations ofthe consumer' and ispropagated by theorganization or chain.
This example includes an enlargement of the chain. All actors within the chain have to
communicate and do depend on each other. Contrary to nowadays situation retailers have
tobeinvolved more.To communicate and explicate their demands.Especially inan oversupplied market retailers do possess a powerful position. In this situation it is questionable if pigfarmers should receive a bonus by taking part of IQC. One could argue that
prices shouldbecutdown ifthey can notmeet the market-demands.
Theoretically itseemsquite obvious what shouldhappen,butpracticallytherearemany
barriers.One of themainproblems areindividual interests.What mightbeoptimal for the
chain might be not optimal for an individual. Another problem by introducing chain production is the question of the division of costs and benefits. Also can existing structures
impede new ideas and concepts, because parties fear the lost of gained positions. To get
over thesekind of barriers might bethehardest taskafter all.
Themain challenges the Dutch porkmeat chain isfacing nextdecade,are:
1. the restructuring of the chain into a market-orientated chain where quality and sustainableproduction arekey words,
2. thedevelopment of aproduction chain focusing onprofit maximization, bymeans of
maximization of valueandminimization ofcosts.
Ingeneral three strategies arepossible, 1)tobe marketleader, 2)tobe costleader and 3)to
beniche-marketeer. The second strategy seemstobethemostreasonable one,because:
The first strategy demands a high marketshare, which is not the case atthis moment.
Themarketshare of Dutch pork within theEC is approximately 12%.Toincrese marketshare (international) mergers, take-overs, etc. are necessary, which is capital demanding. Capital which isnot available.
The third strategy is focusing on special segments. It is not realistic to start to theassumption that the total production of Dutch pork can be disposed atthis kind of mar-
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Forexample pigmeat industry leadersinDenmarkpointed toquality considerations asa
growing part of thereason for their shareof the UK market. Also the fact that controlling
pigmeat quality not only ensures that products meet defined and constant standards but
also provides an effective way of meeting consumer demand and obtaining a price premium for doing so successfully, has been recognised. In an effort to achieve this position
theIrish MeatBoard havedevised aPigmeat Quality Assurance scheme.
Therefore since the function of markets cannot be assessed validly without taking accountof qualityitisnecessary toknow whatproduct attributes consumers regard as desirable, and how they relate them to the complete product seems basic to successful
marketing. This paper attempts to examine some of these issues in relation to the pigmeat
market.
Defining Quality ingeneral terms
In thevernacular quality often seems toexpress general approval (Holbrook and Corfman
1985). Itappears that ineveryday marketing language 'quality' or 'high inquality' means
'good'. However thesepromotional uses convey approval in an extremely imprecise way.
Definitions ofquality in general, and moreprecisely meatquality vary widely soa framework for analysing quality will bebriefly discussed.
One dimension of quality is whether it is implicit or explicit. A further dimension is
whether quality is characterised as mechanistic (viewing quality as an objective aspect of
a thing or anevent) orhumanistic which sees quality asa subjective response ofpeople to
objects andtherefore ahighlyrelativistic phenomenon that differs betweenjudges.
Using the above dimensions one can make four categories of definitions but most marketers advocate a definition of quality assessment which typically regards quality as a
subjective response to variously explicitly recognised properties of an object (Holbrook
and Corfman 1985). Conversely production led or engineering based definitions tend to
approach quality from a mechanistic viewpoint, and look mainly atimplicit (tangible) attributes of aproduct.
Somedefinitions of quality
Examples of definitions used by marketers include, 'the relation between the real and
desired properties of aproduct, or as ameasure of satisfaction tothecustomer', (Lavenka
1989) 'Consumers judgments about a products overall excellence and superiority', and
Van Schothorst (1989) argues 'quality means that the customer gets what the customer
wants'.
Researchers suggest that the focus be set on the consumers subjectivejudgement of an
attribute (Callingham 1988)sinceunbiased objectivequality does not existatall (Maynes
1976). Lavenka (1989) points out that it appears objective measures are restricted to intrinsic palpable attributes. But Honikel (1989) suggests that subjective preference of attributescannot bethebasis of scientific discussion.
It seemsthatbecause itissubjective andpersonal 'product quality is at ahigher level of
abstraction than thecomposite of specific attributes'(Zeithaml 1988).
Prost (1986) mentions that 'the importance of particular quality traits as seen by individual consumers and also their ability to perceive them, result in highly differentiated
and even quite different ideas about quality itself'. Juran (1962) found as many as 13definitions, depending on the point of view of the person evaluating quality. Hence it was
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necessary for the ISO (International Standards Organization) and the EOQC (European
Organization for Quality Control) to agree on a precise definition of quality from a technical viewpoint as 'Acomposite of characteristics, which affect the ability of foods to satisfy certainrequirements anddetermine fitness for consumption'.
Williams (1985) points out that 'Aproducer should know his potential customers likes
and dislikes and attitudes to his products, and understand various economic and social
factors that may influence purchase'. And 'It is desirable that such information is expressed not in vague terms, as is often the case, but where possible is related to the
chemical orphysical properties of the food in a way that the food technologist can understand. It is only by doing this that he can build quality into his product and give it the
same weight as hedoes theavailability of raw material, processing capability and energy
requirements at present'. However Williams (1985) goes on to admit 'overall acceptability (by the consumer) results from an integration of many factors, some of which like
sensoryproperties, areprimarily intrinsic tothe food, whereas others depend on the needs
orattitudes of the customers'.
Folkers (1985) argues that to establish the potential effect of information one must ensure that information refers to the quality indicators that consumers find relevant, although itmay be argued Folkers would have been more precise if he had said 'a segment
ofconsumers' insteadofmerely 'consumers'.
Meat Quality
Consumer perceptions of quality are therefore all important but one must consider that
therearemany aspects involved in the quality of pigmeat. These aspects are summarized
under the headings, Animal Quality, Carcase Quality, Hygienic Quality, Utilization
Quality,andMeatQuality inFigure 1.
Figure 2outlines themake-up ofpigmeat quality according toIngr(1989).Anumber of
quality features goto make up asinglequality characteristic. Thefeatures comprising the
characteristic 'sensory properties' are also illustrated in Figure 2. Ten quality characteristicsthengoto makeupoverall quality.
These 'quality characteristics' in pigmeat quality include, morphological structure,
chemical composition, physical properties, biochemical condition, and microbiological
contamination as fundamental properties. They also embrace sensory properties, technological properties, hygienic condition,nutritional valueand culinary properties as necessary properties to satisfy markets, inspectors etc. Different weights are given by different
parties along the marketing chain to the quality characteristics in relation to their ideal
overall quality. Therefore pigmeat quality is hard to define although the components involved arenot.
Someof the important quality considerations inthecontext of thepigmeat chain will be
discussed inthefollowing sections.

Fromalaterdiscussionwewillfindthatdefinitionsofmeatqualitymustalsoincludeeconomicaspectsand
anyotherfactorsrelatingtohealth,nutritional,sensory,functional, andculinaryproperties,thatplayersin
themarketingchainforthatproductfindimportant.
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Quality Type:
Animal Quality:

Components:
Health, Genetic make-up, Stress
susceptibility, Conformation, #
Quality of life. ##
Carcase Quality:
Composition, Mass distribution,
Geometry ofcarcase, #
Yield of saleable meat. ###
Hygienic Aspects:
Safety aspects,Shelf-life, Residues,Pathogenic organisms
and/or theirtoxins. ####
Utilization Quality:
Traits determining usefulness,
Products ability to satisfy definite needsorwants.####
Meat Quality:
Organoleptic (sensory),Technological (functional),
Nutritional, #
Hygienic aspects.#####
Sources # Soerensen etal (1989)
##Barton-gade (1989)
###Ingr(1989)
####Prost (1986)
#####Honikel(1989)
Figure 1. Aspects of meat quality

Quality features
Tenderness
Juiciness
Softness
Hardness
Colour
Odour
Flavour
Ripeness
Firmness
Wateriness
Fibrousness
Marbling
Appearance
Source:Ingr(1989)

Quality characteristics

Overall Quality

Sensory Properties
Technological Properties
Hygienic Properties
Nutritional Properties
Culinary Properties
Morphological Structure —
Chemical Composition
Biochemical Condition
Physical Properties
Microbiological Properties-

Figure 2. Make-up ofpigmeat

-Necessary
properties
of overall
quality

-Fundamental properties
ofoverallquality

quality

Quality in relation to the pigmeat marketing chain
Romans and Norton (1989) state that much of the research work done on the quality of
pork was accomplished in the 70's but that in the late 80's the subject surfaced again. This
study will attempt to complement work from both periods in so far as is possible.
Sebranek (1982), and Boccard (1986) state that everybody has his conception of
quality, but the detailed description of this general concept, offers different aspects owing
to the position or function of the speaker along the meat marketing chain.
Quality is seen differently by the consumer, the producer, the retailer and the food inspector, each concentrating on different aspects of the product (see Appendix 1).
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At the production level of the pigmeat chain the quality traits of most concern would
include live weights,dressing percentage, degree of muscling, absence of fat, general appearance (Sebranek 1982),and more recently parameters such as intramuscular fat level,
stress susceptibility, animal welfare factors, and incidence of boar taint in whole male
pigs.
The processing segment will generally concur with these but also add additional concerns such as muscle firmness, meat colour and yields or weights of cuts produced (Sebranek 1982).
The retailer further imposes requirements for leanness, appearance, storage stability,
and drip losses inpackages. Wood (1990)pointed outthatretailers inthe UKhaverecognized thedemand foreasy toprepare low fat cuts,andhave increasingly purchased primal
cuts, which areboneless, welltrimmed andvac-packed to specification.
Consumers the final link in the chain conventionally evaluate pork quality in two separate instances, the first being selection from the retail display (Sebranek 1982).This is
where extrinsic quality cues are important in that 'consumers first eat with their eyes'.
Theretail selection criteria involve colour, freshness, firmness, leanness,amount ofbone,
and amount of surface wateriness. Final satisfaction attributes at the consumption stage
include such intrinsic attributes as tenderness,juiciness, flavour, ease of preparation and
shrinkage.
However there is also an additional feature of quality at the consumer level ie. the perceivedrelationship to goodhealth (Sebranek 1982).
Consumerpreferences inrelation topork.
Preference andacceptability studies intheliterature have indicated that consumers in the
UnitedStatesand Canada
prefer pork with little or no fat (Davis et al 1978; Birmingham et al 1954; Gaarder
andKline 1956).
are uncertain about quality when purchasing pork cuts and seek assurance ofthe government grademarkliketheyfindinbeef (Maybee 1955).
indiscriminately selectamong porkcuts irrespective of size,quality orprice (Gaarder
etal 1960;TrotterandEngelman 1959).
criticize some pork for unsatisfactory flavour, juiciness, and tenderness (Hendrix et
al 1963).
consider leanness and size of cut the most important factors when purchasing pork
(Emerson etal 1963).
More recently Florkowski et al (1989) from a consumer study in Atlanta, US, revealed
that consumers would increase purchases of pork ifitwere lean and wouldpay apremium
price. The study predicted that the initial impact of a shift in preference towards pork
would be an upward trend inprice andeventually an increase inproduction andconsumption. Romans and Norton (1989) concluded that leanness was the most important reason
with US consumers for purchasing pork, with price of secondary concern, and colour
mentioned but of lesser importance. Thus more recent US studies would suggest that
leanness is themostimportant factor influencing consumer purchasing decisions.
It may be concluded that quality is looked on differently by the many players in the
marketing chain. Ultimately consumers selectporkon thebasis ofextrinsic cues, intrinsic
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cues, anditsperceived relationship with good health also plays animportant role. However views of different consumer samples tend to vary quite a bit depending on the
country andthedate atwhich thesurvey wascarried out. Nonetheless although opinions
differ, extrinsic cues such ascolour, leanness, firmness, andamount ofwasteareobviously important. Intrinsic cues that were mentioned include flavour, juiciness, tenderness,
aroma, andoverall digestibility, of which, flavour tenderness andjuiciness aremostimportant. Safety, versatility andvalue for money areother perceived factors intheconsumers decision making process.
Relating pigmeat qualityfrom atechnical pointofviewtohowconsumers perceiveit
Hughes (1976)classifies meat quality into eating quality, wastefulness, problems serving
cuts, hygienic quality, andnutritional quality (asshown inFigure 3).These are good consumerdescriptives ofthenecessary quality characteristics depicted inFigure 2above.
Moreover theconsumer selection process closely resembles thequality control process
for individual parameters ofquality (Figure 4).Therefore if one determines theparameters ofquality used intheconsumer selection processes onecanorganise thequality control subsystems into anoverall integrated quality control system (egAppendix 1) finely
tuned to theconsumer needs.
But Ungern-Sternberg (1981) points out that consumers, 'instead of applying thereal
indicators of quality which matter to them, will, when purchasing a product, search for
observable shopping criteria (indicators ofquality) which they think arerelated to desirable aspects in theconsumption experience'. These 'shopping criteria' maythen beapplied inthecontext ofamodel for consumer demand based onsubjective characteristics

MeatQuality

Eatingquality
Wastefulness
Problemsservingcuts
Hygienicquality
Nutritionalquality

Source:Hughes(1976)
Figure 3. Consumer classifications ofpigmeat qualities

AStagesinthebuying process (Kotier 1976).
Need arousal-> Information search-> Evaluation (behaviour)-> Purchase decision->
Post-purchase feelings (feedback)
Basic quality control flowchart (Steiner 1968).
Inputs-> Process2 ->Comparison todesired ->Acceptance/Rejection decision->
Review Process (feedback).

Figure 4. Consumer selection process andquality control process
Theprocessmustbedefinedbyaninterdisciplinaryqualityteam. Qualitycharacteristicstostudymustbe
selectedandprioritizedinorderoftheircontributiontocompetitivenessorcostandtheabilitytomeasurea
particularqualityattributemustbeassessed(O'Connor1990).
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such as was forwarded by Thompson and Mc Ewan (1985).This is referred to in Appendix 2. Whether these 'shopping criteria' are objective or subjective, they are subjectively
evaluatedby each individual consumer.
Jul (1985) notes that whether one is an agronomist or a food scientist, it is obvious that
the final decision withregard tofood quality, whether the scientistslike itornot, will rest
with the ultimate consumer. There is no way of getting away from having the final decision made by the consumer. That is not to suggest that objective or sensory tests are useless. What is important is that these are guide-posts, hopefully intelligently placed, but
thatthey arenotthe final goal.
Prost (1986) describes three important types of criteria in assessing the necessary
properties of meat, these being; sensory criteria such as colour, appearance, packaging,
tenderness,juiciness, taste, odour, texture etc., easily perceptible by consumers in their
judgments; nutritive criteria such as, content of essential nutrients, energy, dietary value,
and digestibility making upthe true nutritive value preferred by dietitians and consumers
conscious of theseproperties; and technological criteria that characterise the distribution
and functionalism of the food product ie.efficiency, durability, ease of storage and transport,dimensions, functionalism andattractiveness of thepackage.
Although many of the qualities mentioned are general to all meat it is essential to have
an understanding of them, and how they relate to quality along the pigmeat marketing
chain. In the first three headings in Figure 1 (Animal Quality, Carcass Quality and Hygienic Quality) quality can for the most part be determined objectively. However subjective methods of determining quality become more important for utilisation quality and
meat quality.
If consumers are tobe given priority in relation to the criteria important in the necessary properties of meat which were outlined by Prost (1986), then it is imperative that the
focus of quality control is tomatch thoseareas that consumers are shown tolay emphasis
onin market research studies.
The following section discusses consumer aspects of pigmeat quality in relation to the
Irish market and considers areas in the pigmeat chain where these may be controlled to
consumer specifications.
Application totheIrish market
Background
A potential customer takes an immense number of factors into account when deciding
whether or not to buy pigmeat, but it is thought that eating satisfaction is a major consideration for the customer when deciding how often tobuy pigmeat. There isevidence to
suggest that shopping criteria andeating quality attributes mayberelated directly or even
inversely to quality decisions taken at different stages in the marketing chain. For
example much of the recent work inthe UK has been on intrinsic factors, and tenderness
and flavour are shown to be the most important factors to consumers. The reason for this
work was that there was a fear in the trade and particularly among butchers that pigs that
are too lean would have inferior eating qualities as much of theliterature shows positive
correlations between fat content ofporkproducts andtheireating qualities.
Work was also carried out in Ireland and due consideration was given to fat factors and
intrinsic qualities.These arediscussed in thecontext ofthispaperbelow.
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Results,discussion and conclusion
The previously mentioned study consisted ofa survey on consumers attitudes to pork,
their actual purchase behaviour and aproduct test where selected respondents compared
two porkproducts withdifferent levels of marbling.
It was found that leanness was considered byfarthe most important quality factorfor
Irish consumers when purchasing pork (see Figure 5).This is consistent with the emphasis onleanness found in theliterature (Birmingham et al 1954; Gaarder andKline
1956; Davis etal 1978;Florkowskietal 1989;Romans andNorton 1989;andCBF 1990).
Leanness isafactor which canbe controlled tomeet consumer requirements. Advances
in methods ofproduction together with the low slaughter weight of the Irish pigs havereduced the fatness levels inpigs forslaughter. Similarly theprocessor can trim the pork
products tothe specifications ofthe retailer, and the retailer has afurther opportunityto
trim some fat before displaying theproduct. Wecanconclude from themarketingresearch that thereis everyjustification of apayment systembased onlean meat toIrishpig
producers.
The question thatthe industry must address from integrated chain management point of
view is what weight ofpig gives lowest processing costs. Ifprocessing costs wouldbe
lower per unit ofoutput when heavier pigs are slaughtered, andthese generally have more
fat which maybetrimmed atacost,would the chain asawholebemore efficient.
Findings also showed that consumers wanted pork chops that arewell cut and prepared,
and these factors can also be controlled to meet consumer requirements. But the features
may be controlled atanumber ofstagesofthe pigmeat chain, themost obvious being the
processing and retailing sectors.Other findings suggest poor presentational features such
asfatsplitting onpigmeat products from pigs toolean at slaughter.
Consumers indicated that although pork had arelatively good quality image compared
with other meats, they thought it could still beimproved (Figure 6).Most were of the
view thatpork chops weretenderbutconsidered themdry.
Shopping criteria
Leanness

Presentation

Colour

Amount of bone
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Figure 5. Influence of differentfactors when buying pork chops
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Figure 6. Attitudes of consumers tothequality ofpork chops available
Those involved in the chain must evaluate their options on how to address the issue of
juiciness andhow important it is toconsumers.It may bethecasethat consumers trade of
eating quality attributes such asjuiciness for thepurpose of aleaner product for example.
Itmust alsobe noted thatjuiciness may influenced by thecooking practices of consumers
in which casepromotional information at thepoint of purchase canbe used to affect such
cooking practices.
For eating quality (Figure 7), tenderness and flavour were identified as the most important attributes by consumers withjuiciness being thethirdmost important.
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Figure 7. Attribute ranked most important interms of eating quality
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There is conflicting evidence in the literature as to whether fatness level or marbling
will influence eating quality attributes such as tenderness and flavour. Forexample Danish work (Begerholm 1984) found definite positive relationships between marbling and
theseeating quality attributes while intheUK (Woodetal 1986)concluded thatthere was
neither evidence to suggest that leanness lead to inferior eating quality or that marbling
affected eating quality.
Consumers generally found marbling undesirable inpork chops and choose pork chops
with least marbling (Figure 8).
Results from aproduct test (O'Mahony et al 1993) showed thatdifferences in marbling
(fat which cannot be removed by physical trimming) did not lead to differences in consumer perceptions of eating quality attributes. The results are shown in tables 1 and 2
below. Marbling is a quality feature that can be influenced at the production stage of the
marketing chain.
Table1. How the flavour(n=114) and tenderness (n=U2) of the chops sampled were
rated by consumers.
Score for flavour\tenderness

Flavour Chop type
Low
High

Very good
Good
Slightly good
Neither goodnor poor
Slightly poor
Poor
Very Poor
Mean rank

17
24
25
16
9
6
3
35.5

Tenderness Chop type
High
Low
Percentages
26
27
20
25
23
19
12
13
12
10
7
5
2
1
36.4
34.5

13
22
21
21
13
4
5
33.8

NSforbothflavour andtenderness.

Choose Low
Undesirable

[Desirable
Choose high

Attitudes to marbling
In pork chops

Actual behavior
when selecting

Figure 8. Comparison ofattitudes toandbehavior ofconsumers to marbling
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Table 2. How thejuiciness(n=113)
and overall acceptability
pled were rated by consumers.
ScoreforjuicinessNoverall

(n=118) of the chops samOverall Chop type
Low
High

Juiciness Chop type
Low
High
Percentages

Very
Good
Slightly good
Neither goodnor poor
Slightly poor
Poor
Very Poor
Mean rank

14
18
24
20
16
5
3
34.0
NSfor bothjuiciness and overall eating quality.

16
12
25
20
12
9
5
36.7

18
31
23
13
11
3
2
32.2

20
23
18
16
13
7
4
39.0

However this study concluded since no benefits would accrue to consumers if levels of
marbling were increased to the upper limits available on the Irish market, no price premium could be exacted from consumers, therefore there is no justification for payment to
producers on the basis of this attribute.
Factors such as leanness and intramuscular fat are examples of quality attribute that are
measurable by consumers and other players in the pigmeat chain. And while marbling is
technically believed to affect eating quality attributes (Smith and Carpenter 1976) Irish
consumers do not detect these.
In this case marbling is a quality parameter that need not be built into the pigmeat chain
in so far as it extends to the Irish market. Quality parameters such as leanness should be
built into the chain in the most efficient way, at least cost to consumers and with the appropriate signals/incentives for their implementation. Pricing systems sensitive to consumer demand provide a communication link that ultimately determines the nature and
consistency of the quality management regimes to be used at various stages of the pigmeat chain.
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Appendix 1
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Appearance, Colour,
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Ease of Preparation.
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Appendix 2
Thompson andMcEwan (1985)illustrate thefollowing model todetail demand based factors thatmay influence anindividual consumers subjective evaluation of afood/food situation.
1 Anticipated or actual appreciation of the sensory characteristics of the food and
packaging.
2 Anticipated oractual appreciation of the food purchase orconsumption situation.
3 Anticipation ofthenutritional properties andhealth beliefs.
4 Anticipation ofhygienic and toxicological status
5 Evaluation ofthefunctionality of thefood (anticipated or actual).
6 Evaluation ofthecostof acquisition (monetary oractual).
7 Appeal ofthepresentation, either atthepoint ofpurchase or consumption.
8 Familiarity
9 Food/Product/Brand image
Source:Thompson andMcEwan (1985), inPredictive Modelling andEvaluation of Food
Acceptability. University of Reading. U.K.
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Introduction
In the classic textbook on marketing of agricultural products by Kohls and Uhl (1990,p.
5/6) food marketing is defined as: 'the performance of all business activities involved in
the flow of food products and services from the point of initial agricultural production
until they are in the hands of consumers.' Traditionally activities of different companies
andinstitutions inthemarketing channel are co-ordinated through market prices.Atpresent in many channels, these activities have to be co-ordinated in a more precise way than
the 'invisible hand' of market prices can bring about, e.g. contract farming is familiar in
raising pigs and poultry, account management creates relationships, contracts between
food industry and food retail chains are aco-ordination device inprivate label operations.
Vertical integration is familiar to agricultural marketing and has often international
dimensions, e.g. 'Multinational corporations are beginning to assemble cattle the way
they assemble cars, bringing together inputs - seeds, grain, pharmaceuticals, cattle embryos, cattle, automated slaughtering processes, wholesale marketing, and retail distribution- from various countries into asinglecoordinated operation.' (Rifkin 1992,p. 148),or
'In the United States, Cargill, Continental, and Bunge have all moved aggressively into
domestic grain 'refining' with their investments in flour-milling, soybean-crushing
plants, and ultra-modern facilities for manufacturing feed ingredients or corn sweeteners.'(Morgan 1980,p.305).
While a host of co-ordination mechanisms are applied in agricultural marketing channels, thereisno theoretical framework onmarketing co-ordination in agricultural marketing channels. In marketing and economic theory and in organization sociology, many
concepts and theories on co-ordination of business activities ingeneral andmarketing activities in particular have been developed. Our paper intends to develop a theoretical
framework for marketing co-ordination in agricultural marketing channels, making useof
anumber of concepts andtheories onco-ordination asdeveloped in other disciplines.
Our analysis of marketing co-ordination in agricultural marketing channels is focused
on the concept 'chain marketing'. Chain marketing is defined as ajoint marketing operation by two ormoresuccessive companies inamarketing channel vis-à-vis athird party,
the customer/ consumer. We use the concept 'chain marketing' in analogy of the 'value
chain' concept of Porter (1985). The agricultural marketing channel as a whole can be
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viewed as a value chain. With respect to chain marketing, a set of successive companies
are working closely together to manage the flow of agricultural goods along the entire
value-added chain, i.e.theagricultural marketing channel.
Our concept of chain marketing is also closely related to the well known concept of
'vertical marketing system' (Bucklin 1970; Stern and El-Ansary 1992). While the introduced concept of 'chain marketing' is concerned with the marketing process in the channel,
theconceptof 'verticalmarketing system'refers tothemarketing structure/phenomenon. Actually,inoneof the first authoritativepublications onthat topic a 'vertical marketing system' is defined as '...the set of forces, conditions, and institutions (italics are ours)
associated with the sequential passage of aproduct or a service through twoor more markets.' (Bucklin 1970,p.2).
Since chain marketing is concerned with vertical planning of marketing policies
through the marketing channel, we first will pay attention tothe concept of the marketing
channel. In section 3, chain marketing is analyzed by discussing successively the objectives, the objects, the functions, the institutions and co-ordination mechanisms/relationships of a chain marketing operation. After having analyzed these structural elements of
chain marketing, environmental developments, which may stimulate chain marketing in
agriculture, will be discussed. Finally, some hypotheses about the development of chain
marketing areproposed andrelated totheenvironmental developments.
Marketing channels
Often a sequence of companies from producer tofinal consumer perform marketing functions in order to fit market supply to the needs and wants of prospects. This sequence of
companies is called the marketing channel. Marketing functions can be classified as exchange functions, physical functions and facilitating functions. While producers perform
marketing functions in addition to the production function, other companies in the marketing channel (like wholesalers and retailers) have specialized on marketing functions
only (in particular distribution functions). Although many companies in the marketing
channel take title to the good, someother companies, like brokers or agents, facilitate exchangeprocesses without taking title totheproduct. Other companies,liketransport companies, perform facilitating marketing functions without taking part in marketing
decision making at all. Typical of some agricultural marketing channels are specific market institutions, like auctions and futures markets, which enhance marketing efficiency
andmarketing effectiveness.
Amarketing channel canbecharacterized by:
1.
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Themarketing functions being fulfilled
According to the Structure-Conduct-Performance paradigm, market structure in the
various stages of the marketing channel has a strong impact on the fulfillment of
marketing functions in the channel. In case of pure competition price formation,
transport and storage are basic functions, while in imperfect markets many other
functions like product differentiation, information/promotion and service are indispensable too. In the latter case, marketing strategies of channel participants determinetheperformance of marketing functions.
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2.

Thenumber ofparticipating companies
The number of participating companies is related to the type of product, marketed
through the channel. Convenience goods as described by Copeland (1923) and the
so-called Red Goods, defined by high replacement rate, low gross margin, low adjustment, low time of consumption and low searching time (Aspinwall 1958), are
moresuited for indirect marketing channels thantheoppositetypeofproducts. More
service with theproduct, likein thecase of specialty goods,complex goods andYellow Goods as defined by Aspinwall (1958), and an acceptance of a longer delivery
time (Bucklin 1965)bythe client stimulatedirect marketing channels.Also itis suggested that aneed for moreinformation withtheproduct will enhance direct marketing channels. More information isprobably correlated with product complexity, and
product specialty.
The number of successive companies in the marketing channel also depends on the
market structure at the various stages of the channel. For instance, Alderson (1954)
argued that a middleman willemerge between producers and consumers/customers,
if itresultsinto asmallernumber of transactions.

3.

Therelationships between companies
The relationship between successive companies in the channel is influenced by the
market structuretoo.In caseofapurecompetition market,prices areaneffective coordination mechanism. Commodity markets, like the wheat market, have much in
common with that market structure. However, in the case of imperfect competition,
additional co-ordination mechanisms should be used to lower transaction costs
and/ortobring actualmarketpropositions inlinewithmarketing strategy.

4.

Thedownstream flow ofgoods, services, information, andproperty rights
The flows of goods, services, information, and property rights are the outcome of
marketing decision making and ofthe fulfillment ofmarketing functions inthe channel.Important isin thisrespecttowhatextent theseflows are interrelated.
Chain marketing, asdefined in the introduction, is inprinciple concerned with planning and implementingjoint marketing policies of successive companies inthe marketing channel. It may differ on various aspects, like the number of successive
companies involved in the chain marketing operation (at least two companies), the
number of marketing functions included in the marketing operation, and the extent
of horizontal integration going along with vertical co-ordination of marketing operations.

Basic dimensions ofchainmarketingofagricultural products
Introduction
Chain marketing hasbeen practiced in agriculture during a long time already,but atpresentithasbecome morerelevant forvarious reasons tobe discussed insection four.In view
of its increasing importance, there is aneed for asystematic approach to thistypeof agricultural marketing. We will analyze chain marketing on the basis of its objective, object,
marketing functions, institutions performing marketing functions, and co-ordination
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Objectives

Objects

Functions

Institutions

Co—ordination mechanism/
relationships

Figure 1. Structural elements of chain marketing
mechanisms/relationships (see figure 1). We suggest a hierarchy in these basic dimensions of a 'chain marketing' program.
Theobjective of chain marketing
Co-ordination of marketing in the channel is, generally speaking, concerned with the effectiveness, efficiency and/or equity of themarketing operation of theparticipating channel members. Ultimately, the objective of a chain marketing operation is a larger
turnover/profit for the participating companies. It may be more specific, like a specific
market share or amore positive product image. Finally, such partial objectives haveto be
instrumental tothegeneral objective of turnover/profit.
Theobject ofchain marketing
Marketing is concerned with exchange processes between organizations. Exchange processes in chain marketing areconcerned with flows ofproducts/services, information and
property-rights through amarketing channel (Bucklin 1970;Mallen 1977).Amoney flow
opposite tothe flow of values allows for a smooth exchangeprocess.The first distinction
between different types of chain marketing is whether it is concerned only with a product/service flow, an information flow, a property flow, or with a combination of these
flows.
Itishardtoimagine thatachain marketing operation, i.e. ajoint agricultural marketing
operation of two or more successive companies in a marketing channel, is only related to
aflow of property rights. Even marketing decision making by a food broker, who typically is taking no title to a good, is in the strategic senserelated toa.product flow. A flow
ofproperty rightsinachain marketing operation isbydefinition linked toaproduct flow.
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From a marketing point of view, chain marketing focusing on information flows only
has a limited scope.For instance, successive companies in thechannel might together set
up amarketing information system inorder to improve marketing performance vis-à-vis a
third party. Companies may link their marketing information systems to improve marketing decision in the channel at the operational level. In fact the development of EDI systemsandthe availability of scanning dataincrease opportunities inthis respect.
The scope of chain marketing, related to the product flow in the channel, is ranging
from a limited number of product benefits/attributes to the total product. In this respect a
distinction should be made (Kotier 1991,p.431) between: (i) the generic product or core
benefit, comprising the basic, instrumental, benefits of the product, and (ii) the
augmented product, comprising all additional product features like package, as well as
expressive features. Co-ordination in chain marketing is more basic when chain marketing is concerned with instrumental product features than when itis focused on augmented
product features, likepackage orexpressive product values only.For instance,chain marketing focusing on health attributes of agricultural products requires the co-ordination of
functions performed in various stages of the marketing channel, while size, form and
package of the final product can be controlled by the last company in the channel supplying the final product to the retailer/consumer. Since 'Product augmentation leads the
marketer to look atthebuyer's total consumption system' (Kotier 1991,p.430), a refined
marketing program and consequently arefined system of co-ordination isneeded in chain
marketing.
Information and property flows arelinked totheproduct flow.Information flows can be
operational or strategic. The former type of information is often attached to the product
flow. The importance of the latter type is related topower sharing by companies involved
in chain marketing. In case of a channel leader, there is less reason for sharing strategic
information between the participating companies, than in the case of equal partners. A
channel leader has more opportunities to impose his strategy without communicating information about the pro's and con's of his strategy, than a company doing business with
another company being equal in market power. Aphysical product flow in the marketing
channel without anyproperty flow puts theburden ofrisk onthe owners of theproduct. It
has consequences for profit distribution between companies participating in chain marketing,becausetheownerswant to havecompensation for theirrisks.
Marketing functions
Agricultural marketing is shifting to the marketing management approach, characterized
by consumer orientation, co-ordinated planning and implementation of marketing instruments. Essential in this approach is the role of product policy and its impact on the programming of other marketing instruments, like promotion and price. From the marketing
management point ofview,chain marketing functions arebasically performed torealize a
specific marketing mix.Collection and dissemination of marketing information is important in this respect. It has already been pointed out that the intensity of chain marketing,
and consequently of function performance, will differ depending on whether chain marketing is focusing onthegeneric product orontheaugmented product.
Chain marketing, which does not includeproductpolicies,maybeconcerned with other
marketing functions indifferent ways.Exchange functions -likeprice formation and selling -are included in chain marketing programs amongst othersbyproducers and retailers
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in an agreement onminimumretail pricestopreventruinouspricecompetition, orbyproducers and traders,whohave established selling organizations for specific markets. Chain
marketing is focusing onphysical functions - like transport and storage - amongst others
in programs set up by producers and traders in order to provide smooth and efficient
transport to specific markets, like distant export markets. Chain marketing is concerned
withfacilitating functions -like grading/sorting, market information andcredit facilities in the development of marketing information systems, which collect and disseminate
market information, or in the establishment of grading systems and quality control systemsto maintain and improve product quality through thechannel.
Marketing institutions.
Traditionally agricultural marketing channels exist of the following institutions: supplier
- farmer -wholesaler -processing industry - wholesaler - retailer. In addition there are a
number of specific marketing institutions, like auctions, co-operatives,marketing boards
and futures markets. Some institutional characteristics are relevant to chain marketing
operations:
The relative size of the successive institutions participating in chain marketing influences thechannelleader structure inchainmarketing operations (see figure 2). For
instance, in purchasing raw agricultural material, a large food industry has more bargaining powervis-à-vis a smallfarmer than vis-à-vis alargewholesale cooperative.
Thedegreeof specialization byinstitutions ofthemarketing channel stimulates chain
marketing operations. Specialization by farmers, processing industry, or wholesaler
enlarges the interdependence between institutions in the marketing channel. Chain
marketing is a way to adapt the activities of successive companies to the specified
marketing outcome and to spread marketing risks over the companies of the marketing channel.
In line with the former point, chain marketing will become more urgent when the
number of successive companies in amarket orientated marketing channel increases.
Except for 'make orbuy' decisions, chain marketing cannot exist when one company
hasintegrated all successive companiesinvolved inachainmarketing operation.
INSTITUTION A

m
z
o

Large

Large

Small

No L e a d e r

One Leader

power sharing

B

One Leader

No L e a d e r

A

co-ordination
institution

i-

Z

Small

Figure 2. Channel leader structure inchain marketing operations
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Marketing institutions taking notitle totheproduct inmarketing operations, likeauctions or food brokers, complicate co-ordination of decision making in chain marketing operations.
Co-ordination mechanisms and relationships.
Chain marketing of agricultural products is triggered by the limited capacity of market
prices to adjust agricultural supply, in particular product quality, to the needs and opportunities of the market. According to the Transaction Costs Theory, transactions will be
determined by transactions costs, which depend on the co-ordination mechanism used
(price or other co-ordination mechanisms). Relevant factors in this respect are bounded
rationality and opportunism of decision makers, and respectively asset specificity, uncertainty, and frequency of transactions (Williamson 1985;Williamson 1989).These factors
seem to have relevance to chain marketing in agriculture too: agricultural and food marketing based on consumer orientation cannot be co-ordinated appropriately, or at a high
cost only, by means of market prices only. Additional co-ordination mechanisms have to
be applied.
Mintzberg's typology (Mintzberg 1989) of co-ordination mechanisms - 'Mutual adjustment, direct supervision, standardization of work processes, respectively standardization
of outputs, of skills and/or of norms' - is also relevant to chain marketing in agriculture.
Mutual adjustment, co-ordination by informal communication, is applied in chain marketing, when there is a large common interest and a very good understanding between
successive companies in the marketing channel. The relationship between farmers and
their co-operative is acase inpoint. This co-ordination mechanism lacks formal power to
enforce specific behavior upon the parties involved. Direct supervision can be used by a
channel leader or a co-ordinating authority in chain marketing in order toachieve the formulated marketing objectives. Standardization of work processes, respectively standardization of outputs ofparticipating companies, are helpful to achieve achain marketing
outcome, like a specific product quality. Systems of certification and Integral Quality
Control in fresh meat marketing operations are a case in point. Standardization of skills
and/or standardization of norms do not seem effective co-ordinating mechanisms for agricultural chain marketing.Theydonotprovidesufficient uniformity inmarketing output,
like uniformity ofproduct attributes, when alarge number of companies have tobe co-ordinated.
Traditionally vertical marketing systems are classified in administered, contractual and
corporate systems, which differ in the formal co-ordination of marketing operations,
namely by deliberation/persuasion, by contract or by integration. All three procedures
may occur inchainmarketing operations.Theprocedureuseddepends inparticular onthe
required precision in the co-ordination of marketing operations. For instance, a franchise
operation requires a very precise co-ordination of operations which has to be secured by
contractual relationships. Specific characteristics of a company may prevent the application of specific co-ordination mechanisms in chain marketing. For instance, some farmers' co-operatives do not allow the co-operative company to contract specific product
supplies from members.
Also contributions from economic agency theory cancontributetoourunderstanding of
co-ordination in chain marketing like aspects of risk sharing and reward structure (HolmstromandTirole 1989).
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Table1 Summary ofbasic elements of chain marketing
Objectives
Object
Functions

Institutions

Co-ordinationmechanism/relationships

Turnover/profit
Product (basic/augmented)
Information
Property-right
Functionstorealizeaspecific marketingmix
Exchange functions
Physical functions
Facilitating functions
Relativesizeofsuccessiveinstitutions
Degreeofspecialization
Numberofsuccessivecompanies
Takingtitletotheproduct?
TransactionCostTheory
Mintzberg'stypology ofco-ordinated mechanisms
VerticalMarketingSystems
AgencyTheory

Thebasicelements,discussed inthissection, are summarized intable 1.
Theimpactofthe environment ofagricultural marketing channelson chain
marketing
Theenvironment of agricultural marketing channels
Environmental changes influence agricultural marketing processes. The emergence of
chain marketing in the food marketing channel is aresponse to these changes in theenvironment. The marketing environment consists of the actors and forces that affect the
ability to develop and maintain successful transactions and relationships with target customers (Kotier 1991,p. 129).The environment of achain marketing program is a relative
concept in so far it depends upon the number of successive companies in the channel
whichparticipatein aspecific chain marketing program.
Four sectors can be distinguished in the environment of a chain marketing program
(Achrol, Reveand Stern 1983,p.58):
The input sector, which consists of all direct and indirect suppliers to the chain marketing operators.
The output sector, which consists of all direct and indirect customers of the chain
marketing operators.
The competitive sector, which consists of the actual and potential competitors of the
chain marketing operators.
The regulatory sector,which consists of regulatory groups, including governmental
agencies,trade associations,interestorganizations, and adhoc groups.
Major changes inthe environment ofagricultural marketing channels relevant to chain
marketing
Changes in the input sector. Technological progress has been important in the input sector. Output per farm has increased dramatically due to a continuous 'technical push', the
development of new breeds, machinery and production methods. Machinery is substitut332
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ing labour and the use of various inputs (e.g. chemicals, mixed feed, fertilizer) is intensified. Recently technological progress, relatively speaking, has become more focused on
theimprovement ofproduct quality.
Technological progress and the development of new breeds and varieties have increased agricultural production potential. In this way they have created the threat of overproduction, but they offer also opportunities for developing markets for new products.
Chain marketing canbeuseful tomanage adequate marketing programs for thatpurpose.
Changes in the output sector. During the last decades, the demand for food products has
changed dramatically. These changes run parallel to the need hierarchy by Maslow
(1954), which suggests that needs will be satisfied in a hierarchical order starting with
physiological needs and ending up with satisfying the needs for self actualization. In the
affluent Western societies,food supply is abundant and consumers are in aposition to satisfy high order needs,related to human interaction and self actualization. The rise of per
capita disposable income creates a consumer having a substantial discretionary income
and being able to choose from a great number of alternatives. Quality, variety, convenience, service, consciousness with respect to environment and animal welfare have
become relevant choice criteria to consumers. This is all the more important since food
demand, interms ofvolume,isincreasing slowly.
The other important development in food markets is the concentration in retailing. In
various western countries, four or less retail chains command more than 50 %of the food
retail market. These retail chains have their own marketing policies, require a high service, in particular logistical service, from suppliers and have a strong bargaining position
vis-à-vis food suppliers. This bargaining position is strengthened yet by the development
of international alliances of retail chains which centralize purchasing ofvarious products.
Clearly, these developments have a strong impact on agricultural and food marketing and
for thatreason on theneed for chain marketing.
Changes inthe competitive sector.Companies in agricultural and food marketing are confronted with an open EC market. The latest developments in CAPand in GATT negotiations, suggest that agriculture will have tolive inamorecompetitiveworld withless price
protection. Also internationalization of agribusiness will increase. The stagnating food
demand is enforcing competition. Also product substitutes, like milk products on the
basis of soybean and artificial sweeteners as a substitute for sugar, stimulate competition
in Western food markets.These developments together stimulate concerted action of farmers and agribusiness to face competition. Chain marketing is an important issue in this
respect.
Changes in the regulatory sector. The CAP is an important factor in the markets of various agricultural products. The reforms of the CAP have on the one hand freed markets
from some price protection, but have on the other hand introduced additional regulatory
measures, likemilk quota andset asideprograms.In addition toCAPregulations,agriculture and agribusiness are confronted with an increasing number of environmental regulations, which put preconditions to production and marketing of agricultural and food
products. But on the other hand these regulations stimulate thedevelopment of new market segments, focusing onenvironmentally friendly products. Inparticular, thelatter marMANAGEMENTOFAGRI-CHAINS
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keting propositions require agood co-ordination of production and marketing through the
marketing channel of therespective products.
Implications forchain marketing ofagricultural products
As a consequence of the changes in the environment mentioned above, agricultural marketing channels are offering their products in very competitive markets. The success of
these channels will be determined by the competitive advantage over its rivals. In such a
situation, a co-ordinated marketing operation is needed in order to gain competitive advantage. Therefore, chain marketing probably is becoming more relevant to the marketing of food and agricultural products. In order to derive more support for this thesis, we
will develop a number of general hypotheses about agricultural chain marketing - partly
based on elements of section three -, and use these hypotheses to evaluate the future of
chain marketing.
Hi A market driven type of agriculture will be more inclined to chain marketing thana
production driven type of agriculture.
Market orientation of agriculture implies that the agricultural marketing mix,in particular theproduct benefits, fit to the needs and wants of the market. It requires acoordination ofmarketing functions, performed bycompanies indifferent stages of the
marketing channel.
Aproduction driven channel is trying to find the best outlet for a given production
and as such does not start with specifying product attributes to the needs and wants
of the market.
In fact, it has been argued in the foregoing part of this section that consumer demand is
stagnating and that food consumers are becoming more quality-conscious and environmentally conscious. Also food retail chains have specific requirements with respect to
product and service.Thesedevelopments towards theneed for market orientation in combination with Hj suggest that chain marketing is becoming more relevant to agricultural
marketing inWestern countries.
H2 Chain marketing will become more important in agricultural marketing when marketing strategies of 'focus'and 'differentiation' become more important.
Whenfocusing onspecific needs anddifferentiation vis-à-vis competitive supply are
becoming more important in agricultural marketing,product characteristics, both of
the core product and of the augmented product, will have to be better specified and
standardized. Itrequires close co-ordination of marketing activities through the marketing channel.
In fact environmental changes, in particular with respect to consumer behavior and food
retail policies, require strategic policies of focus and differentiation by agriculture and
agribusiness. Amongst others this happens to be the case with fresh produce, fresh meat
anddairy products. Combining these marketdevelopments with H2it seems probable that
chain marketing will become of increasing importance in western agricultural marketing
channels.
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H3 Specialization by companies in the marketing channel advances chain marketing in
order to fit the activities of successive companies to the specified marketing outcome ( marketing mix ) and in order to spread marketing risks over the companies
of the marketing channel.
When specialization is profitable both to lower costs and to improve product
quality, co-ordination of marketing in the channel will be necessary to avoid the
costsandriskswhichresult from a lack ofmarketing co-ordination.
Infact, farmers have specialized to alarge extent in western agriculture andhave become
more dependent on the market of a specific product. This may have made them more inclined to participate in chain marketing according to H3. However food industries and
food retail chains have diversified their product assortment and marketing operations. So
not all companies in the marketing channel are stimulated toengage in achain marketing
operation becauseofthe 'specialization' argument.
H4 Companies in the marketing channel are more inclined to chain marketing when
marketing decisions of channel members aremore interrelated
When channel members themselves are able to correct weak features of their input
from preceding companies, they might prefer to stay free and profit from opportunities in the market, e.g. the marketing channel of commodities, like wheat. However when input from preceding channel members should fit precisely, thereverse is
true,e.g.brandoperations for fresh meatorfor fresh horticultural products.
Actual marketing policies of more added value andproduct differentiation in agricultural
markets increase the interrelationship between activities and decisions by companies in
different stages ofthemarketing channel.
H5 There isa 'Life Cycle'pattern in the co-ordination mechanisms of chain marketing.
Coercive co-ordination mechanisms will gradually be substituted by non-coercive
mechanisms.
Gradually participants in chain marketing get used to standardize marketing and
production operations in agreement with the co-ordinating specifications. Consequently, the need for co-ordination by strict procedures, like contracts and vertical
integration, willgradually diminish.
At present, heterogeneity of products and marketing services seems so large yet in many
sectors of agriculture, that weak co-ordination mechanisms are insufficient for a smooth
and effective chain marketing operation. In some sectors, like egg production in the
Netherlands, the latest stages of the life cycle in chain marketing may have arrived already.
H& Concentration infood retailing andfood processing diminishes the need for using
contracts as a co-ordination procedure andfavours co-ordination by adjustment in
chain marketing.
Large companies dobusinessbyjoint planning and deliberation, which willlead to a
well prepared actionprogram. In view of the interest at stake,bothparties will comMANAGEMENTOFAGRI-CHAINS
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ply to thejoint action program (high asset specifity). As a result there is no strong need to
secure business relationships by contracts or by integration.
In fact, it seems that the relationship between large food industries and large food retail
companies is more often based on mutual trust than on formal contracts.
Final comments
In the foregoing sections, a theoretical framework for the analysis of marketing co-ordination in agricultural marketing channels has been developed. For that purpose the "chain
marketing" concept has been introduced and elaborated. The developed theoretical
framework allows for the classification and analysis of a great many different types of
chain marketing. In addition, some hypotheses are proposed for a better understanding of
chain marketing. The latter is warranted in view of the increasing importance of marketing problems and the need for market orientation in agriculture and agribusiness.
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Introduction
Farmers areoften viewed as starting point of the food marketing channel. However, more
than 65% of the farm output is spent on buying inputs. Thus, purchasing is an important
task for farmers andconsequently also for the following companies in the food marketing
channel. Furthermore, in some agri-chains like the pork chain in the Netherlands, the
input side (producers of compound feed and breeding products) and output side (slaughteries) of thefarm arebecoming vertically integrated. Inordertomanage thesechains,understanding of thebuying and selling behavior of farmers isessential.
Often, farmers buy the sameproduct successively from the same supplier, and they use
the same vendor for different inputs. Farmers tend to exhibit this repeat buying behavior
with respect to vendors for at least three reasons: (i) because of the scarce discretionary
time which canbe spent onpurchasing, (ii) in order to utilize the contacts with their vendors as advice andexpertise, and (iii)because of the comfort of notbeing forced to make
a new choice (convenience). Farmers' high repeat buying behavior may lead to the seller's (erroneous) belief that it is indicative of customer satisfaction and commitment.
However, this conclusion might be wrong, since other reasons than commitment, such as
habit, alack ofdecision making, aperceived absence of choice or alack of time to evaluate other alternatives, might motivate repeat buying behavior. For this reason, it is essentialtodistinguish true from spurious vendor loyalty.
True vendor loyalty only exists when repeat buying behavior is accompanied by commitment to the vendor. Repeat buying behavior without commitment is characterized as
spurious vendor loyalty. Thus,spurious vendor loyalty isrepeatbuying behavior which is
notbased oncommitment. Although the resultant behavior appears tobethesame regardless of the underlying cause, the distinction between true and spurious vendor loyalty is
important from amarketing point ofview.Farmer's reactions tomarketing efforts of competing vendors differ depending on the factors underlying repeat buying behavior. More
specifically, a truly loyal group of farmers is less likely to switch vendors as a result of
competitive marketing efforts. On the other hand, farmers who merely exhibit repeat
buying behavior without commitment would, over time,be more sensitive to competitive
marketing activities. Due to their lack of commitment to a vendor, these farmers could
MANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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well change vendors in response to very small differences in, for example, price (Jarvis
andWilcox 1977;Assael 1987;Wernerfeldt 1991).
This paper deals with the empirical results concerning the vendor loyalty of farmers
with respect tobuying materials. Anumber of hypotheses describing therelationships between the type of vendor loyalty and theproduct characteristics, the farm enterprise characteristics, the individual characteristics and other buying characteristics areproposed in
section 2. In thethird section, the data set, the measures, and the data analysis procedures
are discussed. The results of the analyses, including a classification of farmers based on
the two vendor loyalty dimensions and the test of the proposed hypotheses by means of a
discriminant analysis, are discussed in section 4.Finally, the most important conclusions
arereported inthelast section.
Hypotheses
Since farmers' buying decisions are influenced by the characteristics of the buying task
and the buyer (Kool 1994), the vendor loyalty of farmers may also be associated with
these contextual factors. These relationships are useful to predict the type of vendor loyalty which will occur inaparticular situation. Our attention is focused ontheinfluence of
the following variables on the vendor loyalty of farmers: (1) product-related characteristics, i.e. purchase complexity and product importance; (2)farm enterprise characteristics, i.e. farm size and participation of family members and employees in the farm
enterprise; (3) farmer characteristics, i.e. quality-consciousness and age; (4) other
buying variables, i.e. evaluation of alternative vendors and type of relationship with the
vendor. The motivation for a certain type of vendor loyalty from the farmers' point of
view serves asaguidelinefor thediscussion of the hypotheses.
Timeand/or energy costs
Spurious vendor loyalty is explained in the buying behavior literature by inertia (Jarvis
and Wilcox 1977;Asseal 1987). Inertia means that a farmer is selecting the same vendor,
becauseitisnotworth thetimeandenergy to search for another vendor.Thefarmer isnot
selecting the vendor out of strong preferences. In contrast, true vendor loyalty means that
the current vendor is chosen after comparing other competing vendors and because of
strong preferences. Favourable experiences with the vendor lead to commitment which
strengthens therelationship and which can compensate for lesspositivepoints of the vendor.This reasoning leads tothefollowing hypothesis:
Hi a : Truevendor loyalty isassociated with more vendor evaluation than spurious vendor
loyalty.
The choice of a well known supplier is a valuable and efficient strategy for farmers in
stead of searching additional information to reduce uncertainty in high-risk situations
(Cardozo and Cagley 1971; Newall 1977; Puto et al. 1985). Farmers can spend only a
very limited amount of time on buying decisions. Vendors are experts for certain inputs
and farmers can use this expertise by means of loyal behavior. Purchase complexity and
product importance determine the risk perception in a particular buying situation (Cunningham 1967;Newall 1977).Purchase complexity is the buying task uncertainty due to
the perceived lack of information relevant to a buying situation (McQuiston 1989; Bunn
1993).Product importanceistheperceived significance ofthebuying decision intermsof
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the size of the purchase and/or the potential impact of thepurchase on the functioning of
the farm (Möller and Laaksonen 1986; McQuiston 1989; Bunn 1993). Since high-risk
situation leads totruevendor loyalty,the following hypotheses are proposed:
Hu,: Purchase complexity ispositively associated with true vendor loyalty.
H i c : Product importance ispositively associated with true vendor loyalty.
Switching costs
Switching costs are the costs incurred in changing vendors. These costs are caused by
specific investments which each party has made in abuyer-seller relationship. Switching
costs may result from human as well asphysical investments. An interactive relationship
between the farmer and the vendor may range from a formal or business relationship to a
close personal relationship (McCall 1970). Aformal relationship can develop into a personal relationship, when both parties invest into therelationship by means of money and
time. These investments are worthless outside the relationship (idiosyncratic) and serve
to intensify andpersonalize the relationship, and togain trust from the other party. Along
with investment and trust, commitment is developed and links the parties together (WilsonandMummalaneni 1986).
H2: A personal relationship between thefarmer and his vendor ispositively associated
with true vendor loyalty and negatively associated with spurious vendor loyalty.
Switching risks
Switching risk is the uncertainty that farmers face when they can not foresee the consequences of avendor change. These risks refer to thepotential costs incurred in changing
vendors which the farmer can not totally assess in advance. The higher the perceived
switching risks, the lower the chance of a vendor change. A shift to another vendor exposes a farmer to the risk that the new vendor does not meet his quality requirements.
Since more quality-conscious farmers have higher quality requirements, these farmers
perceive higher switching risks than farmers whoarelessquality conscious.Based onthis
reasoning, wepropose the following hypothesis:
H3: The quality-consciousness of thefarmer with respect toaparticular product is positively associated with true vendor loyalty and negatively associated with spurious
vendor loyalty.
Asummary ofthehypothesized associations ispresented intable 1.
Table 1 Summary ofthehypothesized relationships
Typesofvendorloyalty
Truevendorloyalty
Spuriousvendorloyalty
Product-related characteristics
purchasecomplexity(Hu,)
productimportance(Hlc)
Individualcharacteristics
quality-consciousness (H3)
Buyingvariables
evaluationalternativevendors(Hia)
typeofrelationship:personal(H2)
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Segmentation
Farm input market are frequently segmented by means of variables which are relatively
easy to measure and available in agricultural statistics.These variables may refer to farm
enterprise characteristics (e.g., size, soleproprietorship/partnership, participation of family members in the farm enterprise), farmer characteristics (e.g., age), and type of farm
input supplier (cooperative versus private supplier). Because of their importance in segmenting the farm input market, it is interesting to evaluate their relationships with the
various typesof vendor loyalty.
Research methods
The sample
This study is part of a research project on the buying behavior of farmers. For this research project, 879 farmers were interviewed (personal interviews) in February/March
1990. The questionnaire consisted of three parts: a general part, a part about buying
equipment orcontracting aloan of more than Dfl. 50,000 and apart about buying materials. This study isfocused on theresults inrelation tobuying materials.
The sampled population consisted of four types of farmers: arable farmers, dairy farmers, pig farmers, and greenhouse market gardeners. In cooperation with the Ministry of
Agriculture and Agricultural Economics Research Institute, a random sample was taken
from a database consisting of all Dutch farmers. The original sample consisted of 2,241
farmers; 38%refused toparticipate, 19%didnotbelong tothe targetgroup,and 7%of the
interviews on materials were incomplete or worthless.Finally, 36%of the 2,241 subjects
were successfully interviewed on materials. No significant differences were found between the interviewed farmers and the defined population on farm size and age of the
farmer. Table 2 presents an overview of the number of interviewed farmers selected by
means ofthe types offarming andthedifferent typesofmaterials being thesubjects of the
questionnaire. Formoredetails concerning thetotaldata-set see Kool (1994).
In this study, the farmer was the key-informant. In case of partnerships, only oneof the
farmers was selected. Another research had shown high agreement between informants, if
two informants per farm (i.e. the farmer and another informant) were interviewed independently (Kool 1990).Apparently, one informant per farm (i.e. the farmer) provides reliable and valid information about how inputs are bought on a farm. In this study, the

Table2 An overview of the number of interviewed farmers for the types offarming and
for thedifferent types of materials.

Typesof materials
Compound feed
Fertilizer
Crop protection
products

Arable
farming
83
96

Dairy
farming
170
147

Type of farming
Pig
Greenhouse
farming
market gardening
182
71
58

Total
352
301
154
807
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interviewed farmer was always one of the most important decision makers orthe only decision maker.
Measures
The contextual factors of farmers' buying behavior were measured in this study by both
multi- and single-item measures. Multi-item measures were used only for the following
constructs: type of relationship with the vendor, purchase complexity, and quality-consciousness. To judge the internal consistency and uni-dimensionality of the multi-item
measures, Cronbach's was calculated and the measures were subjected to a principle
component analysis (PCA).Nunnally (1978) suggested thatinthe early stages of research
onhypothesized measures of aconstruct,reliabilities of .70or higher suffice.
Vendorloyalty dimensions
As argued in section 1, a distinction should be made between true and spurious vendor
loyalty. For this reason, two variables, i.e. repeat buying behavior and commitment to a
vendor, are required to measure the vendor loyalty of farmers. These two vendor loyalty
dimensions areoperationalized intheempirical study as follows.
Repeat buying behaviour (RBB)
Repeat buying behaviour is operationalized as a combination of thenumber of years that
an on-going relationship has lasted (duration) and the number of products that a particulardealer hasdelivered (intensity):
i RBB=(NUMYEAR/5) *NUMPROD, where
NUMYEAR = duration of the relationships in years (minimum = 0, maximum = 35 for
relationships of 35years orlonger);
NUMPROD =number ofdeliveredproducts, four categories:
1=thedealer haddelivered only theproduct ofthe questionnaire;
2=thedealer haddelivered 1-2 otherproducts;
3- thedealer haddelivered 3-4otherproducts;
4=thedealerhaddelivered 5ormoreother products.
Degree ofcommitment (COMMIT)
This variable is measured similarly to the 'dollar-metric' measure of brand loyalty, initially proposed by Pessemier (1959).Jacoby and Chestnut (1978) recommended the dollar-metric measure for operationalizing commitment, because of the high test-retest
reliability (r = .82, Olson and Jacoby 1971) and because of identical results whether one
estimates brand loyalty by either reducing or increasing the price of the target brand
relative toalternatives (Jacoby andKyner 1973).
This study questioned the respondent to indicate the switching price from the present
dealertoanunknown dealerboth offering the sameproducts and conditions.An unknown
dealer had been taken as areference instead of the second best alternative,because an unknown supplierisan identical point ofreference for every farmer.
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Product-related characteristics
Purchase complexity (COMP)
Based onareview of the literaturebyMöller andLaaksonen (1986),purchase complexity
was measured by a three-item measure consisting of: (1) necessity of gathering much information in orderto make abuying decision, (2) number ofnew technical developments,
and (3) the necessity of supplier support in order to use the product. The verification of
the measure was based on 2,344 cases because every interviewed farmer had to rate at
leastthree products.
Scale verification: Cronbach's = .69;PCA: onefactor witheigenvalue higher than one
explaining 61.4%of the variance.
Product importance (IMPOR)
Based on a review of the literature by Möller and Laaksonen (1986), three items were
used to measure product importance: (1) small versus great part of the total costs (financial importance), (2) influence of price fluctuations on total revenues (financial importance), and (3) necessity of the input for the production (end-product importance).
According tothe verification of COMP, the verification of themeasurewas alsobased on
1,570cases.The first two items arepart of one construct (correlation coefficient .72),and
the third item is part of a separate construct (correlation coefficients with item 1and 2:
.16 and .13respectively). Thus,two aspects ofperceived product importance of materials
were measured: IMPOR1 =financial importance (item 1and 2),IMPOR2 = end-product
importance (item3).
Farmenterprise characteristics
Size ofthefarm (SIZE)
An indication of the size of the farm wasprovided together with the address information.
Based on theeconomic sizeexpressed inNGE (Dutch Size Unit, agross margin concept),
the size of each selected farm was classified into one of the following categories: (1)4070NGE, (2)70-100NGE, (3) 100NGE.
Participation offamily members inthefarm enterprise:
#FARMER = Number of farmers
#SPOUSE = Number of wives working inthefarm enterprise
#FAMMEM = Number of other family members working inthefarm enterprise
#EMP =
Number ofemployees working inthe farm enterprise.
Farmer characteristics
Quality-consciousness ofthefarmer with respect toaparticular product (QUALCON)
On the basis of a measure proposed by Steenkamp (1989), a four-item scale was used to
assess the quality-consciousness of a farmer: (1) willingness to pay more for better
quality, (2) intention to work only with high quality specimen, (3) the decisiveness of
quality in buying decisions, (4)endeavour to purchase only thebest quality. The measure
was verified onthebased of 1,686 cases because every interviewed farmer had to express
hisquality-consciousness withrespect toequipment orfinancial loan andmaterials.
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Scale verification: Cronbach's = .76;PCA: one factor with eigenvalue higher than one
explaining 58.6%of thetotal variance.
Other buying variables
Evaluation ofalternative vendors (EVALV)
Since farmers evaluate other vendors occasionally, for example once a year, this variable
wasmeasured by thefrequency ofevaluating alternative vendors.
Typeof relationship with the vendor (RELVEN)
The existence of apersonal relationship was measured by a five-item scale consisting of:
(1) qualification of the relationship (reasonable versus very good), (2) the importance of
therelationship, (3) theknowledge of the vendor about the specific farm situation as perceived by the farmer, (4) the attachment to the vendor, and (5) the confidence in the vendor. The verification of the measure was based on 1,662 cases because every interviewed
farmer hadtoratetwo suppliers.
Scale verification: Cronbach's = .71; PCA: one factor with eigenvalue higher than one
explaining 46.2%of the variance.
Typeofsupplier (COOP)
Type of supplier is expressed in adichotomous variable: (1) if the supplier is a farm purchasing cooperative and (0) incaseof aprivate supplier.
Data analysis procedure
Classification offarmers on thebasis of the vendor loyalty dimensions
In order to find homogeneous groups of farmers with different types of vendor loyalty,
farmers had tobe classified on the basis of the two vendor loyalty dimensions, i.e. repeat
buying behavior and commitment. The two-stage clustering procedure of Punj and Steward (1983) was used. First, a hierarchical method (Ward's minimum variance method)
wasused inorder toobtain apreliminary solution and todetermine acandidate number of
clusters. Second, an iterative partitioning method (K-means method) was used inorder to
refine theclusters.
Thereliability of the cluster solution was demonstrated by across-validation procedure
recommended by Punj and Steward (1983) and Aldenderfer and Blashfield (1984). The
sample was divided randomly into two non-overlapping subsets and the two-stage clustering procedure was carried out separately oneach subsample.After that, the cluster solutions of each subset were used to assign the cases of the other subset. Finally, for each
subset, the degree of agreement between the solution of the subset itself and the assignment based on the solution of the other subset was determined. The coefficient of agreement, kappa (Cohen 1960), was used as an objective measure of stability. The external
validity ofthe cluster solution wasdemonstrated byrelating theclusters tovariables other
than thoseused togenerate the solution.
Analysis of the associations between (observed) types of vendor loyalty and contextual
variables. After the classification of farmers into groups with different types of vendor
MANAGEMENTOFAGRI-CHAINS
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loyalty,differences onthecontextual variables were analyzed. First, themean differences
were analyzed with univariate F-tests (ANOVA).After that, thevariables with significant
differences between groups of farmers with different types of vendor loyalty were subjected to a multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) with the clusters as the dependent subgroups and theother related variables asthepredictor variables.Thepurpose of MDA in
this study was to determine which of the contextual variables account most for the differences intheaverage scoreprofiles ofthethree clusters.
Validation of the results of the MDA is very important issue, since the analysis may be
capitalizing on relationships that exist as an artefact of the sample. For this reason, a
'jackknife approach' was applied in order to reduce bias in estimating the coefficients.
This approach partitioned out the effect of a particular subset of the data on an estimate
derived from thetotal sample.The stepsinvolved inperforming ajackknife procedure are
as follows:
1. Using thefull setofdata, calculatethestatistics of interest:van.
2. Dividethetotal sampleinksets of observations; inthis studyk=lO.
3. Leave out each of the sets in turn and for each reduced new subsample calculate the
statistics of interest: v.jJ =1 tok.These statistics aretheresult of leaving outthe;'111
subset.
4. Define pseudo-valuesv*j bythe formula: y*j=kyan -(k- l)y.j.
5. Calculate the mean and standard error of the kpseudo-values using the usual formulas.
6. Assuming the pseudo-values to be independent and t (or normally) distributed, then
f-test (orz-test) canbeperformed onthejackknife estimates.
In order to get an indication of the classification errors, the objects of the hold-out set
which were left out to calculate v.j, were used toget classification results.This procedure
wasrepeated ktimes and anestimate of misclassifications (or good classifications) could
be obtained by calculating the mean percentage of misclassifications of the k hold-out
subsets (Lachenbruch and Mickey 1968;Crask andPerreault 1977).
Results
Classification offarmers based on the vendor loyalty dimensions
The results of the classification of theinterviewed farmers on the basis of the two dimensions of vendor loyalty, i.e. repeat buying behavior (RBB) and degree of commitment
(COMMIT) are shown in table 3.This table presents the results of the cluster analysis of
thetwo subsetsand theresults of thecross-validation procedure.
Athree-cluster solution was chosen for each subset based on the Ward's minimum variance method. Stable cluster solutions were determined after 2-3 iterations using an iterative partitioning method (K-means). The cluster solutions of the two groups were
compared with each other. The cluster solutions of both subset are almost identical, because 99%of the cases of both subsets were assigned tothe same cluster based on the solution of the other subset. The coefficients are both statistically significant (p < .001).A
discriminant analysis of the clusters by thecluster variables, i.e.RBB and COMMIT, gave
a hit ratio (percentage correctly classified cases) of 98.6% and confirmed that the cluster
membership wasnot spurious.
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Table 3 Results of the cluster analysis of the two subsets
Subset 1 (n=402)
Subset 2(n=403)
Number of clusters:
Number of clusters:
Coefficient of theWard'sminimum variance
Coefficient oftheWard'sminimum variance
method (First stage):
method (first stage):
5clusters 168.06
5clusters 166.89
4clusters 226.88
4clusters 204.37
3clusters 298.75
3clusters 289.38
2clusters 526.71
2clusters 481.77
1cluster 821.58
1 cluster 786.06
K-means (second stage):
K-means (second stage):
Three-cluster solution isstable.
Three-cluster solution isstable.
Cross-validation:
Cross-validation:
Agreement between thereplication of group 2 Agreement between thereplication of group 1
into group 1 and thecluster solution of group 1: into group 2and thecluster solution of group 2:
assignment of 99% tothesamecluster;
assignment of 99% tothesame cluster;
kappacoefficient: K=0.99
kappa coefficient: K= 0.99
test statistic of the Kcoefficient:
test statistic of the K coefficient:
Z=24.86 p<.001
Z=26.46 p<.001

Cluster interpretation
To interpret the clusters, table 4 provides the means and the standard deviations of the
cluster variables for the whole sample and the different clusters. The assumption is confirmed that farmers tend to exhibit repeat buying behavior. The average duration of the relationship with one vendor is 16 years and 74% of the interviewed farmers had bought at
least one other product from the same vendor besides the product being the subject of the
questionnaire.
Three distinct groups of farmers with different types of vendor loyalty were determined:
Cluster 1.Spurious vendor loyalty
The relationship of the farmers with their vendor has lasted on average about 11 years
and 6 9 % have bought at least one other product. Despite of the repeat buying behavior, their commitment to the vendor is low.

Table 4 Means (and standard deviations) for the different groups on the cluster variables
Cluster variables
Repeat Buying Behavior
(RBB,min.=0, max.=28)
Duration of the relationship
(years)
Number ofdelivered products
Degree ofcommitment
(min.=l,max.=41)
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Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Total
(n=394)
(n=214)
(n=197)
(n=805)
4.59 (3.45)
4.96 (3.89) 18.12 (4.53)
8.00 (6.94)
11.17(8.12)

13.21(11.01)

28.86(9.99)

16.04(11.95)

2.17(1.02)

1.96 (.99)

3.43 (.71)

2.42(1.11)

13.24(6.58)

37.94(4.68)

23.55(10.34)

22.33(12.60)
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Cluster 2: Truevendor loyalty
In a behavioral sense, these farmers are comparable to the farmers of group 1: the
average duration oftherelationship isabout 13yearsand 58% hasbought atleast one
other product from the same vendor. However, their commitment to the vendor is
very high.
Cluster 3'.Behavioralvendor loyalty
The farmers of this cluster are,in abehavioral sense,extremely loyal totheir vendor.
The average duration of therelationship with the vendor is almost 29years and 100%
has bought at least one other product (56% five or more other products). These farmers are less committed than the farmers of cluster two, although this cluster is quite
heterogeneous with respect to this aspect (relatively high standard deviation). The
farmers of cluster three distinguish from the other clusters primarily on the basis of
their very high repeat buying behavior, although some commitment alwaysexists becauseof conditioning.
Description and analysis offarmers 'vendor loyalty
Univariate F-tests (ANOVA)
First, the mean differences of the contextual variables with respect to the different clusters will be analyzed with univariate F-tests (ANOVA). Table 5 presents the means and
the univariate F-tests on the buying variables for the whole sample and for the separate
clusters.
Most of the univariate tests are statistically significant (p .05) with the exception of
farm size (SIZE), quality-consciousness (QUALCON), and three variables related to the
participation of family members in the farm enterprise (i.e. #SPOUSE, #FAMMEM,
#EMP). Thus,hypothesis H 3isnotsupported bythese findings.
Table5 Means and univariate (ANOVA) F-tests on the explanatory variablesfor thedifferent clusters
Total
(n=805)
Product-related characteristics
purchasecomplexity (COMP)
product importance:
financial (IMPOR1)
end-product (IMPOR2)
Farm enterprise characteristics
farm size (SIZE)
participation family members
#FARMER
ESPOUSE
#FAMMEM
#EMP
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Clusters
Cluster 2
Cluster 1
(n=214)
(n=394)

Cluster 3
(n=197)

F-test
(df: 2,802)

42.34

41.26

44.45

42.20

F= 3.53 **

26.40
16.50

26.16
16.79

28.91
16.82

24.14
15.59

F=9.30**
F= 3.45 **

1.73

1.76

1.67

1.72

F= 1.06

1.32
.77
.34
.35

1.31
.76
.35
.39

1.26
.73
.26
.31

1.41
.83
.39
.31

F=4.24 **
F= 2.00
F= 2.24
F= 1.48
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Individual characteristics
quality-consciousn.
(QUALCON)
age (AGE)
Buying variables
evaluation vendors (EVALV)
pers. relationship (RELVEN)
type of farm input supplier:
cooperative (COOP)

Total
(n=805)

Cluster 1
(n=394)

Clusters
Cluster2
(n=214)

Cluster 3
(n=197)

15.09
42.77

15.01
41.56

15.17
42.36

15.14
45.62

F=.69
F=10.34**

1.00
19.01

1.21
18.38

.86
19.86

.75
19.35

F=11.44**
F=23.87 **

.53

.45

.44

.77

F=32.98 **

F-test
(df: 2,802)

significant atp<.05
significant atp<.10
The farmers in cluster 1are young and have a relatively extended buying process and a
less personal relationship with their vendor. Moreover, these farmers have bought products with low purchase complexity. The relatively extended buying process is opposite
to the expectation in hypothesis H u . In agreement with buying equipment, farmers with
repeat buying behavior and no commitment, i.e. spurious vendor loyalty, often compare
their current vendorwith alternatives.
The farmers in cluster 2have apersonal relationship with their vendor. They have purchased products which can be characterized as:high purchase complexity, high financial
importance, and high end-product importance. Furthermore, these farmers are quite
young and, contrary totheexpectation in hypothesis H l a but inagreement with theresults
for buyingequipment, they donotevaluate other vendors frequently.
The farmers incluster 3also have apersonalrelationship with their supplier. They have
purchased products which can becharacterized as:low financial importance andlow endproduct importance. The farms in cluster three have the highest number of farmers per
farm indicating a relative high number of partnerships. The farmers in cluster 3are relatively oldandmostofthembuy from farm purchasing cooperatives.
Multiple Discriminant Analysis
Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) has been used for clarifying the overall relationships between the clusters and the significant variables (see table 5). Thejackknife estimatorsoftheMDAfor thedifferent clusters arepresented intable 6.
The results in table 6 indicate that there are two significant discriminant functions (p
.01).The mean hitratio (percentage correctly classified cases) of theten hold-out samples
is53%. Based on themaximum change criterion (49%)and theproportional changecriterion (37%),this finding oftheMDAis acceptable (Hairet al. 1987).Thenature ofthedifferences among the various types of vendor loyalty is clarified by the evaluation of the
discriminant function loadings (i.e., correlations between the predictor variables and the
multivariate function) and the centroids (i.e., the mean score on each discriminant function for each cluster).
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Table6 Thejackknife estimators of the Multiple Discriminant Analysis for the different
clusters
Discriminant functions
I
Canonicalrelationships
(basedonthetotalsample):
Canonicalcorrelation
Wilks'lambda
Chi-square
Degreesof freedom
Probability
Discriminantloadings:
typeoffarm inputsupplier:cooperative(COOP)
age(AGE)
evaluationvendors(EVALV)
numberoffanners (#FARMER)
end-productimportance(IMPORT)
personalrelationshipwithvendor(RELVEN)
financialimportance(IMPOR1)
purchasecomplexity (COMP)
Standardizedcoefficients:
typeoffarm inputsupplier:cooperative(COOP)
age(AGE)
evaluationvendors(EVALV)
numberoffanners(#FARMER)
end-product importance (IMPORT)
personalrelationshipwithvendor(RELVEN)
financial importance (IMPOR1)
purchasecomplexity(COMP)
Group(cluster)centroids:
Cluster1
Cluster2
Cluster3
**significant atp<.05(twotailed),*significant atp<.10(two-tailed)

.360
.808
166.45
16
.000

II
.269
1.927
58.63
7
.000

.751**
.421**
-.399**
.234**
-.206*
.375
-.198*
-.054

-.338
-.039
-.314**
-.191
.081
.867**
.466**
.329**

.763**
.368**
-.205*
.256**
.202*
.339
-.240**
.259**

-.440
-.113
-.353**
-.151
.066
.774**
.476**
-.025

-.290
-.079
.647

-.193
.468
-.109

The first discriminant function discriminates between cluster 3 and the clusters 1and 2,
i.e.between farmers withbehavioral vendor loyalty (cluster 3),andfarmers with spurious
and true vendor loyalty (cluster 1and 2respectively). This discriminant function demonstrates that farmers whobuy from farm purchasing cooperatives (COOP) are behaviorally
vendor loyal. These farmers arerelatively old (AGE) and they do not evaluate other vendors frequently (EVALV). Itseems thatthese farmers havedelegated theirpurchasing task
to the cooperatives. In principle, they buy what their farm purchasing cooperative offers.
Moreover, there are many partnerships in cluster three (#FARMER), because the number
of farmers (and wives) can be more than one only if the farm has the legal structure of a
partnership. In agreement with the findings regarding buying equipment, when a fatherson partnership exists for the succession of the farm, the status quo of thebusiness is apparently continued until the father withdraws in favour of his successor. After that, the
successor possibly searchesthemarket for new opportunities (seecluster 1).
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The second discriminant function discriminates between cluster 2 and the clusters 1and
3,i.e.between farmers with truevendor loyalty (cluster 2),and farmers with spurious and
behavioral vendor loyalty (cluster 1and 3respectively). This discriminant function demonstrates that true vendor loyalty is strongly related to a personal relationship with the
vendor.Thisfinding confirms hypothesisH 2 .
Furthermore, in agreement with hypothesis Hi b and H lc , true vendor loyalty is positively related to financial importance (IMPORJ) and purchase complexity (COMP).Apparently, farmers tend to buy from a well-known vendor in high-risk situations when they
buy materials. Finally, contrary to hypothesis H l a but in agreement with the findings of
equipment, farmers with spurious vendor loyalty evaluate other vendors frequently
(EVALV), while farmers with true vendor loyalty refrain from this. Apparently, the farmers of cluster oneprefer tohavetheflexibility to changevendors if anothervendorhasa
better offer. In fact, they are regularly looking for better opportunities. Farmers with
spurious vendor loyalty regularly compare their current vendor withothervendors. These
farmers behave differently as would be expected on the basis of the buying behavior literature.The motivation for their behavior isnot inertia, butincontrast anactive behavior
towards the market. Consequently, in spite of the stable relationship, the current vendor
continually competes with other vendors. The farmerwithtruevendor loyalty (cluster 2)
obviously does not want torisk the good relationship with his vendor by evaluating other
vendors,i.e. acooperative purchasing strategy.
Majorfindings and conclusions
Repeat buying behavior
In general, farmers buy the same product successively from the same supplier, and they
use the same vendor for different inputs (high repeat buying behavior). With respect to
suppliers ofmaterials,the averageduration oftherelationship with onevendor is 16years
and 74% of the interviewed farmers had bought at least one other product from the same
vendor besides the product being the subject of the questionnaire. Although all farmers
havehighrepurchaserates,thereareverydifferent types ofvendor loyalty.
Typesofvendor loyalty
Based on the two vendor loyalty dimensions, i.e. repeat buying behavior and degree of
commitment, three types of vendor loyalty were observed regarding suppliers of both
equipment and materials. One group of farmers is characterized as spuriously vendor
loyal, because a commitment to the vendor was absent. Another group consisted of farmers with true vendor loyalty, because their commitment tothe vendor wasvery high.Finally, the third group of farmers were extremely loyal in a behavioral sense and were
therefore typified as behaviorally vendor loyal. The similarities between the classificationsregardingvendors of equipment and materials were remarkable.
Analysis offarmers 'vendor loyalty
The findings of the analysis of farmers' vendor loyalty are summarized in table 7. The
major findings and conclusions arediscussedpertypeof vendor loyalty.
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Table 7 Summary of the findings
Types of vendor loyality
True
Spurious
Behavioral
vendor loyalty vendor loyalty vendor loyalty
Product-related characteristics
purchase complexity
product importance:
financial importance
+
n.s.
end-product importance
+
+
Farm enterprise characteristics
farm size
l.S.
n.s.
n.s.
number of farmers/partnerships
l.S.
n.s.
+
Individual characteristics
age
quality-consciousness
Buying variables
evaluation alternative vendors
personalrelationship vendor
+
++
buying from cooperative
+
++=strong positive influence, +=positive influence, n.s.=not significant, -=negative influence,— =strong negative influence

True vendor loyalty Switching costs are an important determinant of true vendor loyalty,
if farmers have a personal relationship with the vendor, they are truly loyal towards their
vendors. For this reason, deliberate relationship management is important regarding marketing of farm inputs. In addition, investing into a personal relationship with the farmer is
a suitable strategy for a supplier of farm inputs to make the farmer less sensitive for competitors' marketing activities. Switching risk are not an important influence of the true
vendor loyalty of farmers for buying materials. Finally, farmers with true vendor loyalty
do not often evaluate alternative vendors.
Spurious vendor loyalty In contrast with the common view in the buying behavior literature, spurious vendor loyalty of farmers is not associated with a lack of information
seeking and evaluation of other vendors. Farmers with repeat buying behavior and no
commitment toward the vendor, i.e. spurious vendor loyalty, spend relatively much efforts in comparing their current vendor with other vendors. The motivation for their behavior is not inertia, but an active behavior towards the market. Farmers with spurious
vendor loyalty do not want to commit themselves to one vendor and wanted to have the
flexibility to change to another vendor. These farmers are relatively young and prefer to
have the flexibility of searching the market for the best alternative.
Moreover, this study indicates that in case of father-son partnerships the current situation regarding the vendor is continued until the father withdraws in favour of his successor. After the withdrawal of the father, the successor possibly searches the market for new
opportunities.
Behavioral vendor loyalty Farmers with behavioral vendor loyalty are relatively old and
they put less efforts in buying inputs. Inertia characterizes the buying behavior of these
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farmers: the farmer routinely selects the same vendor without evaluating alternatives. An
explanation for this behavior is that these farmers prefer the comfort of not being forced
to make a new choice (convenience). Furthermore, farmers with behavioral vendor loyalty mainly buy their materials from farm purchasing cooperatives. It seems that these
farmers have delegated their purchasing task to the cooperatives. In principle, they buy
what their farm purchasing cooperative offers.
Some final remarks Although the choice of a well known supplier is described in the
buying behavior literature as a valuable strategy to reduce uncertainty in high-risk situations, this strategy is hardly used by farmers. The purchase complexity and product importance hardly influence the vendor loyalty of farmers. Only the financial importance of
a product and purchase complexity positively influenced true vendor loyalty. Finally, although theoretically commitment to one supplier is less risky for large farms than small
farms, farm size does not influence farmers' vendor loyalty.
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Germany
The market formeat and meat products inthe EC isincreasingly dominated byfirms that
act onaninternational level. Cross border trade is increasing ata fast pace andleads to
competition ofmeat suppliers onanECwide level. Hence,thepreferences of customers
inthemember countries arenotsolely relevanttodomestic suppliers buttoalllarger meat
suppliers intheEC.Anexcellent knowledge ofcustomers wants andneedsisimportantin
the competition process because itwill help todesign anddistribute aproduct according
to those preferences. Early information about the emergence of changing preferences
might giveafirmacompetitiveedgetowards ist competitors.
In order to better understand those preferences a survey was carried out among 26
major food chains and meatprocessors. Theresults presented arebased onpersonal interviews andonaquestionnaire that was mailed outinthesecond half of 1993.Ina second
step theimplications will bediscussed with a focus ontheslaughtering industry and the
possibilities to implement those changing preferences into thestrategie of slaughtering
firms.
The German Market forPork
Germany isthelargest market forporkintheEC. Apopulation of80mioandaper capita
consumption of 41 kg make it an attractive market for both domestic and international
suppliers. Formany years theimport oflive pigs, pork andprocessed meat productshas
been a major feature of the German market. This isbecoming more andmore important
because thedomestic production of slaughter pigs decreases permanently while imports
takealarger shareofthemarket.All stages oftheproduction and marketing chain showa
significant amount of international activity. Hence, thedevelopments onthemarket for
pork arenotonlyofinterest todomestic firms.
TheMarketing Channels
On theGerman market, acoexistence ofa traditionell andamodern channel canbe observed (See Christodoulou, Burns, 1991). Butchers still have alarge share onthemarket
and their portion is comparably stable. However, butchers cutdown ontheir verticalactivitybygiving up thepurchase ofliveanimals and slaughtering ontheir ownpremisesor
at municipal slaughterhouses. They expand horizontally by widening therange of pro-
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ducts they are selling orby the opening of new outlets.They become moreand more integratedinthemodern channel.
The modern channel shows less vertical integration. Slaughtering, processing and the
sale to the final consumer is separated. Individual firms at each stage of the production
chain perform thoseactivities.About 50%of allpork isprocessed intomeat products and
theprocessing industry is an important customer to domestic and foreign suppliers.In the
last years they started to cut down on vertical activities and expand their product lines
into ready to eat dishes. Supermarkets sell about 50% of all fresh pork to the final consumerand pork hasbeen amajor source ofturnover for them.The interviews indicate that
around 25%of their retail turnover isbased onthe salesof theirmeatdepartment. Most of
the chains place value on reasonable meat prices, because they observe that consumers
show strong response toachangeof thoseprices.Themeatdepartment isalsoused tocreate a particular store image. Both arguments indicate that supermarkets put a lot of emphasis ontheirmeat department.
26 representatives of food chains and meat processors were asked to define their product needs for the years to come.They were asked to highlight major buying criteria that
they apply to select among different suppliers of fresh pork. The results indicate some
major trendsthat the interviewees expect tobeimportantinthe future.
Buying Behaviour ofFood Chains andMeat Processors
In general, the interviewees were satisfied with the pork that is available on the market.
They observe an improvement of meat quality during the last ten years. Supermarkets see
that the final consumer is more demanding and is more concerned about meatquality but
they also observe that thewillingness of the consumer topay ahigher price is limited because itis difficult to signal ahigher meatquality to thecustomer.This isnotthe same for
alltypes of supermarkets. Some supermarkets put emphasize onlower meatprices to signal adiscount imageto the consumer. Thepricelevel of their meatdepartment is strongly
influenced by the price level of competing chains in the same area. Others observe that
the consumer is willing to pay a higher price for meat because their meat department offers agood customer service and products with a good appearance. Meat processors indicatethat so far thepurchase ofpork hasnotbeen aseriousproblem. The qualitythey need
isavailableonthe market.
For both groups the experience with aparticular supplier is an important issue and suppliers have theability tobuild upareputation over time.Both groups indicate that there is
limited time available for an extensive quality control at the time of delivery and the experience with a supplier over time helps to minimize the risk of adelivery that does not
fulfill the requirements of the firm. Nevertheless, once the level of quality and the terms
of delivery are defined, price is the major tool in the competition process among the suppliers.
Competition will be more complicated intheyears tocome.Most ofthe representatives
interviewed indicate that more and more criteria will be included to select among different suppliers.
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Changing Preferences
ProductAttributes and Collaboration
Product Variation will be one of the most important criteria in the competition process.
Processors and food chains expect that theproduct attributes will have amajor impact on
the future trade relationships with their suppliers. Both groups will focus on buying pork
with overtime homogenous characteristics that fits their needs precisely. Variation in
valuable product characteristics is costly. Supermarkets will focus on more homogenous
pork because the consumer is only able to identify the quality of meat in their outlets
when the product is homogenous over time. This is especially the case for those product
attributes that can be identified visually (meat and fat colour, size of the cuts, fat cover
etc.).
Meat processors are in acomparable situation. They focus on criteria that are important
in the production of meat products (water retaining ability, fat quality, pH level) and
where low variation of these product attributes will help to have better control over production process.
While currently theproduction process hastobe adjusted totheminimumquality of the
pork, thedelivery ofpork with permanent andhomogenous product characteristics would
help tolower the costs ofmeatprocessors.
In the last years meat processors and food chain focused more and more on meat suppliers that accomplish with the EC regulation concerning international trade to fulfill a
minimumproduct hygiene. Duetochanges inthelegislation thiswillbemandatory for all
meat suppliers in the next year. Other minimum standards that have been developed are
not based or above legalrequirements.These aredealing with the meat temperature at the
time ofdelivery, hygienein theslaughterhouses etc.Theabolishment ofborder controls is
not welcomed by all meat buyers. Some feel the need for more control to avoid any kind
ofnegativepublicity inthemedia.
The delivery system of their suppliers will be more important in the near future. Supermarkets assume that they will have fewer local meat suppliers to their outlets. Some will
decrease their activity atown cutting plants and own meat distribution systems. Slaughtering firms with access to an excellent logistical system will have an advantage. The high
price elasticity of demand for cuts on the consumer level and the increasing number of
outlets of a food chain add tothe necessity of having a supplier with an good distribution
system that has the flexibility todeliver on ashort term basis to a comparably large number of outlets. Meat processors focus on installing just in time delivery systems to cut
down on storage costs. Again, a reliable and flexible supplier is needed to fulfill these
needs.
The two points mention show that suppliers that have access to a sophisticated logistical system and are in a position to deliver pork with homogenous product attributes will
have a competitive advantage. These two criteria do also indicate that the volume is becoming more and more important. Only suppliers that have access to a sufficient amount
ofpork will beabletofulfill thisdemand. Theinterviewees mention twoother advantages
associated with the collaboration with suppliers that have access to large volumes. It will
help to lower administrative costs because it will reduce the number of trading partners
anditwill offer possibilities intheareaofquality control.
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Quality control is another major issue in the coordination process between food chains,
the processing industry, and their pork suppliers. Discussions on product safety and the
increasing efforts of firms to accomplish with the ISO 9000-9004 requirements indicate
the importance. Quality control at the time of delivery is costly and due to the perishability of theproduct sometimes impossible. Mostrespondents seethatquality control will
shift more and more to the slaughtering industry or will at least be organizedjointly betweenbuyerand supplier.
Theprice will be as significant as it was in thepast. Most food chains assume that low
meat prices on the consumer level will prevail as a strategic tool of the competition
among food chains. Especially the current economic situation will contribute to a situation where consumers have less money available and will look for possibilities to cut
down their spendings. In addition, the consumer price for meat has been comparably
stable throughout the last ten years and limits the ability of food chains to raise the consumer price. Meatprocessor will increasingly be involved in theproduction of food with
a lower meat content like ready to eat dishes. Meat will be less important as an input for
theproduction, but therequirement willbe much more specific.
Both groups state that the room for a price increase is limited to circumstances where
thesupplier isable tolower costs of the food chain orthemeatprocessor. This cost saving
mightbe sharedbetween suppliers andbuyers.
Changing Preferences and the Price
Most interviewees explained that price and theproduct quality cannotbeevaluated separately. Some product attributes are a minimum requirement to start business with a supplier. Some others willbe appreciated if available but do not lead to ahigher price for the
supplier. In order to show the importance of the criteria mentioned the interviewees were
asked to rank these criteria by the possibility to compensate them by price. A five indicates that even a favourable price cannot compensate for a lack of aproduct attribute. A
twoindicates thatthereisroom for acompensation byloweringtheprice.

Price
Compensation

Imujuum^

Hygiene

Quality
Control

Product
Variation

Volume

Logistics

Figure1. Price andotherBuying Criteria
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The graph shows that some of the buying criteria are a prerequisite for a trade relationships some others are not absolutely necessary. However they can be considered as a
competitive advantage in the competition. Product hygiene and the quality control are
very important and can hardly be compensated by a lower price in the near future. The
procurement of the product, access to a sufficient amount of products with the required
product attributes and the distribution network will become more important. However,
thosebuying criteria arebetter tocompensateby alowerprice.
The graph should be seen as an example of how one buyer considers the relevance of
major buying criteria. It shouldbekept inmind that the importance of thosecriteria is not
thesamefor all buyers.
Without a discussion of the implication on the value chain, the buying criteria mentioned hint at the crucial position of the slaughtering firm inthe value chain. The criteria
mentioned are mainly under their control. However, implications for the slaughtering industry arenotasstraightforward asit seems tobeatthispoint, because:
(a) the results presented here show the average trend. The interviews show that therepresentatives of the food chains and meat processors vary widely in their statements
concerning future businessrelationships withtheir suppliers.
(b) the focus here isprimarily on the customer. An adjustment of a firms strategy has to
consider the reaction of competitors. A balanced consideration of customer-focus
and competitor centered perspectives is necessary to develop implications for a
strategy (Day,Wensley, 1988:17).
The survey indicates that the market for pork willbe much moreprecise intheproduct attributes they require. Suppliers ofpork tothese customers willhave to find away to integrate this into their production system to fulfill those needs. Any supplier of fresh pork
will face the decision of serving a particular market and focus on particular customers
and/or being a supplier to a more anonymous market where the price of the product is
much more important. Acomparison of costs and benefits will lead toadecision whether
thereis anincentive toserveparticular customer needs.
Implications forthe Slaughtering Industry
As anexample, theimportance of someproduct attributes for particular customers will be
used to identify the potential benefits of a closer collaboration between a slaughtering
firm and ist customers. In order to identify themajor issues of thedecision process three
simplified cases willbepresented todiscusssomeof theimplications.
Changing Preferences and Sorting Strategies
Let us assume that a slaughtering firm has access to a market for live hogs (Q) with a
given distribution of quality ((Qh + Q1)Q = Q) for one product attribute and given
slaughtering costs C(Q). The firm sells the pork that isproduced on the commodity market and receives the price Pm. The market is defined by minimum standards. However
product characteristics vary because the level is not defined in absolute terms and heterogenous lots are sold onthe market.
A firm might have the option to supply fresh pork to a market segment with particular
product requirements wherethebuyer of theporkis willing topay ahigher pricePh if itis
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delivered inhomogenous lots.Serving this market segment will cause additional costsof
selection Cs(Q)in the slaughtering firm because it hasto identify thepork with the required product characteristics (Qh).Theremaining pork (Q-Qh=Ql)canonlybesold toa
lowerpricePI.
Assuming allother costs being equal thedecision whether tosort ornotnosort willbe
determined bytheprofit thefirm will achieve underboth options.Thetwooptionsare:
Option 1: notsorting:Tins=QPm-C(Q)(1)
Option 2: sorting:7ts=(Q1P1 +QhPh)Q-C(Q)-Cs(Q)(2)
where:
Ph>Pm>Pl
Q=(Qh +Ql)Q
By substracting those twoequations itwillbeclear what thedeterminants areforchoosingoneortheother option.
res-7ms =QhQ (Ph -PI)-Cs(Q)-Q(Pm-PI) (3)
Thefirm will haveanincentivetosort the:
higher thedifference betweennPhandPI
thelower theselection costs
thesmallerthedifference betweenPmandPI
Theequations show that selection costs andtheprice differentials areimportant variables
in thedecision process ofafirmtochoose one option (SeeRoseman, Wilson, 1991). The
product attributes used to select hasamajor impact on those variables. While some are
easy toidentify either bythefirm oritscustomers others require complicated devices or
intensive personel training toseparate theproductrequired. Inaddition,notallcustomers
place valueonthe same attributes,because they use theproductfordifferent purposes.
Product Attributes Food product quality canbedefined asasetofproduct attributes that
distinguish individual units ofproduction andthat have significance in determining the
degree of acceptability to theconsumer. (Starbird, 1991: 464). If a firm starts to sort it
will trytoidentify products with those attributes that arerelevant tothebuyer. Basedon
these definitions, product quality cannot bedefined in absolute terms. Buyers place different values onparticular attributes andhence,whatisconsidered asproductofhigheror
lower quality will differ. Itistherefore important toidentify those product attributes that
have major impact issues concerning product attributes,threecases willbe used.
Case1
Letusconsider thatacustomer iswilling topay ahigher pricePhifthe firm supplies products with aparticular product attribute.Theproduct attribute isvaluable toallcustomers
andcaneasilybeidentified. Ifafirmstartstosortitwillbeabletoreceive thepricePhfor
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a share of its production. The remaining share of output has to be sold at a price PI, becauseother customers recognize thattherest oftheoutput isoflower quality.
Case2
In a second case let us assume that the product characteristic that is used to sort into Ql
and Qhisvaluableonlytoonecustomer, while other customers are,eventhough theyrealizethedifference, are indifferent.
This willhave an impact onthepricedifferentials between theprices onthemarket, because the price discount for Ql will be very small or not even existing, so that the difference between Pm and PI is small or equal to zero. The equation shows that this will
increase the incentive to chose option 2 and start to sort according to the needs of a customer.
Case 3
Someproduct characteristics cannot or only very costly be identified by the customer on
the market. If a firm will sort according to one of those product characteristics the customer buying Qhwillpay theprice Ph. However, Ql,thepork thatdoesnot have the relevant product characteristics will bei sold to other customers, which are not able to
identify this product attribute. The firm is able to sell Ql on the commodity market with
the price Pm so that the price difference between Pm and PI is small or equal ot zero.
Again,thereisa strongincentive for afirm to sort.
The three cases show that the type of product attribute that is applied to distinguish Ql
from Qh is an important issue. The latter two cases seem to be more beneficial to a firm
than the first casebecause thediscount that is payed for Ql iscomparably low ordoes not
exist at all.Case threerepresents aproblem of information assymetrie. Whilethe firm has
the information onproduct characteristics, thebuyer has only theminimum market standardsthatdefines theproduct attributes onthecommodity market.Thebuyer doesnotrealize that theproducts delivered by sorting firms to the commodity market have on average
a lower quality. This example shows that there is the potential for a lemons problem on
the market (See Akerloff, 1970). The products on this market are heterogenous and are
defined by an average quality. The potential exists that under these circumstances the
sales of Ql on the commodity market with the price Pm will increase and the average
quality onthismarket deteriorates.
The Selection Costs There might be different mechanism available to sort in a slaughtering firm that will differ according to product characteristic, the volume per unit and the
reliability of the mechnism. All three have to be considered in the process of implementing the appropriate technology. The product attributes that are relevant cannot always be
quantified. Some canbemeasured easily like weight, lean meatpercentage,others require
complicated and expensive devices, while others cannot be measured and require well
trained personel thatwill dothe sorting.Theexample shows apotential for large differences in sorting costs. Volume is also crucial to the decision of the appropriate mechanism
the amount needed toserve acustomer ismarginal.Thereliability ofthe sorting mechanism is important. One sorting mechanism might be moreprecise than another. Sorting the
product into the wrong category will have two effects. Sorting aproduct of lower quality
in the group of high quality bears arisk. The buyer might realize this by random samples
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and will end the business relationship with ist supplier if the error margin is not acceptable. Sorting a product of higher qulity into the wrong category does not damage the
business relationshipbutleadstoaloss because the firm does notreceivePh.
ImpactonFirm Strategies
The interviews with representatives for food chains and meat processors indicate their
willingness to be more specific about theproduct attributes.Slaughtering firms will have
the opportunity to react to this changing preferences by adjustment in the slaughtering
process in order to identify products with the required attributes. The previous sections
indicate that the selection attribute used to sort has a major impact on the profitability of
the sorting strategy. Sorting costs and the price differences can be used to identify the
most promising sorting strategy. The discussion of the sorting and none sorting option
show somepoints that have tobe considered in theprocess of identifying the appropriate
selection criterion. However, the decision wether to sort or not to sort has to be seen in a
more broader perspective.The interviews indicate that the willingness to pay a higher
price for fresh pork is limited to those product attributes that help to lower costs in the
processing industry or the food chain. This will open up the possibility to share the cost
saving that might be achieved between slaughtering firm and their customers. It might
also be the starting point for amore long termbusiness relationship.Both options are important because they give a firm the ability to gain a competitive advantage towards its
competitors (Porter, 1992: 178)
Changing preferences on the market will not be restricted to particular product attributes that might be identified during the slaughtering process. All points mentioned
show that the market for pork will be more segmented and business relationships will be
more specific. It opens up new ways of collaboration between slaughtering firms and
their customers because beside the price of a product other tools will become more important in thecompetition process and offer new areas of competition among the slaughtering firms.
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Within the European brewing industry an increasing number of international activities
can be observed. These activities are induced by changes in consumer behavior and lifestyle, the removal of barriers to entry, an increasing number of collaborative arrangements and concentration processes within the industry aswell asby firms intent to follow
agrowth strategy,namely through internationalization.
The following paper is dealing with entry decisions, the perception of difficulties in
serving specific markets and strategies of German breweries which are already active in
different EC-countries, as well as overseas. The analysis tries to identify key factors,
which are of importance for the success in the internationalization process of a sample of
German breweries.
Characteristics ofForeign Market Servicing Strategies
Theselection of the mosteffective international market entry anddevelopment strategy is
seen as one of the most complex decisions facing an international firm (Young et al.
1989).Although a wide variety of classifying international business arrangements exists,
all of them are assuming some implicit spectrum of involvement from exporting through
to wholly owned subsidiaries. In principal, there are three generic strategies which firms
canuse toenter foreign markets:
exporting, involving production in one country and the transfer and selling of goods
and services across nationalboundaries viadirect orindirect methods;
licensing, involving the assignment ofknow-how, technology, production and selling
rights or trademarks toforeign producers inreturn for financial compensation;
foreign direct investment (FDI), involving the establishment of production and selling facilities in foreign markets.
According to the literature on internationalization (Buckley 1991,Porter 1990,Young et
al. 1989),the three generic strategies can bedistinguished byalocation and an internalization effect. The location effect separates exporting from the other two methods, because
most of the value adding activities takeplace in the home country, whereas,licensing and
FDI transfer substantial proportions of these to foreign country markets. On the other
side,exporting andFDI areseparated from licensing by theinternalization effect. With licensing, rights and the use of assets (know-how, production methods, brand names) are
soldtoa foreign firm, whereas,inexporting andFDI suchactivities areinternalized. Each
ofthe alternatives has its own inherent pros and cons and isinterrelated with the mainten-
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anceandenhancement ofafirms' competitive advantage.Aseach strategyinvolvestradeoffs between the control available, flexibility, costs and risk, the choice of strategy is affected byarange ofoften conflicting forces (Maurer 1991:280).
Some examples may be used to illustrate these trade-offs. In resource and competitive
terms, exporting is generally recognized as a low-risk and relatively inexpensive method
of internationalization. Centralized production allows firms toexploit economies of scale
and thus lower unit costs. But a firm can find itself at a competitive disadvantage if local
producers have lower cost structures, i.e. because of preferential access to raw materials,
or control of distribution channels. Likewise, licensing provides a firm with the advantage of rapid access to the international market, even if the firm is constrained in its internationalization efforts by a shortage of management or capital resources. On the other
hand, the financial compensation for the transfer of assets may represent apoor return on
an innovative process or product and it also implies the danger that technologies or products are captured by competing firms, leading to the loss of a firm's initial competitive
advantage.
As the most comprehensive method of entry, foreign direct investment comprises the
transfer of capital, management andknow-how and is therefore seen asarelative expensiveandrisky approach. But, incompetitive terms,thepresence of afirmin a foreign marketmay increase its familiarity andknowledge about localmarket conditions, an essential
prerequisite to build up aprofitable market share on the long term (Maurer 1992:8). Furthermore, FDI may enable the firm to avoid the transaction costs of using the market, i.e.
costs of contracting and monitoring agents and distributors, and toincrease its effectivenessthrough better control ofdistribution and marketing functions.
Apart from the entry method chosen, firms internationalizing also have to achieve the
necessary "strategic fit" to be able to cope with opportunities and threats on an international level. Managers of these firms will have to review and adjust their business
strategies (Kuehl 1991:11,Jahn 1991:58) toachieve, sustain orimprove acompetitiveposition.If competitiveness isdefined as
"the ability of a firm to meet and beat its rivals in supplying aproduct on a sustainable
(long-term) andviable (profitable) basis"(Buckley 1991:34),
twomain strategic options are open tofirms to create asustainable competitive advantage: costleadership andproductdifferentiation. According toPorter (1985) firms can use
these two forms of advantage to compete across the broad scope of an industry or focus
on competing in niches. Sources of cost effectiveness include the exploitation of economies of scale to lower unit costs, investments in state-of-the-art technology and preferential access to raw materials and/or distribution channels. The general aim of this
strategy is to become a major player or market leader within a specific market. To maintain cost advantages, investments in plant renewal and process innovations are essential
over time.
In the case of product differentiation, however, a firm seeks to be unique in its market
along a dimension which is valued by its customers. Possibilities to differentiate vary
from market to market but areassociated with thepotential for distinguishing products by
variations in their properties and attributes. Product innovation and the ability to upgrade
existing products areessential tomaintain acompetitive advantage withthis strategy.
The realization of one of these basic strategies in an international context adds a number of other dimensions to competitiveness (Porter 1990).For example, the advantage of
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low production costs in a centralized large plant might be offset by the extra costs of
physical distribution. Or,inthecase ofproduct differentiation, cultural differences might
require firms tocustomize their products andmarketing efforts inorder tomeet regional
ornationalpreferences andtastes.
In conclusion, theselection ofan appropriate foreign market entry strategy, designedto
enhance andprotect thecompetitiveness of afirm isdependent onanamalgam of (Root
1987,Youngetal. 1989,Buckley 1991):
firm-specific factors, e.g.thenature anduniqueness of afirms' competitive advantage like theproduct design, a superior process technology, a well recognized brand
name,anopportune organizational structure,andthe ability ofresources,
industry-specific factors in thetarget market, e.g.the competitive structure, theinitial market size andgrowth prospects, thequality andcosts ofinputs,themarketing
infrastructure andentry andexitbarriers.
and location-/country- specific factors, e.g.political, economical and socio-cultural
characteristics asgovernmental policies, legal regulations, norms, standards and inspection policies, local tastes andpreferences, andthegeographical andcultural distance.
Structural FeaturesoftheBeerMarket intheEC
Europe, having ashareof40% ofworld-wide beer output, isthemajor center ofbeerproduction andbeer consumption intheworld. Total production accounts for approximately
400 million hectoliters, being more than 50percent higher than in theUSA,the largest
single beer-producing country intheworld. Within thesector ofalcoholic beverages beer
production is the dominating industry. Overall consumption is,apart from some shifts,
relatively stagnant, whereas exports to third country markets show an increase of about
5% during thelast years (CBMC 1993). Also imports from non-European countries have
been doubled during thelast 10years, butarestill amounting for 10%ofthe export volume only.
Onaglobal scale,thebeerbrewing industry hasbeen undergoingasteadyprocessofinternationalization (Karrenbrock, 1990:3). With respect toEC-countries, imports of beer
from non-EC countries have doubled between 1987and 1991, whereas intra-EC trade
was mainly concerned with the export of premium beer and beer specialties (CBMC,
1993). Since 1990 intra-EC tradeinbeer ismore important than extra-EC trade, however,
both segments account for arelatively small amount of EC-production. Main importers
are Italy, Spain, Portugal and the UK. Main exporters are Germany, Denmark andthe
Netherlands. EC-wide, theindustry comprises anumber of different enterprises, ranging
from large multi-national corporations tomedium andsmall sized firms. Nevertheless,all
threetypesoffirms canbefound ininternational markets.
Beer is traditionally consumed all over Europe, but demand shows a typical seasonal
pattern in some Southern European countries. Northern Europeans prefer stronger beer
types andalsopercapita consumption issubstantially higherthaninthemore southernregions (CBMC, 1993). Main distribution channels are the gastronomic sector (bars, taverns hotels), retail outlets and supermarkets which are becoming more and more
important according to changes in the distribution system and a growing at home consumption. Main consumer groups areyounger people. With anincreasing differentiation
oftheproduct additional segments havebeentargeted during thelastyears.
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But, the European beer market is by far not homogenous and has to be viewed as a
multi-local market. Steele (1992:26) summarized the situation:
"In many respects, theEuropean brewing industry epitomizes theparadox of European
business. Aprincipal component of this paradox is the degree of diversity which exists
across themajor European brewing countries".
Apart from the fact, that this paradox applies to most of the segments of the European
food-industry, examples highlighting the diversity in the brewing sector between European countries are the different levels of industry concentration, different consumption
patterns and attitudes,distribution channels andproduct varieties.
The industry
Overall, European brewing companies can be classified into five groups (CBMC, 1993,
Steele, 1992:27). First, global players with significant brewing and selling operations
across Europe and worldwide as Heineken of Holland and Carlsberg of Denmark. Second, Euro-international firms with European-wide activities and ownership of breweries
in different European countries as Stella Interbrew of Belgium and Groupe BSN of
France. Third, national competitors with operations mainly in their country of origin as
the British brewers Bass and Allied Lions. Fourth, regional brewers with activities in a
particular region of their national market as Cruz del Campo and Mahou of Spain and
many of the medium-sized German brewers. Fifth, local brewers with operations restricted tomarkets incloseproximity totheproduction plant.
Table1provides an overview onproduction volumes, sales and market sharesofthetop
15European brewers.TheEuropean market isnotvery concentrated, the topfive brewers
having a combined market share of 32percent. Furthermore, thebrewers are very insular,
most of them selling their produce in the country of origin. Only five of the fifteen companies listed have sales of beer outside Europe of more than 1 million hectoliters per
annum andjust three of them are among the top fifteen breweries world-wide (Heineken,
BSN, Carlsberg).
Table1: Top15brewers inEurope (J992)

Company
Heineken (NL)
Groupe BSN (F)
Carlsberg (DK)
Bass (UK)
Stella-Interbrew (B)
Guiness (IRL)
Allied-Lyons (UK)
Whitbread (UK)
Kulmbacher (D)
Metropolitan (UK)
Oetker (D)
S &N (UK)
Dortmunder (D)
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Sales
world-wide
(mill, hi)
43.0
19.8
16.0
13.8
13.0
11.4
9.0
8.0
8.0
7.5
6.9
6.7
6.0

Non-European sales
European
(mill, hi) sales (millhi)
17.8
25.2
2.9
16.9
2.3
13.7
0.3
13.5
3.2
9.8
4.4
7.0
0.5
8.5
0.1
7.9
1.0
8.0
n.s.
7.5
0.1
6.8
n.s.
6.7
n.s.
6.0

European Output homemarket country brewshare(%) eries(mill,hi)
10.0
11.0
6.7
11.2
5.5
8.6
5.4
13.5
3.9
8.0
2.8
5.0
3.4
8.5
3.1
6.5
3.2
8.0
3.0
7.5
2.7
6.8
2.7
6.7
2.4
6.0
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Table 1: Top 15 brewers in Europe (1992)

(continued)

Sales
Non-Euroworld-wide
pean sales
European
Company
(mill, hi)
(mill,hi) sales (mill hi)
Paulaner (D)
ó!Ö
ïïl.
6X)
Courage (UK)
6J0
rus.
6^0
Source:CBMC 1993,BVE annualreports, Steele (1992:29)

European Output homemarket country brewshare (%) eries (mill,hi)
2Ä
ólT
2A
6.0

During the last ten years, significant cross-border activities (acquisitions, cooperations
and integrations) can be observed for the four principal European brewers Heineken,
BSN, Stella-Interbrew and Carlsberg. But this investments have been mainly targeted to
two countries, Italy and Spain, where a significant shares of the beer brewing industries
are owned by foreign brewers. There is still a high degree of diversity in ownership patterns across Europe. Germany, Denmark and the United Kingdom show no significant
ownership of breweries by other European companies. Likewise, there is also little
ownership of European breweries by non-European brewers. Exceptions are Courage
(UK) which is owned by an Australian based brewer, Moretti and Prinz (Italy) which are
owned by Labatts of Canada and Cruz del Campo, where Stroh of USA holds a minority
stake (Steele, 1992:30-44). Even after the repeal of the purity-law by the European Court
of Justice, only a few activities of foreign brewers can be observed in Germany till 1992
(Robock 1992:52). The only substantial foreign investment in production facilities has
been made by Grolsch (NL) in 1990. Up to 1992, all other investments by foreign brewers
were principally aimed at gaining access to already existing beer distribution systems
within Germany (i.e.Tuborg 1988 and Fosters 1991).
The particular industry situation within European countries is very different from the
overall situation (Table 2). The brewing industry is highly concentrated in Belgium, Denmark, France, Italy and the Netherlands, where one or two major competitors hold more
than 70 percent of the national market. Cost leadership in production and distribution
plays a major role in competition.
Table 2: Industry situation in major beer producing countries of the EC
Country
Industry situation
Belgium
highly concentrated
Denmark
highly concentrated
France
highly concentrated
Germany
fragmented
Italy
highly concentrated
Netherlands
highly concentrated
Spain
concentrated
United Kingdom concentrated
Source: Steele, 1992:37
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Number of major
competitors
2
1
2
5
2
1
6
6

Combined market share
(%)
85
80
80
12
70
70
88
80
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The British and the Spanish industry can be described as concentrated with no dominant
firm on the national level, but with regional production and distribution monopolies. In
comparison to this, the German brewing industry exhibits a very fragmented structure.
Mainly regional and local brewers supply German markets, with a relatively low number
of firms marketing their brands into other regions or countries.Focus on specific regions
and/or customer segments as well as cost focus in some cases are the competitive
strategies mainly used.
Production, trade and distribution
Production volumes differ substantially between European countries (Table 3).The main
producer of beerisGermany, accounting for more than one third of theEuropean industry
output. The overall production volume is stagnating, especially in the northern European
states.
Since 1990 intra-EC trade is more important than exports of beer from the EC to third
countries. But, exports of beer account only for a small proportion of total beer production (2-5 percent) in most of the states (Table 4).Exceptions are Ireland with 41 percent,
the Netherlands with 35 percent, Denmark with 27 percent and Belgium 23 percent of
their production. Countries with a negative import/export ratio are Greece, France, Italy,
Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom, whereas Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Ireland
and the Netherlands aremainly exporting quality beers.The mostimportant third country
market are the USA, with 37 percent of all European exports in 1990.Remarkable is the
fact that Mexico is the main third country beer supplier of the EC. Since 1991,about 25
percent of allEC beerimports areshipped from Mexico.
Distribution channels also differ substantially between countries and aredetermined by
consumption characteristics.Whereas in somecountries drinking ofbeer isacommon social activity it is only an occasional drink in other countries. Therefore, according to the
different consumption characteristics in each market, places of purchase and channels of
distribution vary considerably.

Table3: Beerproduction inEuropean countries
Country
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
United Kingdom
Austria
Czechoslovakia
Hungary
Total

1980
14.2
8.2
21.6
115.9
2.5
6.1
8.5
15.7
3.6
20.0
64.8
7.5
23.4
7.9
319.9

1985
13.9
7.9
20.3
117.6
3.0
5.5
10.3
17.5
3.7
23.4
59.7
8.7
22.3
8.7
322.5

1988
13.8
8.7
20.1
117.0
4.1
5.0
11.3
17.5
5.5
26.6
60.2
9.0
22.7
9.5
331.0

1991
13.8
9.7
21.0
118.0
3.7
6.4
10.7
19.9
6.9
26.7
57.4
10.0
24.0
10.0
337.3

Source:CBMC 1993,BVEannualreports
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Table4: Exports and imports of beer inEuropean countries (1991)
Exports
Country
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
United Kingdom

1000hi
3145
2560
1017
6174
58
2615
165
7025
376
249
1842

Imports
%of domestic
production
22.8
26.6
4.8
5.2
1.6
40.9
1.5
35.3
5.4
0.9
3.2

1000hi
459
16
2906
2809
175
651
2476
771
n.a.
1389
5329

%of domestic
production
3.0
1.6
13.8
2.4
4.7
10.2
23.1
3.9
n.a.
5.2
9.3

Source:CBMC1993,BVEannualreports
In most European countries (France, Netherlands, Spain, Italy, Belgium, Denmark) brewers do not own retail outlets. Beer is distributed through two typical channels: (a)
wholesalers which supply liquor stores, bars, cafes and restaurants, and (b) super- and
hypermarket chains.The latter is becoming increasingly attractive tobrewers throughout
Europe by offering substantial cost savings through high order volumes and central delivery points. What is varying between these countries is the proportion of beer sold
througheach channel (Steele, 1992:36).
Because brewers own a significant proportion ofretail outlets,the channels of distribution exhibit a very different structure in the UK and Germany. Approximately 60 percent
of pubs and bars in the UK and 25 percent of them in Germany are supplied directly by
thebrewers.
Beer consumption andmarket trends
As indicated in Table 5, some clear consumption trends can be observed for different national markets. On average, sales of beer are decreasing or stagnating in countries like
Germany, Denmark, Belgium, the United Kingdom, Ireland and the Netherlands, which
exhibit an already high per capita beer consumption. In the Southern European countries
the trend is in the opposite direction and, with the exception of France, substantial increases are observable. But it has to be considered that demand follows a characteristic
seasonal patterninthis markets.
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Table 5: Per capita consumption of beer in European
Country
1980
Germany
146
Denmark
122
Belgium
131
United Kingdom
117
Ireland
122
Netherlands
86
Spain
53
Portugal
38
Greece
26
France
44
Italy
17
Czechoslovakia
138
Austria
102
Hungary
86
Source: CBMC 1993,BVEannual reports

countries
1985
146
121
121
108
105
85
61
38
34
40
22
133
119
99

1988
144
120
119
111
97
87
69
53
40
39
24
130
118
101

1991
143
126
112
107
103
90
71
63
45
41
27
130
124
101

Because quantitative growth cannot be achieved in highly saturated markets, a shift to
more high priced premium beers and beer specialties can be observed. This shift is induced by changes in consumer attitudes and life-style spirits. Well established premium
brands, light, low-alcohol and 'life-style' brands are more and more accepted as semi-luxury items (Wangen, 1993:182). They are increasingly gaining market share from those
beers, which are still perceived to be a blue-collar workers' drink, with high caloric and
alcohol content. Furthermore, the increased health and fitness consciousness of consumers is also positively influencing this trend.
Empirical evidence
To obtain information about the foreign market servicing strategies of German brewers,
standardized interviews among experts have been conducted. Because the aim of the
study has been mainly explorative, the sample includes 15 firms, with 5 small firms (yearly turnover between 20 and 60 million DM) and 10 large corporations (turnover 200 1000 mill. DM). According to the generic strategies presented above, all of them are engaged in exporting, but 5 firms are additionally co-operating with host country firms with
one having a foreign subsidiary. Small firms in the sample are using exports as the only
means of foreign market supply.
Major driving forces of the internationalization process of German breweries are
changes with regard to consumption patterns, attitudes and preferences of customers at
home and abroad (demand forces), as well as developments in the competitive environment (industry forces). With respect to consumers, tourism seems to have a major impact
on internationalization decisions of German brewers. More than 50 percent of the interviewed brewers try to utilize this demand drain created by tourists. Even if this demand
shows a characteristic seasonal pattern, it is creating an advantage even for small
breweries by easing up market entry and development in a foreign country. Other
strategic factors, more or less decisive for large brewers, are the increasing beer consumption in Southern and Eastern European countries, the trend to premium beers and the
positive impact of foreign sales on domestic sales. Considerations about opportunities in
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Eastern Europe, one of the few growing markets worldwide, are becoming increasingly
important for internationalization decisions. At the time, the Eastern European countries
account for approximately 28percent of thetotal European market volume of400 million
hectoliters ofbeer.According to astudy of an international consultant (Berger 1991),this
shareisexpected togrow upto50percent onthelong run.
Generally, the competitive pressure on German firms in foreign markets isperceived to
be not as high as in Germany itself. This is due to the fact, that breweries serve domestic
markets with amuch broader variety of beer types and brands than international markets.
Furthermore, theindustry is starting tobecome moreconcentrated andthelarger firms are
beginning to gain market shares at the cost of small regional brewers. According to Porter's generic strategies of cost-leadership, differentiation and focus, specific strengths in
international business aretheabilitytodifferentiate German beerfrom other beers.
A cost-leader strategy is not feasible for German breweries in international markets.
Reasons are the highly fragmented industry structure, the relatively low output volumes
and the higher costs for brewing inputs caused by the regulations of the purity law. As a
fact, all German breweries are still committed to this regulation and are using it as a key
characteristic for differentiation strategies, whichplay amajor roleindomestic and international marketing of German beer. Eighty percent of large and small breweries of the
sample see the product itself asbeing effective enough to differentiate it from competing
beers. Innovations play a minor role to achieve an international advantage. Restricted by
purity regulations realproductinnovations cannot takeplace.Newly introduced beers are
more or less re-launches of traditional local or regional recipes, providing newly introducedbrands with somenovelty character.
Apart from differentiation by inherent product characteristics, specific marketing know
how isused as adifferentiation aspect in international markets.Vertical marketing instruments are used to support business partners abroad. But this activities are particularly
aimed at differentiating the own product from competing German brands. Niche
strategies are mainly employed by small export brewers. They are serving a very narrow
market segment with one or two specialty beers, targeted at the more profitable gastronomic sector, andutilizing already existing distribution channels of foreign partners.
Entry anddevelopment strategies usedby theinterviewed brewers aredirectexport, cooperative arrangements and direct investment. Direct export is the dominating strategy
for internationalization. The most important export markets, ranked by priority and frequency of nomination, are shown in Table 7. The seven top ranked markets are supplied
with German beer since the early 60s. These countries are, with the exception of Britain
and the USA, also the classical German tourist destinations. But it is worth mentioning,

Table6: Competitive strengths of German brewers in international markets (n=15,
multiple answers)
Competitivestrengths
perceptionsofbrewersinterviewed
total
large
small
Differentiation byproductfeatures
12
8
4
Differentiation bymarketingknow-how
6
4
2
Cost-leadership
.
.
.
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Table 7: Most important export markets (n=15, multiple
Country
Italy
Austria
Spain
United Kingdom
France

Designations
ÏÖ
7
7
7
6

answers)

Country
USA
Switzerland
Greece
Poland
Sweden

Designations
6
5
3
3
2

that supply of 2/3 of the export markets, quoted to be important for brewers in this survey,
started in the late 80s.
Preferred partners in the host country are large wholesalers and local brewers, providing
access to already established distribution channels. Exclusive distributorship for specific
brands or aproduct program are most common arrangements used.
The marketing policies used and activities performed on the functional level to achieve
entry and development in foreign markets are shown in Table 8. For ten of the breweries
the active search for distributors in export markets is part of their international distribution policy. Selection criteria for cooperation with a specific foreign partner are the product range and groups already distributed, an existing distribution system, the financial
liquidity, professional experience and price conditions. As a matter of fact, the large
breweries check and choose their distributors much more actively than the smaller ones.
Small firms tend to react on the initiative of foreign wholesalers, indicating a more shorttermed international orientation.
As mentioned, all brewers are producing in accordance to purity law regulations, enabling them to achieve and utilize a differentiation advantage. Large firms mainly export
premium beers, whereas small breweries concentrate on beer specialties. Both groups use
domestic brand names in foreign markets, too. Product innovations play a minor role in
the export strategies of German breweries, even if one of the firm's exports a new dry
beer created exclusively for the British market.
Regarding the product assortment exported, 13 of the respondents concentrate their efforts on two to three beer brands. Only two large breweries serve international markets
with a wide range of different beer types and brands. Both brewers are supplying international partners with a particular line of their product mix, enabling them to have more
than one distributor in the same geographic market.
Promotional efforts of the interviewed brewers include point-of-sale activities and
media advertising, whereas three large and one of the small brewers use a combination of
both. Contracts with importers in the target country include lump-sum payments for promotional efforts. On average, these expenses are between DM 10.- and 15.-per hectoliter
sold. Even if the promotional tools used are similar, the strategic intent of the brewers is
very different. Whereas the smaller brewers and one alcohol-free beer producer promote
to achieve market development, the large ones mainly try to gain market expansion.
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Table 8: Marketing policies and activities in international

markets

Policies/activities
total
Initial export activity:
active search for importers
selection ofimporterscontacting the brewer
no selection, delivering ordersby chance
Product policy:
premium beers
specialty beers
innovations
Assortment:
concentration onone to three brands
broad product range
Promotion:
activities ofbrewer atpoint of sale
mediaadvertising by brewer
no advertising activities by brewer
Distribution:
exclusive distribution
Price policy:
high-price strategy
low-price strategy
noactiveprice strategy

number of brewers
large

small

10
5
5

9
5
1

1

8
6
1

7
2
1

1
4

13
2

8
2

5
-

11
4
5

6
3
1

5
1
4

15

10

9
1
5

9
1

-

4

-

All brewers cooperate with their foreign partners on the basis of exclusive distributorship,
mainly based on geographic regions. Firms marketing more than one product line in one
country or region often use different distributors for each brand. Contracts with foreign
distributors usually include restraints on marketing beer of other German brewers. Distributorship contracts are therefore an important strategic tool to erect most effective
entry barriers against possible new entrants that might basically have the same differentiation advantage.
With the exception of one firm, all large export brewers are using a high price strategy
in their foreign markets. This is due to the fact, that these firms try to cover substantially
higher transport costs and additional distribution margins. From a strategic point of view
this is consistent with the strategy of differentiation followed by the brewers interviewed.
Small brewers do not pursue an active price policy in their foreign markets. Tending to respond more or less to initiatives of prospective foreign business partners, they have no influence on the final selling price of their beer.
Possible entry strategies and marketing policies are highly determined and affected by
entry barriers, reactions of competitors, trade barriers and weaknesses internal to the internationalizing firm. To a more or less extent, all these categories create problems in the
internationalization process of the German brewers under investigation (Table 9). Interviewed brewers were asked to rank main problem areas on a scale from 1(unimportant) to
6 (very important).
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Table9: Majorproblem areas in exporting
1
Information deficiencies
Accesstoqualified partners
Lackoftime
Financialrisks
Problemswith transport/logistics
Tradebarriers
Languageproblems

X
X
X
X
X
X

Aggregated results indicate, that access to qualified business partners is perceived to be
thedominant problem. Internationally, there is a strong competition between breweries to
cooperate with foreign wholesalers, importing domestic and international brewers. Importers are mainly interested in well-known products with a high sales potential, new
markets are usually developed with resources of the exporting brewery. Especially small
German breweries have problems to fulfill these requirements. Also financial risks,
caused by different legal and economic systems, fluctuating exchange rates and restricted
convertibility of currencies are seen to impose substantial problems on exporting brewers.
Foreign language and communication skills seem not to pose a major problem on the
exporting activities. Information deficiencies, lack of time, transport/logistic problems
and tradebarriers areranked between 3(notvery important) and4 (of some importance).
The aggregated results in Table 9do not provide a clear picture and have tobe discussed
for smallandlargebreweries aswellasforparticular export markets separately.
Trade barriers are hampering the free exchange of goods and services between countries. Among theinterviewed brewers different perceptions about theimportance of tariff
and and non-tariff barriers exist. In some cases, duties and taxes are of major importance
to the exporting firms. Whereas duties within theEC do notplay anyrole,they are major
entry barriers to particular markets. In Poland, additionally to a duty of 30 percent, a tax
rate of 150percent is charged onimported beer.Prohibitions onalcohol and environmental regulations play a more important role for exporters to Scandinavian countries than
duties, taxes and border controls. Another recently introduced export barrier excluding
many German beer exporters from someEastern European markets arerequirements with
regard to the minimum capital stock needed by beer importers. In 1992, Poland introduced a regulation that beer importers have to have capital resources of approx. 1.5 million US dollars, resulting in a decrease of the number of beer importers from 350 to 6
within months andexcluding manyof theGerman exportbrewers from thePolish market.
Lack of timeis moreadecisive factor inthe internationalization process of smaller than
larger brewers. On average, small brewers rating of this factor is at 4.5 (important),
whereas large firms rating is at 3.3 (not very important), indicating that there are shortages ofresources and alower committment totheexport activity insmaller firms. Perceptions of transport and logistic problems are relatively similar between large and small
brewers,butdiffering between themarkets served.
Additionally to their exports, five of the large brewers interviewed are co-operating
with hostcountry firms through licensing.Results on thestrategic intents of thesefirms in
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Table 10: Motives for international

cooperation
1

Circumventing import restrictions
Development of new markets
Production cost advantages
Transport costadvantages
Access totechnical know-how
Accesstodistribution systems
Counteracting activities of competitors

2

3

4

5

6

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

international markets are not representative in a statistical sense, but the information gathered provides some insights into motives and the strategic directions followed by German brewers. Table 10 gives an overview on major motives for international cooperation
of the responding firms, ranked by their importance (1= absolutely unimportant, 6= absolutely important).
The most important characteristic of international cooperation is the intent to combine
specific strengths of two or more firms to achieve a competitive advantage. With regard
to firm specific advantages, it enables a firm to utilize the know-how, competencies and
capacities of a local partner which normally impose costs and disadvantages on the
foreign firm. That cost advantages and preferred access to distribution systems are the
major motives to cooperate is clearly indicated by the responses of the brewers interviewed. The local partners market knowledge and the experience with the country specific distribution system are seen to substantially lower information and setup costs.
Overall, the intentions to cooperate are clearly market-driven and are aimed at the improvement of the competitive position within foreign markets. Cooperation as a defensive
adjustment strategy to match or circumvent host-country government regulations plays a
minor role for the firms.
Of the German brewers interviewed, only one stated to operate foreign subsidiaries,
particularly in Southern European markets. From a corporate viewpoint, the preference of
wholly owned subsidiaries is generally associated with strategies that require tight controls, either for manufacturing or marketing reasons or to protect proprietary technology.
Better control enables the firm to implement and revise its strategies as well as to coordinate actions independently. But, this comes along with a higher risk, a substantial committment of resources (capital, technology, management) and a lower flexibility than with
any other entry strategy. Foreign direct investments are either market- (export substitution), cost- or resource-oriented. In the particular case, the investments are clearly market-oriented and are aimed to replace exports to a number of local markets.
Concluding remarks
To conclude, the major findings on strategic factors which are of importance to internationalization activities of German brewers can be summarized as:
In comparison with the large European brewers, German brewers cannot achieve the
necessary economies of scale to compete with a cost-leader strategy in international
markets.
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The business strategies employed are differentiation and niche strategies, whereas
the German 'purity law' regulations still provide an excellent point of differentiation
against other European and international competitors.
An increasing health consciousness and changing consumer preferences are opening
marketniches for innovativeproducts likepremium,dry andalcohol-free beer.
Whereas one group of German brewers very actively tries to enter and develop
foreign markets by implementing programs and plans for specific brands or segments,other firms arejust reacting onoccasional orders.
Export development is commonly achieved through contracts with large national
wholesalers in the host country. Indirect exports, i.e. through internationally operating German based supermarket chains are not carried out yet, but this may be a
promising.
Major entry barriers identified by interviewed managers are the contact to business
partners, alack of market information, and the oligopolistic structure of the industry
in somemarkets.
Trade restrictions are not seen as amajor barrier, even by firms exporting to non EC
countries.
Tourism plays the most important role for international activities of German brewers.
The demand drain caused by tourists eases up entry and allows firms to gain experience and an initial foothold in anew market. This isproviding brewers with the stepping stone needed to extend their marketing efforts to local customer groups on the
long run.
Cooperations and direct investments are mainly aimed at the realization of cost advantages and the preferred access to distribution systems.Because of the substantial
transfer and commitment of resources this option is not feasible for the majority of
the German brewers.
Product features, access to distribution channels and promotional strategies seem to
be the most important factors to utilize a product focused preference strategy in the
high price segment of specialty beers,whereas product innovation plays aminor role.
With regard to Eastern European markets, brewers are very reluctant to provide much of
information about their activities in these countries. It can be argued, that the relatively
high per capita consumption of beer in this regions, which best can be described as 'adjacent markets', will offer a number of opportunities for German brewers. This is even
moreimportant in a situation when otherEuropean brewers donotpayvery high attention
to these markets and are still concentrating their efforts on Western and Southern European countries.
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Introduction
Farmers in the Netherlands, especially those in arable production, suffer from low prices
of food crops, due to overproduction, while the environmental load of agriculture has to
decrease. Implementation of set aside programs, a search for new industrial crops and introduction of sustainable agriculture are some of the actions to find contributions to a solution. In an effort to support finding such solutions the Ministry of Agriculture of the
Dutch Government started a research program to investigate the chances and possibilities
of the production of hemp for paper pulp. For this research project, which was set up for 4
years (1989-1993), Dfl. 15.10 6 were spend (Bakker 1993,Berlo 1993).
Hemp is a well known cash crop in the illegal circuit but a relatively 'new' crop, as raw
material for paper pulp production. Since timber has become more and more a favourite
raw material for paper production there is no market pull to be expected from that side.
Therefore new concepts have to be put in the approach to make the use of hemp interesting: new markets, new production techniques, less pollution, logistic chain approach,
and system approach.
The crop is very old, maybe even the eldest agricultural product, primarily used for textile, rope but also for paper pulp. The fibre hemp plant (cannabis sativa) has a long stem
consisting of bast and woody core. The yield of stem dry matter can reach 12 ton/ha in
dutch conditions. The ancient production techniques cannot be used for nowadays conditions. To make production legal, breeders have developed varieties which have a low content of hallucinating material (THC). A level below 0.3% is considered to have no
narcotic interesting content. For our purposes the yield of bast fibre is more important
since this is the valuable component for paper production. The interesting breeding varieties available, have a THC content between 0.1 and 1.8%, while the bast content varies
between 12 and 2 8 % of the stem mass (Meijer 1993). The varieties with highest bast content generally have lowest THC content. The seeds can be used for oil, birdseed and feed.
Varieties with highest stem yields flower in The Netherlands in august and can be har-
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vested in september. Atthat timethe seeds are not dry enough for harvest, soonly fibre is
harvested.
The objective of the 4 year research was: The feasibility of production of hemp fibres
for paper pulp inThe Netherlands, resulting in a 'go'/'no go'decision on building a pilot
plant.
Aspecial problem that was expected from the beginning was that due to the limited research period and the fact that all researchers started at the same time, not all necessary
information of the various chain elements about the production from seed to paper would
become available at the moment other researchers needed them. This makes selection of
the optimal chain, needed tocalculate costs and benefits properly, difficult so the process
of project management became very important. Tuning and timing of the research along
the production chain was given much attention in the project. Ascientific leader worked
togetherwith amanager with abusiness approach.
Method
Define goal.
'Go'/'no go'for pilot plant
Define criteria.
Economics (costs and benefits)
Technology: available on short term.
Environment: pollution, energy
Certainty: delivery,purchase,workability, quality
Flexibility on market
Define premises:
Application ofhemp forpaper pulp
Harvest withmaximumphysical yield
Harvest andprocessing ofbothbast and core.
Requireconstant quality
Yearrounddelivery for processing
Chain optimisation
Define chain components:
PRIMARY PRODUCTION
Seedproduction /plantbreedin g(max.production of fibre, low content THC)
Agronomy .(max.yield,min.input, production advise)
Plant diseases .(sanity, pollution)
Harvest .(low labourinput,machines, workability)
Storag e(central,decentral)
Conservatio n(seasonal production, constant quality)
- PULP-PROCESSING
Transport (highdensity, distance)
Pulping .(new concepts,product cost)
PAPER-PRODUCTION
Paper market .(marketsforpulpblends.goals, price development)
Define team
Related to the chain components, 30researchers of 12different institutions/specialisms
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Developenew ideas.
Ancient technology is to much labour demanding, energy consuming or environment polluting.
Select from allpossiblelogistic chains.
Support the selection of the various possible production chains by management:
team levels, meetings, reports. Make models and databases for calculations and
sensitivity analyses.
Develop Business concept.
Continue until afew interesting chains remain, describe the concept of thebusiness strategy: Production region and area, organisation of primary production
and processing, industrial cooperation, market development, financial aspects,
startof production.
Results
In this chapter we will concentrate on harvest mechanisation, storage and conservation in
the production of hemp. The choices between alternatives depend much on the results of
theresearch of theother chain elements.
Existing methods:
The techniques used in the past and nowadays in Eastern Europe for the production of
hemp for textile, paper and ropes consist of mowing, bundling and drying in bundles
standing against each other (Hennink, 1991:10,11). After drying, the product can be
stored untilit isretted in cold, warm orhot water orinchemical solutions. After retting, a
process in which the connection between the bast fibres and the core disintegrates, the
stems are dried, anddecorticated, aprocess in which thebast and core are separated. Retting also can be done in the field right after cutting and laying on the ground. This is
called dew retting. After dew retting the material is picked up from the field by balers.
The crop is defoliated mechanical or chemical. In France drying is performed in a swath
on the field (Werf, 1992).After drying thehemp isbaled byround balers and stored at the
farm. In the processing plant it is shredded and sieved to separate bast and core fibres.
Onlythebast fibre is used for cigarette anddocument paper.
Possible chains.
The above mentioned methods cannot be used in nowadays dutch conditions and given
the premises mentioned in chapter 2. So new concepts have to be developed, using the
chain concept in system approach. The following chain has to be optimised (Huisman,
1993a):
Topping —> Mowing —> Handling —> Field Transport —> Conservation —> Storage
—> Roadtransport—> Temporary storage—> Preprocessing.
Optimisation is also defined by the requirements of the processing techniques and hence
the quality requirements related to the application of pulp. Also the plant production aspects atthebeginning ofthechain influences theoptions and selection.
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Topping:
Objective: Removal of leaves, flowers and seeds as far as possible, to keep paper clean,
improve conservation and leave pollution as green manure on the land or gather the
removed material.
Options: New designed machines areneeded butthe design can bebased onexisting principles:
a) Cutting by cutterbar, with support by a reel and transport of cut material sidewards
by abelt.
b) Flail mower,throwing the shredded material on theground between thecrop.
c) Rotating brush,dropping theremoved materialbetween the crop onthe ground.
Selection: Thecutterbar isaheavy and complex machine,but offers thepossibility tocollecttheleavesif wanted.As far asknown nolegal valuable stuff canbeextracted from the
leaves. The height of cutting depends on the length of the crop, the machine type and the
loss of stemmaterial thatis acceptable.
Table 1gives the loss of stem material in case the cutting height is chosen such that the
harvested stem material is polluted by 4 %and 6% leaf material. Originally (before topping)thecontent of leaf material ofthe total plantmass was20%.
Although the final design of these machines is not ready it can be expected that the costs
are roughly the same. The brush seems to be the best choice, however the technology of
the flail is more perceived. The optimum topping height has to be defined through chain
optimisation when the disadvantages of leaves in the harvested product are quantified.
Sincethese aredependent onthepulping technology andtheapplication ofthepulp,there
isnoanswer yet.
Mowing:
Objective: Separation of the hemp stems from the roots, with a minimum of loss of stem
material andpollution of sand.
Options: Depending on the method of handling after cutting.Existing farm machines can
be used. When the hemp is lodged, an additional vertical cutting mechanism is needed to
dividethecutmaterial from theremaining standing crop.
Selection: Related tothehandling method.

Table 1. Loss of stem mass at topping.
Machine
Type
Rotating brush
Flail mower
Cutterbar
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Stem lossata

perc. of leaves in
of 4%
4%
7%
14%

the stem material
of6%
2%
4%
7%
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Handling
Objective: Tobring theharvested material in such condition thattransport, storage orpreprocessing is simplified. Quantity and quality shouldremain maximal.
Options: Ancient harvesting systems cannot be used, since they demand to much labour.
Thenowadays used technology inagriculture show the following solutions:
a) Chopping, to create material with a flow behaviour, and toobtain ahigher density at
transport and storage.
b) Compacting toincrease thedensity by
bl baling,
b2 bundling
b3automatic loading ona wagon.
c) Preprocessing by separation of stem and core in a field machine. The technology,
calleddecortication, isknown for flax but onlyinstationary machines.Amobile machine wasdeveloped based upon aprototype available inFrance(Huisman, 1993c).
Selection: A separating machine only can work in the harvest period of 1,5 month, so a
large capacity or much machines are needed. After some preliminary test it showed to
become a large, complicated machine, so an expensive operation. Only in case the value
of the product is increased much by such operation it is a real option. The usefulness of
the chopping and compacting options depend on the conservation technique tobe chosen.
Thesemachines arenormally available in agricultural practice.
FieldTransport
Objective: Transport of the harvested material from the field to the storage place with a
capacity, aboutequal totheharvest capacity, without lossofquantity andquality.
Options:
a) Farm wagons suitable for the appearance of the material related to the handling:
With orwithout sideboards for chopped material andbaled material respectively.
b) Commercial trucks incase of immediately transporttotheplant.
Selection: Directly related tothehandling and storage techniques used.
Conservation.
Objective: The combination of seasonal production of hemp and yearroundprocessing of
pulp requires conservation during storage. This demands minimal decrease of quantity
andquality asrequired for processing (Huisman, 1993b).
Options:
a) Drying.
A low moisture content nearly stops biological production of the plant and the
microbes in and onit.For hemp about 10%moisturecontent (wetbase)isneeded for
long storage.
b) Anaerobic conditions:
bl) Additives:
Adding acid or caustic to such a concentration that biological activity stops. Additives with antibiotics orwith someantibiotical effect arealso effective.
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b2) Natural fermentation:
Awell known and also in this application useful method is lactic acid fermentation
as is used in feed and food production. In agriculture this is widespread for conservation of grass and maize. The availability of enough sugars is required for the fermentation.When notpresent they can be added intheform of molasses, a byproduct
of sugar production. Fermentation is in fact a kind of controlled deterioration. The
amount of thedecay andtheproduced byproducts will define the usefulness.
Selection: Artificial drying istooexpensive. Itcostsmore thanthevalueof thecrop.Field
drying only, is interesting if the drying certainty inthe givenperiod for the given climate
conditions issuch that quality of theproduct isguaranteed. Indutch weather conditions in
the harvest period september,there is not such guarantee, since the drying conditions are
too low and toovariable. Combination of field and artificial drying is also too expensive.
Additives are also rather expensive so natural fermentation is very interesting, as we will
seefurther onthelosses aresmallandthelogistic aspectsareattractive.
Road Transport
Objective: Transport of theproduct from thefarm tothepulp processing plant.
Options: Combination of truck andloading equipment ortractor and farm wagons.
Selection: The distance to the plant is expected to be 50km average, so trucks will be the
only solution.
Storage
Objective: Keep thematerial stored on acertain place,whilekeeping quantity and quality
conserved until it can be processed. Year round storage is necessary to make year round
processing possible.
Options: Central storageneartheplant orlocal (decentral)storageat the farm.
Selection: Local storage has many advantages: The organisation of transport after harvest
to storage iseasy since it canbe managed by the farmer and assures quick silage making.
Since silage is an anaerobe process, it is very important to cover the heap of hemp by
plastic as soon as possible so the silage process can start immediately. Central storage
asks for a large transport capacity in september, roughly 10 times as large as with local
storage.
Preprocessing
Objective: Separation of bast andcorebecause the value of thebast is much higher due to
the length and the strength ofthe elementary fibres as well asthe higher content of cellulose. Bast fibres are about 2.5 mm long whereas core fibres are about 0.5 mm (Huisman,
1993c).
Options:
a) Separation in a field machine in which the whole stem is decorticated directly after
mowing, soinafresh condition.Inthat casethe corepieces become available in particles of about 1cm in length, while the bast remains at the original length of the
stringasitwasinthestem, about 2mlong. (See also 3.2.3)
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b)

An otherpossible separation technique isbased onthe fact that during chopping in a
field chopper the bast and core are loosened from each other largely which is sustained during storage in the silo. Separation is possible by putting the product in
water inwhich thebast sinksand the core floats.
Selection: The decorticating field machine will be large and expensive. Since it will only
work in harvest time, many machines are needed, so costs will be very high compared to
the value for pulp.In addition the transport and storage oftwo products is required which
makes harvest complicated. Maybe incasethebast canbeused for high valueproducts as
textile, the system will beattractive. Separation by flotation could beperformed before or
after storage (local or central).Most interesting due tologistics and costs iscentral separation asafirst stepinthepulp processing wherecleaning inwateris always included.
Discussion.
Theoretically there are in total 366 possible chains, when the number of options of all
components of the chain are multiplied. Practically some are excluding others and some
are so costly that they can be neglected. In the remaining 75 different chains it is hard to
detect an optimal result because of the interactions of thevarious criteria, (see section 2).
Therefore a database with relevant information about each option of the elements of the
chain was made. Acalculation routine was added to make easy calculation of total costs
for remaining product (loss of product incorporated) for each chain possible. In this way
it became clear that the following chain is a good one: topping, harvesting by forage
chopper, local storage at the farm, conservation by natural fermentation supported by adding of molasses, transport by truck to the pulp plant, and temporary storage at the plant
before separation ofbastand corebyflotation. AdditionofNaOH can beinteresting if the
recently developed Alkaline Peroxide Mechanical Pulping process willbeused. However
many details about costs and process variables are not yet available so no definite decision about that can be taken. This decision also depends on the demand from the paper
market. Only when the detailed requirements of the market are known, the requirements
for pulping and hence for conservation and harvest techniques can be defined. Then also
thedetailed costand qualityparameters canbeassessed andthechainscanbe optimised.
Another aspect oftheproduction chain ofpulpfrom hempis theorganisation structure.
There are threeproducts: hemp,pulp and paper, produced in separate production units for
which an open market exists.Between them there are two intermediate places where material and money havetobetransferred. At thoseplacesthereis atension between making
ononehandproduction possible andon theother interesting.
1. Economical: The farmer needs aprice highenough sohemp can compete with other
crops and the industries can pay for the raw material only such price that they can
makeasufficient return on investment.
2. Logistical: Farmers need aguarantee of salewhile theindustries need aguarantee of
delivery ofproducts intheright rate.
3. Technological: Connection of requirements and possibilities for a technological and
environmental acceptableprocessing technique.
4. Acceptation: Allparties needto seeadvantages.
Tomakethewholechainpossibletheremustbesomekindoforganisation thatbinds partners for production, specifications and prices.
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Theprocessing industry canbe:
a) An investor owned firm. In this situation farmers cannot control the buyer market
andarenotassured tosaletheir hemp.
b) Acooperative farmers organisation ofproduction andpurchase ofhemp.
In the last case farmers own a share which gives them a duty for a minimum production
and aright for amaximum production. This enables them to make long term adjustments
on the farm practice to produce hemp. At the same time the pulp processing plant is assured ofproduct. Amount, quality andproduction technique of the delivered hemp can be
managed by the organisation. Also production advise to the farmers, deliverance of seed
andother production means canbe centralised.
Since all details were not available after the 4 years of research, but the decision about
go/no go had to be taken, a sensitivity analysis was performed. The effect of variations
from -20% to +20% of investments costs, production costs, cost of hemp, cost of pulp,
dollar exchange rate, process efficiency and production capacity on Pay Back Time and
ReturnonInvestment wascalculated for different paper markets.
Theproject management hasput thewhole chain together in abusiness concept that has
to be worked out by the industrial partners and farmers cooperative in a business plan.
This plan contains cost and investment estimations, market possibilities, financing and
the organisation. The final conclusion of the research is that with help of the nowadays
available EU subsidy of Dfl. 1700,-per ha ontheproduction of hemp itmustbe possible
to introduce hemp as anew cropin agriculture inTheNetherlands and to makepaper of it
inaprofitable way.
Conclusion
Chain management hasbeen avery helpful instrument inmanaging theresearch about the
feasibility of producing hemp for fibre for paper pulp in The Netherlands, resulting in a
'go'/'no go' decision about on building a pilot plant. Two chains could be distinguished:
The chain of the many research fields from seed production to the paper market and the
chain of the three production processes of paper from hem: at the farmer, atthepulp processing plant and at the paper processing plant. The chain approach made interactions
clear and madecalculations and sensitivity analysespossible although alldetails were not
available. The final conclusion of the research was that it would be possible to make
paper from hemp in aprofitable way.The following step now has tobe the establishment
of abusinessplanwith which theindustry really can start.
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Introduction 1
The aim of this paper is to analyze the behaviour of firms in the Parmesan Cheese (the
correct brand nameis 'Parmigiano Reggiano') filière. Parmesan Cheese (from now on indicated as PC) is a famous cheese (1) product in a typical territory of northern Italy, the
'typical zone', including the provinces of Parma, Modena, Reggio Emilia, Bologna and
Mantova. The area extends over a million hectares, 90% of which is in Emilia Romagna
region andincludes mountain, hill and plain, each with particular climatic conditions and
a specific typology of farms. Rigorous standards, established by law, determine the
method usedin theproduction ofcheese(2).
ThePC has been the subject of many studies in Italy because of anumber of interesting
economic and social factors: these studies began with a theoretical analysis of the determinants of demand, supply, market behaviour and have now developed in an analysis of
filière. This sector has been one of the first in Italy that has been studied from a filère
point of view, with aparticular attention being paid tothedifferent factors and agents that
contribute totheproduction andimprovement ofthe product.
The analysis of 'filière' moved from the requirement to overtake the traditional noclassical theory based on firm and sector. The innovation is that the subject of the analysis,thedifferent agents,areconsidered aspart thewholeeconomic and social system.
The filière approach is connected to the idea of 'vertical integration' that comprehends
all the stages from raw materials production to the final product. The filiere approach
study the whole system of relationships between the agents (farm, firm, institutional subject, etc.)intheir global environment.
Among the different theoretical meanings (studied by French authors: Arena, Rainelli
andTorre, 1985)ourcase-study canbe included intheinterpretation 'Filière - Product'.

The introduction andtheconclusion hasbeendiscussedjointly bythe authors.C.Giacomini isauthorof par.
3and 4;P.Bertolini isauthor ofpar. 5.,6.and7;C.Moraisauthor of 1 and2.
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Tab.1: DOC andtypical cheese (tons)
1985
Doc
ParmesanCheese
90972
GranaPadano
83058
Gorgonzola
38064
PecorinoRomano
20000
Asiago
12619
Typical
Provolone,Caciocavallo
41000
Source:ISMEA(Instituteforthestudyofagriculturalmarkets)

1990
109427
95132
38541
27796
16603
45000

The Parmesan Cheese
Today the production of PC represents 15%of Italian cheese market and more than 30%
of the DOC and labels cheeses (Tab. 1),that represent about 75% of all cheese manufacturinginItaly;75%of themilk usedintheproduction ofPC originats inEmilia Romagna
(from now indicated as ER), the second most important region in milk production after
Lombardy (respectively producing 20%and 35% of thenational milk production).
PC is now protected by national and E.C. brand name that guarantees its origin and
quality. As early as 1954 the 'Consorzio del Parmigiano Reggiano' (from now indicated
as Parmesan Cheese Consortium, PCC), originated as a national body protecting the PC
brand. Parmesan Cheese has the strongest market image in Italy and thelargest consumption base,itiswidely consumed across allregions ofItaly,beeingintegrated into themost
traditional Italiandishes, such as 'pasta'.
In the market of hard cheeses, the granas are the most important. Besides PC, we must
also mention Grana Padano, that is protected by a Consortium and by a DOC brand, too.
Grana Padanois the most important competitor of PCbecause itis adirect substitute. The
GPproduction zoneislarger and includes almost all thenorthern regionsofItaly.
Localisation andprincipal aspectsonrawmaterial sector
As noted before, the origin zone of milk for theproduction of PC isdefined bylow: provinces of Parma, Reggio Emilia, Modena and parts of Bologna and Mantova; the first four
provinces are inEmilia Romagna, while Mantova is inLombardy. Thus, thelink between
theproduction zoneof PC and the source ofraw material is very strong inEmilia Romagnaarea;about 75% ofthemilk produced inEmilia Romagna isprocessed intoPC (Tab.2);
in the mentioned four provinces (representing 80% of the farms and the cows of the region) almost the whole dairy production is directed to the PC, netherless in this area we
havethemostimportantprocessing milk factories.
Tab.2: Weightof milkproduced for PCand totalproduction inEmilia Romagna (ER)
MilkproducedinER(000q.li) MilkproducedinERdirecttoPCproduction (%)
1985
17166.2
1991
18228.0
Source:calculationonISMEAandConsorzioPCdata
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Tab. 3: Milk cows distribution inER
1982
Mountain
Hill
Plain
Total

Farm
8823
8693
13143
30659

MilkCows
58698
100872
218464
378034

1990
(%)
(16)
(27)
(57)
(100)

Farm
5124
5368
7490
17982

(%)

MilkCows
57883
105158
211395
374436

(15)
(28)
(57)
(100)

Source:calculationonISTAT(CentralStatisticOffice) data.

In 1991 milk produced for PC in the 'typical zone' was about 16million quintals, 14millionquintals of which wereproduced uniquely inthe regionER.Themilkproduced inER
comes from many small (less than 20 hectares) family farms; many of them found in the
disadvantages hill andmountain areas:43%of total amount of cowsisintheseareas.
Recent studiespointed outaremarkable processes ofreorganization, with a progressive
concentration of cows in the largest farms especially in plain areas. In this respect, the
data from the Third and Fourth Census of Agriculture underlined an acceleration of this
process: in this short period, the number of farms in ER were reduced by 40%, passing
from 30659 to 17982,and theaverage herd sizepassed from 12.3cows in 1982to20.8 in
1991.
This reduction took place in different ways according to altitudinal zones:was particularly marked inthemountain andplain areas (-43%), whileitwas much smaller in the hill
areas (-38%). Today 28%of thefarms and only 15%of themilk cows areconcentrated in
themountain areas,while inthehill areas wehave 30%of thefarm and 28% cows,andin
theplain zones wehave42%ofthefarms and 57%of thecows (Tab.3).
As far as it concerns the distribution of cows in the various types of farms (Tab. 4), the
small farms (with less than 20 cows) represent 66% of the total; the medium sized farms
and large farms (20-49 and more than 50 cows) represent together the remaining 34%of
the farms, but concentrate 75%of thecows. Thisphenomenon is becoming more intense
in the lastten years:in 1982,infact, only 55%of the cows was concentraed in this second
group of farms bred.
The number of small farms is particularly reducing in the plain areas, also they remain
in the mountain areas where dairy farming constitues an important link between man and
territory, an essential element inthe protection of the natural environment and also an indispensablecondition for thecontinuation of othereconomic activities.
Tab. 4: Distribution ofdairyfarm inER region
Farm

1982
Cows

12764
6514
6523
3714

37052
46902
85550
105527

Average

Farm

1990
Cows

2.9
7.2

4336
3016
4582
4378

12497
22134
62069
128800

Average

Dimension

1-5
6-9
10-19
20-49
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Tab. 4: Distribution of dairy farm in ER

50-99
>100
Total

1982
Farm
846
298
30659

Cows
54111
48892
378034

region

(continued)

Average
64.0
164.1
12.3

1990
Farm
1243
427
17982

Cows
80312
68624
374436

Average
64.6
160.7
20.8

Source:calculation on ISTATdata

Tab. 5: Results of the programme of definitive abandoning of dairy production in ER
(1984-1991)
Milk cowsslaughtered
62032
Source:Assessorato Regionale Agricoltura

Disposable Milk
q.12977536

In the period between the two last Census of Agriculture, the drop in the number of cows
has been slight, especially if we consider the six programme of definitive abandoning
have been stenghtened (Regg. EEC 857/84 and 1546/88 recently modificated by Regg.
EEC 1183/90 and 2138/90, national D.M. 8.11.84, D.M. 20.3.86, D.M. 21.12.87, D.M.
29.10.91) (Tab.5). The effects of these restriction of EEC policy in the production zone of
PC are partially offset by a favourable milk price trend (3).
The positive trend in milk price and the increased productivity has mantained Emilian
milk farmers' incomes at level superior to the average in agricolture. In the last 5 years
the net income per hectare has been stable and family income per work unit increased.
The farms specialised in the production of milk (2/3 of their total output comes from
milk) are 9435 (6% of the total farm) and they have a Standard Gross Income of 236000
ECU (8% of the regional one). The average economic dimension of these farms is about
20.9 UDE (25055 ECU), bigger than the regional average (16.6) (Tab. 6).
Tab. 6: Economic Indicators for ER dairy farm, 000 £(1 DG = 880 £. in 1994)
1986*
Average dairy
Average total
farm
farm
AUAA
AverageUAA
20.5
UtilisedAgricultural Area
Cows/UAA
2.6
TotalOtput/UAA
6416
Net FarmIncome/UAA
3305
Net FarmIncome per Family Work Unit
NFI/FWU
29362
* Sampleof 386 farm
** Sampleof 206 farm
Source:calculation on FADN (RICA) accountancy data
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1990**
Av.dairy farm Av.total farm

19.1

24,8

18.9

2.1
5070
2517

2.5
7496
3331

2.4
6618
2971

22092

33521

27192
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Tab.7: Average size (inhectares) ofdairyfarm inER

1-5
6-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
>100
Totale

Mountain
1982
2.9
7.1
12.6
26.2
65.5
151.3
6.7

Average size
Hill
1982
2.9
7.2
13.1
28.2
63.8
145.8
11.6

1990
3.0
7.2
13.1
28.2
62.3
131.1
11.3

1990
2.9
7.3
13.6
29.5
64.1
147.5
19.6

Plain
1982
2.8
7.2
13.3
28.8
63.8
169.6
16.6

1990
2.7
7.5
13.8
29.7
65.1
167.1
28.2

Source:calculationonISTATdata
In the last ten years a comparative enlargement of the farms has reduced the difference
between ER region and Europe, while itremains asignificant difference between ER and
therestofItaly,wheretheaveragedimensionofthefarms is smaller.
If we look at the ratio of milk cow to hectares, we find out that is bigger intheplain than
in the mountain areas.The reduction of intensity in the disadvantaged areas brings attention to the natural environment and to the quality of the product, which depends on the
cows' feed rations originated inthe same area.Arecent kalianlaw allows the introduction
of a quality brand for the disadvantaged areas of production. Unfortunately up to now
thereisnotapplication onPC cheese.
Cheesemaking dairies
As we observed before, the farms that produce milk are closely linked to the cheesemakingdairies.This isevident from the large amount ofmilkproducers' cooperatives (85%of
the total).This link between cattlebreeding farm and cheese dairy is one of themostparticular aspects of theproductive filière and hasboth advantages and disadvantages.
In theprivate cheesedairy the farmer buysthemilk andprocesses it,with alltherisks this
entails. The cooperative cheese dairy, which is the most common in the area, processes
milk of its members (breeders); the cheesemaking dairy has an average of 35 memberbreeders supplying milk.
Tab. 8: Livestock

intensity

Mountain
Hill
Plain

1982
1.3
1.7
2.5

1986
1.5
2.4
3.4

1990
1.6
2.1
3.4

Source:calculationonFADN(RICA)data
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Tab. 9:

Distribution of cheesemaking

dairies

Private
729
31
134
17

Tab. 10:

PC Cheesemaking

1980
1985
1991
Source:calculation onPCC data

Total
2356
100
787
100

Cooperative
1627
69
653
83

1955
(%)
1992
(%)
Source:calculation on 'Consorzio PC' data
dairies

Emilia Romagna (%)
1.069
898
763

(90.7)
(90.4)
(91.2)

Total 'Typical zone'
1.178
993
837

In the same way as milk, the cheese dairies are numerous in ER: 9 1 %of the total is concentrated in this region. These 763 cheesemakins dairies are the highest number of productive units for the dairy sector, which is a very important sector of the whole regional
economic system.
There are great differences between the structures of PC and the structures of milk for industrial processing, which have industrial production, while PC still retains traditional/artisan characteristics. This is evident if we compare the quantities of milk processed in the
farms: 18000 quintals in the cheese dairies against an average of almost a million quintals
in fresh milk.
Regarding the distribution of the cheese dairies, 2/3 of PC is now produced in the
plains, and the rest is equally distributed among the hills and the mountains; the greatest
number (278) is concentrated in Parma, followed by Reggio Emilia (212).
A great decrease in the number of cheese dairies has taken place since 1955, when PC
was given the DOC brand; the 2300 units in the fifties have fallen to the current 800, with
a strong restructuring process (Tab.11).
The farms that processed up to 12000 quintals of milk in 1985 represented about 5 0 % of
the total, while only 15 years before they represented more than 80%. The reduction has

Tab. 11: General data on restructuring

process

Cheesemaking farm
2356
1652
1178
994
837
737
Source:calculation on PCC data
1955
1970
1980
1985
1991
1993
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Production (q.li)
570000
762650
794832
910000
1062640
900000

Average(q.li)
242
462
675
915
1270
1221
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Tab.12: Milkprocessed (q.li)per cheesemaker dairies, 1993
Plain
19815
22861
17478
25242
20322

Parma
ReggioEmilia
Modena
Mantova
Bologna
Source:calculationonPCCdata

Hill - Mountain
15009
14768
11473
13751

been greatest intheplains than in mountains wheretherearemany morelimitations to the
concentration, related to the distances between farm and cheese dairies. Currently, the
Consortium rules state that the cheese dairy must be situated in a place central for the
milk producers.
Aswe saidbefore, theproduction capacity ofeach cheesedairy increased even if many
bigdifferences remain,especiallybetween hill and mountain areas.
Moreover, these different typologies of firms and the provinces have evolved differently
in the process of restructuration and concentration: so there is a bigger reduction in private structures, and between different provinces; Parma has the bigger drop in firms (50%), followed by Reggio Emilia (35%), Modena (27%), Mantova (22%) and Bologna
(18%). The current situation shows the prevalence of Parma and Reggio Emilia (65%of
cheesedairies).
Astrong variability in productivity is illustreted in an analysis of all the cheese dairies of
Parmaprovince,wherethedata showbetterperformance by cooperatives.
Tab.13: Distribution ofcheesemaking dairies by province
1955
Parma
~
560
ReggioEmilia
669
Modena
723
Mantova
301
Bologna
32
Source:calculationonPCCdata

1992
266
236
199
67
19

Var.
- 294
- 433
- 524
- 234
- 13

Tab.14: Productivity per work unit inParma province, 1991
Dimension
<8000 q.li
8000- 16000q.li
16000 -24000 q.li
24000 -36000 q.li
> 36000 q.li

Cooperatives
1626
1435
1586
1585
1448

Mould yearlyproduct per work unit
Private
Mount.
Hill
748
1817
1691
946
1160
1655
1356
1607
1868
1520
1479
1621
1252
1500
1682

Plain
933
1533
1542
1612
1402

Source:calculationonPCCdata(onemould=0.35q.li)
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The relationship between cooperatives and milk producers establishes fixed links between then and introduces some rigidities into the whole system, with much inefficiency
especially in the use of equipment. We must consider that the system has already other
rigidity problems because of difficulty in adapting equipment to the seasonal variability
inthe production.
If we consider the strategies of the cheesedairies up to now,theirprincipal efforts have
been thereorganization toabigger scale;the most common dimension is still small, especially if compared to the producers of Grana Padano. This is the strongest competitor of
PCand cheesemaking dairies equipment processes morethan double thequantity of milk.
Another element becoming more and more important in the PC zone is attention to the
quality,with the gradual introduction ofthepayement milk according toquality: the number of cheese dairies thatadopted thisstrategy goes from 32%in 1984,to 41% in 1985,to
50%in 1990.
Fromthisitisevident that thecheesedairies face many problems;wemust also remember the undercapitalization (typical in cooperatives), low rotation in storehouses (that
causes alenghthening of the financial cycle and worses theliquidity of theinvested capital).
From the analysis of the data of a sample of cheese dairies (all situated in Parma province and representing 33%of the total) we also notice that the current processing structure and therelationship between the agents of the filiere are more complicated than they
appear. This is due to the fact that approximately 90% of the cooperative cheese dairies
let out dairy collection and processing on contract to artisans ('casaro'). These artisans
arepaied according to thequantity ofprocessed milk. The strategy of the contract is used
less in small (< 8000 quintals of processed milk) or very large (>36000 quintals) cheese
dairies.
Ripening and distribution
After the stages of milk processing and the connected operations, the cheese needs a long
process of maturing, afterwards continued inadjoining storerooms.
This aspect of theproduction process has particular importance for product quality and
needs heavy financial investment for theequipment of the storehouses, wherethe product
mustremain for theripening period (18-20months).It alsoneeds alargeamounts of capitalbecause of thetimelapsebetweenproduction and selling.
So,from atechnological pointof viewthematuring isavery important stageoftheproduction process, while, from an economic point of view, it is the farthest stage from
breeding and processing and differs from them both in dimensions and operative
strategies. 70%of the cheese dairies have installation that are not large enough to contain
their own output for maturing.
The mostpart (85%) of PC isdistributed through a 'long channel';with the intermediation of thewholesaler-seasoner between cheesedairy and consumer. Theremaining PC is
sold in farm shops annexed to the cheesedairies (direct channel) orconveyed to cooperatives and retail traders ('short channel'). In this way, the ripening stage of a great part of
the production is mostly entrusted to farms external to theprocessing and of quite different types.They range from wholesalers whoripen the product directly before selling it to
the complex structures of consortia, that collected cooperatives. These represent an important aspect (even if it is not big) because they connect production to ripening and
392
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Tab. 15: Prices from cheese maker to seasoner (1), and prices fron seasoner to consumer (2), index 1982 = 700
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992

(1)
144
118
143
138
127

(2)
150
153
161
175
173

avoid the speculations, that cause thecyclical crises typical ofPC. Today 80%oftheproduction ofP C is seasoned in private structures, where theproduction of the cooperatives
is also taken, while theconsortia control only about 15%ofthe ripening. Private farms, as
said before, is spread among many different subjects: there are more than 250 wholesalers, but90% of the market iscontrolled by 1/5 of them.
The wholesalers-seasoners often turn to the store rooms of banking companies, from
which they obtain a loan with 'pledge on product' with a slightly reduced rate interest.
The seasoners' role isimportant because they have a strong market power that could frustrate the attempts of the producers to control the market fluctuations: for instance, because it could nullify the supply autoregulation policies that have been realized, with
many difficulties, inorder tostabilize market andprices (Tab.15).
On theother hand, thewholesaler-seasoners aretheones whotake therisk ofthe ripening
(in terms offinal quality of the product) andtheproblems oftied up capital.
One of the biggest problems in the management of the wholesale-ripening farm isthe
fraction oftheageing andmarketing costs, that vary considerably according tothe dimension ofthe farm.
As it canbe seen in thetable, when theripening firm is bigger, there is a variation inthe
ratios cost ofcheese purchased /administrative costs, andinthecosts of amortization.

Tab.16: %share of seasoning costs on the total costs
Small 400-1000
mould
Costofcheese purchased
80
Amortization, storage costs
10
Labour cost
2
Administrative costs
8
Total
100
Source:calculation onbalance sheet, 1991
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Medium 1000035000
52
25
8
15
100

Big 35000-135000
40
30
12
18
100
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Tab.17: Distribution ofPC(Wo),
Cheesemaking dairiescapacity
Total
Upto 12000q.li Overthan 12000q.li
2° degreeConsortium
12.6
6.5
15.3
Moderndistribution
1.7
1.6
1.8
Wholesaler
79.7
85.4
77.0
Retailers
1.1
1.3
1.1
Directtotheconsumer
3.8
4.8
3.3
Others
0.9
0.4
1.5
Source:calculationon 'PCdistribution'-ParmaUniversity, 1992-data.
Marketing mix
The majority of the cheese dairies sell their entire annual output production tothe wholesaler-seasoners (Tab.16). So today PC distribution is mostly operated by the wholesalerseasoner, whohasathisdisposal adistribution systemofagents and small wholesalers.
As already said, the fact thatmost PC passes through the 'long channel' is due to the low
concentration ofproduction, andtothehigh number of selling outlets.
PC, like other hard cheeses,is a 'matureproduct', and its salescan increase only if it is
diversified intodifferent marketing typologies: grated, packed, etc.Atpresent 77%of PC
isdistributed inmoulds,22%packed and 1%grated.
Thepositions of both traditional and modern retail traders towards 'grana' cheese are different. For the first itis aproduct with a fair margin, for the second itis strategic because
of its healthy and genuine image.Both are interested inthisproduct. Modern distribution
wants to encourage self-service and offers consumers wide ranges of the product (vacuum-packed, grated, in pieces, and so on); it also sells cheese on delicatessen counter
and aims to sell a product of constant quality. Traditional retail, on the other hand, aims
essentially atprice andislessinterested innew formats ofthe product.
There arealsodifferent opinions onadvertising. Thecheesemakersand seasoners don't
use very much advertising, because the brand policies are almost absent, while the Consorzio of the PC organizes alarge advertising action and is interested in the modern marketing strategies.
As far as merchandising is concerned, there are also different positions: the wide distribution is interested in advertising promotions and in control of the lay-out in the points
of sale/retail outlets.

Tab.18:
1985
1990
1992

Marketing

typologies
Retail store
58
48
45

Supermarkets
21
24
25

Large scale retail
21
28
30

Source:calculationon'PCdistribution'-ParmaUniversity, 1992-data
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Tab. 19: Cost structure of PC, %quotas onfinal prices, 1991
Milk
Processing costs
Seasoning costs

58.5
7.0
13.9
20.9
20.6
100.0

Distribution costs
Price toconsumers
Source:calculation onsurveys data

At themoment PC doesn't organize particular merchandising promotions, while Grana
Padano does.
The build-up of the final price through the filière is noticeable. The adoption of the
'short channel' would allow theproducer toobtain ahighier mark-up andwould lower the
price to consumer.
The strategic factors forthe filiere
The demand
Demand for PC is linked to the demand for 'pasta'. PC in fact is consumed during the
principal meal (as a condiment or ingredient orinpieces) andhasno alternative ways of
consuming, while other soft cheeses anddairy products canbe also consumed as dessert
or snacks, outside theprincipal meal (4).Consumption is seasonal: thehighest is place in
December-January, thelowest in August-September.
At present, the consumption of P C per capita is about 1.5 Kg, which is about 9% ofthe
total consumption of cheeses.
Tab. 20: Wayof consuming for PC (% of total consumers)
Ingredientsorcondiment
Alternative uses:
to finish lunch
to finish supper
supper maincourse
lunch main course
snack
Totalalternative uses
Alternative usesofGP
Source:calculation onNielsen data

19%
15%
12%
9%
4%
58%
75%

Tab. 21: Pro-capita consumption of cheese in 1993 (kg)
Parmesan Cheese
Others grana
Tot.hard cheese
Source:Largo Consumo
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1.5
0.1
4.2

GranaPadano
AsiagoMontasio

1.4
0.5
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Figure 1. Life cycle ofParmigiano Reggiano
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Household consumption represent about 60%of the total,while the remaining 40%isabsorbed by catering (5). 95% of output is directed to home consumption, 5% to exportation,which isgrowing.Inthepastoverseas demand was mainly constituted by emigrant'
consumptions, nowadays the consumption of PC is spreading also in special occasions
and festivities. The expansion of demand abroad is often prevented by the fact thatPC is
directed to very specific uses and inmany countries there are nodishes that need grana as
condiment or ingredient (pasta). It is not easy to diffuse the name 'Parmesan Cheese',
which isdifficult toremember abroad and isoften confused with other granas,becauseof
the same translation of their names into 'parmesan cheese'. Thanks to Reg.Cee 2081/92
that concerns the introduction of the denomination DOP 'denomination of protected
origin', thereishope for better diffusion andprotection of thename ofPC.
Many recent studies show that the price elasticity of demand for PC is negative and inferior to the unity (itis lower than the GPelasticity); the income elasticity of demand for
PC (greater than unity),asdo other hard cheeses thatmustbegrated, whilethe artisan and
soft cheeses hadlessrigidity.
The sign of the cross elasticity of demand for PC with respect to changes in thepriceof
GPispositive (thegoods aredirect substitutes).
The 'cyclical crisis' of PC
The 'PC cyclical crisis'(every 5-6 years) hasbeen the subject of many studies.
Themostimportantreasons for these cycles seemtobe:
small dimension ofdairy farming (milkproducers) andcheese dairy;
fragmentation of social agents (farmers, cheesemakers, seasoners and retailers) who
areresponsable for theproduction and valorisation ofPC.
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Regarding the first reason, the deep division between farmers-cheesemakers and
wholesaler-seasoners was indicated as the most dangerous causes of instability of the filiere.These facts demonstrate that aconflict still exists inthe filière and itisnot resolved
by social solidarity.
This behaviour leads to alackof transparency on the market, and increases the fluctuations due to the demand. The length of the response process makes it difficult to forecast
the sales andprices and leads to speculativebehaviour (the 'gap'between market andproduction decisions can be calculated from an annual analysis of retailer prices and consumerprices during thelastten years).
Some mechanisms have been introduced to manage these crises and to stabilize the market:
a) the attempt made to restructure the dairy farm and the cheesemaking dairies sector,
to favour theadoption of scaleeconomies;
b) supply limitation (fixing of a certain productive level, inferior to the equilibrium
level) applied by all the cheese dairies together tokeep upprices. Recently the Consorzio of thePC and the Consorzio of the GranaPadano agreed on acommon action
of supply limitation. This is very important because the twoproducts are substitutes
andthefluctuations of oneaffect the other.
Uptonow the self regulation hasn't been very successful because ofthelack of unanimity inthedecisionstakenby some filière agents.
Moreover, with the adoption of the milk quotas decided by the EEC, the productive
selfregulation would become useless.
c) toincrease theintervention of the 'agriculturalparties'inthe seasoningand distribution of PC: this will mean more responsibility for the cheese makers' cooperative
than now.
d) the 'quality payment' of milk has been introduced more recently. The opportunities
for the future, considering also the bond of the milk quotas that (after a non-fulfilment by our country over many-years) will became effective, depend on a qualitative improvement of production and a better remuneration for milk, especially that
produced inunfavourable areas.
e) Up to now, diversification of output in the cheesemaking dairies (for example softcheese) isnotwidespread. Diversification will be abletomantain producers and farmers' incomesduring thecrisis.
The local solutions are supported by theones decided atEEC level:public interventionhavebeenrealizedby AIMA.
Briefly, new strategies are necessary to make the filière successful, to complete the integration and social 'agreements'between theagents who work,not only for the production
butalsofor theimprovement andimage ofPCcheese.
Institutional aspects:the 'ConsorziodelParmigiano Reggiano'
The 'Consorzio del Parmigiano Reggiano' (PC Consortium), which was founded in 1954,
is the Association of the producers of the cheese. Its aims are to protect and promote the
production and saleofPC cheese,aswellasthe useof thebrandname;to further all initiativesmeant tosafeguard theestablishedcharacterandessentialqualitiesoftheproduct, to
MANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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stimulate the demand for it, assist its sale and guarantee quality. Its activities range from
thecontrol ofbreeding farms andmilk, tothemarketing ofthe final product.
SincetheDecree of June 17,1957, theConsortium hasbeen entrusted, inaddition, with
approval and branding of the cheese to certify its origin, and with the supervision ofproduction and distribution. For thelatter purpose theConsortium employs vigilance officers
holdingPublic Safety qualifications.
The brand name PC applies exclusively to cheese which meets the requirements laid
down and has the characteristics of the appropriate standard (Law n.125passed on April
10, 1954 and Decree n.1269 of the President of the Republic, dated October 30, 1955),
having been produced within theconfines of the 'typical zone' (Decree n.667 ofthePresident of the Republic, dated Agust 5, 1955). The milk of the 'typical zone' is a regional
speciality to the genesis of which soil, climate, fodder vegetation, cattle-rearing traditions, andother environmental factors lesseasy tocategorize,have contributed withespecially happyresults.
Since 1981 (DPR 22.81) the brand name PC has applied to packaged PC cheese portionsand since 1992topackagegratedPCcheese (DPR 8.4.92). (6)
Aspecial stampknown as 'Export mark' isreserved toPCtobeexported, itsfunction is
to certify the qualty of the product, and to facilitate the customer control. The purpose of
this mark is to normalize and increase the process for certification of the quality ofPC in
international markets.
Conclusion
From ouranalysis we can deducethreetypeof considerations. Thefirst concerns the convenience of using an analitic method based on the 'filiere approach'. Using the 'filière',
we can pass over a merely sectorial and business point of view to pick out the strong and
weak elements of the economic system taken as a whole. This global vision made it
possible for us to notice that one of theweakest elements of the system is the typology of
relationships between the different social agents of the filiere. For instance, the integrationbetween the agents isvery littleduringthelastfase oftheproduction (seasoning) and
this fact weakens the whole system. We saw also that the conflict of interests between
seasoners and producers, and the possibility for the first to speculate can enlarge market
fluctuations. Moreover, the action of institutional agents (see Consortium) seems to be
limited and unable to coordinate the various economic subjects. We should reflect upon
these elements in order to introduce useful correctives and reinforce the coordinative action in the filière. But the analysis of filière presents the limits of an essentially descriptive kind of analysis, still without any theoretical base, alternative to the traditional one.
Criticism against standard economics has developed the new ideaof filière, but littleprogresshasbeen madeonapropositivelevel.Nothing newhasbeen saidaboutthetheoryof
firm behaviour, while this problem should be considered attentively to introduce new
analytic categories, different from the standards of neoclassical paradigm. So, for
example, the strategy ofreorganisation suggested bymany local adiministrations and hypothesized on a theoretic level, is still giving priority to the strategies of enlargement of
the firm dimension, and this is a clear structural typology of neoclassical models. Only
very recently a very innovative approach has been introduced: it is based on the analysis
of 'Funds and Flows'. This kind of analysis demonstrates that many rules of the agroin-
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dustrial production arevery different from therules of the manufacturing production centred onthelargescale firm.
With our analysis, we seethat intheproduction of PC theenlargement of the structures
is accompained by a systematic under-utilisationof them and this causes diseconomies of
scale. The analysis underlines that a vision centred only on the activity dimension is not
sufficient; it is necessary to pay attention to the organisational and institutional aspects,
that canplay avery importantroleinfinding successful andunsuccessful paths for theactivity, both on microeconomics and macroeconomics levels. Similar considerations have
been formulated also by the neoinstitutionalism, which is now subject on discussion in
our country.
Other considerations concerned some operative indications that can originate from our
filière approach. Our study has pointed out the problems of every relevant stage of the
production. For example, we notice the existence of structural problems for farms and
cheese dairies, that are in the process of reorganisations, especially in the last ten years.
However, our study revealed the importance of the relationships between thevarious sections of the production chain: once more it become clear how important the organizational problems are, togheter with the institutional ones. The lasts are connected to the
creation of synergies between the agents, in order to evidentiate the positive aspects of
their complementarity andnot the conflicts. From this point of view,an approach, even if
substantially descriptive, comes more or less to the same conclusions as the more rigorous method of analysis 'Funds andFlows' and itisnot very far from the neoinstitutionalism.
The last consideration concerns the intervention policies: at this level there are many
difficult problems which need specific reflections, but are not the object of our present
study. Now we have tonotice, once again, how little attention is paid to the coordinative
problems among thedifferent agents,but also among the different instruments of agricultural policies, operating directly or indirectly in the sector and in the territory. In our
country, very little attention has always been paid to the creation of sinergies among the
different policies carried out. On the contrary, at the present moment, starting the riduction and reorganisation of public intervention, this aspectswillbe crucial;it is also due to
the fact that the E.C. policy is giving new rigour and selection to thepublic intervention.
Besides this, as we saidbefore, theactivity of the local administration is largerly directed
to the enlargement of farms and cheese dairies, while few efforts have been done to
strenghten the integration and collaboration between the agents of the filière. These actions began too late and are still limitated, because they consist almost only in the creation of the Consortia. This depends essentially from the private agents'cultural
backwardness, that limits public intervention in this field; however, itmay be also due to
the public agents'inability of finding new ways (financial or other type) topromote acoordinative action. Finally, this kind of action is not easy, because of the sector specific
characteristics, butthesedifficulties mustnotprevent usfrom tryingtosolvethem.
Notes:
(1) The history of this cheese originates in the period of the Roman colonization in the
Cisalpine region. According to the tradition.the place of origin of PC was between
the actual provinces of Reggio and Parma. Nowadays the production zone includes
not only this territory,but alsotheprovince of Modena and someparts of the provinMANAGEMENTOFAGRI-CHAINS
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

ces of Bologna and Mantova. The word Parmigiano appears in 1300. Today the production technique of PC is still that used as in the past because of the use of traditional and artisanal methods and equipments (this production technique has been
improved at the end of the XIX century).
PC is a cheese made of cows milk, whose basic feeding is forage from field and alfalfa meadow-grass; the processing of the milk is established by Law (DPR
30.10.1955, DPR 15.7.1983 e DPR 9.2.1990).
The milk price trend in Italy has been very favourable: in the period from 1984 to
1990 prices rose, instead of diminishing as happened in all the other countries of the
EEC: the Italian dairy farmers received a high price than the indicative one fixed by
the EEC (+28%).These values are unlikely to be the same in next years; however, in
1990 an opposite trend has already taken place: between 1990 and 1991 milk price
fell by about 10% in ER. The price in ER was above the national average.
The most recent data on cheese consumption in Italy showed an increase in the consumption of cottage, white and soft cheese with neutral taste; on the contrary, the
consumption of savoury products and ripened hard cheeses shows a decrease.
A recent study revealed that PC consumption has become habit in the families of
North and Central Italy, with a greater diffusion in medium-large towns (>30000 inhabitants) and among families with high incomes. The penetration of PC into the
consumptions of the families in Italy is about 80%. Almost 50% of the consumers
use only PC.
The PC is marked (the first mark) from top to bottom all the way around, during the
24 hours while the fresch curd is settling down in its wooden mould to assume the
final shape of a cheese, a special matrix imprints the identifyng marks over its rindforming surface. This mark registers the date of cheese production for the cheese
making dairy. At a much later stage (after the complete ageing, after a full year) an
oval mark (the second mark) engraved with heat is added on a patch left vacant for
the purpose. This final stamp confirms the success of a year's work, faithfully carried out by the tradtional methods, and certifies the year of production.
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